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ABSTRACT 

Reconnaissance geological mapping has been carried out on 

8500 sq km centered on the northern part of Reindeer Lake in northern 

Saskatchewan. Parts of four major litho-structural domains occur in the 

area: from northwest to southeast they are the Whiskey Jack Domain, the 

Rottenstone Domain, the La Ronge Domain, and the Kisseynew Domain. This 

map area lies primarily in the Rottenstone Domain. 

The Whiskey Jack Domain (a new name proposed here) includes 

an Archaean granite basement overlain by the Aphebian Wollaston meta

sedimentary gneisses, both of which have been partially remobilized 

during the Hudsonian Orogeny. 

In the northwest, the Rottenstone Domain contains granitoid 

and younger gabbroic rocks, both of possible Archaean age. Large 

areas in the central portion of the domain are underlain by rocks of 

the Hudsonian Wathaman Batholith. In the southeastern part of the 

domain, Aphebian migmatitic and metasedimentary gneisses are intercalated 

with granitic rocks. 

The La Ronge Domain consists principally of granodioritic 

bodies, forming part of the South Reindeer Batholith (a term proposed 

in this study). It also contains the La Ronge metasedimentary

metavolcanic gneisses. Both granites and gneisses were folded during 

the Hudsonian Orogeny. 

The Kisseynew Domain is restricted to a small area. It 

contains both the La Ronge and Burntwood River gneisses, which are 

intercalated with deformed granitic bodies. 
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Twenty five major rock units were mapped, these include 

metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks, mylonites, basic and granitic 

rocks. Major element chemistry indicates that some of the granitic 

rocks have been magmatically fractionated. Field evidence indicates 

that other granitic bodies possibly have been formed by metasomatism and 

anatexis especially near the southern contact of the Wathaman Batholith, 

a conclusion not completely supported by the major element chemistry. 

The present study establishes that the Needle Falls Shear 

Zone and the Wathaman Batholith together are related to a major crustal 

discontinuity. Rocks northwest of the discontinuity include both 

Archaean basement material and Aphebian supercrustal rocks, whereas 

rocks to the southeast are entirely Aphebian. The Wathaman Batholith and 

the Needle Falls Shear Zone formed during the peak of Hudsonian tectono

thermal activity in this part of the Churchill Province of the Canadian 

Shield. The Wathaman Batholith, one of the largest in the world, is 

1100 km long and 40 to 60 km wide. The isotopic and REE compositions of 

rocks from the batholith indicate that the magma was probably derived by 

the fusion of pre-existing continental crust at great depth. Garnet, 

amphibole, and hypersthene were probably major residual phases in the 

source region during the formation of the magma. Concomitant with 

emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith, pre-existing granitic and meta

sedimentary rocks southeast of the batholith were tectonically 'rolled 

up' in a polyphase deformation sequence, and slightly younger migmatites 

and autochthonous-allochthonous granites were formed immediately adjacent 

to the batholith. The structural fabric of the schists and gneisses was 

formed by complex superposition and transposition of foliations, some of 

which are axial planar to folds though others are related to shear zones. 
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The emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith was preceded by 

the emplacement of the large South Reindeer Batholith of Aphebian age. 

This batholith parallels the Wathaman Batholith, intrudes the BYrntwood 

River gneisses, and appears to be unconformably overlain by the La Ronge 

gneisses. The Wathaman and South Reindeer Batholiths are paired 

batholiths and are analogous to the large paired batholiths in the 

Western Cordilleras. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past five years, systematic geological mapping of 

contiguous areas has led to a greater understanding of the Churchill 

Province of the Canadian Shield in Northern Saskatchewan. Consequently, 

the Churchill Province has been sub-divided into a number of major, 

sub-parallel, litho-structural domains, Lewry and Sibbald (1977). These 

domains are composed of one or more of the following basic geological 

entities: a) granitic basement, generally Archaean in age; b) meta

sedimentary and metavolcanic supercrustal rocks, generally Aphebian 

in age; and c) allochthonous and autochthonous igneous rocks, generally 

Hudsonian in age. Furthermore, each domain has a relatively distinct 

structural deformation style. 

As part of this systematic mapping program, an area immediately 

west of the Saskatchewan-Manitoba border and partially surrounding the 

northern portion of Reindeer Lake was mapped by a group from the 

Department of Geological Sciences, University of Saskatchewan, for the 

Saskatchewan Department of Mineral Resources during the summers of 

1975, 1976, and 1977. Langford et al. (1975) and Stauffer et al. (1976B, 

1977B) have made preliminary reports on this area, which have been 

followed by final reports by Stauffer et ~- (1976A, 1977A, and 1978; 

all three are in press). The above mapping was of a reconnaissance 

nature at a scale of 1:100 000, and the reports that resulted from it 

deal with only the general aspects of the geology. The purpose of the 

present study is to describe in more detail the geological relationships 

and evolution of the Reindeer Lake area. 

The present study area is large and includes parts of four 

litho-structural domains which are further divided according to less 
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profound geological differences. Results from this present study 

indicate that some modifications to the proposed litho-structural 

domains (Lewry and Sibbald, 1977) are necessary, and several other 

changes in interpretation and terminology are suggested here. These 

modifications and changes are listed below; the reasons for them are 

discussed in various places in the thesis. 

1) Establish another litho-structural domain, the Whiskey Jack 

Domain, between the Wollaston and Rottenstone Domains; in 

the northeastern part of Saskatchewan. 

2) Abolish the term 'Northern Intrusive Complex', and replace 

it with the term 'North Rottenstone Block'. 

3) Establish a single and descriptive term for the band of 

metasedimentary and igneous rocks which lies southeast 

of the Wathaman Batholith. The term 'South Rottenstone 

Migmatite-Igneous Complex' is advocated. 

4) Subdivide the Wathaman Batholith in the Reindeer Lake 

area. 

5) Emphasize that the Wathaman Batholith, in conjunction with 

the Needle Falls Shear Zone, is related to a major crustal 

discontinuity, perhaps of the same order of magnitude as the 

Superior/Churchill boundary. 

6) The emplacement of the granitic rocks in the La Ronge Domain 

may represent a large batholith emplaced prior to the 

Wathaman Batholith, and is here named the South Reindeer 

Batholith. Prior to the intrusion of the Wathaman Batholith, 

the La Ronge granitic rocks were eroded and the La Ronge 

metasedimentary rocks were deposited unconformably on top of 

the granitic rocks. 
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1.1 Location and Access 

Approximately 8500 sq. km. were mapped adjacent to the Manitoba 

border in an area roughly bounded by the 102° and 103° west meridians and 

56° 30' and 58° north parallels (Fig. 1.1). This area is represented by 

the following map sheets in the National Topographic Series: 64010, 

Milton Island (east half); 64015, Perry Lake; 64016, Amiskit Island; 

64El, Cheesman Island; 64E2, Wepusko Bay; 64E7, Bedford Island; 64E8, 

Beaver Island; 64E9, .Ballantine Island; 64El0, Pierce Lake; 64El5, 

MacKenzie Lake; and 64El6, McLean Bay. 

The area is readily accessible by float plane from the towns of 

Lynn Lake, Manitoba about 70 km to the east and La Ronge, Saskatchewan 

about 230 km to the southwest of the center of the area. Landing 

facilities for conventional planes exist at the settlement of Kinoosao, 

Hydichuck Island (coordinates of local place names are given in 

Appendix II) and the Brochet Indian Reserve immediately northeast of 

the area. Road access exists through the settlements of Southend, and 

through Kinoosao on the central east shore of the lake. 

A large proportion of the map area is covered by Reindeer Lake 

which is connected to numerous smaller lakes and power boats can be used 

for transportation on most of the area. Traversing on foot varies from 

extremely difficult in the large areas of burnt forest common in the 

south and in the many muskegs, to relatively easy on the sand plains 

that abound in the north. 

1.2 Physiography 

Reindeer Lake dominates the topography of the area, being up to 

70 km wide and about 200 km long. However, within this expanse there are 
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numerous islands of various sizes, so that stretches of water greater 

than 15 km are rare. The lake is fed from the north and west by the 

Wathaman, Thyme Hill, Swan, and Cochrane rivers; the latter connects 

Reindeer Lake with Wollaston Lake which lies t·o the northwest. Reindeer 

Lake drains through the Whitesand dam at the south end into the 

Reindeer River which flows into the Churchill River. 

The elevation of the main lake is about 335 m above sea level 

and the surrounding land in the area studied rises to a maximum of 464 m. 

On a broad scale, the topography is gently undulating with lower elevations 

near the main lake. On a more local scale, there are numerous steep 

sided hills and shallow gorges. Where bedrock is exposed, small ridges 

and shallow valleys follow the structure of the underlying rocks. 

Glacial land forms present in this area consist of drumlins, 

eskers and glacial-fluvial outwash plains. The drumlin$ are restricted 

to the northwest corner of the area and trend towards the southwest. 

Eskers are distributed throughout the area, and are preferentially 

oriented north to south. Extensive glacial outwash plains occur in the 

northern half of the study area, whereas less extensive planes occur in 

the southern half of the area, to the west of Reindeer Lake. 

Most of the shoreline of Reindeer Lake has excellent outcrops. 

This is due to the combined effects of the Pleistocene glaciation, and 

frequent storms involving drift ice which has resulted in the initial 

outcrop exposure and subsequent removal of most glacial deposits and 

inhibited the growth of vegetation. 

1.3 Previous Work 

Geological observations in the Reindeer Lake area were first 

made by Tyrrel and Dowling (1897), when they travelled down the Canoe· River 
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(now called the Swan River) from Wollaston Lake, through Reindeer Lake 

and into the Reindeer River. Stockwell (1929) carried out reconnaissance 

mapping of the Reindeer Lake shoreline, and published a comprehensive 

report on the major lithology. Large scale reconnaissance maps (1 inch 

to 4 miles) with descriptive notes were published by Alcock (1938, 1939A, 

1939B) for the eastern part of the 640 map sheet, and by Weeks (1940) for 

the eastern· part of the 64E map sheet. Rice (1953) published a regional 

compilation map including the study area using data abstracted from the 

geological reports listed above. Other geological. maps within the area 

have been compiled by Shklanka (1962) in the extreme northeast and by 

Karup-M~ller (1967) in the northwest corner. 

Detailed mapping on a 1 inch to 1 mile scale by the Saskatchewan 

Department of Mineral Resources has been completed in the following 

adjacent areas: 64D9E Wapus Bay area (east half), Pyke. (1960); 64D9W 

Wapus Bay area (west half), Cheesman (1959); 64DlOW Milton Island area 

(west half), Sibbald (1977); and 64Dl4E Oliver Lake area (east half), 

Shklanka (1961). Reconnaissance mapping on a 1:100 000 scale by the 

Saskatchewan Department of Mineral Resources in adjoining areas have been 

published in a preliminary form by Gilboy (1976b), Reindeer Lake South 

(S.E. quarter); Lewry (1975), Reindeer Lake South (N.W. quarter); Lewry 

(1976) Reindeer Lake North (S.W. quarter); and Lewry (1977a) Reconnaissance 

Geology: Compulsion Bay area, Wollaston Lake. 

Mapping by the Manitoba Mines and Resources Department east of 

the study area has been restricted to the Laurie Lake area (Milligan, 

1952, revised by Zwanzig, 1976), and the Reindeer Lake- Southern 

Indian Lake Regional Correlation (McRitchie, 1977). 

The Pleistocene geology of the area is currently under 

investigation and preliminary reports have been published by Schreiner 
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et al. (_1975 and 1976) and Schreiner and Alley (_1976). To the east, the 

Pleistocene geology has been partially mapped by O'Donnell (1976); and 

to the south, some aspects of Glacial Lake Agassiz have been described 

by Langford (1977). 

Aeromagnetic surveys have been published by the Geological 

Survey of Canada (1966a, 1966b) on a scale of 1:250 000 as well as on 

individual sheets at a scale of 1:63 360. Airborne gamma-ray work has 

been carried out and published by the Geological Survey of Canada (1975). 

Also, the Geological Survey of Canada (1974) has sampled and analysed 

lake sediments for prospecting purposes. 

Two theses on topics within the area are known. One by 

Reinhardt (1962) describes a zoned pluton in the Numabin Bay area. The 

other, by Sinha (1970), includes a lead isotopic age obtained from a 

sample from the Brown Claim {a lead-zinc showing in Paskwachi Bay) and 

also presents a Rb/Sr isotopic age based on imprecisely positioned 

samples east of the Wollaston fold beld. 

1.4 Method of Investigation 

While carrying out this study the author was employed as a 

senior assistant on the University of Saskatchewan's geological mapping 

party. Mapping during the 1975 field season was confined to the region 

south of the 57th parallel, during which time the author was principally 

concerned with the northwestern one-third of that summer's area. 

Geological data obtained was plotted onto a 1:50 000 topographical base 

map, and compiled onto a 1:100 000 topographical map with the aid of 

aeromagnetic maps and an analysis of the structural trend lines from 

aerial photographs. 

In 1976, the map area was extended to the 57° 30' line of 
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of latitude and essentially the same methods were used. The only 

difference was that the author directed much of the mapping and endeavoured 

to visit areas assigned to the other senior assistants in addition to 

mapping a portion of the area. This double checking was done in order 

to achieve consistent rock-type definitions. Also, during 1976, a 

re-examination was made in two small parts of the area mapped in 1975: 

east of Malcolm Island, and between Crozier and Gramiak Lakes. 

During 1977, mapping was carried out in the same way as in 

1976 and the area was extended northwards to the 58th parallel. The 

region mapped included an area previously mapped by Shklanka (1962), 

and in compiling the geological map for the area, use was made of his 

map and field notes. 

Subsequent to the field work, thin sections were examined 

from representative samples of the various rock units. Also, 105 samples 

were analysed for their major element compositions and 17 samples were 

analysed for their trace element compositions. 

1.5 Terminology 

The classification of igneous rocks used in this thesis 

follows that of Streckeisen (1976) and is illustrated in Figures 1.2 and 

1.3. The classification of the cataclastic rocks has been slightly 

modified from that of Higgins (1971). 

The following terms have been used throughout this thesis with 

the definitions given below. 

Fragment: This term is used in preference to !xenolith', which implies 

absolutely no relationship between the two phases, and in preference to 

'inclusion', which may or may not suggest a relationship between the 
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inclusion and host rock, but the host rock must be igneous. In most 

instances when the term 'fragment' is used, it refers to a previously 

crystallized metasedimentary/metavolcanic rock from which the host rock 

has in part been derived, but not necessarily through an igneous process. 

Granitic: A term used for igneous rocks whose composition corresponds 

to one of the following groups: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8* and 9* in Fig. 1.2. 

Granitoid: · This term is used for rocks with a granitic or grano

dioritic composition and with an igneous appearance but may or may not 

be igneous in origin. 

Meta-Arkose: This term is used for a medium-grained quartz, 

feldspar metamorphosed rock. A psammitic origin has been inferred in 

all cases though no primary structures were found. The remote 

possibility that these rocks could have been pelitic and composed of 

kaolinite and quartz is acknowledgedbutdisregarded beca~se there are 

other biotite and hornblende rich pelitic units intercalated with the 

meta-arkoses. 

Recrystallization: This term is used in a non-specific manner for 

the process whereby large, strained crystals recrystallize to smaller 

crystals with a lower degree of internal strain. The term 'polygonization', 

though commonly used as a synonym, is not used in this context in this 

thesis because the original definition of polygonization implies straight 

sided grain boundaries to the recrystallized grains. 
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Figure 1.3 

Mafic :nineral content of the various rock groups. 
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Figure 2.2 

The generalized geology of parts of northern Saskatchewan and 

Manitoba, approximately centered about the study area. (See Fig. 2.1, 

2.3 for domain boundaries, and Fig. 5.8 for fault names). 

Key 

Athabasca Sandstone (Helikian) 

Supercrustal psarnmites, and pelites (Aphebian) 

Supercrustal amphibole-rich gneisses (Aphebian) 

Wathaman Batholith and related bodies (Aphebian) 

Granites and granitoid bodies (Aphebian) 

Gabbroic rocks (Archaean) 

Archean Basement 

Archaean cratons 

Faults/shear zones (Hudsonian) 

Geology compiled from Byers (1948), Cheesman (1959), Forsythe (1977), 
Gilboy (1975, 1976b), Johnston (1969, 1970), Lewry (1975, 1976, 1977), 
McRitchie (1977), Padgham (1969), Pyke (1960), Ray (1975, 1977), 
Shk1anka (1961, 1962), Sibba1d ~~ (1976), Weber et al (1975a) and 
Zwanzig (1976). 
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2. GENERAL GEOLOGY 

Within Saskatchewan, the Churchill Province of the Canadian 

Precambrian Shield has been divided into a number of litho-structural 

domains (Lewry and Sibbald, 1977; Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). From west to east 

these are: Firebag Domain 

Clearwater Domain 

Western Granulite Domain 

Virgin River Domain 

Mudjatik Domain 

Wollaston Domain 

Rottenstone Domain 

La Ronge Domain 

Glennie Lake Domain 

Kisseynew Domain 

Flin Flon Domain 

The Firebag Domain is a craton of presumed Archaean age and 

is comprised of granulite facies gneisses that have locally retrogressed 

to amphibolite facies (Sibbald et al. 1976). 

The Clearwater Domain is a Hudsonian mobile belt composed of 

granitoid and porphyroblastic synorogenic granites (Sibbald et al. ~cit.). 

The Western Granulite Domain is another craton of presumed 

Archaean age, and consists of granulite facies granodioritic and 

anorthositic gneisses. During the Hudsonian orogenesis, .these rocks 

locally retrogressed to amphibolite facies and also underwent slight 

structural reworking (Sibbald et al. ~cit.). 

The Virgin River Domain is comprised of both Archean granitic 

rocks and Aphebian supercrustal metasedimentary gneisses. Both rock 

types have been cross folded, and there is a progressive increase to 

the west in the amplitude of the northeast trending folds concomitant 

with a drop in metamorphic grade from granulite to amphibolite facies.· 
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The western boundary of this domain is marked by mylonites of the Virgin 

River Shear Zone which are extensively intruded by the porphyroblastic 

Junction River Granite (Sibbald et al. ·££cit.). 

The Mudjatik Domain is composed of Archaean granitic rocks and 

Aphebian metasedimentary gneisses that have been cross folded and 

mobilized during the Hudsonian orogenesis. It is characterized by large 

domal interference structures. The domain is structurally symmetrical 

with, and lithologically gradational into both the Virgin River and 

Wollaston Domains (Sibbald et al. ££ cit.) . 

The Wollaston Domain is essentially a 'mirror image' of the 

Virgin River Domain, and is bounded on the southeast by the Needle 

Falls Shear Zone. Both domains are characterized by large elliptical 

fold patterns that parallel the domain boundaries. 

The Rottenstone Domain is comprised of Aphebian migmatitic, 

metasedimentary gneisses intercalated with granitic bodie.s in the east, 

and the prophyroblastic Wathaman Batholith in the west. This batholith 

is a Hudsonian synorogenic body that along its western boundary intrudes 

the Needle Falls Shear Zone. In the northeastern part of the domain, 

large areas of granitoid and gabbroic rocks of possible Archaean age 

separate the Wathaman Batholith from the Needle Falls Shear Zone. 

The La Ronge Domain, consisting principally of_granites and 

the La Ronge Aphebian supercrustal metasedimentary gneisses, was folded 

in an irregular manner during the Hudsonian orogenic event. The gneisses 

of this domain are gradational into the migmatites of the Rottenstone 

Domain to the north. This transition is relatively abrupt to the west 

but becomes diffuse within the study area. The age relationship between 

the metasedimentary and magmatic rocks is not firmly established; 

Lewry et al. (1976) advocate that all magmatic rocks intruded the Aphebian 
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metasedimentary rocks, whereas McRitchie (1974) advocates that the 

metasedimentary rocks lie unconformably upon some of the granitic rocks. 

The Glennie Lake Domain, which is largely faulted bounded, is 

characterised by non-linear and discontinuous belts of metavolcanic and 

metasedimentary rocks between diapiric granitic gneiss bodies. Rocks 

in this domain are of unknown age. The supercrustal rocks have been 

metamorphosed to the amphibolite facies during the Hudsonian orogenic 

event (Lewry, 1977b). 

The nature of the boundary between the La Ronge and Kisseynew 

Domains is uncertain and as discussed later in the text it may be either 

an unconformable or gradational boundary. The Kisseynew Domain is 

composed of Aphebian metasedimentary gneisses and older metasedimentary 

granitoid gneisses both of which are intercalated with granitic bodies. 

The Aphebian gneisses consisting of psammites and metavolcanic rocks are 

variously termed: Sickle gneisses, La Ronge gneisses, Sh.erridon gneisses 

and even Missi gneisses depending on the location. 

been metamorphosed to the upper amphibolite facies. 

These gneisses have 

The older granitoid 

gneisses together with some amphibolitic gneisses are variously termed: 

Burntwood gneisses, Kisseynew gneisses, Nokomis gneisses, and in part, 

even Amisk Gneisses, and have been metamorphosed to the upper amphibolite 

and possibly even the granulite facies. 

The Flin Flon Domain lies south of the Kisseynew Domain but the 

nature of the boundary is uncertain but is probably complex and is 

discussed in more detail by Bailes (1971). The Flin Flon Domain is 

comprised of the Amisk metavolcanic rocks overlain by the Missi conglomerates 

and arkoses, and locally intruded by granitic bodies. The supercrustal 

rocks have been metamorphosed to the greenschist facies and radiometric 

studies (MacQuarrie, 1979, in prep.) indicate that all these units were 
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Table 2.1 

Tentative geological history for the Reindeer Lake area. 
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Some rock trpes without unit numbers are rare and not described in the appendix, but 

their chronological position was determined by cross-cutting relationships. 
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Notes on Table 2.1 

1) The lithological units are not necessarily __ n:t.m\b~r~s
in stratigraphic order. 

2) Some rock types without unit numbers are rare and not 
described in Appendix I, but their chronological position 
was determined by cross-cutting relationships. 

3) The South Reindeer Batholith is composed primarily of the 
La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite as discussed 
later in the text. 
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emplaced or deposited during the Hudsonian orogenic event. 

The consolidated rocks of the Reindeer Lake area are of 

Precambrian ·age and lie within parts of four lithostructural domains as 

proposed by Lewry and Sibbald (1977). These are: the Wollaston Domain, 

the Rottenstone Domain, the La Range Domain, and the Kisseynew Domain. 

The Whiskey Jack Domain, as proposed in this study, (Fig. 2.3) occurs in 

the northwes.tern part of the map area in place of the Wollaston Domain 

as implied by Lewry and Sibbald (~cit.). The Whiskey Jack Domain and 

Wollaston Domain boundary occurs northwest of the map area, and therefore, 

no segmept of the Wollaston Domain is recognized in the present study area. 

The reason for establishing the Whiskey Jack Domain as a separate entity 

is discussed later. 

A total of twenty-five litqological units, many of which are 

further sub-divided, have been employed to describe the geology of the 

Reindeer Lake area and some are gradational into each oth~r. All are 

described in detail in Appendix I according to the numerical order of 

the map legend and only the more general aspects are presented here. 

Table 2.1 gives a tentative geological history for the Reindeer Lake 

area. 

2.1 l~iskey Jack Domain 

The Whiskey Jack Domain occurs only in the extreme northwestern 

corner of the study area and is composed of three rock units: Johnson 

River gneisses (unit 2), Wollaton gneisses (unit 3), and some bodies 

correlated with the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10) which otherwise crop 

out mainly in the Rottenstone Domain (Map 1.2). The ~fuiskey Jack and 

Rottenstone Domains are separated by a white porphyroblastic granite 

(unit 18b) and a prophyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e) which 
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trend northeasterly and pass through Reynold Lake (Map 1.3). 

The Johnson River gneisses are pink, massive to foliated, fine 

to medium grained, and granitic in composition. They have been mapped as 

a continuous body from the type area at Johnson River by Ray (1976), 

Scott (1969, 1970), and Lewry (1977a). However, there are major 

lithological differences between the rocks in the type area and those in 

the present ·study area. For example, the rocks at Johnson River are 

characteristically strongly foliated (Ray, 1976); whereas within the 

study area they are not. 

Outliers of rocks similar to the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10) 

occur within and along the entire southeastern contact of the Johnson 

River gneisses. The isolated bodies of Turner Bay granitoids within the 

general outcrop area of the Johnson River gneisses are composed of 

medium-grained, white to pale pink, garnetiferous granite, whereas the 

rocks beside the main body of the Johnson River gneisses .are variable 

from garnetiferous granite to metasedimentary migmatite in which 

garnetiferous granite forms the neosome. 

In the area of the present study, the Wollaston gneisses occur 

only as large xenoliths or inliers within the Turner Bay granitoids and 

the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite which separates the ~fuiskey Jack 

and Rottenstone Domains. These metasedimentary rocks are composed of 

interlayered meta-arkoses*, psamrnatic to pelitic gneisses, and amphibolite 

gneisses. No sequence or spatial relations were established for these 

rocks. The remnants of the Wollaston gneisses that occur sporadically 

within the band of Turner Bay granitoids adjacent to the Jqhnson River 

gneisses are more dominant to the southwest, and in the area mapped by 

Lewry (1977), they supplant the Turner Bay granitoids in this band. 

* See definition in Section 1.5 
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Figure 2.4 

An enlargement of a portion of Fig 2.3 showing the subdivisions of the 

Rottenstone Domain used in thi"s study. The legend for Fig 2.3 also applies 

to this figure. Note the l'!athaman Batholith has been subdivided into 

three parts. 
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2.2 Rottenstone Domain 

The Rottenstone Domain makes up the major part of the present 

study area. It has been subdivided into three subgroups which are from 

north to south: the North Rottenstone Block, the Wathaman Batholith, and 

the South Rottenstone Migmatite- Igneous Complex (Fig. 2.4). 

The contact of the Rottenstone and La Ronge Domains in the 

southern part of the map area is gradational. Similarly, contacts between 

the various rock units within the Rottenstone Domain are mainly 

gradational. The only prominant exception is the segment of the contact 

between the North Rottenstone Block and the Wathaman Batholith that 

occurs west of Reindeer Lake and which is marked by the Parker Lake 

Shear Zone (unit 25) (Maps 1.2 and 1.3). 

2.2.1 North Rottenstone Block 

This block was called the Northern Intrusive Complex by Lewry 

(1976) and Lewry et al. (1977), however, because it contains a high pro

portion of non-intrusive rocks in the area studied, the name North 

Rottenstone Block is used here. 

The North Rottenstone Block trends northeast to southwest 

through the study area and extends laterally from its contact with the 

Whiskey Jack Domain in the vicinity of Reynolds Lake to the Wathaman 

Batholith or the Parker Lake Shear Zone near the northwest shore of 

Reindeer Lake. It contains the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 1), the 

Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), a white porphyroblastic granite 

(unit 18b), the MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19), the Swan River gabbroic 

rocks (unit 20), numerous dykes of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21), 

the Patterson Island prophyritic diorite (unit 22), the porphyroclastic 

schistose mylonite (unit 18e), and blastomylonites (unit 25). 
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The Zengle Lake gneisses comprise fine grained, strongly to 

weakly foliated, folded, red gneisses and exhibit indistinct compositional 

banding. The main area of outcrop is in the vicinity of Zengle Lake 

but these rocks also occur in scattered outcrops in the Zangesa Bay area. 

Southwest of Zengle Lake the rocks grade into the Lueaza River granitoids. 

The Lueaza River granitoids are highly variable in texture, 

ranging from. compositionally banded gneisses that appear to be meta

sedimentary rocks, to massive rocks that are granitic in composition 

and indistinguishable from many of the igneous rocks in the area. Inter

mediate varieties are generally medium-grained, strongly foliated, red 

granitic gneisses. Where present, the foliation is commonly folded. The 

granitoid rocks extend the full length of the North Rottenstone Block 

within the present study area with metasedimentary, migmatitic and 

foliated varieties generally predominate in the northeast, whereas massive 

varieties are predominate in the southwest. 

The white porphyroblastic granite (unit 18b) extends from 

Zengle Lake to Reynolds Lake in an inverted 'U' outcrop pattern. It is 

foliated and contains subhedral feldspar porphyroblasts up to SO mm in 

length which form less than 5% of the rock. The matrix is a medium to 

coarse-grained, pale pink granite and the rock has been correlated with 

the Wathaman Batholith. 

Rocks of the MacKenzie Lake granite, which crop out mainly 

around MacKenzie Lake and Porter Bay, are brick-red to pale pink and have 

a massive appearance in hand specimen; the grain size varies from 1 to 

10 mrn. Occurrences of rocks similar to the MacKenzie Lake granite are 

scattered throughout the general Lueaza River granitoids outcrop area, 

and possibly represent products of autochthonous melting of the granitoids. 
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The Swan River gabbroic rocks are mainly restricted to the south

eastern side of the North Rottenstone Block, adjacent to the Parker Lake 

Shear Zone, but also occur as small pods and dykes within the above 

mentioned units. These rocks are massive to weakly foliated, black to 

grey, medium to coarse-grained, and principally of dioritic composition. 

Small dykes of the Warren Islands granite commonly cut the 

Swan River gabbroic rocks as well as the Lueaza River granitoids and the 

MacKenzie Lake granite. They have not been found within the Zengle Lake 

gneisses. The granite is red to white, medium to fine-grained, and massive. 

The main body of Patterson Island porphyritic diorite is located 

within the main outcrop area of the Swan River gabbroic rocks, and has a 

near circular outline. Locally, fine-grained dioritic xenoliths aligned 

parallel to themselves define a possible intrusive flow foliation within 

the porphyritic diorite. The feldspar phenocrysts, up to 40 nun long, are 

randomly oriented in some localities but elsewhere are sub-parallel to one 

another. The host diorite is medium to coarse-grained and black to purple 

on both fresh and weathered surfaces. 

Porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e) occurs principally 

along part of the northwestern boundary of the North Rottenstone Block. 

Similar rocks also occur in bands within the Lueaza River granitoids as 

well as in mantles surrounding some of the mafic pods. The clasts are 

composed of single microcline crystals or locally of aggregates of 

fragmented feldspar grains. These are pink or, more rarely, white, are 

angular to lenticular, and most are mantled by a colourless translucent 

aggregate of microscopic quartz and feldspar grains. The ground mass is 

a grey topalepink, foliated, mylonite. 

Only three bands of blastomylonite were positively identified, 

one of which is part of the ParkerLake Shear Zone. The other two bands 
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are sub-parallel to, and are 15 and 30 km respectively, northwest of 

the Parker Lake Shear Zone. These blastomylonites are finely laminated 

and have various colours and compositions. They cut most of the units 

within the North Rottenstone Block including the porphyroclastic 

schistose mylonite. 

All the above mentioned rock types, except the Swan River 

grabbroic rocks (unit 20), are pervaded by linear to irregular microscopic 

zones of comminution as well as zones with variable degrees of neo

mineralization/recrystallization. Within the Lueaza River granitoids the 

extent to which these microscopic textures are developed decreases to the 

northeast, and they are not discernible in the migmatitic to metasedimen

tary varieties of the unit. Limited recrystallization and comminution has 

occurred in the Swan River gabbroic rocks and is largely restricted to the 

margins of the bodies. 

Metasedimentary migmatitites (unit 9c) separate part of the Parker 

Lake Shear Zone north of Swan Bay from the Swan River gabbroic rocks. These 

might correlate with the Campbell River metasedimentary gneisses and 

schists which have been mapped to the southwest by Lewry et al. (1977). 

2.2.2 Wathaman Batholith 

The Wathaman Batholith is a major lithological unit extending in 

a north facing arc from near La Ronge, Saskatchewan to near Churchill, 

Manitoba, a distance of 1100 km. Furthermore, the batholith has a maximum 

width of 160 km (Fig. 2.2). The southwestern extension of the batholith 

is obscured by Palaeozoic strata and the eastern extension by both 

Pleistocene glacial deposits and Palaeozoic strata. 

Within the present study area, the Wathaman Batholith varies 

between 15 and 30 km wide but has a sphere of influence along its southern 

margin that varies from 20 km wide in the east to 4 km wide in the west. 

The batholith is described best in terms of two sub-units: the Northern 
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Mixed Border Zone and the Central Core; the adjacent Southern Sphere of 

influence is considered to be a transitional border phase. 

The Northern Mixed Border Zone has its maximum width along the 

eastern boundary of the map area, extending from the northeast corner to 

Boundary Island. This border phase thins to the southwest and was not 

observed southwest of Swan Bay. The Parker Lake Shear Zone forms the north

western contact of the Mixed Border Zone with the North Rottenstone Block 

in the western part of map 1.4. Whereas northea?t of this, the contact is 

progressively less well-defined and, on the eastern margin of the map area 

is largely arbitrary. Similar problems in delineating the northwestern 

boundary of the Wathaman Batholith exist in Manitoba north west of the Fergus 

River fault (Schledewitz, personal communication, 1977). The highly irregu

lar nature of the Northern Mixed Border Zone contact with the Central Core 

results from placing the contact where there is consistently present more 

than 5% of at least two phases other than the host rock. The irregular 

southern contact of the Central Core with the adjacent Southern Sphere of 

Influence has been established on the basis of textural and, to some extent, 

compositional variations, which are themselves largely transitional. The 

boundary of the Southern Sphere of Influence has been placed at the southern 

limit of consistant porphyroblast development, which is approximately coinci

dent with a shear zone and a change in magnetic signature on the aeromagnetic 

maps (G.S.C. 1966b). However, the Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17) and the 

Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10} can be traced through this boundary. 

The Northern Mixed Border Zone contains two main types of 

material, both containing a variety of xenoliths and cross-cutting dykes. 

The most common (unit 18c) is essentially the same type of microcline 

porphyroblastic, medium to coarse-grained, grey to pink igneous rock that 
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occurs in the Central Core. This rock contains varying amounts of 

xenoliths of the Knox Island diorite (unit 12) and the Lueaza River 

granitoids (unit 11), plus uncorrelated xenoliths of diorite, meta

sediments and possible mylonites. Phases that intrude this material 

consist of: a) rare dykes of a microcline porphyroblastic (?porphyritic) 

coarse-grained, light grey, quartz monzodiorite to granite; b) dykes of 

strongly foliated, grey granite to granodiorite; c) dykes of MacKenzie 

Lake granite (unit 19); d) two sets of dark grey~ medium-grained diorite 

to quartz diorite dykes; e) abundant dykes of the Warren Islands granite 

(unit 21); and f) dykes representing several episodes of pegmatite develop-

ment (_?injection) . 

The other main type of rock found in the Northern Mixed Border 

Zone, unit 18d, also contains microcline porphyroblasts in a medium to 

coarse grained matrix, but also possesses a weak schistosity that is 

absent in the Central Core and contains a higher proportion of biotite than 

does the Central Core. Higher relative proportions of the Lueaza River 

granitoids and fewer xenoliths of the Knox Island diorite are associated 

with this type of rock compared to the type described above (unit 18c). 

Intrusive phases within this material (18d) are restricted to dykes of: 

a) MacKenzie Lake granite; b) Warren Islands granite; and c) pegmatite. 

The Central Core of the batholith is more homogeneous though 

it does contain small dioritic xenoliths (which form <1% of the rock), 

local shear zones, and irregularly distributed bands containing a 

relatively higher porphyroblast content (up to 100%, see Plate 19b) than 

the enclosing rocks, in which porphyroblasts never exceed 40% of the rock. 

The main rock of unit 18a has pink to white, microcline porphyroblasts, 

up to 60 mm long, which vary in their orientation between random and sub

parallel. They are set in a medium to coarse grained, pale pink to grey 
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matrix and the total rock composition varies locally from quartz diorite 

to granite. 

The adjacent Southern Sphere of Influence contains parts of the 

following rock units: the Rottenstone migmatites (unit 9d), Turner Bay 

granitoids (unit 10), Knox Island diorites (unit 12), Beaver Island 

gneisses (unit 17), outliers of the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18a, unit 

18c), and dykes of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21). 

The Rottenstone migmatites that occur·within the sphere of 

influence contain bands of highly granitized metasedimentary palaeosome. 

Neosome and palaeosome are interbanded on a 0.1 - 5 m scale, and the 

resulting migmatite is in turn interbanded with additional neosome on a 

30 to SO m scale. 

The Turner Bay granitoid is one of the units that can be traced 

through the southern limit of pophyroblast development.. However, north 

of this limit, the unit is not pervaded by irregular intrusions of white 

garnetiferous coarse-grained granite (Hugh Island leuco-granite, unit 14) 

that is typical south of the limit. Rather, the rock is a medium-grained, 

pale pink to white granite which varies from massive to weakly foliated 

and commonly contains schleiren structure. It is similar to some of the 

rocks south of the porphyroblast limit except that it contains sporadic 

porphyroblasts. In some rare instances north of the limit of porphyro

blast development, the weakly foliated material can be traced into rocks 

which are very similar to the granitized palaeosome of the Rottenstone 

migmatites found within the sphere of influence. (Plates 8b, 9, and 10). 

The Knox Island diorite occurs in scattered outcrops of massive, 

coarse to medium-grained, black to grey diorite. This rock is commonly 

cut by a stock-work of randomly oriented, irregular dykes of quartz and 
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and feldspar, and commonly contains fragments of amphibole and biotite 

rich metasedimentary rocks. 

The Beaver Island gneisses form large bodies of medium to 

coarse-grained, grey gneisses, ranging in composition from diorite to 

granite, with an accompanying progressive decrease in the concentration 

of mafic minerals. The distribution of rocks with different compositions 

was not established. Locally, these gneisses contain fragments with a 

higher proportion of mafic minerals than the host rock and the borders 

of some fragments are straddled by microcline porphyroblasts. One body 

correlated with the Beaver Island gneisses has been traced through the 

limit of porphyroblast development in the vicinity of Cowie Bay. 

Outliers of the Wathaman Batholith are of two types: a) several 

homogeneous small plutons (unit 18a) which are indistinguishable from 

the material within the Central Core, and b) a large band of heterogeneous 

material (unit 18c) roughly coincident with a shear zone that extends 

from the south end of Vermilion Bay to Kellough Island (Map 1.4). This 

heterogeneous band contains assorted xenoliths which cannot be correlated 

with established units and which are unlike the material in the Northern 

Mixed Border Zone. The host rock of this band isverystrongly foliated in 

most outcrops, and the shear zone which is roughly coincident with this 

band is a splay off the Parker Lake Shear Zone and has been termed the 

Reilly Lake Shear Zone by Lewry (1976). 

2.2.3 South Rottenstone Migmatite - Igneous Complex 

This broad band of rocks was called the migmatite/tonalite/ 

trondhjemite complex (Gilboy, 1976a), the Central Igneous Complex 

(Lewry et al. 1976), and the tonalite complex (Lewry et al. 1977), but 

because metasedimentary migmatites are a major aspect of the band and 
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granites plus alkali granites are also present in abundance, the name 

South Rottenstone Migmatite - Igneous Complex is suggested here as being 

more appropriate. 

The South Rottenstone Migmatite - Igneous Complex trends east to 

northeast through the central part of the study area. The northern boundary 

of this division has been placed at the limit of porphyroblast development 

south of the· Wathaman Batholith as discussed above. The southern boundary 

has been placed at the southern limit of extensive migmatization of the 

metasedimentary rocks. Contained within this division are: a) part of the 

La Ronge gneisses (units Sb, Sc, Se); b) the majority of the Rottenstone 

migmatites (units 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d); c) part of the Turner Bay granitoids 

(unit 10); d) outliers of the La Ronge Domain granitic rocks (units 13a, 

13d); e) the Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14); the Tate Island 

monzodiorite (unit 15); g) some of the Crowe Bay agmatite (unit 16); 

h) some of the Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17); i) numerous dykes of the 

Warren Islands granite (unit 21); j) some small bodies of ultramafic rocks 

(unit 23), and k) pegmatites of various ages (unit 24). 

The La Ronge gneisses are restricted to two areas of outcrop, 

both having 'V' shaped outlines. One of these is northeast of Walter 

Island and the other is between Clement and Walsh Islands. Northeast of 

Walter Island the rocks are medium-grained, quartz-feldspar-biotite

amphibole gneisses (unit Sb). At Clement Island, the rocks have a higher 

amphibole content and have been correlated with the amphibole-rich meta

sedimentary/metavolcanic rocks (unit Sc). East of Clement Island these 

amphibole-rich rocks are intercalated with biotite bearing metasedimentary 

rocks and migmatites but locally grade into massive to weakly foliated 

meta-arkoses, psammites, and pelites all of which are devoid of amphibole. 
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Here, the rocks have been grouped as part of the undivided metasedimentary 

gneisses (unit Se). 

The Rottenstone migmatites (unit 9) are derived from the 

La Range gneisses by the in-situ development of pegmatite and the injection 

of granitic material. The various sub-divisions of these migmatites, 

i.e., Allen Island migm9-tite, Steep Rock Point migmatite and Horseshoe 

Island migmatite (Map.> 1.2) represent the progressively higher degrees 

of granitization and migmatization that occur as the southern contact of 

the Wathaman Batholith is approached. The Allen Island migmatite 

(unit 9a) is derived from the biotite bearing metasedimentary rocks of 

the La Ronge gneisses and is typified by continuous bands of palaeosome 

which texturally do not differ markedly from the La Range gneisses. 

Similarly with the minor occurrences of amphibole bearing migmatite 

(unit 9b) that are found adjacent to the amphibole bea~ing rocks of the 

La Range gneisses. The Horseshoe Island migmatite (unit 9c) 

represents a higher degree of migmatization and granitization than does 

the Allen Island migmatite. Within this variety, the palaeosome is 

typically composed of thin trails of coarse-grained biotite which are 

discontinuous, folded, and usually 2 to S mm thick and intercalated 

with bands of white, coarse-grained neosome which are 10 mm to 1 m thick. 

The Steep Rock Point migmatite (unit 9d) differs from those above in 

that bands of palaeosome up to S m thick are intercalated with bands of 

neosome that are less than 1 m thick. Bands, 30 - SO m thick, of this 

palaeosome/neosome mixture are, in turn, interlayered with 30 to SO m 

thick bands of additional neosome. The palaeosome is highly granitized, 

medium grained, and contains thin. continuous trails (<2 mm thick) of 

biotite and minor amphibole grains. On many outcrops the layers contain 

numerous small folds. 
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The main body of Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10) lies 

immediately north of the Horseshoe Island migmatites and its contact with 

them is gradational over most of its length. The major rock type is a 

medium to coarse-grained, pink to off-white granite containing rare 

recognizable metasedimentary fragments. South of the limit of porphyroblast 

development this unit is extensively intruded by white, garnetiferous, 

coarse-grained granite (unit 14) similar to that which forms the bulk of 

the neosome material in the Rottenstone Domain. 

The La Ronge Domain granitic rocks occur in the southern 

portion of the South Rottenstone Migmatite - Igneous Complex and some of 

the bodies can be traced into the La Ronge Domain to the south. Bodies 

of the medium-grained, white to pale pink, weakly foliated granodiorite 

(unit 13a) have relatively sharp contacts with all the adjacent units, 

and form outcrop shapes that delineate fold interference patterns. The 

single body of medium-grained, dark to medium grey, stron.gly lineated to 

foliated, meta-grandiorite (unit 13d) occurs adjacent to the La Ronge 

amphibole-rich rocks (unit Sc) to the north of Amiskit Island (Map 1.1) 

and at its margin contains numerous metasedimentary/metavolcanic xenoliths. 

The Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14) is a commonly massive 

white garnetiferous, coarse-grained rock that forms the injected phase 

of the South Rottenstone Migmatitic-Igneous Complex. Th~s granite occurs 

in several separate bodies most of which have elongated 'U'-shapes, though 

one has an irregular outline. All contacts are gradational and the bodies 

contain xenoliths of both the La Ronge gneisses and the La Ronge Domain 

granitic rocks. 

Tate Island monzodiorite (unit 15) occurs only in two small 

round bodies with sharp contacts; the largest occurs in the core of an 
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'arrow head' underlain by Hugh Island leuco-granite and the smaller body 

occurs in one barb of an 'arrow head' underlain by La Ronge Domain 

granodiorite (unit 13a). This monzodiorite is grey, massive, and medium 

grained. 

Only one body of the Crowe Bay agmatite (unit 16) occurs in the 

Rottenstone Domain and is located at the mouth of Paskwachi Bay. It is 

in contact with the La Ronge amphibole-rich metasedimentary/metavolcanic 

rocks and the Horseshoe Island migmatite. Definite amphibole bearing 

metasedimentary xenoliths plus abundant xenoliths of unknown affinity 

occur in the agmatite. The host rock is a medium-grained, off-white 

granodiorite. 

Two areas of amphibole~rich dioritic gneisses have been 

correlated with the Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17); one is a folded 

band that was traced through the limit of porphyroblast .development south 

of the Wathaman Batholith. The other is an elliptical bQdy mantled by 

some Horseshoe Island migmatites and both units are in turn contained 

with an 'arrow head' shaped body of La Ronge Domain granodiorite (Map 1.2). 

A relatively large body of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21) 

occurs in the core of a large fold in the La Ronge gneisses on Stanger 

Island and it is apparently associated with the sporadic development of 

microcline porphyroblasts in the adjacent metasedimentary rocks. 

Small intrusive ultramafic bodies (unit 23) occur at two 

localities. One body, east of Steep Rock Point, is an altered coarse

grained, black gabbro. The second body, at Irvine Lake, contains an 

aphanitic rock which is black on the fresh surface and has a chocolate

brown weathered surface. 

Pegmatites (unit 24) occur as stringers of neosome, cross 

cutting veins, and as separate mappable bodies within the Rottenston
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migmatites. This rock type is mainly very coarse-grained, white to pink, 

contains some magnetite and biotite and, where it occurs in mappable 

bodies, grades imperceptibly into the adjacent migmatites. 

2.3 La Ronge Domain 

In the western part of the map area, the northern border of 

the La Ronge Domain lies north of Gramiak Lake and transects the northern 

end of Perry Lake. In this vicinity the boundary between the two domains 

is transitional over a short distance with migmatites to the north and 

gneisses to the south. East of Perry Lake, the transition between gneisses 
. 

and migmatites occurs over a much greater distance and no boundary can be 

drawn. The southern boundary between the La Ronge Domain and the Kissey-

new Domain forms a north facing arc extending from northwest of Deep Bay 

northeastward to Laurie Lake. Its position, however, is uncertain at the 

apex and along its southeastern continuation. The La Ronge Domain contains 

the following rock units: a) the majority of the La Ronge Gneisses 

(unit 5); b) some tmcorrelated gneisses (unit 8); c) the La Ronge 

Domain granitic rocks (unit 13); d) some of the Crowe Bay agmatites 

(unit 16); e) the majority of the La Ronge Domain mafic and ultramafic 

rocks (unit 23), and f) some pegmatites (unit 24). 

In the southwest, the La Ronge gneisses form a well defined 

northeasterly striking band whose trend becomes complex in the vicinity of 

Milton Island (Map 1.1). This group has been subdivided into quartz-

feldspar-biotite gneisses (QBF, unit Sa), quartz-feldspar-biotite-amphibole 

gneisses (QBFA, unit Sb), amphibole-rich metasedimentary/metavolcanic 

rocks (unit Sc), quartz-feldspar-biotite-sillimanite gneisses (QFBS, unit 

Sd), and undivided metasedimentary gneisses (unit Se). QFB gneisses 

dominate the outcrops northeast of Milton Island, typically have a colour 

index of 5 to 15, and are medium to coarse-grained and compositionally 
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banded. QFBA gneisses are largely restricted to the western portion of 

the map area near the boundary of the Rottenstone Domain and to the south

east of Milton Island. They also occur in isolated bodies at Laxdal 

Island and grade into the QFBA gneisses near Gilbert Lake, and furthermore, 

these rocks occur as a thin~though mappable, continuous band along the 

northern edge of a body of La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite 

(unit 13a) between Loon Bay and Garth Lake. Banding and lateral 

compositional variations characterize this unit. ·A metavolcanic origin 

for at least part of it is indicated by the occurrence of pillow lavas at 

three localities (Stockwell, 1929), of which one occurs in the pre$ent 

study area. The presence of olivine altering to amphibole (Ashton, 1979), 

indicates an original basic composition for the unit. QFBS gneisses are 

most abundant near the inferred boundary between the La Ronge and Kisseynew 

Domains but also occur as small bands scattered within the QFB gneisses 

and adjacent to the metasedimentary/metavolcanic rocks between Loon Bay 

and Garth Lake. This rock differs from the QFB gneisses only in that 

there are ellipsoidal nodules several centimetres across composed of 

quartz, muscovite, and sillimanite set in a QFB matrix. 

The undivided gneisses (unit Se) that occur northeast of 

Cheadle Lake are composed mainly of QFB, QFBA, and QFBS gneisses some of 

which are garnetiferous and medium-grained, but also include some 

compositionally layered gneisses containing diopside, amphibole, and 

feldspar with minor amounts of quartz. 

The largest area of uncorrelated gneisses (unit 8) surrounds 

Gramiak Lake and in this locality, the gneisses are off-white, medium

grained, and granitic. They are similar to the La Ronge Domain weakly 

foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) but were set apart on the basis of 

locally developed, weak compositional layering. The smaller area of 
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uncorrelated gneisses is located south of Crowe Bay, and contains meta

arkoses, QFBS gneisses, calc-silicates and migmatites. 

La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) forms 

bodies of various sizes scattered over the southern third of the study 

area (Fig. 2.2). The rock is off-white, medium-grained, and weakly foliatedo 

Monzodiorite (unit 13b) is confined to one body east of Gallop Lake. It 

is pale pink, medium-grained, and weakly foliated to massive. Massive 

granodiorite (unit 13c) occurs only in one body within the present study 

area, at Gilbert Lake, but a larger body exists immediately west of the 

study area at Numabin Bay (Shklanka, 1961, Lewry et al., 1976). The 

Gilbert Lake body occurs within strongly deformed parts of the other-

wise weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a). The rock is off-white and 

medium to coarse-grained. La Ronge Domain mela-granodiorite occurs within 

and adjacent to the main bodies of the La Ronge amphibole rich meta

sedimentary/metavolcanic rocks {unit Sc). It is dark gr~y, medium-grained, 

strongly lineated and foliated. 

Crowe Bay agmatites (unit 16) occur in two bodies, one at Crowe 

Bay and the other west of Welck Lake. These rocks are very similar to 

the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) but contain 

numerous xenoliths of rocks that are similar to the La Ronge gneisses 

(unit 5). 

Minor rock units in the La Ronge Domain include several small 

scattered altered gabbroic bodies (unit 23), and pegmatites (unit 24). 

2.4 Kisseynew Domain 

The most northern position at which the boundary between the 

La Ronge and Kisseynew Domains can be placed is along the southern side 

of the La Ronge metasedimentary/metavolcanic rocks (unit Sc). This 
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boundary position might represent an unconformity as there is an abrupt 

change from metasedimentary/metavolcanic rocks in the north to granitized 

metasedimentary, gneisses to the south. me most southern possible 

position of the boundary between the two domains passes through. Levesque 

Bay, in which case the contact would be gradational over about 5 km 

between migmatized sediments to the south and non-migmatized sediments to 

the north. The main problems with positioning the boundary is that the 

criteria for discrimination between the two domains were not applied 

during mapping and cannot be applied in hindsight with any validity. 

Burntwood River gneisses and La Range gneisses occur within 

the Kisseynew Domain regardless of where_ the boundary is placed. In the 

area studied, the Burntwood River gneisses. are a series of migmatized meta

sedimentary rocks whose palaeosome is formed of medium-grained, granitized 

QFB gneisses with a colour index of 10 to 15. Locally,- in thin bands 

within the palaeosome, there are minor amounts of sillimanite, diopside, 

and graphite. The palaeosome is rarely composed of calc-silicates and 

amphibolites. Neosome material is typically white to pink pegmatite. 

The Kisseynew Domain also contains isolated outcrops of amphibole bearing 

gneisses that correlate with the La Range gneisses, and intrusive 

granodiorites to granites which, for convenience, have been grouped with. 

the La Range Domain granitic rocks though little is knoWn about them. 

2.5 Metamorphism 

The general aspects of metamorphism in a large area including 

the present study area have been discussed by Lewry et al. (1978), as far 

as has been established, all rock types have undergone upper amphibolite 

facies metamorphism. Partly because of the mineral assemblages present 
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and the reconnaissance nature of the mapping, no improvement on the 

ideas of Lewry et al. (~cit.) have been made. However, the distribution 

of some metamorphic minerals is outlined below. 

Sillimanite occurs in four modes within the area: a) as small 

rare fibrous grains within the Johnson River gneisses near contacts with 

the Turner Bay granitoids; b) in a single outcrop of the Lueaza River 

granitoids as common disseminated grains; c) in widely scattered nodules 

(<40 mm across) composed of sillimanite fibres, muscovite, and quartz, 

within the La Range QFB gneisses and the palaeosome of the Rottenstone 

migmatites; d) in layers rich in sillimanite, muscovite, quartz 

nodules within the La Range QFBS gneisses, and e) as small clusters of 

prisms and fibres within the palaeosome of the Bruntwood River gneisses. 

Garnet (? almandine), though not consistently present, is 

common in the area. It occurs a) as single small grains (<2 mm) in the 

core of rare amphibole lenses in the Zengle Lake gneisses.; b) as large 

porphyroblasts (<20 mm across) which are common though scattered in a 

northeast striking mylonite zone north of Patterson Island; c) scattered 

throughout the La Range QFB gneisses and especially in the La Range undivided 

gneisses northeast of Cheadle Lake; d) as a common mineral in grains <15 mm 

across, in the La Range QFBS gneisses south of the granite body (unit 

13a) at Wapus Island; e) in restricted bands that are ri~h in garnets 

(<30 mrn) within the La Range metasedimentary/metavolcanic rocks; 

f) scattered grains (<2 mm across) within the palaeosome of the Bruntwood 

River gneisses; and g) as a characteristic though not common constituent 

of the larger bodies of the Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14). Also 

garnet grains, less than 30 mm across, of possible uvarovite composition 

have been identified in calc-silicate horizons in the Burntwood River 

gneisses (Ashton, 1979). 
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Clino-pyroxene occurs commonly in the La Ronge QFBA and undivided 

gneisses, but is known to occur only at one locality in the Steep Rock 

Point type of Rottenstone migmatites where it co-exists with amphibole in 

a low mafic to meta-arkosic rock. 

Cordierite is known only in the La Ronge metasedimentary/meta

volcanic rocks near Milton Island where it occurs in association with 

anthophylite (Ashton, 1979). 

Perthitic textures (both ribbon and string varieties) are 

conspicious in the Johnson River gneisses, though they are not abundant. 

2.6 Age Relationships 

In Table 2.1 the various lithological units have been tentatively 

placed in chronological order. The basis for this ordering has been a 

combination of field evidence, geochronological studies, geochemical 

correlation, and structure. In this section the particular evidence or 

relationships with other units is presented briefly for individual units. 

I) No conclusive field evidence has been found as to the 

age of the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 1). However, similarity 

in composition suggests their correlation with the Wollaston 

Domain Archaean basement (section 4.3). 

II) The Johnson River gneisses (unit 2) form part of the 

Wollaston Domain/l~iskey Jack Domain Archaean basement which 

has been dated at about 2500 Ma (section 3.1). Together with 

the Swan River gabbroic suite these are the oldest known rocks 

in the Reindeer Lake area. 

III) The Wollaston gneisses (unit 3) unconformably overlie the 

Archaean basement and have been deformed and remobilized during 

the Hudsonian Orogeny (Ray 1976; and section 3.1). 
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IV) No basement to the Burntwood gneisses (unit 4) has been 

found to date. These gneisses have been intruded by granitic 

rocks (? La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite, unit 13a) 

(Campbell, 1972). 

V) The nature of the La Ronge gneisses (unit 5) basal contact 

is controversial, and the various postulated relationships between 

the underlying rocks and La Ronge gneisses are: a) the gneisses 

are unconformably upon the La Ronge weakly ·foliated granodiorite 

(section 5.2.4; Campbell 1972; McRitchie 1974); b) the gneisses 

lie disconformably upon the Burntwood River gneisses, especially in 

the southern part of the Kisseynew Domain (Zwanzig 1976; McRitchie 

1974); and c) the gneisses have been intruded prior to or during 

the Hudsonion Orogeny by the La Range Domain weakly foliated 

granodiorite (unit 13a; Stauffer et ~- 1976a; Lewry et al. 1976). 

Most of this disagreement stems·from the significance placed on 

some obviously intrusive granodiorite/La Ronge gneiss contact 

relationships. Some workers have regarded these as primary 

features whereas other workers have interpreted these as the 

result of remobilization of older granodiorite upon which the 

gneisses were deposited. The first hypothesis has been adopted 

in this thesis. 

VI) The Gramiak Lake variety of the Gneisses of unknown 

affinity (unit 8) have been correlated with the La Ronge weakly 

foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) on the basis of petrographic 

and compositional similarity. 

VII) Geochronological studies show that the Swan River gabbroic 

suite (unit 20) was emplaced during the Archaean era (section 3.2). 
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TI1e relative age of the Wollaston Domain Archaean basement with 

respect to the Swan River gabbroic suite cannot be made using 

the absolute ages; this is because of the size of the confidence 

limits on the age determination. However, the occurrence of 

gabbro - diorite dykes in the Zengle Lake gneisses demonstrates 

that the Swan River gabbroic suit is younger than the granitic 

Archaean basement. 

VIII) The La Range Domain mela-granodiorite (unit 13d) can be 

correlated with the La Range meta-volcanic gneisses (unit Sc) 

on the basis of field evidence (section I.S). Though this 

correlation has been accepted it is not substantiated by the 

geochemistry (section 4.5.3). 

IX) Contact relationships show that the Patterson Island 

porphyritic diorite (unit 22) intrudes the Swan River gabbroic 

suite. The Patterson Island porphyritic diorite is ·similar 

petrographically to the large gabbroic body east of Reindeer 

Lake (Fig. 2.2) and some of the La Range Domain mela-granodiorite 

(section I.ll.4) and therefore, might be coeval with them. 

X) The relative ordering of the La Range Domain leuco

monzodiorite is purely arbitrary, but it appears to intrude 

the La Range gneisses. 

XI) The formation of the Rottenstone migmatite (unit 9), 

Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), Knox Island diorite (unit 12), 

and Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17), occurred simultaneously, 

and their formation was in response to the emplacement of the 

Wathaman Batholith. All these units were formed by modification 

of the same parent rocks, the La Range gneisses and/or the 
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La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (sections 4.7.2, 

and 4.7.3), their formation probably took place over a pro

tracted period of time. This is discussed in more detail later. 

XII) The Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14) has been derived 

by anatexis from the La Ronge gneisses and the La Ronge Domain 

weakly foliated granodiorite and also intrudes both of these 

units (section 4.6, and 5.3). Formation of the leuco-granite 

occurred during the initial phases of emplacement of the Wathaman 

Batholith. 

XIII) The La Ronge Domain massive granodiorite (unit 13c) was 

formed by remobilization of the weakly foliated granodiorite 

(unit 13a) and intrudes both the La Ronge gneisses and its own 

source rock (section 5.3). This intrusion occurred during the 

F4 fold phase. 

XIV) The Tate Island diorite intrudes the Hugh Island leuco

granite and might be coeval with the La Ronge Domain massive 

granodiorite. 

XV) The La Ronge Domain mafic rocks intrude the La Ronge 

gneisses as well as the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated grano

diorite, also, they appear to be spatially controlled by F4 

folds and, therefore, could be coeval with the massive grano

diorite. 

XVI) The Wathaman Batholith was emplaced over a protracted 

period of time which spanned most of the time during which the 

structural deformation took place in the surrounding rocks and 

early intrusive phases. Because of this time range, locally 

contradictory age relationships have been recorded (section 6.4). 
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However, geochronological studies indicate that the batholith 

was emplaced about 1850 Ma (section 3.3). 

XVII) The relative ages of the various igneous rocks younger 

than the Wathaman Batholith have been determined by cross

cutting structures observed within the Wathaman Batholith. 
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3. GEOCHRONOLOGICAL DATA REVIEW 

No systematic radiometric dating study has been undertaken in 

the present study area or in the surrounding districts. However, regional 

reconnaissance studies have been carried out by Wanless et al. (1974) and 

Sinha (1970), both of whom obtained samples from within the present study 

area. Sinha (~ cit) carried out U/Pb and Rb/Sr analyses, but since his 

samples have been taken from diverse units of possibly different ages, 

his average U/Pb age of 2040 Ma for the rocks northeast of La Ronge must 

be treated with caution. Wanless et al. (1974) lists numerous K/Ar 

results from mineral seperates from the Precambrian rocks of Canada. 

Those applicable to the environs of Reindeer Lake give values that are 

between 1600 and 1800 Ma with no noticable geographical trends in this 

part of the Churchill Province. 

Sporadic isotopic studies on individual rocks have been done in 

the surrounding areas and some have regional significance. 

3.1 Wollaston Domain and Whiskey Jack Domain 

Basement rocks in the Wollaston Domain, in part represented by 

the Johnson River Gneisses (unit 2), have been isotopically dated by 

several authors and the results are listed by Cumming and Scott (1976). 

In particular, they list one Rb/Sr 'isochron' date of 2612 ± 65 Ma 

(A= 1.39 x 10-ll yrs-1) by Wanless and a Pb/Pb 'mineral' isochron date 

of 2040 ± 135 Ma determined by Cumming~ al. (1970). However, Cumming 

et al. (~cit) calculated the initial age of emplacement for the lead 

to be 2530 ± 140 Ma. 

In addition, Cumming and Scott (1976) also carried out isotopic 

Rb/Sr analyses which define a mineral isochron from one sample of the 
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Johnson River gneisses (unit 2). This isochron corresponds to an age of 

1732 ± 24 (2a) Ma with an initial ratio of 0.7418 ± 0.0005 (2a). Six 

whole rock samples of the Johnson River gneisses (S2, S6, SlO, Sll, DDH-1 

7.5, and DDH-3 208) analysed by Cumming and Scott (££cit) have a best-fit 

line, estimated by this author (by eye), that corresponds to an 'errorchron'* 

age of 1960 Ma (A= 1.39 x lo-ll yrs-1) and yields an initial ratio of about 

0.725. 

Wanless and Loveridge (1978) report a -Rb/Sr whole rock isochron 

from the Johnson River gneisses that corresponds to an age of 2506 ~ 70 Ma 

with an initial ratio of 0.6977 ± 0.0032 (A= 1.47 x lo-ll yrs-1). 

In the Whiskey Jack Domain in Manitoba, Weber et al. (1975b) 

have carried out Rb/Sr isotopic analyses on several rock units; for one, 

a hypersthene 'quartz diorite' to 'quartz monzonite', the data define 

an errorchron corresponding to an age of 2745 ± 124 (95%) Ma (A= 1.39 x 

lo-ll yrs-1) with an initial 87sr;86sr ratio of 0.7029 ±_0.0016 (95%). 

The data for another unit, a foliated 'quartz monzonite', also define an 

errorchron which corresponds to an age of 2636 ± 163 (95%) Ma and has an 

initial ratio of 0.7025 ± 0.0034 (95%). 

The high initial ratios determined by Cumming and Scott (1976) 

for the mineral 'isochron' and the whole rock errorchron suggests that 

the Johnson River gneisses have locally undergone isotopic rehomogenization 

at approximately 1730 to 1960 Ma ago. The maximum calculated age of the 

original rock was about 900 Ma before the rehomogenization, or 

approximately 2600 Ma before present (Cumming and Scott, 1976). This is 

in agreement with the apparently non-updated age of 2506 Ma determined by 

* Errorchron is a term applied to the best-fit line in a BPI diagram 
(isochron diagram), when the quantity MSUM (defined by York, 1969) is in 
excess of about 2. 5 (Brookes et al. 1972). If the value of the MSUM .is 
below 2.5, the data define an-rsochron. 
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Wanless and Loveridge (1978). 

3.2 North Rottenstone Block 

The single radiometric age determination within the North 

Rottenstone Block is a U/Pb concordia result of about 2500 Ma (Wanless, 

reported by Ray, 1978, personal communication). This was carried out on 

a zircon sample derived from a relatively undeformed portion of the Parker 

Lake gneisses (a unit that grades into the Swan River gabbroic rocks, 

unit 20), and collected some 90 km to the southwest of the present study 

area. 

3.3 Wathaman Batholith 

Two independent studies have been made to determine the age of 

the Wathaman Batholith. The first, by Sinha (1970), was done prior to 

the identification of this batholith as a mappable unit and was an attempt 

to date the granitic rocks immediately east of the Needle Falls Shear 

Zone using the Rb/Sr isochron technique. This study produced an age of 

1846 ± 60 Ma with an initial ratio of 0.7040 ± 0.0005. The second 

attempt was by Wanless (reported by Ray, 1978, personal communication), 

using the U/Pb technique and analysed zircon separates derived from 

samples collected some 90 km southwest of the study area.; he obtained 

an age of 1830 Ma. 

Weber et al. (1975b) dated a porphyritic 'quartz monzonite' 

(equivalent to a granite in terms of the I.U.G.S. classification) batholith 

in the Kasmere Lake area using the Rb/Sr isochron method and obtained an 

age of 1855 ± 62 (95%) Ma and an initial ratio of 0.7113 ± 0.0022 (9S%). 

Lithologically this batholith is very similar to the Wathaman Batholith 

and is regarded as a satellite to the Wathaman Batholith. 
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Th . . . 1 87/S /868 "d . e 1n1t1a r r isotopic ratio prov1 es constra1nts to 

the evolution of the batholith. It is uncertain as to whether Sihna 

(~ cit) analysed rocks from only the Wathaman Batholith or grouped 

samples from a variety of different granite bodies. For this reason his 

results are ignored and only the initial ratio of 0.7113 obtained by 

Weber et al. (1975b) is used here. The batholith is unlikely to be a 

late differentiate of a mantle derived magma because the initial ratio 

lies well above the oceanic evolution trend of Faure and Powell (1972) 

and the sub-continental evolution trend postulated by Davies ~ al. (1970). 

However, higher than normal initial ratios have been reported for some 

mantle derived rocks, e.g. the Insch Complex (Parkhurst, 1969) and the 

Bushveld Igneous Complex (Hamilton, 1977). Consequently, a high initial 

ratio does not necessarily preclude a mantle origin. As the initial 

ratio of the Kasmere Lake Batholith coincides with the evolution line 

for the Precambrian crust in North America presented by ~aure et al. 

(1963 (in Davies et al., 1970), the Wathaman Batholith could represent 

remelted crustal material. 

Due to the enormous size of the batholith the mechanism of 

selective crustal contamination suggested by Parkhurst (1969) would not 

appear to be feasible, and therefore the Wathaman Batholith and similar 

bodies are more likely to be remobilized crustal material rather than 

mantle derived material. 

3.4 La Ronge and Kisseynew Domains 

Sangster (1978) has reviewed all the significant radiometric 

data available in the La Ronge, Kisseynew, Glennie Lake, and Flin Flon 

Domains. Most analyses have been carried out on samples from the Flin 

Flon Domain, but the results are pertinant to the La Ronge and Kisseynew 
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Domains. The crescent-shaped distribution of metavolcanic rocks in these 

domains has been informally termed the 'Circum-Kisseynew Volcanic Belt' 

by Sangster (1978). Rb/Sr ages for metavolcanic rocks in this belt are 

essentially the same as the ages from associated metasedimentary rocks 

and other metasedimentary rocks within the Kisseynew Domain at 1699 to 

1810 Ma. These are in agreement with the 1700 to 1900 Ma model lead 

ages derived· from sulphide occurrences with the same rocks. Also 

recently obtained U/Pb ages (MacQuarrie, 1978, personal communications) 

agree well with the Rb/Sr and Pb/Pb ages. 

This agreement of the radiometric results substantiates a 

previous theory that the metasedimentary rocks are Aphebian in age and 

-
have been affected only by the Hudsonian Orogeny (Byers~ al., 1965; 

Stauffer and Mukherje~, 1971). Moreover, some of the metavolcanic rocks 

in these domains have in part been referred to as island. arc deposits 

(Stauffer, 1974; and McRitchie, 1975), and these grade into the greywackes 

and shales towards the basin center (ie. the present position of the 

Kisseynew Domain). 
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4. CHEMISTRY 

Major element chemical analyses were carried out on 105 rock 

samples and trace elements determined for 17 samples from the Reindeer 

Lake area. Most of these samples were collected during the 1976 field 

season and the majority were taken from the area mapped during 1975 and 

1976. The sampling program was designed to obtain samples from all the 

granitic units, with emphasis on the Wathaman Batholith and the adjacent 

igneous rocks to the south. The approximate location and a brief 

description of the outcrop setting of each sample are given in Appendix 

III. Maps 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 give the exact sample locations. 

In this chapter, the analytical methods are discussed first, 

followed by a discussion of the types of diagrams used for interpretation,

and finally the chemical compositions of the various rock units are 

interpreted as an aid to correlation and to help determine the rocks' 

origin. 

4.1 Sample Preparation and Method of Analysis 

The weight of nearly every sample collected for geochemical analysis 

analysis was between about 0.5 kg (for rocks with grains less than 1 mm 

across) and about 15 kg (for the coarse-grained porphyroblastic rocks). 

Weathered surfaces were removed from these samples with a diamond saw; 

the samples were then broken with a hammer and crushed with a 'cold steel' 

jaw crusher. Subsequently, the samples were split into aliquots, one 

which was kept for reference and the other which was processed further. 

An exception was sample Fl75, an oversized sample of quartz monzodiorite 

from the Wathaman Batholith . This sample was split into four quarters. 

One was processed as Fl7SI; another was snlit into two and one half 
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processed further as Fl7SII. Another quarter was divided into four parts, 

one of which was processed further as Fl7SIII. The remaining quarter plus all 

material that was not used was kept for reference. This triplication was 

done in order to obtain some idea of variation between different samples 

of a rock that has a large grain size range. 

The next step in preparation consisted of grinding the rock 

chips and powder in a boron steel, concentric-ri~g mill. Grinding was 

done in two stages. The first stage produced a powder with no fragments 

more than 1 rnm in diameter. Some of this powder was removed and the 

second stage grinding was carried out to produce a final powder with 

grains less than 100 mesh (Tyler sieve mesh size), and most grains are 

less than 200 mesh. 

Glass beads for analysis in an electron microprobe were manu

factured by melting the rock powder in an optical-image furnace using the 

method described by Schimann and Smith (1976). However, the pastel 

colour and consequent high reflectivity of the majority of the Reindeer 

Lake rock powders severely limited the absorbtion of energy by the rock 

powder. This, along with the high viscosity of the granitic melt resulted 

in inhomogeniety and incomplete fusion of the samples. To overcome this 

problem, the rock powder was mixed with an approximately equal weight of 

tetraborate flux and then fused in the optical-image furnace. Flat 

surfaces were ground and polished on each glass bead. These surfaces 

were scanned overal several 30 x 30 micron spots in an A.R.L. electron 

microprobe operated at a 15 kV applied voltage. The X-ray spectrum 

generated by the electron beam incident on each glass bead was analysed 

using the energy dispersive technique described by Smith (1976). Con

centrations obtained for the various elements were converted to oxide 
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quivalent concentrations and then, because of the dilution effect of the 

flux, scaled up to'a total of 100%. 

Unfortunately, an oil film covered the window on the lithium

silicon detector crystal at the time the analyses were made and, as a 

result, measured values of phosphorous, magnesium, and sodium were 

significantly low. This problem was not detected until many months later. 

Consequently, sodium and magnesium were re-analysed using an atomic 

absorbtion technique (Perkin- Elmer, 1973). 

The ferrous iron concentrations were determined using the 

method described in Maxwell (1968) and the total volatiles were determined 

from the loss in weight on ignition of the rock powder (LOI). 

The oxide values obtained from the microprobe analyses were 

adjusted by subtracting the total sodium, magnesium, ferrous oxides and 

the LOI from 100%. Then percentage concentrations of all the other 

oxides were re-scaled to make up the residual percentage. with adjustment 

for the ferrous to ferric ratio. Adjusted values are given in Table 1, 

Appendix IV. 

The triplicate analysis of sample Fl75 gives an estimate of 

the internal precision of the adjusted analyses; for these samples, 

the difference between the maximum and minimum value of each oxide is 

expressed as a percentage of the mean oxide concentration in the list 

below: 

Si02 2% Ti02 0% A1 203 3% Fe2o3 14% Total Fe 

FeO 4% ~0> 100% BaO > 100% MgO 6% 

CaO 5% Na
2
0 5% K

2
0 7% LOI 12% 

Five samples were independently analysed by the Saskatchewan 

Research Council using an atomic absorbtion technique; the results are 

13% 
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listed in Table 2, Appendix IV. The average difference between these and 

the adjusted microprobe analyses are: 

Si02 ±2% Ti02 
±30% A1 203 

±s% Fe2o3 Total Fe 

* FeO N.A. MnO > 100% BaO N.A. MgO ±7% 

CaO ±IS% Na2o ~4% K
2
o ±2% LOI N.A. 

Duplicate energy dispersive analyses are also listed in Table 2, all of 

which were obtained on sample beads devoid of flux and without the 

sodium and magnesium adjustements. 

Seventeen samples were analysed for 22 elements at the Centre 

±9% 

of Volcanology, University of Oregon, under the supervision of Dr. G. Goles. 

A non-destructive instrumental neutron activation analysis technique was 

employed, similar to that described by Lindstrom et al. (1972), and the 

results are listed in Table 3, Appendix IV. Also, in the same samples 

Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, and Nb were determined by. X-rar fluorescence at the 

University of Oregon and the results are listed in Table·4, Appendix IV. 

Rb and Zr were analysed by both the neutron activation and X-ray 

fluorescence techniques. 

C.I.P.W. norms were calculated from the major element compositions 

using the Irvine and Baragar (1971) procedure, and the results are listed 

in Appendix V. 

4.2 Presentation of the Data 

The chemical data have been plotted onto a number of different 

types of variation diagrams. Initially, the data are represented in 

Harker diagrams in order to help determine genetic relationships between 

the various rock units. Secondly, normative quartz - alkali feldspar -

* N.A. - Not analysed. 
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plagioclase and quartz - orthoclase - plagioclase diagrams were prepared, 

mainly to determine the degree of compositional hetrogeneity of the 

lithological units. Thirdly, the data are compared with some. of the 

ternary experimentally studied phase systems pertainent to granitic rocks. 

Finally, the Rare Earth Element (REE) data have been plotted in order to 

interpret some aspects of the rocks' genesis. 

To aid in the comparison of the chemical composition of the 

rocks, a number of previously reported analyses -from outside the study 

area have been used for comparative purposes. These come from the 

vicinity of Kasmere Lake in northwestern Manitoba (Weber et al., 1975a) 

and Foster Lake, which is west of Reindeer Lake (Gilboy, 1976a). Analyses 

from the Kasmere Lake area include several of a porphyroblastic granitic 

batholith which is considered to be a satellite of the Wathaman Batholith. 

Analyses from the Foster Lake area are of Archaean gran~te gneisses or 

the Wollaston Domain (an equivalent of the Johnson River.gneisses (unit 2)), 

the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18), and a granodiorite body in the La Ronge 

Domain which probably is equivalent to the La Ronge Domain granodiorite 

(unit 13a). The reported duplicate analyses of samples from the Foster 

Lake area (Gilboy, 1976a) indicate that the precision of analyses for most 

oxides is between 2% and 20%. For Na2o, CaO, MgO, and total Fe as Fe2o3, 

precisions as poor as SO% were obtained. 

The data have been grouped into seven sets, and these are: 

1) Archaean Basement outside the study area; 2) Turner Bay granitoids; 

3) La Ronge Domain granitic rocks; 4) Hugh Island leuco-granite; 

5) Beaver Island gneisses; 6) Wathaman Batholith; and 7) Warren Islands 

granite and the Wathaman Batholith mixed border phase. 

All major element data from Archaean Basement rocks are from 
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the Foster Lake and Kasmere Lake areas. The Foster Lake data were derived 

from a single body, whereas the Kasmere Lake data were derived from a 

number of bodies and different units. The single trace element analysis 

is of a sample taken from within the study area. 

All the Turner Bay granitoid rocks analysed are from the study 

area and most of these are from north of the limit of prophyroblast 

development~ A distinction between data from north and south of the 

limit of prophyroblast development has been made~ 

Data for the La Range Domain granitic rocks (unit 13) come from 

within the study area and from the Foster Lake area. Data from Gramiak 

Lake gneisses (unit 8) are also included with these because the petro

graphic character and structural setting of the gneisses are similar to that 

of the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a). This 

weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a), the massive granodiorite (unit 13c), 

the granodiorit.e from Foster Lake, and the Gramiak Lake gneisses (unit 8) 

are all petrographically similar to each other. In contrast, the La Ronge 

Domain leuco-monzodiorite (unit 13b) and the La Range Domain mela-granodiorite 

(unit 13d) are petrographically dissimilar to each other and to the 

other subunits of the La Range granitic rocks (unit 13). 

Most of the Hugh Island leuco-granite data was obtained from 

the study area and consists of analyses of the leuco-granite (unit 14) 

and a single analysis of pegmatite (unit 24). This pegmatite analysis is 

included because the leuco-granite and the pegmatite both have similar 

compositions and are coarse-grained. Also included with this data is one 

analysis of a neosome phase in the Wollaston gneiss migmatites at Kasmere 

Lake. The petrographic description of this neosome (Weber et al., 197Sa) 

suggests that the rock is very similar to the Hugh Island leuco-granite. 
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The Beaver Island gneisses data include analyses from the 

Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17) and the Knox Island diorite (unit 12), 

and all are derived from within the study area. Most of the samples 

analysed are from within the Southern Sphere of Influence which is 

adjacent to the Central Core of the Wathaman Batholith. However, a 

couple of analyses of the Beaver Island gneisses and a couple of analyses 

of the Knox·Island diorite are of rocks outside the Southern Sphere of 

Influence. The Knox Island diorite has been grouped with the Beaver Island 

gneisses because field evidence suggests that both rock units were derived 

from similar parent rocks, and the origins of both units is thought to be 

associated with the emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith. 

The Wathaman Batholith data consist of analyses from the 

Central Core of the batholith at Reindeer Lake and Foster Lake, whereas 

data from the Kasmere Lake area is from a satellite batholith. 

Data from the Warren Islands granite and the Wathaman Batholith 

mixed border phase are plotted together on a single plot to save space. 

Their respective compositional distribution patterns do not overlap and 

they can be discriminated easily. Analyses from the mixed border phase 

of the Wathaman Batholith were separated from those of the Central Core 

to help ascertain any compositional differences. 

A number of analyses have been made of some mafic and ultramafic 

rocks, but as the data is so limited, no diagramatic presentation or 

discussion of the data is given (the analyses are given in Table 1, 

Appendix IV) . 

4.2.1 Harker diagrams of the major element data 

Harker diagrams for most major oxides have been constructed and 

are presented in Figures 4.1 to 4.9. The trend lines on these diagrams 
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are calculated regression lines using a HP 67 program package. No 

weighting of the data has been used. 

Caution in the interpretation of Harker diagrams has been 

advocated by Chayes (1964) and Hyndman (1972). Chayes showed that such 

diagrams cannot distinguish between different processes that lead to a 

high Si02 variance. Hyndman reiterated the concerns of Chayes but 

endorsed the cautious use of Harker diagr,ams to help establish genetic 

affinities between various rock suites. 

4.2.2 Quartz - alkali feldspar -plagioclase diagrams 

Plots of normative quartz - alkali feldspar - plagioclase are 

given in Figure 4.10 together with the compositional boundaries for the 

various igneous rock classes as set by the International Union of 

Geological Sciences (I.U.G.S.) (Fig. 1.2). The norms have been adjusted 

according to the procedure recommended by Le Maitre (1976'), whereby the 

normative albite is divided between the plagioclase and alkali feldspar 

components. This procedure is an attempt to duplicate the modal composi

tion of the rocks by using the normative compositions. 

Caution must be exercised when interpreting these diagrams 

because both Na
2
o and K

2
o, which principally occur in the alkali feldspars, 

are also partitioned in biotite and hornblende, however, ·no Na2o or K
2
0 

is calculated in the normative mafic minerals. Therefore, in these 

normative compositions, the alkali feldspar content is overestimated and 

this error increases with the colour index of the rocks. The nature of 

the displacement of the normative data relative to the modal data can be 

seen by comparing the distribution pattern of the modal data (Fig. 4.11) 

with that of the normative data (Fig. 4.10) for the Wathaman Batholith. 
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4.2.3 Quartz - orthoclase - plagioclase diagrams 

In the past, prior to the I.U.G.S. classification, ternary 

plots of quartz - orthoclase - plagioclase normative and modal compositions 

were employed in the description of granitic batholiths by the United 

States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) and Geological Survey of Canada 

(G.S.C.) geologists (Bateman et al., 1963; Ross, 1972; Roddick and 

Hutchison, ·1974; and Gabriellse and Reesor, 1974). Normative plots for 

the Reindeer Lake rocks are given in Figure 4.12 together with the 

compositional classification based on this type of diagram. 

There would be no significant differences between the distri-

bution pattern of the modal data in the Qz - Or - Plag diagram and the 

Qz - Alk feld - Plag diagrams if the data were plotted. This is because 

the An content of the plagioclase in the Reindeer Lake area is nowhere 

less than An5 which would entail that some of the plag~oclase be grouped 

wi~h the K-feldspar to form the alkali feldspar component in the Qz -

Alk feld - Plag diagram. Therefore, in both types of diagrams the 

orthoclase and alkali feldspar components are solely due to the K-feldspar 

content in the rocks at Reindeer Lake. However, large differences exist 

between the distribution patterns of the normative data in the Qz - Alk 

feld - Plag and Qz - Or - Plag diagrams (Figs. 4.10 and 4.12 respectively). 

This is because in the Qz - Or - Plag diagram the normative albite and 

anorthite are simply added to form the plagioclase component, whereas 

in the Qz - Alk feld - Plag diagram the normative albite is partitioned 

between both the alkali feldspar and plagioclase components. The error 

caused by the Na2o and the K
2
0 being calculated only into the normative 

feldspar and not into any of the mafic minerals, previously described for 

the normative Qz - Alk feld - Plag diagram, also occurs in the Qz - Or -
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Plagioclase diagram. 

The final plot in Figure 4.12 shows evolution trends of some 

selected granitic batholiths on the western margin of the North American 

continent. These trends are based on modal compositions rather than 

normative compositions, as used for the Reindeer Lake rocks and, as a 

result, comparisons must be treated cautiously. 

4.2.4 Quartz - albite - orthoclase system. 

Most of the experimental work on the granite system has been 

done in terms of the quartz - albite - orthoclase - water system (summarized 

in Fig. 4.13) or has been related to it. Chemical data from the Reindeer 

Lake area have been plotted on such diagrams (Fig. 4 .14) . For comparison 

with experimental work, the 100, 300, and 1 000 MPa water saturated 

minimum-melt compositions are also plotted on Figure 4.14. 

4.2.5 Orthoclase - albite - anorthite system 

The normative orthoclase - albite - anorthite diagram is 

also frequently used in the description of igneous rocks. For comparison 

with the present data, some trends within this system from igneous suites 

in various parts of the world are illustrated on Figure 4.15. The data 

from the Reindeer Lake area are plotted on Figure 4.16. 

4.2.6 Trace element chemistry 

The abundance of rare earth elements (REE) in the samples 

analysed for trace elements are presented in Figures 4~17 to 4.25. 

The data was normalised by dividing the concentration of each element by 

0.833 times the concentration of that element in the Leedey chondrite. 

The elemental concentrations in the chondrite were taken from Masuda et 

al. (1973) and, becuase this chondrite has uncharacteristically high 
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abundances, the elemental concentrations in the chondrite_ were multiplied 

by 0.833 as part of the normalization process. This is a generally 

accepted practice (Goles 1978, written personal communication). 

The abscissa in these diagrams is the trivalent ionic radii 

taken from Whittaker and Muntus (1970), but plotted so as to increase 

towards the left. Where possible, gadolinium (Gd) concentrations have 

been interpolated using a straight line between the samarium (Sm) and 

terbium (Tb) points in the diagrams. 

No graphs of the remaining trace element data have been made 

because of the limited number of analyses from individual units, however, 

some of the data are summarized in Table 4.1. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS Al 20
3 

VERSUS Si02 

(Fig. 4.1) 

No. of Correlation 
Analyses Equation Coefficient 

18 Y=30.2-0.23x .73 

17 Y=38.3-0.34x .88 

25 Y=35.5-0.29x .76 

10 Y=30.1-0.22x .87 

22 Y=l8.9-0.04x .14 

38 Y=27. s-o .18x .91 

Data for units 13B and 13D excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in claculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS Fe2o3 VERSUS Si02

(Fig. 4. 2) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

12 Y=8.26-0.10x 

17 Y=9.00-0.llx 

18 Y=9.78-0.12x 

10 Y=ll.53-0.15x 

22 Y=ll.06-0.14x 

31 Y=14.06-0.18x 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.62 

.73 

.63 

.87 

.82 

.75 

Data for units 13B and 130 excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence.excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS FeO VERSUS Si02 

(Fig. 4. 3) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

12 Y=l8.6-0.23x 

17 Y=l5.0-0.19x 

18 Y=l2.1=0.15x 

10 Y = 13 . 0- 0 • 16x . 

22 Y=l6.2-0.2lx 

31 Y=l5.8-0.20x 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.90 

.78 

.79 

.94 

.82 

.82 

Data for units 13B and 13D excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and hnox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS TOTAL Fe AS Fe
2
o

3 
VERSUS Si0

2 

(Fig. 4. 4) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

17 Y=23.1-0.28x 

17 Y=25.8-0.32x 

25 Y=l8.3-0.22x 

10 Y=25.1-0.32x 

22 Y=30.1-0.38x 

38 Y=32.9-0.43x 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.77 

.85 

.57 

.93 

.89 

.95 

Data for units 13B and 13D excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS MgO VERSUS Si02 

(Fig. 4.5) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

17 Y=4.07-0.05x 

17 Y=ll.5-0.15x 

25 Y=7.93-0.10x 

10 Y=7.78-0.10x 

22 Y=23.7-0.33x 

38 Y=l4.9-0.20x 

Data for units 13B and 130 excluded from calculations. 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.33 

.85 

.76 

.94 

.82 

.91 

Data fro the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISITCS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS CaO VERSUS Si02 

(Fig. 4. 6) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

17 Y=ll.2-0.14x 

17 Y=l9.3-0.22x 

25 Y=31.3-0.40x 

10 Y=6.28-0.06x 

22 Y=22.5-0.29x 

38 Y=21.6-0.28x 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.73 

.92 

.80 

.26 

.91 

.92 

Data for units 13B and 130 excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS Na2o VERSUS S~02 

(Fig. 4.7) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

12 Y=41.9-0.52x 

17 Y=l2.8-0.13x 

18 Y=4.97-0.0lx 

10 Y=2.68-0.09x 

22 Y=3.09+0.0lx 

31 Y=7.38-0.05x 

Data from Foster Lake excluded from calculations. 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.69 

.68 

.024 

.35 

.11 

.58 

Data for units 138 and 13D excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence-excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS K20 VERSUS Si02 

(Fig. 4. 8) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

17 Y=l.24+0.05x 

17 Y=-11.9+0.22x 

25 Y=-7.09+0.13x 

10 Y=23.7-0.26x 

22 Y=-2.75+0.09x 

38 Y=-1.62+0.08x 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.24 

.75 

.35 

.45 

.62 

.34 

Data for units 13B and 13D excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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STATISTICS FOR HARKER DIAGRAMS 
ASSUMING A LINEAR DATA CORRELATION 

COMPONENTS Ti02 VERSUS Si02 

(Fig. 4. 9) 

No. of 
Analyses Equation 

17 Y=4.69-0.06x 

17 Y=3~90-0.05x . 
25 Y=l.64-0.02x 

10 Y=4.23-0.06x 

22 Y=3.32-0.04x 

38 Y=3.77-0.05x 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.80 

.75 

.43 

.71 

.73 

.88 

Data for units 13B and 13D excluded from calculations. 

Data for the pegmatite and Kasmere Lake occurrence excluded 
from calculations. 

Data from both Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island diorite 
included in calculations. 

Data from the core and the mixed border phase included in 
calculations. 
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WATHAMAN BATHOLITH IN THE 
REINDEER LAKE AREA 

Plag 

WATHAMAN BATHOLITH IN THE 
FOSTER LAKE AREA ( data from 
Gilboy 1976a) 

Plag 

Visually estimated modal Qz - Alk feld - Plag comnosition. 
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Figure 4.13 

Minimum-melt compositions for various confining pressures and 

compositions of the source material. The melt compositions are projected 

onto the quartz - albite - orthoclase ternary diagram from the apex of 

the relevent tetrahedron. In the case of the anorthite content, the 

points are the piercing points of the cotectic line with the 3, 4.5, and 

7.5% An concentration plane, whereas the actual position of the minimum

melt composition is offset towards the anorthite-free minimum-melt 

composition from the respective piercing point. 

Changes in the temperature of the minimum-melt with changing 

conditions is also indicated. 
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Or 

Figure 4.15 

Or-Ab-An compositional trends in igneous suites. The solid, 

un-numbered line is the experimentally derived-500 MPa cotectic line 

when Pt =PH 0 (Yoder et ~' 1957). The numbered lines are various 
2 

natural magmatic evolutionary trends, and these are: 

1) San Jaun volcanic differentiation trend (Kleeman, 1965). 

2) Granitic rocks near the San Andreas fault (Ross, 1972). 

3) Thingmuli volcanic differentiation trend (Kleeman, 1965) 
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REE abundance ~attern of the 

Turner Bav granitoids (unit 10). 
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Table 4.1 

Trace Element Abundances and Abundance Ratios 

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Element 
Concentrations 
in PPM 

*K X 104 2.49 315 2.49 1.66 1. 74 1.91 

tBa 1530 380 2340 2030 1070 1000 1010 633 940 
XRb 146 230 36 45 56 58 61 41 

xSr 162 74 1331 913 724 881 982 1086 

tTh 9.2 48 5.10 6.7 14.22 2.31 1.6 5.3 3.2 

tu -- 23 
\0 

K/Rb 692 700 445 272 466 -...J -- -- -- --

Rb/Sr .901 3.11 .027 .049 .077 .065 .062 .038 

Sr/Ba .106 .195 .569 .450 .677 .881 .972 1.155 

Th/U 2.09 

U/K X 10-4 

Th/K X lo-4 2.05 2.13 5.71 .96 3.05 1.68 

*Taken from Table 1, Appendix IV 
tTaken from Table 3, 'Appendix IV 
XTaken from Table 4, Appendix IV 

1 Unit 1 77F434 Archean Basement 6 Unit 17 77F288 Beaver Island gneisses 
2 Unit 2 77F246 7 Unit 12 Nll72 Knox Island diorite 
3 Unit 18A Fl75 Wathaman Batholith 8 Unit 13A B63 La Ronge Domain granodiorite 4 Unit 18A Fl80 9 Unit 8 F750 
5 Unit 10 F957 Turner Bay granitoid 



Table 4.1 (contd.) 

Sample 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Element 
Concentrations 
in PPM 

*K 3.40 1.08 398 4.65 158 

Ba 1360 427 1000 594 356 880 848 195 

XRb 86 31 83 334 169 64 43 52 

xSr 594 719 381 86 62 1176 271 181 

Th 3.03 3.0 3.0 66 59.2 3.4 14.6 2.2 

u -- -- -- 30.4 5.4 -- 5 

K/Rb 3.95 348 480 -- 275 247 -- -- ·.o 
00 

Rb/Sr .145 .043 .218 3.88 2.73 .054 .159 .287 

Sr/Ba .437 1.684 . 381 .147 0.174 1. 336 .320 .928 

Th/U 2.17 10.96 2.92 

U/K X 10-4 -- -- -- 1.16 

Th/K x 10-4 .89 278 .75 12.73 2.15 

10 Unit 13B F291 La Ronge Domain leuco-monzodiorite 
11 Unit 13D B68 La Ronge Domain mela-grabodiorite 
12 Unit 14 B70 Hugh Island leuco-granite 
13 Unit 19 77J377 MacKenzie Lake granite 
14 Unit 21 Al900 Warren Islands granite 
15 Unit 20 F647 Swan River gabbroic rocks 
16 Unit 9A F53A Palaeosome in Rottenstone migmatite 
17 Unit SC 76Pl La Ronge metavolcanic rock 
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4.3 Discussion of the Archaean Basement 

Rocks included in this group are principally the Archaean base

ment rocks of the Wollaston and Whiskey Jack Domains. However, the Zengle 

Lake gneisses are also placed in this group because the petrography suggests 

that they are very similar to the Johnson River gneisses which form part 

of the Archaean basement. 

There are no published postulates on the origin of the Archaean 

basement rocks, but as has already been mentioned, they underwent local 

remobilization during the Hudsonian orogenesis. 

The validity of combining data from the basement rocks from Foster 

Lake and Kasmere Lake is sustained by the similarity in their distribution 

patterns on the variation diagrams (Figs. 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.6, and 4.7). 

The inclusion of the Zengle Lake gneisses with the Archaean basement data 

is based on petrography and weakly substantiated by the Zengle Lake gneisses 

having REE abundances similar to those in the Johnson River gneisses 

(Fig. 4 .17), and these abundances are disimilar to those found for any 

other rock type in the Reindeer Lake area. 

In the Qz-Ab-Or diagram (Fig. 4.14), the Archaean basement data 

is centered about the anhydrous minimum temperature melt position, correspond

ing to about 100 to 300 MPa confining pressure. Furthermore, in the Or-Ab-

An diagram (Fig. 4.16) the data is near the cotectic line, so that in the 

schematic tetrahedral Qz-Or-Ab-An diagram (Fig. 4.26), the data plot 

close to the tritectic line. This implies that the Archaean basement 

material has a composition corresponding to a minimum-melt composition, 

though under what conditions such a melt formed is not known. Therefore, 

it can be inferred that the Archaean basement rocks in the Wollaston and 

Whiskey Jack Domains are part of a granitic igneous mass. 
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Figure 4.26 An 

Schematic An-Ab-Or-Qz diagram, representing 

the phase relationships under water saturated 

conditions at SOOMPa. -Adapted from 

Winkler (1967). 

- - - Coast Range Batholith (adapted from data in Ross (1972)) 

-·~--
Western Sierra Nevada Batholith (adapted from data in Ross (1972)) 

La Ronge Domain granodiorotes (Units 13A, 13C, and 8) 

Knox Island diorite (unit 12) and Beav~r Island gneisses (unit 17) 
e Piercing point of a trend line with the 30% or 60% An content plane 

• Intersection of a trend line with the An-Ab-Or plane 

Crosshatching Quartz - plagioclase cotectic plane. 

Horizontal lines Quartz - orthoclase cotectic plane. 

Large dot pattern Orthoclase - plagioclase cotectic plane. 

Small dot pattern 30% and 60% An concentration planes. 

Qz 

Or 
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Both the Johnson River gneisses and the Zengle Lake gneisses 

have mildly fractionated REE abundance patterns (La/Lu ratio of 4.4 for 

the Zengle Lake gneisses and 9.7 for the Johnson River gneisses, Fig. 4.17). 

Also, both units have negative' Eu anomalies. The Zengle Lake gneisses 

anomaly (Eu/Eu 0.88)+ is not pronounced, in contrast to that for the 

Johnson River gneisses (Eu/Eu 0.23). 

The similar petrography of the Johnson River and Zengle Lake 

gneisses (sections 1.1 and !.2) suggest that they. are parts of the same 

unit or that they are genetically related in some way. In section 3.1 

it was mentioned that the Johnson River gneisses might have been 

remobilized locally during the Hudsonian orogenesis. There are three 

possible relationships between these two units: 1) that rocks with 

compositions similar to the Zengle Lake gneisses may have been the source 

of the sampled phase of the Johnson River gneisses; 2) that samples from 

both units may represent different phases derived from a common parent; 

and 3) that the two units are unrelated. 

The REE data can be used to test the first possibility. The Eu 

anomaly in the Johnson River gneisses is larger than in the presumed 

* source suggesting that feldspar was a residual phase • However, the 

abundance of HREE's (Fig. 4.17) in the source and derived magma are roughly 

+ This ratio is obtained by dividing the normalised Eu abundance by 
the Eu abundance interpolated using a straight line between the Tb and 
Sm abundances in the normalised abundance diagram. 

* The term residual phase is used here to refer to the unmelted portions 
of the source rock (restite), and to the products of any fractional 
crystallization that may have affected the magma composition. 
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equal indicating that the tendency of feldspar fractionation to increase HREE 

abundances must be compensated by the removal of a phase in which these 

elements are concentrated namely amphibole or apatite. Using the formula 

and partition coefficients given by Arth (1976), 

1 
D+F(l-D) 

L and solving for C assuming that there is an infi~itesimally small 

fractional melt (i.e., F + 0, a situation which would produce the largest 

possible Eu anomaly with a single stage model) the minimum possible Eu 

concentration in the presumed magma can be calculated to be !::=l ppm. This 

is greater than the 0.57 ppm Eu concentration in the Johnson River gneisses 

and, therefore, it is impossible for the sample of the Johnson River 

gneisses to be derived by a single stage batch melt of the Zengle Lake 

·gneisses. 

More complex processes, such as an initial 20 per cent fractional 

melting followed by 45 per cent fractional crystallization of plagioclase 

would give 0.57 ppm Eu in the remaining liquid. However, the remaining 

liquid would represent only 10 per cent of the original rock and the 

residual phases composed entirely of plagioclase would represent 90 per 

cent of the original rock, a value far in excess of the total feldspar in 

the Zengle Lake gneisses, the presumed source rock. Even if it is assumed 

that the residual phase is composed of K-feldspar, only a negligible volume 

of magma could be produced with a 0.57 Eu content. None of the above 

calculations takes into account the required compensating effect of 

amphibole and/or apatite which would tend to increase the percentage 

residual phases. For the above reasons it is obvious that such a complex 

process is impossible. 
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The second possible relationship between the Zengle Lake and 

Johnson River gneisses, namely that both rocks are derived from a common 

parent, cannot~e tested as the REE composition of the parent rock is 

unknown. However, if this was the case, feldspar must have fractionated 

from the magma because of the existance of a negative Eu anomaly in both~ 

samples analysed. The sample of the Johnson River gneisses would 

represent the more fractionated phase because of its larger anomaly. Again, 

because of the roughly equal HREE abundances in both samples, amphibole 

and/or apatite must also have fractionated to compensate for the feldspar's 

tendency to increase the HREE abundances. The disparity in the size of 

the Eu anomaly between the two samples does not preclude a relationship 

between the two units because in fractional crystallization such minerals 

as plagioclase ~nd amphibole, with partition coefficients for Eu significantly 

above one, tend to rapidly deplete the Eu concentration _in ·the remaining 

magma (Arth 1976). In conclusion, the REE data do not substantiate a 

possible relationship but neither do they preclude it. 

The third case, i.e. that the Johnson River and Zengle Lake 

gneisses are unrelated, cannot be tested with the REE data. However, the 

similar petrography and REE composition of the two units suggests that a 

relationship does exist perhaps as discussed in the second case. 

4.4 Discussion of the MacKenzie Lake Granite 

Trace element abundances were determined in only one sample from 

this group, but this unit is thought to have been derived from the Zengle 

Lake gneisses and related rocks such as the Johnson River gneisses. 
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The REE abundance pattern (Fig. 4.18) is strongly fractionated 

* (La/Lu 17.00and has a major negative Eu anomaly (Eu/Eu 0.21). Two 

samples, analysed for REE, F246 (Johnson River gneisses) and F434 

(Zengle Lake gneisses), can be taken as representative of the presumed 

parent rock. Except for the Eu concentration in sample F434, the REE 

abundances in the MacKenzie Lake granite are higher than in either of 

the presumed parent rocks. Therefore, to test the hypothesis that the 

MacKenzie Lake granite represents a partial melt· of the Zengle Lake 

gneisses, it must be assumed that minerals with partition coefficients 

less than 1 form the residue. These include the feldspars, biotite, 

hypersthene and possibly clinopyroxene. Assuming that the residual 

phase is composed solely of K-feldspar, the calculated degrees of 

fractional melting required to produce the composition of the MacKenzie 

Lake granite from the presumed parent rocks are: 

F434 F246 

For Ce 0.18 .26 
Sm 0.57 .so 
Eu -6.01 4.81 
Yb 0.61 .54 
Lu 0.65 .59 

These results are reasonable though there are problems with the values 

obtained for Ce and Eu. In the case of Eu, the problem is that the 

concentration of Eu in the presumed magma cannot be obtained by melting 

of rocks with compositions similar to either F434 or F246. In the case 

of F434, the Eu concentration produced in an infinitesimally small degree 

of partial melting, the minimum value,would be higher than the value in 

the MacKenzie Lake granite. In the case of F246, the Eu concentration 

in the magma at· 100 per cent melting, the maximum value; is less than the 

value in the MacKenzie Lake granite. However, it would be reasonable to 
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assume that the Eu concentration in the source region of the MacKenzie 

Lake granite was intermediate between the extreme values present in the 

two samples of the presumed parent rock. If this was the case, the REE 

data would then be consistent with the hypothesis that the MacKenzie Lake 

granite represents a partial melt of the Zengle Lake gneisses (Archaean 

basement). Alternatively, it is also reasonable to assume that if the 

Eu concentration in the source region did have a bimodal distribution, 

the partial melts from both phases could mix and.thereby form an inter

mediate Eu concentration in the magma. The problem with Ce could be 

minimized by incorporating minerals like amphibole or clinopyroxene in 

the residue. To do this would result in a larger volume of residual 

phases because the partition coefficients of clinopyroxene and amphibole 

are greater or equal to 1 and therefore more plagioclase in the residual 

phase would be required to compensate for these other minerals. Less 

plagioclase would be required in the residual phase if minerals such as 

biotite and hypersthene were also included in the residual phase but the 

total percentage of restite would increase with little effect on the 

relative values of fractional melt required compared to a residual phase 

composed entirely of K-feldspar. 

In conclusion the REE data are consistent with the hypothesis 

that the l~cKenzie Lake granite could have been derived from the Zengle 

Lake gneisses and related rocks. 

4.5 Discussion of the La Range Granitic Rocks 

These rocks are divided into three groups: 1) the La Range 

Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) and the associated Gramiak 

Lake gneisses (unit 8), and the La Range Domain massive granodiorite 
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(unit 13c); 2) the La Ronge Domain leuco-monzodiorite (unit 13b); and 

3) the La Ronge Domain mela-granodiorite (unit 13d). However, these three 

groups are unrelated to each other. 

4.5.1 La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite and associated rocks 

From the field evidence it is known that the La Ronge Domain 

weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) at Reindeer Lake is igneous in 

origin, and it is presumed that this is also the case for the equivalent 

rocks at Foster Lake. The La Ronge Domain massive granodiorite (unit 13c) 

is regarded as part of the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) that 

was remobilized during the Hudsonian orogenesis. The reason for this is 

because the b~dies of massive granodiorite are located at the intersection 

of antiformal axial traces within large bodies of the weakly foliated 

granodiorite. The presence of compositional banding in the Gramiak Lake 

gneisses (Appendix !.6.1) initially led.to the inferrence that these rocks 

are metasedimentary rocks, however, as discussed below, these rocks are 

currently regarded as having an igneous origin. Overall, this whole group 

of rocks are thought to represent a basement upon which the La Ronge meta

sedimentary rocks were deposited. 

The following features suggest a genetic association between 

the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a), the massive granodiorite 

(unit 13c), and the Gramiak Lake gneisses (unit 8): 1) the smoothness of 

the linear distribution patterns, and common data distribution of these 

units (Figs. 4.1, 4.3, ?4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.9); and 2) the distinctly 

different composition of this group relative to all the other units in 

the area (Figs. 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, 4.16). The presence of xenoliths in 

the granodiorite is considered to be strong evidence of an igneous origin, 

and since the Gramiak Lake gneisses have the same composition, they too 
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are considered to be igneous despite their compositional banding (which 

initially led to a sedimentary origin being postulated). The petrographic 

texture of the Gramiak Lake gneisses is different from that of the grano-

diorite (c.f. section I.6.1 and I.11.1) and is probably a result of meta-

morphism and deformation of the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a). 

The massive granodiorite (unit 13c) which was formed by remobilization of 

the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) cannot be distinguished 

compositionally from the parent rock. 

The chemical variation diagrams suggest that the weakly foliated 

granodiorite and associated rocks have been magmatically differentiated, 

and this differentiation probably was a result of fractional crystallization. 

The magmatic differentiation model is discussed with reference 

to the schematic An-A~-Pr-Qz diagram (Fig. 4.26). In this diagram, it 

can be seen that the La Ronge domain granodiorites have a trend which lies 

close to and approximately parallel to the quartz-plagioclase cotectic 

plane rather than plotting in the primary phase field of quartz as is 

suggested by the projection of their compositions onto the Qz-Ab-Or plane. 

In the fractional crystallization model, quartz and plagioclase would 

have continuously crystallized out from the magma at all times, and the 

explanation for the change in the trend direction possibly lies in the 

influence of the source rock's Ab/An ratio. Winkler (1967) reviewed the 

influence of the source rock Ab/An ratio in the water saturated An-Ab-Or-Qz 

system, and the effect of the Ab/An ratio can be approximated with a plane 

cutting through the An-Ab-Or-Qz tetrahedron, joining the quartz and 

orthoclase apices with a point on the Ab-An join equivalent to the source 

rock Ab/An ratio. From this tertiary plane it can be inferred that a 

more probable crystallization sequence for the La Range Domain granodiorites 
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(assuming fractional crystallization) was the initial crystallization of 

quartz and calcic plagioclase. The plagioclase would have become 

progressively more sodic as crystallization proceeded until the plagioclase 

composit~on approximated that in the source rock. Then, plagioclase of 

the same composition as the source rock together with quartz would have 

crystallized out of the magma in their original proportions. The residual 

magma composition would have at all times plot on the cotectic plane but 

would have been abruptly shifted towards the orthoclase apex when the 

Ab/An ratio of the crystallizing plagioclase approximated the ratio in the 

source rock. From this it can be inferred that the source rock must have 

contained at least 39 per cent quartz (the highest quartz content known 

for this group) and had a plagioclase composition of An
25

; the most common 

sodic plagioclase composition found in these rocks. In other words, the 

composition of the source rock from which the magma was.derived, was 

probably similar to the present composition of the weakly foliated 

granodiorite. 

Two samples from this group have been analysed for REE. The 

REE data for both samples (B63 and F750, Fig. 4.19), though incomplete, 

are regular and moderately fractionated (i.e. for sample B63, La/Lu 10.8). 

* Sample B63 has a weak negative Eu anomaly (Eu/Eu 0.61) whereas sample 

F750 has no indication of an Eu anomaly. 

The relatively small negative Eu anomaly indicates that plagio-

clase might have been only a minor residual phase. An estimate of the 

amount of plagioclase in the residue cannot be made as the degree of 

fractionation and the original composition of the magma are unknown. The 

absence of significant plagioclase effect in the residue is inconsistent 

with the fractional crystallization model erected from the major element 
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compositions as both samples analysed for trace elements plot midway along 

the inferred fractionation trend. The high Sr concentration and the low 

Rb/Sr ratio in the La Range granodiorites also suggest that plagioclase 

cannot be a significant residual phase during the fractionation. 

In conclusion, the major chemical element compositions suggest 

that the La Range Domain weakly foliated granodiorite and associated rocks 

have an igneous origin, and are related by magmatic differentiation. This 

magmatic differentiation shows a close correspondence to the experimentally 

determined phase relationships. However, this hypothesis is incompatible 

with the REE and trace element data, a discrepancy which, at this stage, 

is unexplained. 

4.5.2 La Range Domain leuco-monzodiorite (unit 13b) 

Field evidence (section I.11.2) indicate that this unit has 

intruded into the La Range gneisses; and the outcrop characteristics are 

very similar to the weakly foliated granodiorite. The unit has a 

distinctly different composition to, and does not form part of the 

compositional trends of the La Range Domain weakly foliated granodiorite 

(Figs. 4.1 to 4.10 and 4.12 and 4.14), and therefore it is unlikely that 

there is any genetic relationship between these two units. 

The REE abundance pattern for the leuco-monzodiorite (F291) is 

incomplete but relatively regular. The REE are mildly fractionated 

(La/Lu 8.3) and there is no Eu anomaly. Because of the mild to non-existant 

fractionation, and the lack of an Eu anomaly, no specific mineral phase 

can be recognized as being residual in the magma source. 

In conclusion, chemical analysis of the leuco-monzodiorite 

contributes little towards understanding the origin of the rock. In fact, 
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it serves only to confirm the anomalous composition of this unit with 

respect to all other units in the study area. 

4.5.3 La Range Domain mela-granodiorite (unit 13d) 

Field evidence (section I.S) indicates that the mela-grano

diorite has intruded the La Ronge metavolcanic gneisses, and might 

represent the hypabyssal/plutonic phases of the same magma. Therefore, 

this unit probably was emplaced during, or immediately prior to, the 

Hudsonain orogenesis and after the emplacement of the weakly foliated 

granodiorite. 

From the Harker diagrams (Figs. 4.1 to 4.9) it is apparent that 

the mela-granodiorite has a distinctly different composition from the 

weakly foliated granodiorite and does not form part of the same compositional 

trends and therefore is probably not genetically related to the rest of 

the La Range Domain granitic rocks. Though the REE abundances (Fig. 4.20) 

are similar to those in the other La Range Domain granitic rocks, this 

does not mean that there is any relationship between the mela-granodiorite 

and the other rocks. 

The mela-granodiorite has an irregular P~E abundance pattern 

which is mildly fractionated (La/Lu 8.7) and has no discernable Eu anomaly. 

Because of the mildly fractionated trend and the absence of an Eu anomaly, 

no mineral phases can be identified which were residual in the magma source. 

Though the REE abundance pattern for the La Range metavolcanic 

rocks is incomplete (Fig. 4.23), it can be inferred tentatively to be 

strongly fractionated and have a positive Eu anomaly. The inferred 

strongly fractionated nature of the pattern may be interpreted as 

indicating that garnet was a residual phase in the magma source and the 

inferred positive Eu anomaly may be interpreted as indicative that some 
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fractionally crystallized plagioclase accumulated in the magma prior 

to eruption. Overall, the REE abundance pattern for the presumed genetically 

related La Ronge metavolcanic gneisses is distinctly different from the 

abundance pattern of the mela-granodiorite, and this difference tends 

to contradict the possibility of a genetic relationship between the La 

Ronge metavolcanic gneisses and the mela-granodiorite. 

It· can be concluded that the mela-granodiorite is dissimilar to 

any other unit analysed and that if there is a genetic relationship between 

the mela-granodiorite and the La Ronge metavolcanic gneisses as suggested 

by field evidence, it must be an indirect relationship. 

4.6 Hugh Island Leuco-Granite (unit 14) and Pegmatite (unit 24) 

These rocks are thought to be the product of allochthonous and 

autochthonous anatexis. The principal rocks that were probably fused 

were the psammitic La Ronge gneisses and the La Ronge Dom~in weakly 

foliated granodiorite. 

No significant chemical compositional difference is discernable 

between the Hugh Island leuco-granite and petrographically similar rocks 

from the Kasmere Lake area. The single pink pegmatite analysed only 

shows a slight difference in composition when the data are plotted in the 

Qz-Or-Plag diagram (Fig. 4.12). From this, it can be presumed that these 

rocks are genetically related or have been formed by essentially the same 

process. 

The composition of this group of rocks is close to the experiment

ally determined minimum-melt composition (figs. 4.14 and 4.16). In the 

schematic An-Ab-Or-Qz diagram (Fig. 4.26) the leuco-granite data would 

plot near the termination of all the plotted trends and near the quartz

plagioclase and plagioclase-orthoclase cotectic planes. The data show. 
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no indication of a magmatic differentiation trend, so presumably the 

genesis of the magma was very simple i.e. simple anatexis and solidification. 

The REE abundance pattern for the Hugh Island leuco-granite 

(Fig. 4.21) is incomplete but it is apparent that the trend is only mildly 

fractionated (La/Lu 7.30). There also may be a moderate negative Eu 

* anomaly (Eu/Eu 0.65). The abundance of REE's in the Hugh Island leuco-

granite are·lower than the REE's in either probable parent rock, i.e. the 

La Range Domain weakly foliated granodiorite or the La Ronge gneisses as 

represented by a sample of the Rottenstone migmatites (c.£. Figs. 4.9 

and 4.21). Because the REE abundances in the Hugh Island leuco-granite 

are lower than in the presumed parents, minerals with partition coefficients 

greater thanlwould have formed the residual phases. Furthermore, because 

there is little relative fractionation of the REE's compared to presumed 

parent rocks, minerals such as amphibole and apatite ar~ more likely to 

be present in the restite. Also~ as there is no significant change in 

the size of the Eu anomaly between the presumed parent ~ock and partial 

melt, feldspars are unlikely to have occurred in the residue. Therefore, 

it would appear that if the hypothesis based on field evidence is valid, 

only amphibole and apatite would be residual. This hypothesis can be 

tested by assuming that the residue contains amphibole and apatite in 

proportions of 4 to 1 The calculated amounts of fractional melting 

required to produce a magma with the same composition as the Hugh Island 

leuco-granite are: 

La Ronge Rottenstone 
Presumed Parent Granodiorite Migmatite 

For La 0.75 0.38 
Sm 0.93 0.86 
Eu 0.87 0.76 
Yb 0.88 0.81 
Lu 0.90 0. 76 
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The results are essentially consistant and generally require that 

between 10 and 20 per cent of the rock remain as a residue composed of 

amphibole and apatite. Varying the amphibole:apatite ratio would give 

essentially the same results. However, the calculated amounts of residual 

phases far exceed modal concentrations of the two minerals in the presumed 

parent rock (maximum of 7 per cent amphibole and trace amounts of apatite). 

Therefore it can be concluded that the leuco-granite sample analysed 

cannot have been derived from either the La Ronge granodiorit~ Rottenstone 

migmatites or a combination of these two rocks. 

4.7 Wathaman Batholith and Associated Rocks 

Lithological units included in this suite are: 1) the Wathaman 

Batholith; 2) the Turner Bay granitoids; 3) the Beaver Island gneisses; 

and 4) the Knox Island diorite. The Wathaman Batholith is not thought to 

be genetically related to the other rock units, but th~ proximity of the 

other units to this very large batholith has resulted in profound effects 

being imposed upon the other units. The principal effects were metasomatism 

and anatexis; in most localities these effects have obliterated any primary 

textures that might have been present in the rocks. 

On first appearance the rocks in this suite represent various 

phases of a differentiated magmatic body. However, field evidence suggests 

that the Knox Island diorite, Beaver Island gneisses, and the Turner Bay 

granitoids have, in part, metasedimentary origins (sections I.10, I.15, 

and I.8.2). Because of this, the following discussion is broken down into 

three subsections, according to differences in the inferred geneses: 

1) the Wathaman Batholith; 2) the Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island 

diorite; and 3) the Turner Bay granitoids. 
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4.7.1 Wathaman Batholith (unit 18) 

The Wathaman Batholith is one of a number of large granitic 

batholiths in the Churchill Province which appear to have been emplaced 

along major crustal weaknesses during the Hudsonian orogenesis. As has 

already been discussed (section 3.3), the magma that formed this batholith 

appears to have been derived by anatexis of some pre-existing crustal 

rocks whose·composition is unknown. 

The chemical compositions of the Central Core and Mixed Border 

Phase (unit 18c) of the Wathaman Batholith in the Reindeer Lake area vary 

over the same range (Figs. 4.1 to 4.10 and 4.14 and 4.16). When the data 

from Foster Lake and Kasmere Lake are taken into account, the compositional 

range for the total group is larger but still lies within the trends 

established from the Reindeer Lake data. This means that the Kasmere Lake 

batholith is probably genetically related to the Wathamqn Batholith, 

substantiating a correlation previously made (section 3.3). 

The composition of the Wathaman Batholith corresponds to the 

experimentally determined minimum melt composition, in that the vast 

majority of the data cluster between the water-saturated and anhydrous 

minimum-melt positions in the Qz-Ab-Or diagram (Fig. 4.14). In the Or-Ab

An diagram (Fig. 4.16), the data define a linear trend that terminates 

near the cotectic line. Therefore, in the schematic An-Ab-or--Qz diagram 

(Fig. 4.16) the Wathaman Batholith data, if plotted, would define a short 

linear trend that would be located near, and approximately parallel to, 

the three phase boundary lines. From this, it can be inferred that little 

magmatic fractionation of quartz and feldspar occurred during the emplace

ment of the Wathaman Batholith. 

Two samples taken from the Central Core were analysed for trace 

elements (F175 and F180). Both REE abundance patterns are extremely 
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strongly fractionated (F175 has La/Lu of 67.4 and F180 has La/Lu of 56.6) 

and neither pattern has an Eu anomaly (Fig. 4.22). Because sample Fl80 has 

a higher Si02 content and a lower mafic content than sample F175, it 

was initially presumed to be more strongly fractionated. However, the 

REE abundances indicate that Fl75 is the more strongly fractionated; in 

fact, the REE abundances in sample F175 are approximately double those in 

sample FlSO·. 

The strongly fractionated REE patterns indicate that garnet was 

a major residual phase in the magma source, and possibly amphibole or 

hypersthene together with clinopyroxene were also residual phases. 

In conclusion, the chemical composition of the Wathaman Batholith 

is close to the experimentally determined minimum-melt compositions. 

Furthermore, only limited magmatic fractionation of quartz and feldspar 

appears to have occurred. Although this may be an erro~eous interpretation 

resulting from limited sampling because the petrography implies that the 

Wathaman Batholith has a large compositional range (Fig. 4.lla) that 

probably is due to extensive magmatic fractionation. Also, the REE 

abundance patterns indicate that the Wathaman Batholith magma was extensively 

fractionated. 

4.7.2 Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17) and Knox Island diorite (unit 12) 

Both the Beaver Island gneisses and the Knox Island diorite are 

thought to be derived from the La Range metavolcan·ic gneisses and/or the 

QFBA gneisses, although the postulated transformation processes are 

different. 

The Knox Island diorite is thought to have been formed by 

recrystallization of the La Range metavolcanic gneisses, or more rarely 

of the Parker Lake blastomylonites in a hydrostatic stress field. This 

recrystallization occurred in two stages, first the sweating out of quartz 
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and feldspar to form vein stockworks, and second the in situ recrystalliza

tion of the more refractory phases. This recrystallization is thought to 

have been caused by the emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith. The only 

evidence of the original form of these rocks is the occasional presence 

of fragmentsof metavolcanic gneisses, QFBA gneisses and blastomylonites. 

Field evidence (section I.l5) indicates that the Beaver Island 

gneisses might be derived from QFBA gneisses and metavolcanic gneisses 

by metasomatic alteration. The metasomatic fluids could have emanated 

from the Wathaman Batholith during its emplacement, causing the growth of 

K-feldspar porphyroblasts in the Beaver Island gneisses, as well as 

resulting in general transformation of the rocks' texture and chemical 

composition. 

K-metasomatism on a regional scale has been advocated by Cumming 

and Scott (1976) and Lewry et al. (1977). Cumming and Scott (~~) 

suggested that metasomatism was of regional extent but did not specify a 

source, whereas, Lewry et al. (~ cit) postulated that metasomatism 

resulted from the emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith and that the 

intensity of metasomatism decreased exponentially away from the south

eastern side of the batholith. 

The broad metasomatic·alterations suggested above, as well as 

various other aspects of the chemical composition of rocks in this sub

group can be analysed further by considering the chemical variation 

diagrams shown (Figs. 4.1 to 4.9). 

Compositionally the Beaver Island gneisses and Knox Island 

diorite form part of a continuous series in which the Knox Island diorite 

data form one end member and data from the Wathaman Batholith (specifically 

the data from the Reindeer Lake area) form the other end member even 
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though they are not considered part of this subgroup. This can be seen 

in Figures 4.1 to 4.10 and 4.12 and 4.16, where the data points from all 

three units are distributed about the same linear trend or form part of 

a single cluster. No major element analyses were performed on the La 

Ronge gneisses, so the compositions of the presumed parent rocks of the 

Beaver Island gneisses and the Knox Island diorite are not known. However, 

it is reasonable to assume that the parent rock has a composition similar 

to that of the Knox Island diorite; an end member in the compositional 

series. If this was the case, then the linear distribution of data from 

the Beaver Island gneisses (Figs. 4.1, 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.9) 

might reflect varying degrees of metasomatism which shifted the composition 

of the parent rock toward that of the Wathaman Batholith. The inferred 

changes in composition of this subgroup due to metasomatism are summarised 

in Table 4.2. Though it must be noted that K-metasomatism is not as 

obvious as suspected by the development of K-feldspar pO:J;"phyroblasts. 

Though the major element data is consistant with the Beaver 

Island gneisses having formed by metasomatism and the Knox Island diorite 

having formed by recrystallization, the chemical data alone does not 

exclude the possibility that they and the Wathaman Batholith are either 

part of a differentiated magmatic series or products of ultra metamorphism 

and anatexis. (The form of the Harker diagrams,Figs. 4.1 to 4.9,would be 

the same in all cases.) 

There appears to be little similarity between the composition 

of the Beaver Island gneisses/Knox Island diorite and the experimentally 

determined phase relationships (Figs. 4.14 and 4.16). This is exemplified 

in the schematic An-Ab-Or-Qz diagram (Fig. 4.26) in which the trend line 

for these two units extends from the An-Ab-Or plane towards the three 
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phase boundary line, ending close to the region where Wathaman Batholith 

data would plot. Such a trend shows no relationship to experimentally 

· established phase relationships and is markedly different from the igneous 

trends illustrated in Figure 4.26. Such an anomalous trend for the 

Beaver Island gneisses/Knox Island diorite data strongly suggests that 

these rocks are not the product of magmatic fractionation but rather 

supports a metasomatic origin for the Beaver Island gneisses. 

The REE abundance patterns are very similar for the Beaver 

Island gneisses and the Knox Island diorite (Fig. 4.23) as would be 

expected for rocks that are genetically related in the manner described 

above. The patterns for both units have minor negative Eu anomalies 

(Eu/Eu 0.75 for Knox Island diorite, and Eu/Eu 0.70 for Beaver Island 

gneisses) and are moderately fractionated (La/Lu 13.7 for Knox Island 

diorite, and La/Lu 6.7 for Beaver Island gneisses). Such mildly fraction

ated patterns could be interpreted as indicating that both units crystallized 

from a magma, and the Eu anomaly would then indicate that feldspar was a 

residual phase in the magma source. Alternatively, the Eu anomaly could 

also be explained by the fractional removal of feldspar from the particular 

phases analysed. In the case of the Knox Island diorite, this would be 

consistant with the initial fusion model proposed earlier and with 

separation of quartz and feldspar to form the veins that .occur within the 

diorite, but which did not form part of the analysed material. No field 

evidence is known to substantiate that a similar process also took place 

during the formation of the Beaver Island gneisses. Neither the REE 

abundance pattern of the Beaver Island gneisses nor that of the Knox 

Island diorite are similar to the ill-defined pattern obtained from the 

La Range metavolcanic gneisses (Fig. 4.24) which is an inferred parent 

rock for both units. 



Table 4.2 

Summary of inferred metasomatic additions/subtractions which have taken place in the 

units associated with the Wathaman Batholith and caused by fluids emanating from the 

batholith. 

Col_!!Eonent Si02 Al 2o3 Fe2o3 FeO Total Fe MgO CaO Na2o K20 Ti02 

Unit --
Beaver Island gneisses + - - - - - + 

1-' 
Knox Island diorite . . • . . . . • 1-' 

\.0 

I 

Turner Bay granitoids . . + + + + + 

+ Probable addition of the component. 

Minimal change in the concentration of the component. 

Probable ·subtraction or dilution ·of the component. 

Blank Unknown movement of the component. 
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In conclusion, the major element chemistry is consistant with 

the field interpretation that the Beaver Island gneisses represent La 

Range metavolcanic rocks which have been metasomatically altered by fluids 

emanating from the Wathaman Batholith, and that the Knox Island diorite 

results from the recrystallization of refractory phases of La Ronge 

metavolcanic rocks but has not been metasomatically altered. 

4.7.3 Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10) 

From field evidence (section 1.8), the Turner Bay granitoids 

are thought to have been derived from the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated 

granodiorite (unit 13a) and the La Range psammitic gneisses, by in situ ---
fusion and/or metasomatism triggered by the emplacement of the Watham.an 

Batholith. Chemical evidence is ambiguous regarding the relative effects 

of these two processes. 

Insufficient data are available to determine whether or not the 

composition of the Turner Bay granitoids is the same north and south of 

the limit of porphyroblast development. However, data for rocks south of 

the porphyroblast limit are slightly off-set from those to bhe north on 

the FeO, MgO, CaO, and Na
2
o diagrams (Figs. 4.3, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7). This 

suggests that rocks to the south are slightly enriched in FeO and MgO and 

slightly depleted in CaO and Na
2
o relative to rocks to the north. 

In general, the Turner Bay granitoids form a limited but contin-

uous compositional series Which is similar to the compositional range of 

the Wathaman Batholith (Figs. 4.1 to 4.10 and 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16). In 

most of these diagrams, most of the Wathaman Batholith data from Reindeer 

Lake is coincident with the low Si0
2 

end of the Turner Bay granitoids' 

compositional series. If the granitoids were formed by metasomatism of 

the La Range granodiorites and psammites by the Wathaman Batholith, it 

would be expected that the composition of the Turner Bay granitoids 
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would be intermediate between that of the La Ronge Domain rocks and the 

Wathaman Batholith. However, the La Ronge granodiorite and the Wathaman 

Batholith data do not form a point cluster at either end of the compositional 

series, and there is no major element data for the La Ronge psammitic rocks. 

Therefore, due to the lack of chemical data, it is impossible to state 

whether or not such a metasomatic process affecting the La Ronge psammitic 

gneisses could have led to the formation of the Turner Bay granitoids. 

From the foregoing discussion it would appear impossible to evaluate the 

postulate that the Turner Bay granitoids formed through metasomatism. 

However, the only difference between the proposed genesis of the Turner 

Bay granitoids and that of the Hugh Island leuco-granite, based on field 

-
data, is that metasomatism is postulated to have occurred during the 

formation of the Turner Bay granitoids, whereas the Hugh Island leuco-

granite formed by anatexis. Otherwise, the parent rocks in both cases are 

thought to be the same, and the transformation in both cases took place 

during the emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith. Therefore, a comparison 

between the compositions of the Wathaman Batholith, the Turner Bay 

granitoids, and the .Hugh Island leuco-granite should help in evaluating a 

metasomatic origin for the Turner Bay granitoids. 

On most Harker diagrams (Figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.9), 

data for the Hugh Island leuco-granite form short linear trends or 

clusters coincident with the high Si0
2 

end of the Turner Bay granitoids 

compositional series. Therefore, the compositions of the Wathaman 

Batholith and the Hugh Island leuco-granite could be regarded as end 

members of the Turner Bay granitoids compositional series. As such, the 

composition of the Turner Bay granitoids could be explained by metasomatism 

of rocks similar to the Hugh Island leuco-granite by fluids emanating 

from the Wathaman Batholith. 
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On most Harker diagrams trend lines for the Turner Bay granitoids 

data are similar to those for the Wathaman Batholith data 

(Figs. 4.1 to 4.9) and, in most cases, also similar to trend lines for 

the Knox Island diorite and Beaver Island gneisses (Figs. 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 

4.6, and 4.9). These trends could be interpreted as indicating that the 

Knox Island diorite, Beaver Island gneisses, Wathaman Batholith, and Turner 

Bay granitoids are all genetically related, possibly as parts of a 

fractionated magma. However, in the Fe
2
o

3
, MgO, ·and possibly K

2
0 Harker 

diagrams (Figs. 4.2, 4.5, and 4.8), the compositional ranges for the 

Beaver Island gneisses and bhe Turner Bay granitoids are distinctly 

different to the compositional range of the Wathaman Batholith. This 

refutes the possibility that these units are parts of a fractionated magma 

and consequently tends to substantiate the metasomatic relationship 

suggested by field evidence. 

The REE abundance pattern for the Turner Bay granitoids is 

irregular, extremely strongly fractionated (La/Lu 68.8), and hasno 

noticeable Eu anomaly (Fig. 4. 24) . As such, this pattern is broadly 

similar to that for the Wathaman Batholith (the texture of the particular 

sample of the Turner Bay granitoids analysed is also similar to that of the 

Wathaman Batholith). From field relationships (section I.8) several 

possible hypotheses on the formation of the Turner Bay granitoids can be 

proposed. These are: 1) the Turner Bay granitoids are partial melts 

derived from the La Range Domain weakly foliated granodiorite and the 

Rottenstone migmatites, an origin similar to that postulated for the Hugh 

Island leuco-granite, but differing in that the Turner Bay granitoids are 

thought to be metasomatised; 2) the Turner Bay granitoids are a more 

fractionated phase of the Wathaman Batholith. 
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A comparison of the Turner Bay granitoids REE abundance pattern 

with those of the La Range Domain granodiorite (Fig. 4.19) and the 

Rottenstone migmatites (Fig. 4.21), shows that the HREE's are relatively 

depleted in the Turner Bay granitoids and relatively enriched in the 

LREE's. Therefore, if the Turner Bay granitoids were derived from either 

of these two units, garnet must have remained in the restite. However, as 

garnet would· tend to deplete the magma in REE heavier than Nd, minerals 

such as biotite or hypersthene would have to rema:in to cause enrichment 

of Nd, Sm and Eu. A mixture of biotite and garnet in proportions of 

0.75 biotite and 0.25 garnet would enrich all the LREE's and deplete the 

HREE's in the presumed magma. However, the calculated degrees of melting 

listed below are inconsistent and in some cases impossible • 

La Ronge Domain Rottenstone 
Granodiorite Migmatites 

For La .05 0.48 
Sm 1.40 -2.29 
Eu 1.91 0.50 
Yb 0 .. 97 0.79 
Lu 0.96 0.64 

A residue composed of hypersthene and garnet in proportions of 

0.75 and 0.25 yields the following results: 

La Ronge Domain Rottenstone 
Granodiorite Migmatites 

For Lu 0.21 0.57 
Ce 0.53 
Nd 1.00 
Sm -4.12 -2.54 
Eu 0.09 0.56 
Yb 0.88 o. 79 
Lu 0.84 0.66 

In the case of the La Ronge Domain granodiorite the results are highly 

inconsistent and this problem cannot be significantly minimized by 

adjusting the proportions of the minerals in the restite. In the case in 
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which the Rottenstone migmatite's palaeosome is presumed to be the source 

rock the results are much more consistant except for Sm. This might be 

an analytical error in the determination of the Sm concentration in the 

Turner Bay granitoids. The accuracy of the Sm concentration is questioned 

because the reported value is anomalous in that it plots well above the 

line joining La, Ce, Nd, Tb, Yb, and Lu. Despite more consistant results, 

however, the hypothesis that the Turner Bay granitoids are derived from 

the migmatite is implausible because the volume of residue (~40%) far 

exceeds the total mafic mineral content of the Rottenstone migmatites. 

The alternative hypothesis, i.e. that the sample representing 

the Turner Bay granitoids, represents a late stage fraction produced by 

the differentation of the Wathaman Batholith cannot be tested but the 

similarity in petrography of this particular sample and the similar REE 

abundancy pattern does support such a relationship. However, it can be 

questioned as to whether or not this sample is representative of the unit. 

A problem suggested by the similarity in texture between the sampled phase 

and the main body of the Wathaman Batholith as noted earlier. 

In conclusion, the chemical composition of the Turner Bay 

granitoids can be interpretated in two ways. On one hand, the Turner Bay 

granitoids are similar in composition to the Wathaman Batholith in both 

major elements and REE, strongly suggesting that the Turner Bay granitoids 

are genetically related to the Wathaman Batholith, especially within the 

Southern Sphere of Influence. On the other hand, interpretation of trend

lines on the Harker and ternary diagrams tends to support a metasomatic 

origin for the Turner Bay granitoids and that this metasomatic fluid 

probably emanated from the Wathaman Batholith. 
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4.8 Warren Islands Granite (unit 21) and Crowe Bay Agmatite (unit 16) 

The main occurrences of Warren Islands granite cut the Wathaman 

Batholith as small dykes. Other dykes cut most of the units in the area, 

especially close to the Wathaman Batholith. Other than this, field 

evidence does not suggest any possible genetic relationships. 

Only four samples of the Warren Islands granite were analysed, 

and the data ·for one (sample F77lb) is divergent from the other three 

(Figs. 4.1 to 4.10 and 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16). However, in the ternary 

diagrams (Figs. 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16) the composition of this sample 

is highly anomalous and plots close to the compositional field of the La 

Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a). Sample F77lb was 

taken from an outcrop on the southern shore of Paskwachi Bay adjacent to a 

large body of Crowe Island agmatite (unit 16). Because of the similarity 

in chemical composition between sample F77lb and the La ~onge Domain weakly 

foliated granodiorite, together with the petrographic similarity between 

the weakly foliated granodiorite and the host phase of the Crowe Bay 

agmatite, it would appear that sample F77lb represents part of the·Crowe 

Bay agmatite rather than the Warren Islands granite. Therefore, the area 

at Paskwachi Bay mapped as part of the Warren Islands granite probably is 

part of the Crowe Bay agmatite, though it has a strong red colouration 

rather than being the more typical off-white. 

The remaining three Warren Islands granite data are either 

located near the intersection of the trend-lines for other units in the 

Harker diagrams (Figs. 4.1 to 4.5) or plot close to the minimum-melt 

composition (Figs. 4.14 and 4.16), making it impossible to infer genetic 

relationships. 
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The REE abundances were determined only for the sample of 

Warren Islands granite (Fig. 4.18) taken from within the Wathaman Batholith. 

The data are incomplete, but the pattern is strongly fractionated (La/Lu 37 .8) 

and possibly has a strong negative Eu anomaly (?Eu/Eu 0.24). Because of the 

incomplete though strongly fractionated pattern, it is possible only to 

speculate that garnet might have been a major residual phase in the magma 

source. Furthermore, because of the strong Eu anomaly, plagioclase might 

also have been a major residual phase. 

In conclusion those rocks that are mapped as part of the Warren 

Islands granite can be divided into two groups: 1) Warren Islands granite 

sensu stricto, and 2) rocks that have been incorrectly classified in the 

field. The second group is only known to be comprised of one body on the 

southern shore of Paskwachi Bay and is in fact part of the Crowe Island 

agmatite. This occurrence was misclassified because of its strong red 

colouration, a characte·ristic feature of the Warren Islands granite. The 

first group, i.e. the Warren Islands granite sensu stricto represents the 

late-stage intrusive event and is not known to be genetically associated 

with any other unit, even though there is a spatial association of this 

unit with the Wathaman Batholith. 

4.9 Swan River Gabbro (unit 20) 

The REE abundance pattern for the Swan River gabbro is similar 

to tholeiitic continental flood basalts from Columbia River and Oregon 

(Schmitt et al. 1964; Helmke and Haskin 1973), island arc calc-alkaline 

rocks (Jakes and Gill 1970) and also to alkali basalts from the Azores 

(\Vhite et al. 1979). The major element chemistry indicates that the Swan 

River gabbro can be classified as part of the calc-alkaline suite. There

fore, from this cursory study, it would appear that the gabbro has the 

greatest similarity with the calc-alkaline rocks from the island arc.
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5 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

The rapid rate of mapping precluded a systematic detailed field 

analysis of the structural geology within the study area. Consequently, 

it must be stressed that the interpretations made here are speculative 

and result in several contradictions that cannot be resolved with the 

present data. From what data is available, it is apparent that there 

are three provinces with distinctly different fold styles, these are: 

1) North Rottenstone Block, located north of the Wathaman Batholith; 

2) La Ronge - Rottenstone Domains, located south of the Wathaman 

Batholith; and 3) Kisseynew Domain. Within the North Rottenstone Block, 

two fold phases have been mapped and a third inferred, an isoclinal 

fold phase, a drag fold phase related to shearing, and an ill-defined 

fold phase. The folds in the La Ronge - Rottenstone Domains have been 

tentatively assigned to four fold phases, the first three of which are 

isoclinal whereas the fourth has a moderately open style. The paucity 

of data obtained from the Whiskey Jack Domain together with the highly 

subjective outcrop pattern (Map 1.3) prohibits interpretation of folds 

within this domain. However, Lewry (1977, personal communication) specu

lated that outcrops of the Johnson River gneisses within the study area 

might occur within the core of a northeasterly plunging basement antiform 

that he has mapped to the southwest. The form of this fold might be 

partially obscured due to local remobilization of the Johnson River 

gneisses that took p~ace during Hudsonian orogenesis. Also, no subdivision 

of folds in the Kisseynew Domain has been made. In addition to the folds, 

two separate episodes of faults also transect the study area and form parts 

of a) the Needle Falls shear system, and b) the younger Tabbernor fracture 

system. 
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All the structural data measured south of the Wathaman Batholith, 

as well as some from north of the batholith, have been plotted on Lambert 

equal-area diagrams. The data were divided into twenty sets: ten are 

centered on various megascopic structural features such as domes and 

'U-shaped' outcrop patterns; the other ten sets contain structural data 

south of the Wathaman Batholith that are not contained within the previous 

ten subareas. The boundaries of these last ten subareas correspond 

approximately to the sides of the quarter degree topographical map 

sheets. All subareas are shown on Map 3.3 and the equal-area diagrams 

are presented in Appendix VI. Map 3.1 is a foliation trend map compiled 

by the author, whereas Map 3.2 is a foliation trend map compiled by 

Lewry (1975) for the region immediately west of the study area. 

5.1 North Rottenstone Block Folds 

Both major and minor folds have been observed in the North 

Rottenstone Block, and these have been assigned tentatively to two 

phases though a third may have affected the area. The earliest 

recognizable folds are tight to isoclinal in both megascopic and 

mesoscopic scales and are regional in character. The last phase of 

folds are drag folds associated with the Needle Falls shear system. 

5.1.1 Minor folds in the North Rottenstone Block 

Minor folds were observed in three areas: 1) on the shore of 

Zengle Lake; 2) in the vicinity of Crane Island; and 3) along the shore 

of Zangesa Bay. In the first locality at least, these folds occur in the 

Zengle Lake gneisses (?Archaean basement). They mimic folds in 

the basement domes of the Wollaston Domain in both style and orientation. 

Outcrops at Zengle Lake commonly contain tight to isoclinal 
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minor folds (Plate 1) with axial planes that strike southwest - northeast 

and dip vertically to steeply northwest (Fig. 2a, Appendix VI). There is 

no significant variation in the axial plane orientation as the poles 

scatter about a point maxium. The folds that occur in the Zengle Lake 

gneisses are outlined by biotite-rich bands less than 1 mm thick. 

Individual grains of biotite locally are orientated parallel to the 

biotite-rich bands, but elsewhere they are orientated parallel-to the 

axial planes. Fold axes in the Zengle Lake area-have variable orientations; 

some folds plunge to the northeast whereas others plunge to the southwest 

(Fig. 2a, Appendix VI). 

Around Crane Island, Shklanka (1962) recorded fold axis 

orientations of a number of open to moderately closed minor folds, and 

the orientations of some lineations. The majority of the lineations 

plunge at about 45° with a trend about 280° (Fig. 1, Appendix VI). Whereas 

the minor fold axes plunge at moderate angles to both the northeast and 

southwest. As such, the axes of minor folds in the Crane Island area 

have a distribution similar to fold axes in the Zengle Lake area. In 

addition to these folds and lineations, the metasedimentary rocks and 

migmatites in the vicinity of Crane Island also contain complex inter

ference structures (Plate 12a) . 

In the vicinity of Zangesa Bay there are numerous minor folds 

with moderate interlimb angles which typically plunge at steep angles 

in various directions (Plate 13). These folds have some similarities 

with the folds and interference structures in the Crane Island area, but 

were not studied in detail. 

5.1.2 Large folds 

Complex forms in the structural trend map (Map 3.1) indicate 
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that the rocks north of the Wathaman Batholith have been folded much 

more complexly than suggested by the minor folds observed in outcrops. 

However, the majority of these curving trends are developed only adjacent 

to mylonite bands and are thought to represent drag folds because they 

are associated with mylonite bands that form part of the Needle Falls shear 

system. These mylonite bands trend north - northeast and are most common 

east of Zengle Lake and north of Reindeer Lake. 

Two large folds have been positively mapped north of the 

Wathaman Batholith, both with northeasterly trending axial planes. The 

largest fonns a north-facing arc northeast of Zengle Lake and the hinge 

zone is clearly outlined by the white porphyroblastic granite (unit 18b, 

Map 1.3). This fold is bounded on the southeast by a major blastomylonite 

zone that is subparallel to the fold's axial plane, suggesting that drag 

folding was important during its formation. 

The other positively mapped megascopic fold occurs southeast 

of Crane Island and also forms a north-facing arc which is partially 

outlined by a thin band of Swan River gabbroic rocks (unit 20). Like 

the first large fold described, there is a large mylonite zone subparallel 

to the axial plane located just southeast of the fold, again suggesting 

drag folding. 

In addition, the existence of possible isoclinal folds with 

attenuated and boudinaged limbs is suggested by the outcrop patterns of 

the Swan River gabbroic rocks near the mouth of the Lueaza River. Although 

this outcrop pattern is somewhat subjective, the folds outlined have the 

same axial plane orientation (i.e. northeast - southwest trend) as the 

folds observed in outcrops at Zengle Lake. It is not known whether these 

folds are due to drag folding or to some other process. 
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5.1.3 Fold phases 

Information on the relative ages of folds is poor, but the 

folds discussed above appear to be the result of at least two sequential 

phases of folding. Tight to isoclinal minor folds in the Zengle Lake 

area and large tentatively identified isoclinal folds in the Swan River 

gabbroic rocks represent the earliest recognizable phase of folding (Fx) 

in the North Rottenstone Block. It seems most likely that the large drag 

folds are later than the F folds, because the m.ylonite zones run straight 
X 

across the area without being affected by large F folds, and because the X . 

metamorphic foliation related to F axial planes was locally affected by 
X 

draging and in some places cut and replaced by mylonitic shear foliation. 

Within the Zengle Lake gneisses the orientation of minor F fold axes vary 
X 

considerably (Fig. 2a, Appendix III) and this could be the result of either: 

1) superposition. of F on earlier folds F (unseen in the field) 
X y 

and/or 

2) the refolding of F by later folds F , whose axes are perpendicular 
X y 

to the F axial plane. 
X 

The constraint on the orientation of the F fold axis in the second 
y 

possibility is necessary because there is no discernable folding of the 

F axial planes. If F was later than F , the axis of rotation w9uld have 
X y X 

had to have been perpendicular to the F axial planes so. as not to cause 
X 

any rotation of them. It is not known whether drag folding was responsible 

for this variation in minor F axes. 
X 

It has been stated previously that the Zengle Lake gneisses 

are probably correlative with the Wollaston Domain Archaean basement, 

therefore a comparison of their deformation histories is in order. 

According to Ray (1976, 1977a), and Lewry and Sibbald (1977), the 
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Wollaston Domain deformation history involves three main phases; firstly 

(D1), the formation of mantled gneiss domes with Archaean basement cores; 

secondly (D2), flattening of these domes during an isoclinal phase of 

folding to produce northeast - southwest trending domes; and thirdly 

(D3), development of minor north- south trending folds. It is possible 

that the F phase of folding deduced as a possible cause of variation of 
y 

the Fx axes ·in the Zengle Lake area corresponds to the D1 phase of folding 

in the Wollaston Domain and that Fx corresponds to D2. Drag folding 

related to shearing was not discussed by Ray (££ cit) so drag folds in the 

present area are unlikely to correlate with the D3 deformation event in 

the Wollaston Domain. 

To summarize, no structures related to D1 have been observed 

in either the Whiskey Jack Domain or the North Rottenstone Block. Isoclinal 

folds trending northeast related to D2 have been observed in individual 

outcrops and have been tentatively mapped on a larger scale in the 

North Rottenstone Block. No structures that could be related to the D3 

fold phase have been recognized. Finally, drag folding at Reindeer Lake 

associated with the Needle Falls Shear Zone could either predate or post 

date the D3 deformation event. (There are no data on this particular 

problem.) 

5.2 Folds in the La Ronge and Rottenstone Domains 

Four phases of folding are thought to have taken place in the 

rocks immediately south of the Wathaman Batholith. Both the supercrustal 

rocks and the La Ronge Domain weekly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a, 

plus the Gramiak Lake gneisses, unit 8) have been affected by all four phases 

of folding. Furthermore, all phases of folding probably occurred during 
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the Hudsonian Orogeny and probably do not represent discrete episodes of 

deformation, but rather are more likely due to variations in structural 

behaviour during essentially continuous deformation which caused the 

rocks to 'roll up'. 

5.2.1 Planer structural fabric elements 

Probable bedding (S0) was observed in a restricted number of 

scattered outcrops, particularly in those outcrops containing calc

silicate and/or arkose beds (e.g. in the Allen Island migmatite, unit 9a, 

and in the undivided La Range gneisses, unit Se, both of which are 

described in detail in Appendix I). 

In the vast majority of outcrops the compositional layering 

present is thought to be the product of several episodes of metamorphism 

and/or structural deformation, though in most cases this layering is 

probably partly s0 transposed by isoclinal folding. The formation of 

this tectonic/metamorphic compositional layering (foliation) can be 

divided into a number of separate types representing stages in develop

ment. The oldest layering (S1), other than s0, is defined by layers of 

quartz or quartz plus feldspar alternating with layers enriched in 

amphibole and/or biotite. These layers form a gneissosity in the rock, 

and locally exhibit tight to isoclinal folds with strongly attenuated 

and boudinaged limbs. In many places, clots of quartz or quartz and 

feldspar that originally formed parts of the fold hinge zones are all 

that are preserved of the s1 layering. 

An alignment of mineral grains defines the s2 foliation and 

this is axial planer to the ab~ve mentioned folds in s1. Since these 

folds are commonly isoclinal their limbs have s1 parallel to s2. 

In many places, the s2 foliation is also folded and axial 
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planes to these folds also have a parallel mineral grain alignment forming 

an s3 foliation. Locally these folds are isoclinal and on their limbs 

s3. is parallel to both s
1 

and s2. In most outcrops, it was not possible 

to distinguish these different foliations because of the absence of 

interference folds. 

Other planer elements of the fabric, such as mineralized 

fractures or foliations parallel to axial planes of kink folds occur but 

were not studied in a systematic manner. 

5.2.2 Linear structural fabric elements 

Rod-like quartz and feldspar grains occur in the metasedimentary 

and migmatitic rocks and in all of the La Ronge Domain granitic rocks 

(unit 13), except for the massive granodiorite (unit 13c). Locally, these 

form a strong mineral lineation. In the metasedimentary rocks this 

lineation lies within the plane of the foliation (S1 to· s3), and is 

parallel to the intersection of foliations in most places where two or 

more foliations occur obliquely. Overall, the lineations in the study 

area are confusing and probably several populations exist. 

Between Thompson and Dewdney Islands, many outcrops contain 

two quartz-feldspar lineations within a single foliation but each one has 

a distinctly different attitude. Morphologically, these two lineations 

are identical and it was possible to ascertain that there are two 

lineation populations only because of their different orientations. 

However, the orientations of these two lineations are variable from place 

to place and, furthermore, the locally measured angle of intersection 

between them is also variable. Consequently, it proved impossible to 

distinguish between them on a regional basis or establish the relative age 

relationship between the two. All that can be stated is that together, 
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they are distributed about great-circles (i.e. the foliation) in the 

equal-area diagrams (Figs. 4a, Sa, 6b, 9a, lOa, and 14, in Appendix VI). 

In some locations within this structural province, only one 

lineation exists per given outcrop and in some places these have a unimodal 

distribution (Figs. 3a, 3b, 6a, ?8a, and ?13a, in Appendix VI). This 

lineation is morphologically the same as the other lineations but 

probably forms part of one or more different populations. 

S.2.3 Minor folds and interference structures 

Minor folds and interference structures were observed in 

many outcrops (Plate Sa), but no systematic compilation of these features 

was undertaken. Therefore, the local attitudes of the axial planes and 

fold axes belonging to the various fold phases are poorly understood. 

However, these structures occur within, and thus post-date the s0 - s1 

layering. Observed kink folds post-date the s3 foliation. Because of 

the lack of systematic study of the minor folds, their re.lationships to 

the various phases of large-scale folds is uncertain (this is discussed 

in more detail later). 

S.2.4 First phase of large-scale folds (F 1) 

The only evidence of the existance of this first phase is the 

occurrence of four problematical large-scale interference patterns east 

of Reindeer Lake (Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. S .1; and Maps 1.1 and 1. 2). 

The three-dimensional shapes of these structures and the inferred positions 

of the F1 axial traces are illustrated in Figures S.2 and S.3. These same 

structures were regarded by Stauffer ~ al. (1976a, and 1977a) as being 

deformed plutons intruded during the second phase of folding. Arguments 

in support of them being due to fold superposition are given at the end 

of this section. 
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NOTE: On Figures 5.1, 5.4, 5.6, and 5.7 

The structure adjacent to the study area has been 

interpreted from geological maps published by Lewry 

(1975, 1976) for the area to the west and by 

McRitchie (1977) for the area to the east. The 

interpretations shown here are consistent with those 

made within the present study area but differ from those 

made by Lewry et al. (1976). 
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axial trace 

F 1 anti formal 

Schematic diagrams of the Whitesand Bay bird beak (A), and the 

Strawnychka Lake elongate dome (B). 

Location of structures shown on Fig. 5.1. 
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Beaver. Is land 
gneisses 

La Range Domain 
weakly foliated 
granodiorite 

An exploded schematic diagram of the Jackpine hay arrow head. This 

structure is very problematic and the position of the inferred F2 axial 

trace is speculative because of the comnlexity of the structure. 

Location of structure shown on Fig. 5.1. 
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The Whitesand Bay 'bird beak' (No. 2, Fig. 5.1) is the second 

largest interference struc;ture and it is the least problematical. It has 

sharp northward and southeastward pointing apecies but is open ended in the 

southwest (Fig. 5.2a). Weakly foliated granodiorite crops out in the center 

of the structure and is surrounded by Rottenstone migmatites. This 

structure is much smaller and more symmetrical than the Jackpine Bay 

'arrow head'. located to the north and its limb are more elongate. 

The Strawnychka Lake elongate dome (No. 3, Fig. 5.1), is the 

smallest of the four interference structures and is the least convincing 

as being a fold interference structure. It is situated between the 

elongate limbs of the Whitesand Bay 'bird beak'. 

The Jackpine Bay 'arrow head' (No. 1, Fig. 5.1) is the largest 

and most thoroughly documented structure, but it is also the most 

problematical. It is the northernmost of these structures and at its 

northern limit has a sharp westward pointing apex that is. largely under 

water and plunges steeply in a north to northeasterly direction. This 

'arrow head' is concentrically zoned; the core is comprised of Beaver 

Island gneisses which are surrounded by Rottenstone migmatite which in 

turn is surrounded by weakly foliated granodiorite. The foliation dips 

towards the core of the structure in the Beaver Island gneisses and 

locally within the Rottenstone migmatite whereas, in the granodiorite, 

especially near its outer contact, the foliation dips moderately to 

steeply towards t~e northeast and east. In other words, a structural 

basin appears to exist in the center of the antiformal interference 

structure. The basin in the center presents a problem in positioning 

axial traces within the structure, and no solution could be found that 

is consistant with the inferred shape. 

A large, though ill-defined interference structure (No. 4, 
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Fig. 5.1) occurs northeast of Fawley Island in the weakly foliated grano

diorite. This structure consists of two bulbous protrusions separated by 

a re-entrant angle, and might be part of an 'arrow head' structure. 

The apparent 'bird beak' outcrop pattern (No. 5, Fig. 5.1) is 

not a fold interference structure, but rather is caused by the intersection 

of a northeasterly striking fault with an easterly striking band of QFBA 

gneisses (unit 5b). 

Considering the three main interferenc~ structures east of 

Malcolm Island (Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Fig. 5.1), there is a progressive 

decrease in size from north to south, concomittant with a decrease in 

complexity of the structures; tentatively these may be due to either higher 

structural levels being exposed in the south or a decrease in the F1 fold 

amplitudes from no~th to south. 

Other F1 structures probably exist, but have not been identified. 

The formation of the s1 compositional layering observed in 

outcrops might have occurred in response to the same stress field that 

formed the large F1 phase folds, however, no minor folds have been 

correlated with certainty to this phase of deformation. 

Arguments in support of the idea that the structures discussed 

above are due to fold superposition rather than granitic intrusion are as 

follows: 

1) The same linear and planer structural fabric elements recognized in 

the metasedimentary rocks have also been tentatively recognized within 

the granodiorite (unit 13a). This suggests that the granodiorite was 

emplaced prior to the main deformation (i.e. prior to or early in the 

Hudsonian orogeny). Similarily, Lewry et al. (1976) concluded that the 

La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite west of the present study 

area crystallized prior to the formation of any of the recognizable 
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structural fabric elements in the metasedimentary gneisses. 

2) As far as can be ascertained the granodiorite does not transect the 

La Range supercrustal gneisses on a regional scale but rather occupies 

about the same stratigraphic position everywhere although cross-cutting 

relationships occur on individual outcrops. The granodiorite is connnonly 

in contact with the La Range amphibole-rich gneisses/metavolcanic rocks 

(unit 5c), though in many places this unit is too thin to represent on 

the ma.p. Such a situation principally exists in "the southern part of the 

study area, whereas in the northern part, within the Rottenstone migmatites, 

psammitic rocks occur locally between the granodiorite and the amphibole

rich supercrustal rocks (e.g. at the Jackpine Bay interference structure). 

Such a consistant contact relationship is uncharacteristic of large igneous 

intrusions emplaced prior to, during, or after folding of the host rock. 

For this reason the granodiorite is considered to lie unconformably below 

the supercrustal rocks rather than intrude them, except for some local 

remobilization during the Hudsonian orogeny. 

In essence, the above arguments suggest that the weakly foliated 

granodiorite forms a basement upon which the La Range supercrustal rocks 

were deposited and their present outcrop pattern is probably due to the 

formation of antiformal interference structure. 

5.2.5 Second phase of large-scale folds (F 2) 

Evidence for the existance of the F2 fold phase is much more 

reliable than that for the F1 fold phase. Also, the axial traces are more 

accurately located and many are bent by F4 folds. Besides the F1/F2 

interference structures mentioned in section 5.2.4, there are a number of 

other interference structures involving F2 (mainly F2/F4), these are shown 

in Fig. 5.4 (Nos. 6 to 16), and in Maps 1.1 and 1.2. 
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The shape of the Jackpine Bay, Whitesand Bay, Strawnychka Lake 

and Fawley Island F1/F2 interference structures (Nos. 1 to 4) have 

already been discussed and the inferred traces of F2 axial planes which 

dip steeply to the northeast are given in Figs. 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. 

Malcolm Island structure (No. 6, Fig. 5.4) is a curved elongate 

dome which trends approximately north-south, and the F2 axial plane is 

inferred to dip moderately to the east and parallel to the general trend 

of foliation in the rocks. It is a F2/F 3 interference structure. 

Figure 5.5 is a sketch of the envisaged form of the Perry Lake 

north, Crozier Lake, Perry Lake south, and Gramiak Lake domal interference 

structures (Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10, Fig. 5.4). All these structures are 

underlain by weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a), though on Map 1.1 

the Gramiak Lake structure is shown as being underlain by gneisses of 

unknown affinity (unit 8), however, the correlation of the Gramiak Lake 

gneisses with the weakly foliated granodiorite was establi.shed in Chapter 4. 

In the Perry Lake south structure, the foliation dips 

centrifugally from the center of the structure for the northern three 

quarters and no data is available for the south. However, the foliation 

in the rest of the region occupied by these structures predominantly dip 

to the north at moderate to steep angles (Map 1.1). This implies that 

the F2 axial plane also dips towards the north at moderate to steep 

angles. Also, the attitudes of compositional layering in the surrounding 

metasedimentary and migmatitic rocks show that the F2 folds are tight 

to isoclinal. 

The Gilbert Lake and Numabin Bay structures form domes of 

weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) situated at the intersection of 

F2 and F4 antiformal axial traces (Nos. 11 and 12 respectively, Fig. 5.4). 
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The remaining interference structures (Nos. 13, 14, 15, and 16; 

Fig. 5.4) as well as some too small to represent on Figure 5.4, contain 

isoclinal F2 folds with attenuated limbs. Unlike the other F2 structures, 

none of these isoclinal folds are underlain by weakly foliated granodiorite 

and occur entirely within the Rottenstone migmatites and Hugh Island 

leucogranite. Also, these structures are closer to the Wathaman Batholith 

than are the· domal interference structures. 

No interpretation of the apparent interference structure located 

at Cameron Lake (No. 17; Fig. 5.4) is offered because the eastern part of 

the outcrop pattern is too subjective. 

Two main generalizations can be made about F2 folds: 1) F2 

axial planes dip moderately to the north, west of Reindeer Lake and near 

the southern border of the Wathaman Batholith, but become progress:lvely 

steeper to the south till they are nearly vertical at the southern edge 

of the area (Fig. 5.4)(This can also be deduced from the s0-s3 foliations 

shown on Map 3.1.); 2) the amplitude to wavelength ratio of the folds 

decreases from north to south, in conjunction with a change from attenuated 

folds in the north, such as at Cowie Bay (No. 14; Fig. 5.4), to domal 

structures in the central part of the region, such as at Crozier Lake 

(No. 8; Fig. 5.4), and finally to the large undivided expanse of La 

Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite in the southern part of the region 

around Cheadle Lake. 

The s2 foliation may have been formed simultaneously with the 

large F2 folds described here. 

5.2.6 Third phase of large-scale folds (F 3) 

It can be seen on the geological and foliation maps (Maps 1.1, 

1.2, 1.3, 3.la, 3.lb, and 3.2) that the s0 - s1 foliations and 
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lithological units are bent into a large isoclinal fold whose imprecisely 

located axial plane trends northeast (Fig. 5. 6). -Tite not tltwesterrr-t

of this fold is comprised of the Rottenstone migmatites, whereas the 

southeastern limb is comprised of the La Range gneisses. The two limbs 

are separated by a core composed partially of the La Range Domain 

granitic rocks. 

No other structural features have been positively associated 

with this large fold, however, it is a possibility that the s3 foliation 

was formed at the same time. 

5.2.7 Fourth phase of large-scale folds (F4) 

Fourth phase folds are open to moderately closed and have a 

north to northeasterly trend. As such, these folds differ from the 

tight to isoclinal folds that were produced in the first three phases 

of folding. 

On a regional scale, the F4 axial traces tend to fan outwards 

from a region about SO km east of the southwestern corner of Figure 5.7. 

The axial planes are nearly vertical and the fold axes plunge at moderate 

angles to the north-northeast. West of the study area (in the western 

one-third of Fig. 5.7), Lewry et ~· (1976) noted that most axial planes 

associated with what they termed F3 folds are nearly vertical and that 

the fold axes plunge at low angles to the north or northeast. Therefore, 

the F3 folds described by Lewry et ~- (~cit) would appear to correlate 

with the F4 folds described here. Furthermore, the F4 folds described 

here in the La Range and Rottenstone Domains might possibly correlate 

with the third phase of deformation (D 3) that has been documented in the 

Wollaston Domain (Ray 1976, and 1977a), and Lewry and Sibbald (1977). 

All interference structures that involve F4 also involve F2, 
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and in every case a simple domal structure is located at the F2/F4 antiformal 

intersections. Such structures are particular

part of the study area (i.e. the Perry Lake north, Crozier Lake, Perry Lake 

south, and Gramiak Lake domes, Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10; Fig. 5.4). Other 

than these domal structures, F4 folds occur only as generally gentle 

undulations of the lithological contacts (Map 1.1 and~ 1. 2) . 

·The F4 fold phase is the only phase to which minor structural 

feature such as foliation can be positively correlated with the fold phase. 

This is particularly true where the Hugh Island leuco-granite forms part 

of a F4 fold, this is because this granite very rarely contains pre-F4 

structures. For example, in the tightest F4 fold, which is at Murray Island 

(interference structure No. 16; Fig. 5.4) the foliation in the leuco

granite is parallel to the F4 axial pl~ane and at an ,angle to the dominant 

foliation in the adjacent metasedimentary rock units (Map 3.1). 

The F 4 axes can be interpreted from the great-ci,rcle distri-

bution of poles to foliation cs
0 

- s3) on the equal-area diagrams (Figs. 3b, 

6b, 7b, 8b, lOb, 13b, and 14; Appendix VI). This interpretation assumes 

that the (S0 - s3) foliation data were essentially parallel to each other 

prior to F4 folding and that the F4 fold axis lay parallel to the plane 

of this foliation such that the F4 folds are cylindrical. 

On a regional scale, the amplitude to wavelength ratio of 

F4 folds is low immediately south of the Wathaman Batholith, and increases 

to a maximum at the southern limit of the study area. Indications of 

this are apparent in the outcrop patterns of the interference structures. 

The Clement Island F2 isoclinal synform (No. 13, Fig. 5.4) and the Wepusko 

Bay F2 antiform (No. 15, Fig. 5.4), both of which are near the Wathaman 

Batholith, have minor F4 flexures on their limbs, whereas further south, 
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the F4 fold amplitudes are larger and the interaction of the F4 anti

forms and the F2 antiforms has resulted in the formation of domes. At 

the southern limit of the study area, the F4 folds dominate the interfer

ence structures to such an extent that earlier fold phases cannot be 

easily discerned. This is illustrated by the 'finger-like' outcrop 

pattern of the weakly foliated granodiorite in the Cheadle Lake - Gilbert 

Lake area (No. 11, Fig. 5.4). 

5.3 Granitic Bodies Dominantly Controlled by Intrusion Rather than by 

Fold Interference 

There are a number of granitic bodies whose outcrop patterns 

cannot be explained readily by fold interference. These include: 

1) the large body of Hugh Island leuco-granite that underlies Hugh 

Island (Map 1.1); 2) the Crowe Bay agmatite at Crowe Bay and at Welch 

Lake (Map 1.1); 3) the·La Ronge Domain massive granodior~te at Gilbert 

and Cheadle Lakes, and at Numabin Bay (Map 1.1; Fig. 5.1 A, B, and C) 

(Note in the case of the Cheadle Lake body Sibbald (1977) did not make a 

distinction between massive and foliated granodiorite); 4) the La Ronge 

Domain weakly foliated granodiorite at Reynolds Island (Map 1.1; and 

Fig. 5.1 D); 5) the La Ronge Domain leuco-monzodiorite at Gallop Lake; 

and 6) the La Ronge Domain mela-granodiorite. 

The largest intrusive body south of the Wathaman Batholith is 

the Hugh Island leuco-granite centered on Hugh Island. This body has 

gradational contacts with the adjacent units in that the number of 

xenoliths progressively increases towards the border until finally the 

outcrops are composed only of rocks belonging to the surrounding units. 

This body is located at the junction of the major F3 fold hinge zone 

and a smaller F4 antiform. 
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The bodies of Crowe Bay agmatite at Crowe Bay and at Welch 

Lake are concentrically zoned and, although they are domes, they are not 

located at antiformal intersections. The zones consist of different 

concentrations of xenoliths. 

The various bodies of La Ronge Domain massive granodiorite 

are located along F4 antiformal axial traces (Fig. 5.7) and two, the 

Gilbert Lake·and Numabin Bay bodies, are also located on F2 antiformal 

axial traces (Fig. 5.4). These bodies are regard~d as intrusive, 

remobilized equivalents of the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated grano

diorite. According to this theory, the original parent rock, i.e. the 

weakly foliated granodiorite, was folded into domal interference structures 

and the temperature/pressure conditions during folding were high enough 

to cause the rock to melt in the core of the structure and intrude 

upwards. Both Reinhart (1962) and Lewry et ~· (1976) classified the 

massive granodiorite at Numabin Bay as the final derivative of a fraction

ating magma which intruded into older solidifed rocks (weakly foliated 

granodiorite) derived from the same original magma. 

The La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite at Reynolds 

Island, is the only granitic body that obviously truncates supercrustal 

rocks (Map 1.1 on Wapus Island; Fig. 5.1). The absence of cross-folding 

antiformal axial traces within the body, together with the intrusive 

contact relationships on Wapus Island, indicate that this body was 

intruded into its present position. However, adjacent to the northern 

parts of this body there is a mantle of metavolcanic rocks (Unit 5c). 

Such a relationship has been interpreted elsewhere as probably 

indicative of an unconformable relationship and not an intrusive 

relationship (Section 5.2.4) between the two units. This is an example 
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of contradictory inferences that occur in this chapter. The author 

did not personally visit this body and is not certain whether or not 

it should be classified as part of the La Ronge massive granodiorite 

(unit 13c). The structure readings do not necessarily contradict this 

inference as foliation is locally present in the rock (Appendix !.11.3) 

and therefore it is probably best regarded as a remobilized and 

intrusive equivalent of the La Ronge weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a). 

Little is known about the La Ronge leuco-monzodiorite though 

it has an intrusive relationship with the adjacent metasedimentary rocks, 

and is not in phase with any inferred axial plane traces. 

The La Ronge mela-granodiorite contact relationships which have 

been described in Appendix I show that this unit probably represents the 

hypabyssal portion of the magma that extruded to form the La Ronge meta

volcanic rocks. The locations of the mela-granodiorite bodies do not 

appear to be controlled by any of the fold phases described above. 

5.4 Kisseynew Domain Folds 

No folds defined by lithological outcrop patterns exist within 

the parts of the Kisseynew Domain that occur in the study area, and there 

is also a dearth of structural measurements. As a result, no contribution 

can be made to the structure of the Kisseynew Domain. 

5.5 Major Faults, Fractures, and Mylonite Zones 

The majority of the faults, fractures and mylonite zones can 

be placed into one of two different categories. One group is related to 

the Needle Falls Shear Zone and the other group is related to the younger 

Tabbernor Fault Zone. All the late fractures and faults have been inter

preted to lie along topographical lineaments, some of which are coincident 
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with lineaments on the aeromagnetic maps (Nos. 7152G and 7289G, GSA 1966a 

and 1966b). The early mylonite zones and segments of some of the late 

faults have been located by mapping. 

5.5.1 Needle Falls shear system 

The Needle Falls shear system is an extensive network of 

faults and mylonite zones in the Saskatchewan and Manitoba parts of the 

Churchill province (Fig. 5.8} that includes from west to east: the 

Virgin River - Black Lake Shear Zone; the Cable Bay Shear Zone; the 

Needle Falls Shear Zone; the Paull River She4r Zone (formerly termed 

the Birch Rapids- Wepusko Bay Fault Zone; Padgham, 1966); the Stanley 

Fault; and a mylonite zone along the Nelson River Front termed the Setting 

Lake fault. All these shear zones are subparallel to each other and 

occur on both sides of the Wathaman Batholith. Moreover, most of these 

shear zones are narrow and have no associated splay faults. Exceptions 

to this are the Needle Falls and Parker Lake Shear Zones, which are wide 

and with which all the known splay faults are associated; in fact, the 

Parker Lake Shear Zone itself is a splay shear zone originating from, 

and subsequently truncated by, the Needle Falls Shear Zone (Ray 1976). 
. 0 0 

Most of these splay shear zones are orientated at 20 - 40 to the 

master shear zones but not in a consistant direction. Again the Parker 

Lake Shear Zone is an exception~Within the study area the minor splay 

shear zones include the Reilly Lake Shear Zone, the Bedford Island Shear 

Zone, and the Fergus Fault (Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and Map 1.4). 

Features related to the Needle Falls shear system in the 

study area are: the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e); the 

blastomylonite (unit 25); minor mylonite zones; minor splay faults, 

and finally widespread intergranular comminution and neomineralization-
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recrystallization within the North Rottenstone Block. 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1 and described in greater detail 

in~Appendix I, extensive intergranular comminution and recrystallization 

has occurred in all the rocks within the North Rottenstone Block. This 

is a microscopic-scale deformation of the rocks and there i£~little 

evidence of this in handspecimen other than a faint foliation. This 

deformation diminishes to the northeast but probably extends southwest

wards beyond the study area to the Needle Falls Shear Zone (Fig. 5.9). 

This is substantiated by Scott (1970) and Lewry et al: ~(1977) who men-tion 

the occurrence of microscopic comminution in the.granitic rocks southwest 

of the study area. Even though the Swan River gabbroic rocks (unit 20) 

do not display any major pervasive microscopic deformation, some of the 

bodies are bounded by thin bands of the porphyroclastic schistose 

mylonite, and the outer rims of the gabbroic bodies are strongly foliated. 

This microscopic comminution occurs in the MacKenzie Lake. granite (section 

I.l7.1) which is an igneous body that was emplaced during the waning of 

the Hudsonian Orogeny (section 2.6). Therefore, the formation of this 

intergranular comminution, which probably occurred over a large time span, 

still occurred after the emplacement of the MacKenzie Lake granite. 

Besides mantling some mafic bodies, porphyroclastic schistose 

mylonite (unit 18e) also occurs in a number of separate _bodies (Map 1.3), 

the largest of which passes through Reynolds Lake (Cairns-Reynolds Lake 

mylonite, Fig. 5.9A). Various sizes of fragments of other rock types 

occur within this mylonite, most of which have been correlated with the 

Wollaston and Johnson River gneisses. Thinner, and in ~laces apparently 

discontinuous, bodies of this mylonite occur immediately west of Reindeer 

Lake. In general, these small bodies parallel the strike of the larger 
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body at Reynolds Lake and in one place just north of Patterson Island, 

the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite grades along strike into a 

schistose mylonite with garnet porphyroblasts up to 20 mm across. 

Lithologically, the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite has 

been correlated with the Wathaman Batholith and three varieties of this 

unit have been identified (section !.16.5). Two of these varieties occur 

at Reynolds Lake - a) white feldspar porphyroclasts and b) pink feldspar 

porphroclasts in schistose mylonite matrix - and are thought to have a 

different genesis than the third variety, a flasered mylonite, which 

makes up the remaining occurrences of this unit. The reason for this 

correlation is that the two varieties at Reynolds Lake are thought to 

have been formed by the intrusion or autochthonous development of material 

similar to that which occurs in the Wathaman Batholith. The shape and 

location of this granitic body was probably controlled by a cataclastic 

zone associated with the Needle Falls shear system, and this cataclastic 

deformation continued during the cooling of the granitic magma to produce 

the present petrofabric texture of the two varieties at Reynolds Lake. 

On first inspection, the third variety of the porphyroclastic schistose 

mylonite unit appears to be the same as the other two varieties, however, 

this variety is thought to have been formed by the cataclastic deformation 

of pre-existing solid granitic rocks to produce the flasered texture. One 

of the major differences between this variety and the other two varieties 

is that the clasts are elliptical rock fragments and not deformed 

feldspar porphyroblasts. 

Three bodies of blastomylonite (unit 25) are known: one occurs 

at Reynolds Lake, one at Zengle Lake, and the last occurs immediately 

northwest of Swan Bay (Map 1.2 and 1.3). The lenticular body at Reynolds 

Lake cuts the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite and contains rare 
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microcline clasts (Plate 37b). The zone of blastomylonite at Zengle 

Lake is wider but thins to the southwest and in the vicinity of Pearce 

Lake is too narrow to show on the map as a rock unit; as a result it is 

shown as being a fault zone. The third blastomylonite band, northwest 

of Swan Bay is part of the Parker Lake Shear Zone, which within the 

study area thins to the northeast and eventually no longer forms a 

distinctive mappable unit (Map 1.3; Fig. 5.9a), though local evidence of 

shearing still exists in an ill-defined band termed the 'Parker Lake 

Shear Zone Extension' (Fig. 5.9a). Ray (1976, in press) reports that the 

Parker Lake Shear Zone is truncated at its southwestern end by the Needle 

Falls Shear Zone. 

Within the 'Parker Lake Shear Zone Extension, (Map 1.4) 

mylonite occurs in a series of minor discontinuous zones along with 

elongate lenses of the Knox Island diorite and MacKenzie Lake granite. 

As mentioned in section 4.7.2, some of the Knox Island di9rite could have 

been formed by recrystallization under a hydrostatic stress field of the 

blastomylonite material in the Parker Lake Shear Zone, and therefore, the 

'Parker Lake Shear Zone Extension' would be a ghost structure formed by 

the assimilation of the Parker Lake Shear Zone during intrusion of the 

Wathaman Batholith. The occurrence of both recrystallized mylonite 

xenoliths within the Wathaman Batholith and mylonitized equivalents of 

the Wathaman Batholith indicate that tectonic deformation associated with 

the Needle Falls shear system occurred prior to, as well as durin~the 

emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith. This is substantiated further by 

the foliation pattern in the vicinity of Smith Point (Map 1.3); because 

immediately adjacent to the 'Parker Lake Shear Zone Extension' the 

foliation in the Wathaman Batholith is parallel to the shear zone. 

However, towards the southeast the foliation becomes progressively mor.e 
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oblique to the shear zone (Map 3.1), and the change in orientation of 

the foliation is probably due to drag folding with a right lateral sense 

of movement. The origin of the initial foliation is unknown in this area. 

Other than the 'Parker Lake Shear Zone Extension', blasto

mylonite zones are mainly sharply defined. Where these zones are wide, 

the adjacent country rocks do not obviously display any associated 

deformation .. However, where the Zengle Lake blastomyloni te (No. 6, Fig. 

5.9a) becomes too thin to portray on the map, deformation associated with 

the development of the blastomylonite, i.e. a cataclastic foliation, is 

detectable up to a kilometre from the blastomylonite. 

Two minor mylonite zones, the Reilly Lake Shear Zone and the 

Bedford Island Shear Zone are parallel to each other. The Bedford Island 

Shear Zone is characterised by a very strong foliation, by elongate 

xenoliths and microcline porphyrobalsts, and also by the growth of minor 

late-stage euhedral microcline porphyroblasts. The western end of this 

shear zone does not connect with the larger Parker Lake Shear Zone and 

the eastern end is lost under the large expanse of Reindeer Lake. The 

Reilly Lake Shear Zone has a moderately strong foliation and xenoliths, 

where recognizable, are highly elongate and parallel to the foliation, 

though locally some are folded. The Reilly Lake Shear Zone joins the 

Parker Lake Shear Zone in the vicinity of Reilly Lake west of the study area. 

A number of minor faults occur as splays off the Parker Lake 

Shear Zone (Fig. 5.9a), one of which strikes to the northeast (No. 3) 

and splits into three (Nos. 3', 4, and 5). Fault No. 4 strikes north and 

displaces the band of porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e) east 

of Swan Lake. Fault No. 5 strikes north to northeast and displaces the 

same body of porphyroclastic schistose mylonite. Further north, at 

Pearce Lake, fault No. 5 branches into two faults (splays Nos. 5 and 6). 
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Splay No. 6 becomes the Zengle Lake blastomylonite towards the northeast. 

Splay No. 5 continues to the north - northeast. Fault No. 3' extends in 

a straight line northeast of fault No. 3 for only a limited distance and 

locally has some porphyroclastic schistose mylonite developed along it. 

Fault No. 2, extending southwest from Woodward River, has been interpreted 

from only a weak lineament on the aero~agnetic map (Map No. 7289C, GSC 

1966b) and no mylonites or other geological evidence was found to support 

its existance. The magnitudes and directions of .displacement for all 

these faults is unknown. 

An extension of the Paull River Shear Zone might occur within 

the study area, coinciding with the strongly developed northeast trending 

photo-lineaments shown on Map 3.1 which pass through Turner and Kowalski 

Bays. However, no geological evidence for such an extension was found 

during the course of the mapping. 

5.5.2 Tabbernor fracture systems 

All fracture lineaments that are thought to be related to the 

Tabbernor Fault are plotted in Figure 5.9b. The Tabbernor Fault has a 

large displacement across a narrow fracture zone south of Reindeer Lake 

(Padgham 1969). However, it splays near Southend into a fan-like series 

of smaller fractures. There are no known instances of unequivocal dis

placement across these fractures within the study area, however, to the 

west, similar fractures have displacements of up to 3 km (Lewry 1977a). 

Most of the movement north of the main fault apparently has occurred on 

faults A and B (Fig. 5.9b) which occur west of the present study area 

(Lewry et !!·' 1976 in press). Faults in the Tabbernor fracture system 

are progressively of less importance away from the zone containing faults 

A and B. Both west of this zone, and east of the present study area, 

fracture lineaments related to the Tabbernor Fault are rare and 
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impersistant. 

5.5.3 Loon Bay Fault 

The Loon Bay Fault (Fig. 5.9a) presents a problem, for it is 

not clear as to which group it belongs. At its southwestern end it 

terminates just within the Reynolds Island granodiorite body (Map 1.4), 

whereas to the north it becomes indistingui~hable from the numerous 

Tabbernor faults. Mylonite occurs locally along the length of this 

fault, together with some minor red wall-rock alteration. 

Arguments that support the classification of the fault as 

part of the Needle Falls shear system include: 1) its northeast

southwest trend; 2) its location on a linear extrapolation of the known 

northeastern limit of the Stanley Fault; and 3) the occurrence of 

mylonite, which is rare along Tabbernor faults and is unknown south of 

the Wathaman Batholith in the Tabbernor fault zones. 

Arguments that support the classification of the fault as part 

of the Tabbernor fracture system consist of: 1) its north-south trend 

at its north end make it indistinquishable from other Tabbernor faults; 

2) lithological units transected by the fault show no appreciable 

displacement, this is commonly the case for the Tabbernor fractures and 

contrasts with the fact that lithological units rarely can be mapped 

across a fault belonging to the Needle Falls shear system. 

5.6 Structural Summary 

Northwest of the Wathaman Batholith the structural deformation 

is poorly understood, but appears to be polyphase. Two fold phases are 

tentatively recognized in the North Rottenstone Block which can be 

correlated with some fold phases that occur in the Wollaston Domain. The 

drag fold phase recognized in the North Rottenstone Block does not 
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correspond to any of the fold phases in the Wollaston Domain, but does 

appear to be related to faulting and cataclastic deformation that is 

related to the Needle Falls Shear System and the emplacement of the 

Wathaman Batholith. 

There is a greater understanding of the structural deformation 

southeast of the Wathaman Batholith, but the interpretation is far from 

definitive . .Four fold phases have been postulated and these are inter

preted as phases in a tectonic 'rolling up·' of the supercrustal rocks 

during the intrusion of the Wathaman Batholith. In the initial phases 

of intrusion, the adjacent crustal southeast of the batholith were 'simply' 

folded. On additional and continuous straining, the early formed folds 

were rotated and deformed further. With this rotation the far-field 

stress orientation will change continuously with respect to specific 

points in the rock, and various stages in this 'rolling up' have been 

designated as fold phases. 

The Tabbernor Fracture System was formed subsequent to the 

main Hudsonian deformation in the area. Other than the north-south 

fracture lineaments themselves, this period of deformation has no associated 

structural fabric elements in the host rock and is in distinct contrast 

to the various deformation events that occurred during the Hudsonian 

Orogeny. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

It is becoming clear that both Archaean and Aphebian rocks are 

present in the Churchill Structural Province of Canada, and only some of 

the rocks have been affected by the Hudsonian Orogeny (Sibbald et al., 

1976). Hudsonian orogenic influence ranges from negligible to extensive 

depending on the structural block involved, e.g. the Western Granulite 

Domain is barely affected (Sibbald et al., ·££ cit) .whereas the Rottenstone 

Domain is extensively deformed and intruded. The Rottenstone Domain 

transects the central portion of the study area and, because this domain 

is a zone of extensive deformation, this chapter is mainly concerned with 

synthesizing the deformational events that affected it. Also, the possible 

existence of a major crustal suture within the Rottenstone Domain is 

discussed. 

The main· contribution of this thesis is in the refinement and 

extension of some of the hypotheses put forward by other authors. Most of 

the main points have been listed in the introduction and some, mainly 

terminology problems, have already been dealt with in the main body of the 

text. The topics that will be discussed in this chapter are 1) the 

Whiskey Jack Domain, 2) the North Rottenstone Block, 3) the La Ronge 

basement problem, 4) the Wathaman Batholith, 5) the posstble existence 

of a continental suture in the study area, and 6) the Churchill Province 

tectonics in and around Reindeer Lake. 

6.1 Whiskey Jack Domain 

As illustrated in the General Geology chapter (Fig. 2.2), the 

Whiskey Jack Domain is a wedge-shaped body situated between the linear 

Wollaston Domain and the arcuate Rottenstone Domain, and satisfies a 
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conceptual space problem created by the divergence of these domains. 

Previously, the area was regarded informally as part of the Wollaston 

Domain. Within Saskatchewan, the northwestern boundary of the Whiskey 

Jack Domain is gradational with the Wollaston Domain, whereas the south

eastern boundary with the Rottenstone Domain, is more pronounced and 

coincident with the Cairns - Reynolds Lake mylonite. The form and limit 

of the Whiskey Jack Domain northeast of Reindeer Lake cannot be ascertained 

due to the lack of detailed geological mapping in northern Manitoba. 

The Whiskey Jack Domain differs from the Wollaston Domain in 

its style of structural deformation and in containing several large 

Hudsonian batholiths. However, as in the Wollaston Domain, the Whiskey 

Jack Domain consists of an infrastructure of Aphebian supercrustal gneisses 

lying on a basement of Archaean granitic gneisses. In Chapter 4, it 

was established that the granitic gneiss basement in the Wollaston Domain, 

and therefore also in the Whiskey Jack Domain, was probab~y originally 

formed as magmatic granite and which now presently occupies the cores of 

antiforms (Ray 1975, and Gilboy 1975). Several geochronological studies 

reviewed in Chapter 3 indicate that the age of igneous activity was about 

2500 Ma. Subsequent to intrusion, the granite was eroded and the Aphebian 

supercrustual Wollaston gneisses were unconformably deposited on top 

(Sibbald et al, 1976). During the Hudsonian Orogeny, both the basement 

and supercrustal rocks within the Whiskey Jack and Wollaston Domains were 

extensively deformed and the basement remobilized. Basement remobilization 

occurred by local melting or partial melting, and limited injection of the 

melt into nearby rocks; the age of remobilization was about 1730 to 1960 

Ma ago (Chapter 3). Concomitant with this, the supercrustal gneisses 

were altered to migmatites and were intruded by some small anatectic 

granitic bodies. Also, the Whiskey Jack Domain was intruded by a number 

of porphyroblastic granitic batholiths during Hudsonian orogenesis, though 
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the material in these bodies was not locally derived. Such batholiths 

are probably related to the larger Wathaman Batholith and are regarded 

as outliers to it. 

Structural differences between the Wollaston and Whiskey Jack 

Domains are much more obvious than are lithological differences. For 

example, the Wollaston Domain is characterised by a dominant northeasterly 

linear trend, whereas the Whiskey Jack Domain is not but rather is 

typified by an absence of characteristic structures. The linear trend 

of the Wollaston Domain was produced by folding of mantled gneiss domes 

and the amplitude and tightness of these folds diminishes both to the 

northwest and southeast of the central region of the domain (Ray 1976, 

1977a; and Lewry and Sibbald, 1977). The decrease in fold amplitude to 

the northwest marks the gradual transition from the Wollaston Domain to 

the Mudjatik Domain. Similarly, it is proposed in this study that the 

decrease in fold amplitude to the s·outheast marks the gra~ational transi-

tion to the Whiskey Jack Domain. From this, it would be expected that 

the Mudjatik and Whiskey Jack Domains would have similar structural styles, 

however, this has not been documented to date. The only documentation 

of folds in the Whiskey Jack Domain has been by Weber et al. (1975a), who 

recorded two phases of folds in the Kasmere Lake area. The earliest of 

these are isoclinal and trend east - west, the second phase consists of 

0 minor open folds that plunge 30 - 40 to the northeast. The second 

phase of folds in the Kasmere Lake part of the Whiskey Jack Domain may 

correlate with the northeasterly trending folds in the Wollaston Domain, 

however, no east - west folds have been recorded in either the Wollaston 

or Mudjatik Domains. South of the Whiskey Jack Domain, there is a general, 

progressive increase in the amount of deformation from the Wollaston Domain 
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southeast to the Rottenstone Domain. However, this pattern is not 

maintained across the Whiskey Jack Domain as the overall intensity of 

structural deformation in the Whiskey Jack Domain is lower than in 

either the Rottenstone or Wollaston Domains. 

6.2 North Rottenstone Block 

The North Rottenstone Block is a northeasterly trending 

structural block located between the-Whiskey Jack Domain and the 

Wathaman Batholith. As already mentioned, the term North Rottenstone 

Block has been proposed to replace the name Northern Intrusive Complex 

given by Lewry et al. (1977). This 'intrusive complex' was classified 

as part of the Rottenstone Domain by Lewry et al. (~cit), thus the 

word Rottenstone has been incorporated into the proposed name. However, 

grouping this region with the Rottenstone Domain may be rendered suspect 

by data discussed later in this section. 

The North Rottenstone Block is composed of two main rock types: 

1) granitic rocks and gneisses, and 2) the Swan River gabbroic suite. 

The first group includes the Zengle Lake gneisses, Lueaza River granitoids, 

and MacKenzie Lake granite; these units are related to each other and are 

intruded by dykes and plutons of the Swan River gabbroic suite. In 

section 4.3 it was inferred tentatively that the Zengle Lake gneisses 

are equivalent to the Archaean granitic basement in the Wollaston and 

Whiskey Jack Domains, and that this Archaean basement has an igneous origin. 

The Lueaza River granitoids and the MacKenzie Lake granite are 

thought to have been derived from the Zengle Lake gneisses and supercrustal 

psammitic rocks by recrystallization, remobilization, and fusion; with the 

MacKenzie Lake granite being the product of relatively higher degrees of 

remobilization and fusion that took place during the Hudsonian Orogeny. 
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The evidence for this postulate is that relict textures of both metasedi

mentary and gneissic rocks have· been tentatively recognized in the Lueaza 

River granitoids, and furthermore, abundant though isolated outcrops of 

the ~1acKenzie Lake granite occur within the region underlain by the Lueaza 

River granitoids (Appendix !.9). Therefore, it can be inferred that the 

Zengle Lake gneisses at one time formed the entire basement of the North 

Rottenstone Block prior to the Hudsonian Orogeny. 

The tentative correlation of the Zengle Lake gneisses with the 

Archean basement in the Wollaston and Whiskey Jack Domains, together with 

the compositional and textural dissimilarities of the Zengle Lake gneisses 

with any other unit in either the Rottenstone or La Ronge Domains, suggests 

that the North Rottenstone Block is not part of the Rottenstone Domain. 

Rather it might be more logical to relate the North Rottenstone Block to 

the Wollaston and Whiskey Jack Domains. If this correlation is valid, 

then the North Rottenstone Block could be given domain status or could be 

grouped with the Whiskey Jack Domain. A corollary of such a correlation 

is that the Zengle Lake gneisses would originally have had Wollaston 

gneisses deposited unconformably upon them during the Aphebian era. 

However, no remnants of the Wollaston gneisses (other than the possible 

relict metasedimentary textures in the Lueaza River granitoids) have 

been identified within the North Rottenstone Block. Likewise, no Archaean 

country rock into which the Aengle Lake gneisses were emplaced have been 

found. The whole argument about the validity of grouping or not grouping 

the North Rottenstone Block as part of the Rottenstone Domain depends 

on the correlation of the Zengle Lake gneisses with the Wollaston Domain 

Archaean basement and, since there is little data supporting this 
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correlation, the present grouping of the North Rottenstone Block as part 

of the Rottenstone Domain is left intact. 

It is notable that the largest bodies of the Swan River gabbroic 

suite are restricted to an area adjacent to the Parker Lake Shear Zone, 

suggesting that there was a structural control on the emplacement of the 

gabbroic suite, however, the Parker Lake Shear Zone was formed during 

the Hudsonian Orogeny. This implies that the Swa~ River gabbroic suite 

might have been emplaced along some weakness in the Archaean crust which 

was reactivated to form the Parker Lake Shear Zone during Hudsonian 

orogenesis. 

Lewry et al. (1977) and Ray (1976) inferred from the occurrence 

of granitic veins in the Swan River gabbroic suite that the granitic 

rocks intrude the gabbroic rocks within the North Rottenstone Block. 

Similar granitic veins·occur within the Swan River gabbroic suite in 

the present study area but have been interpreted in a different way. 

The explanation suggested here for these veins is that during Hudsonian 

orogenesis some of the Archaean basement granitic material (i.e. Zengle 

Lake gneisses) was remobilized and injected into the gabbroic rocks, 

thereby resulting in confusing age relationships (i.e. gabbro/diorite 

dukes and boudins in the granitic rocks, and granitic dykes in the 

gabbroic rocks). 

Deformation and metamorphism of the granitic Archaean basement 

occurred in two ways. Firstly, locally intense structural deformation, 

possibly involving considerable cataclasis, and a high degree of meta

morphism occurred together obliterating the pre-existing fabric of the 

rock, though thermal effects outlasted mechanical strain so that the rock 
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is now completely annealed producing the textures described in Appendix 1.9. 

Secondly, partial melting of some of the basement resulted in the forma

tion of the MacKenzie Lake granite. The degree and extent to which 

these processes occurred is highest in the southwestern part of the North 

Rottenstone Block and progressively decreases to the northeast, which is 

suggested by the textures in the rock. Also, their effects are distinctly 

greater throughout the North Rottenstone Block than are those of similar 

processes that occurred in the Wollaston and Whiskey Jack Domains. 

Little is known about folding within the North Rottenstone 

Domain because cataclastic deformation associated with the Needle Falls 

shear system has obliterated most of the earlier fabric of the rock. 

However, minor folds indicate that the basement rocks were folded during 

two separate phases of deformation and these folds appear to be similar 

to those in the Wollaston Domain. Cataclastic deformation associated with 

the Needle Falls shear system appears to have taken place during the 

entire time that the Wathaman Batholith was being emplaced. This has 

been inferred from the occurrence of mylonite xenoliths and post 

emplacement shear zones within the batholith as discussed in Section 5.5.1. 

6.3 La Ronge Basement Problem 

No possible basement to the La Ronge metasedimentary gneisses 

within Saskatchewan has been documented in the published literature, and 

the most widely accepted hypothesis amongst Saskatchewan geologists is 

that the granitic bodies within the La Ronge Domain have intruded the 

Aphebian La Ronge gneisses (Forsythe 1968; Johnson 1969, and 1970; Lewry 

et ~- 1976; and Stauffer et ~- 1976a). 

In contrast to this hypothesis, geologists in Manitoba (Campbell 

1972, and McRitchie 1974) have documented an nonconformity between the 
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metasedimentary Sickle Group (?equivalent to the La Ronge gneisses) and 

the underlying tonalite (equivalent to the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated 

granodiorite), and furthermore, Sickel conglomerates contain clasts of 

the underlying tonalite. This type of relationship has been observed at 

Pool Lake and Sickle Lake in the Lynn Lake area (70 km east of the study 

area), whereas to the south, in the Granville Lake region (some 100 km 

southeast of the study area), unconformable relationships between the 

Sickle gneisses and the Burntwood River gneisses·have been recorded. 

Further south again, 100 km south of Granville Lake, no unconformity has 

been observed between the Sickle and the Burntwood River gneisses (Zwanzig 

1976, and McRitchie 1974). 

The hypothesis that the probable Aphebian La Ronge Domain weakly 

foliated granodiorite and the Burntwood River gneisses are basement to the 

unconformably overlying La Ronge gneisses, as put forward by the Manitoba 

geologists, is in accord with the various interpretations advanced in 

this thesis (section 5.2.4). The relationships between the various units 

are schematically illustrated in Figure 6.1 and described in Appendix I.4. 

According to this hypothesis, the Burntwood River gneisses were intruded 

by a very large batholith prior to the deposition of the La Ronge gneisses. 

During folding of the La Ronge gneisses local remobilization of the 

batholith occurred resulting in the formation of a number of mantled 

gneiss domes with La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite in the cores. 

The northwestern limit of this early and largely buried batholith has 

been obscurred by deformation and later igneous activity within the 

Rottenstone Domain during the Hudsonian Orogeny. The distribution of 

the larger occurrences of this batholith (i.e. La Ronge Domain granitic 

rocks) form an arcuate belt parallel to, and south of,the Wathaman 

Batholith. It is suggested here that this early batholith should be 
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called the South Reindeer Batholith, even though in the past some folded 

domes of the South Reindeer Batholith have themselves been called 

batholiths and plutons (e.g. Nitoassini - Nayelles Lakes Batholith, Byers, 

1948). 

In the Reindeer Lake area, the South Reindeer Batholith consists 

of the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a), however, 

it is unknown whether this unit is representative of the total compositional 

range in the batholith. From the data collected in the Reindeer Lake area 

(secion 4.5.1), it is apparent that at the time of original emplacement, 

the batholith underwent some significant magmatic differentiation in terms 

of quartz, plagioclase, and K-feldspar, though the REE data indicates that 

in total the magma was only moderately fractionated. 

During the Hudsonian Orogeny, the South Reindeer Batholith, 

together with the overlying La Ronge gneisses, was folded and metamorphosed, 

and the present shapes of the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite 

bodies formed from the batholith are largely controlled by this activity. 

Heating during orogenesis also resulted in local fusion of the granodiorite; 

the resulting magma then intruded short distances into the overlying rocks 

(section 5.3) causing intrusive contacts locally between the La Ronge 

Domain weakly foliated granodiorite and the overlying gneisses. Such 

remobilization on a larger scale is thought to be responsible for the 

formation of the La Ronge massive granodiorite and could also be a reason

able explanation for the genesis of the Crowe Bay agmatite. 
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6.4 Wathaman Batholith 

The Wathaman Batholith is very large ~nd is comparable in size 

with the Coast Range Batholith in British Columbia. It extends for some 

1100 km between Hudson Bay and La Range (Fig. 2.2), and varies from 15 to 

160 km wide. However, unlike the Coast Range Batholith, no migmatites or 

other remobilized rocks have been included within the mapped limits of 

the Wathaman Batholith. The Wathaman Batholith is the largest of a suite 

of similar granitic bodies in the Churchill Province of the Canadian Shield; 

other bodies occur in the Grease River Belt/Clearwater Domain, the Virgin 

River Shear Zone, the Whiskey Jack Domain, and the Nelson River Front 

(Figs. 2.3 and 5.8). 

Colborne (1961) and Sibbald et al. (1976) have briefly described 

rocks within the Grease River Belt/Clearwater Domain which are petrographi

cally similar to the rocks within the Wathaman Batholith. Johnson (1963 

and 1964) and Lewry and Sibbald (1977) have described rocks adjacent to the 

Black Lake Fault/Virgin River Shear Zone which are indistinguishable from 

the Wathaman Batholith. In the Whiskey Jack Domain, three different rock 

tYPes have been correlated in this thesis with the Wathaman Batholith; the 

first is a porphyroblastic granite in the Kasmere Lake area of Manitoba 

.(Weber et al. 1975a; section 3.3); the second is white porphyroblastic 

granite (unit 18b, section I.l6.2); and the third is porphyroclastic 

schistose mylonite (unit 18e, section I.l6.5) through which the Cairns -

Reynolds Lake mylonite zone passes. The last similar body known to the 

author is the small Burntwood porphyroblastic granodiorite located along 

the Nelson River Front (Bell 1971) which separates the Churchill and 

Superior Provinces. 

All these granite bodies are located adjacent to, or along,. 

zones of high deformation formed during Hudsonian orogenesis. Most of 
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the Zones are part of the Needle Falls shear system, although several of 

the granitic bodies occur within zones of high deformation not related to 

the Needle Falls shearing (e.g. in the Grease River Belt/Clearwater 

Domain). The association of porphyroblastic granitic bodies with zones 

of shearing implies that there is a genetic relationship between the two. 

Such a genetic relationship has been noted elsewhere in the world (McConnel, 

1969) and Brooks (1967) postulated that frictional heat generated by 

faulting and mylonite formation might lead to the formation of -autochthonous 

granites by 'shear melting'. Such an interpr~tation would be reasonable 

for the generation of most of the porphyroblastic bodies within the 

Churchill Province. However, the Wathaman Batholith and the body at 

Kasmere Lake are probably far too big to have been formed by such a simple 

in-situ process, though no calculations have been made to verify this 

inference. Nonetheless, this does not mean that there is no relationship 

between the Wathaman Batholith and the Needle Falls shear system, and it 

is postulated here that together they are related to a major crustal 

discontinuity. 

Batholiths of comparable size to the Wathaman Batholith but 

implaced during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras are found only along the 

western margin of North and South America (Hyndman, 1972). These recent 

batholiths are located parallel, and adjacent, to subduction zones, and in 

some cases occur as paired batholiths (Cobbing, 1974). The genesis of 

these large batholiths has been related to the existence of the adjacent 

subduction zone, and most of the heat necessary for the fusion of the 

rocks might have been produced by friction along the descending plate 

(Younker and Vogel, 1976). An obvious corollary of this is that the 

faster the subduction rate the greater the volume of granitic magma 

produced (Younker and Vogel, ££cit). Therefore, by analogy, it would 
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appear that the occurrence of such a large body as the Wathaman Batholith, 

coupled or paired with the South Reindeer Batholith, suggests that a 

subduction zone might have existed within the Churchill Province during 

Aphebian times and that this rate of subduction probably was high. 

The 1850 Ma approximate age of the Wathaman Batholith (section 

3.3) probably gives the age for the peak of Hudsonian orogenesis in the 

Reindeer Lake area. The emplacement of the batholith appears to have 

occurred over a time span that overlapped the time of tectonic 'rolling up' 

of the Aphebian supercrustal and crustal rocks which is most intense 

adjacent to the batholith, and was probably concomitant with the formation 

of the Rottenstone migmatites and the Hugh Island leucogranite which are 

most abundant close to the batholith. Subsequent to this, a number of 

minor granitic bodies were emplaced (e.g. Warren Islands and MacKenzie 

Lake granites). This 1850 Ma age is not consistant with the.l750 Ma age 

for the peak of the Hudsonian Orogeny reported by Stockwe.ll et al. (1968) 

for the whole of the Churchill Province, however, his (Stockwell, ££cit) 

determination was based primarily on K/Ar dates which may give too young 

an age due to post-metamorphic Ar loss. 

This 1850 Ma age sets limits for the ages of rock units whose 

age relative to the Wathaman Batholith can be determined. From the 

occurrence of xenoliths within the Wathaman Batholith it can be deduced 

that the batholith intruded the South Reindeer Batholith, the La Range 

gneisses, the North Rottenstone Block, and the Wollaston gneisses. Ray 

(1976) reported that the Wathaman Batholith also intrudes the Parker 

Lake Shear Zone which itself is truncated by the Needle Falls Shear Zone. 

Furthermore, Ray (££ cit) also reported that deformation of the Wathaman 

Batholith is related to the Needle Falls Shear Zone. This indicates that 

the time of emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith is bracketed by the 
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formation of the Parker Lake and Needle Falls Shear Zones, however as 

both these shear zones form abrupt boundaries to the batholith, it would 

appear that they have, to a large extent, truncated pre-existing and 

possibly diffuse boundaries on the northwestern side of the batholith. 

Also,. within the study area, the presence of mylonite xenoliths show that 

the Wathaman Batholith has intruded the Parker Lake Shear Zone (section 5.5.1) 

and that shearing was reactivated during cooling of the magma (this is 

evident from the large number of shear zones within the batholith). In 

summary, emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith and shearing associated with 

the Needle Falls shear system took place as broadly synchronous events. 

In section 3.3 it was inferred that the Wathaman Batholith was 

derived by remobilization of pre-existing crustal material. Furthermore, 

in section 4.7.1 it was concluded that this remobilization involved 

extensive magmatic fractionation and probably_took place at considerable 

depth, leaving a garnet, amphibole or orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene 

rich residium in the source region. Emplacement of the Wathaman magma 

resulted in extensive alteration of the adjacent country rocks. Partial 

melting occurred in association with this alteration and together these 

processes strongly modified a number of pre-existing rock types. Units 

which were strongly affected by these processes are a) the La Range meta

volcanic rocks/amphibole-rich gneisses which were transformed into the 

Knox Island diorite and the Beaver Island gneisses, b) the La Range 

psammitic gneisses and the La Range Domain weakly foliated granodiorite 

which together were transformed into the Turner Bay granitoids (sections 

4.7.2 and 4.7.3). 
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6.5 Existance of a Possible Continental Suture 

A number of sutures between the Superior and Slave cratons have 

been postulated to pass through or near the study area (Cavanaugh and 

Seyfert, 1977; Camfield and Gough, 1977, Hajnal and Rose, 1979, in press; 

and Weber, 1976, as reported by Hajnal and Rose,~ cit), and two of 

these are illustrated in Figure 6.2. Weber (~cit) was not specific in 

the position of his postulated suture zone, but stated that the Wollaston 

fold belt represented some of the more pronounced deformation associated 

with this suture. Hajnal and Rose (~ cit) are even less specific and 

simply say that the suture occurs somewhere between the Nelson River Front 

and the Wollaston fold belt and the suture probably is gradational across 

this zone. Because of this, the following is an analysis.of the possibility 

of the existance of a suture within or near the present study area. 

There are two types of continental suture that.must be considered 

here, firstly, sutures formed by the collision of two continental masses 

similar to that which occurs in the Appalachian Mountains or in the Alpine

Himmalayaian belt (Dewey and Burke, 1973), and secondly, sutures formed by 

the disruption of a single continental mass along a mobile belt such as 

occurs in the Grenville Province (Wynne-Edwards, 1972) within the Canadian 

Precambrian Shield and in the Limpopo Mobile belt in Southern Africa (van 

Breeman and Dodson, 1972). Oxbrough (1975) has listed criteria by which 

possible suture zones between two formally separate continental masses may 

be identified and these criteria will be systematically examined with 

reference to the Reindeer Lake area. 
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The first criterion is the presence of pelagic sedimentary rocks 

in an otherwise continental environment. Although no such rocks, or their 

metamorphic equivalents, are known in the vicinity of the study area, Weber 

(1976 as reported by Hajnal and Rose, in press) suggests that most of the 

sedimentary rocks within the La Ronge and Burntwood River gneisses south

east of the Wathaman Batholith are flyschoid. However, the dominantly 

psammitic nature of the metasedimentary rocks (Appendix I) are more in 

keeping with continental or shallow sea deposits rather than deep oceanic 

sediments. 

Two; the presence of ophiolite fragments along the suture. It 

might be tempting to regard the Swan River gabbroic suite as part of an 

ophiolite suite. These gabbroic rocks, however, were emplaced approximately 

700 Ma prior to the Hudsonian Orogeny (Section 3.2) and· the development 

of the suspected suture. 

Three; the presence of igneous activity, particularly of a calc

alkaline composition along the suture zone. Granitic igneous activity is 

a dominant aspect of the geology of the area whereas mafic igneous activity 

is of considerably less importance. Three major phases of Aphebian granitic 

igneous activity are recognized in the study area; firstly, the emplacement 

of the very large South Reindeer Batholith, secondly, the emplacement of 

the even larger Wathaman Batholith adjacent to the South Reindeer Batholith 

and slightly to the north, and thirdly, the development of the Hugh Island 

leuco-granite and pegmatites in numerous but small bodies within the 
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migmatites adjacent to the Wathaman Batholith. Two significant episodes 

of mafic igneous activity are recognized and occur some 700 Ma apart. 

The oldest activity is represented by the Swan River gabbroic suite and 

the single analysed sample from this suite has a calc-alkaline composition. 

The younger and more voluminous igneous activity is represented by the 

metavolcanic rocks within the La Ronge gneisses, and these rocks span the 

calc-alkaline, alakline, and thoeliitic compositional fields. As mentioned 

in section 6.4, the abundance of igneous activity would tend to support 

the postulate that there is a continental suture passing through the 

study area. 

Four; the presence of high-pressure/low-temperature metamorphic 

rocks (i.e. blue schist or eclogite facies) is regarded as strong evidence 

for the existence of a suture. Unfortunately, no studies to date have 

identified either blue schist or eclogite facies metamorphism in northern 

Saskatchewan and it is also impossible at present to deteTmine whether or 

not paired metamorphic belts exist. However, Lewry et al. (1978) have 

discussed metamorphism in northern Saskatchewan and concluded that there 

is no expression in the metamorphic patterns that would suggest the 

presence of a crustal suture within Saskatchewan. 

Five; the presence of a nearby suture zone may be indicated by 

abundant large-scale recumbent folds in the more ductile material and by 

evidence of multiple deformation, though this is a weak argument because 

such structural features can form in response to a number of different 

geological processes. No recumbent folds have been delineated at Reindeer 

Lake, though tight to isoclinal folds are abundant and become more 

pronounced towards the Wathaman Batholith. Folds southeast of the 

Wathaman Batholith have been formed during multiple deformation, probably 

as a result of a 'rolling up' of the rocks. Consequently, this line of 
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argument is not definitive on the possible existence of a suture near 

the study area. Similarly, crustal sutures could also exist elsewhere in 

northern Saskatchewan. 

Six; different geophysical responses on either side of the suture 

are regarded as an important criteria in the recognition of a suture zone. 

To date, such geophysical studies have not been carried out across the 

Churchill Province. 

Seven; the most important criterion is.the recognition of a 

major mismatch of geological features across the suture zone, although, 

these may be extremely difficult to identify. The only major feature that 

might qualify here is the presence of Archaean granitic basement north of 

the Wathaman Batholith (in the North Rottenstone Block, and in the Whiskey 

Jack, Mudjatik, and Virgin River Domains) but equivalent rocks have not 

been recognized to the southeast. Also, there may be a mismatch between 

the types of Aphebian sedimentary rocks occurring on eit~er side of the 

Wathaman Batholith however, the present rather cursory descriptions of both 

Wollaston and La Ronge gneisses do not permit the identification of such 

a mismatch. Furthermore no known Archaean rocks occur to the southeast of 

the Wathaman Batholith. 

Of all the criteria listed by Oxbrough (1975), two support the 

existence of a suture zone in the Reindeer Lake area (abundant igneous 

activity and geological mismatch) and imply that its location is coincident 

with the Wathaman Batholith. Another four criteria either cannot be 

assessed, or are neither for nor against the existence of such a suture. 

And finally, only one of the criteria (the lack of high-pressure/low 

temperature metamorphism) suggests that no continental suture passes through 

or near the study area. Despite the previously mentioned suggestions 
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that a continental suture might pass through the study area, no definitive 

evidence of such a suture could be found. Part of the problem lies in the 

fact that the general concept of continental sutures is poorly understood 

and the evidence for sutures (e.g. as discussed by Oxbrough, ~cit) is 

far from unequivocal. However, it is apparent that the Wathaman Batholith 

and the Needle Falls Shear Zone are related to a major crustal discontinuity. 

6.6 Churchill Province Tectonics 

In this section a somewhat speculative evolution of the Churchill 

Province within Saskatchewan and Manitoba is presented. This has been done 

in order to put the various inferences and conclusions made in this thesis 

into perspective. 

Two Archaean continental cratons are taken into account here: 

1) the Superior Province which bounds the Churchill Province to the south

east, and 2) the Western Granulite Domain. Each of these cratons has 

distinctly different structure and lithology and both are different than 

the adjacent structural blocks. A discussion of their origin is beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 

The Western Granulite Domain is juxtaposed against the Virgin 

River Domain. The Virgin River, Mudjatik, Wollaston, and Whiskey Jack 

Domains, and the North Rottenstone Block all contain Archaean granitic 

material that was emplaced some 2500 Ma ago though the nature of the 

country rock is unknown. It is suggested here that this granitic material 

comprises a large Archaean batholith. This is represented in the North 

Rottenstone Block by the Zengle Lake gneisses. 

Subsequent to the crystallization of this Archaean batholith, 

the Swan River gabbroic suite was intruded into the granitic rocks of the 

batholith along a linear zone, also about 2500 Ma ago. This zone might 
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have been an incipient crustal weakness which culminated in the formation 

of the Needle Falls Shear Zone and the Wathaman Batholith some 700 Ma later 

during the Hudsonian Orogeny (Fig. 6.3A). 

Sometime during the early part of the Aphebian era, these granitic 

and gabbroic rocks were eroded and the Wollaston gneisses were unconformably 

deposited upon this basement. The sedimentary pile in the Wollaston and 

Mudjatik Domains thickens towards the southeast (Sibbald et al. 1976), 

suggesting that the source of the clastic material would also have been 

located southeast of the present Wollaston gneisses occurrence as shown in 

Figure 6.2B. Deposition of the Bruntwood River gneisses occurred during 

approximately the same time period as the deposition of the Wollaston 

gneisses. Unconformable breaks occur in the depositional sequence in the 

northern parts of the Bruntwood River arid La Ronge gneisses but do not occur 

in the south (section 6.3). This implies that during the deposition of the 

La Range gneisses/Bruntwood River gneisses the northern p~rt of the 

depositional basin was uplifted from time to time. A corollary of this is 

that the source of at least some of the clastic material would also have 

been to the north or northwest. Consequently, during Aphebian time the belt 

between the Wollaston gneisses to the northwest and the La Range gneisses/ 

Burntwood River gneisses was being uplifted and eroded (this region is 

hereafter referred to as the uplift axis), suggesting that the Wollaston 

gneisses and the La Range gneisses/Bruntwood River gneisses were deposited 

in two separate basins (Fig. 6.3B through 6.3D). 

During Aphebian sedimentation, the South Reindeer Batholith was 

emplaced parallel to and slightly southeast of the uplift axis (Fig. 6.3C). 

The extend of the interaction between these two features is unknown but 

the orientation of both could have been controlled by the same crustal 

weakness that controlled the orientation of the Swan River gabbroic s~ite. 
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Late Archaean Times 

Emplacement of the s~an River gabbroic suite into the Zengle Lake gneisses along 

a northea$terly trending :one of weakness. 
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Early Aphebian Times 

Uplift and erosion in the vicinity of the zone of weakness and deposition of the 

Wollaston and Burnt~d River metasedimentary gneiss~s. 

tuplift 

Reindeer Batholith 

Middle Aphehian Times 

The emplacement of the South Reindeer Batholith into the pre-existing ba5ement rocks 

and the Burnhood River gneisses. 

!:.!.B.ure 6.3 

Schematic sequential dla~ram illustrating the inferred structural evolution of the 

Reindeer Lake area. 1'his cross-section extends fron the Kisscynew Domain in the 

southeast to the Whiskey Jack Domain in the northwest. 
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rocks and mela-granodiorite. 
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The final stage of the Wathaman Batholith emplacement is associated with large -

scale shearing related to the Needle Falls shear system. 

Figure 6.3 continued. 
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--The La Range metavolcanic rocks and the La Range Domain mela

granodiorite were emplaced subsequent to erosion of the South Reindeer 

Batholith. The main axis of this activity is located along the south

eastern flank of the South Reindeer Batholith (Fig. 6.30). 

Sometime after consoliation of the La Range gneisses, 

tectono/thermal activity in this part of the Churchill province built up 

to the final and major peak. The Rottenstone migmatites were formed from 

the La Ronge gneisses during the early stages of this tectonic pulse, and 

their formation was associated with the development of polyphase isoclinal 

folds in a tectonic 'rolling up' process. This tectonic 'rolling up' of 

the rocks occurred in response to protracted deformation during which early 

formed folds were continously rotated by the stress field and deformed 

further. The later deformation in all probability took place when the 

early formed folds were in a different orientation with respect to the 

stress field relative to when they were initially formed. · Considerable 

crustal shortening probably occurred during this deformation. All the 

deformation probably happened in conjunction with the initial phases of 

emplacement of the Wathaman Batholith and development of the Needle Falls 

shear system. 

Towards the final stages of tectonic 'rolling up', deformation 

related to the Needle Falls shear system became the main expression of 

tectonic activity and the resulting shear zones controlled the location of 

a number of small porphyroblastic granitic bodies (e.g. the porphyroblastic 

schistose mylonite at Reynolds Lake). The location of the Needle Falls 

Shear Zone might have been influenced by the existence of a pre-existing 

crustal weakness along the previously discussed uplift axis (Fig. 6.3F). 

It appears likely, therefore, that the Wathaman Batholith and the Needle 
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Falls Shear Zone together are related to a major crustal discontinuity. 

It is noteworthy that the Wathaman Batholith, emplaced during the peak of 

tectonic activity, is adjacent to the earlier South Reindeer Batholith. 

The juxtaposition of those two large batholiths is not an unusual feature, 

for the existence of paired batholiths has been reported from other parts 

of the world, particularly along the western margin of the American 

continents (Roddick and Hutchison, 1974; Gastill et al., 1974; Cobbing, 

1974; and Pitcher, 1974). 

The waning of the final and major pulse of tectonic activity 

within the Reindeer Lake portion of the Churchill Province is represented 

by the formation of a number of anatectic granitic bodies near the 

Wathaman Batholith, e.g. the MacKenzie Lake granite, and the formation of 

a number of mylonite bands. 

In summary, the present topographical surface of the Churchill 

Province represents a section across a wide Hudsonian orogenic belt at a 

low crustal level. Within this orogenic belt there are a number of zones 

in which deformation is considerably higher than that in the adjoining 

areas. The Wathaman Batholith/Needle Falls Shear Zone is the most 

significant of these deformation zones and may be related to some type of 

crustal discontinuity. 
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APPENDIX I 

PETROLOGY 

The Precambrian rocks mapped by the U. of S. have been divided 

into twenty-five units, some of which have been further divided resulting 

in fourteen sub-units. These include metasedimentary rocks, migmatites, 

anatectites, igneous rocks, and cataclastites. Descriptions of the gneissic 

and metasedimentary rocks are given first, followed by those of the 

migmatites, the anatectites, the igneous rocks, and finally the 

cataclastites. 

I.l Zengle Lake Gneisses (~nit 1) 

Red, fine-grained, foliated gneisses occur in the vicinity of 

Zengle Lake and are here referred to as the Zengle Lake gneisses. Other 

occurrences of similar rocks west of Dobson Lake, near Zangesa Bay, are too 

small to be represented on the map. 

* This unit is in contact with the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), 

white porphyroblastic granite (unit 18b), MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19), 

Swan River gabbroic rocks (unit 20), and blastomylonites (unit 25). However, 

the only contact observed in the field was with the Swan River gabbroic 

rocks where the two units are interlayered. Sporradic occurrence of 

Zengle Lake gneisses within the Lueaza River granitoids suggests that these 

two units have a gradational transition from one to the other. 

Rocks of this unit generally can be distinguished from other 

red granitic gneisses by the presence of a subtle but persistant tectonic 

foliation and by their fine grain size. The foliation is defined by sub-

parallel grains of biotite or, in some places, amphibole. Locally, there 

are scattered quartz veins parallel to the foliation. These rarely exceed 

* See definition of term in Chapter 1. 
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10 mm in thickness, many display pinch and swell structures, and many are 

isoclinally folded. The foliation is axial planar to these folds. In 

some of the ·larger outcrops a faint compositional layering occurs in the 

fold hinge zones and is due to slight variations in the abundance of mafic 

minerals. In other places, a slight change in the intensity of the red 

colouration, or an etching on the weathered surface suggests layering 

(Plate lA and B). Otherwise, the compositional layering is sub-parallel 

and blends with the tectonic foliation. In some· localities there are 

associated bodies of QFBA gneisses that also have been folded, but it was 

not possible to determine if they are xenoliths or rotated boudins of 

possible metasedimentary rocks or diorite dykes. 

In hand-specimen, the rock appears to consist primarily of an 

aggregate of quartz and feldspar grains with diameters typically less 

than 0.5 mm. Biotite is the principal mafic mineral, occurring as grains 

about 0.5 mm in diameter that generally form about 2% of.the rock but up 

to 5% in some places. Near some of the Swan River gabbroic bodies, Zengle 

Lake gneisses are somewhat coarser grained than normal and amphibole takes 

the place of biotite, occurring as sub-parallel lenticular aggregates 

1 x 4 mm across. Garnets, up to 1 mm across, occur in the centers of 

some of the amphibole aggregates. 

Thin sections contain principally: quartz, ranging from about 

17 to 25% and typically 22% by volume of the rock; K-feldspar, ranging 

from about 25 to 75% and typically 65%; and plagioclase (commonly An21 ) 

ranging from 0 to 25% and typically 7%. The colour index is generally 

less than 5 (commonly about 2) with biotite the principal mafic constituent. 

Apatite, opaques, sphene, and zircon are common accessories, though epidote, 

garnet, muscovite, and spinel are also present in accessory amounts in some 

specimens. Thin, parallel bands composed of the same material as the. 
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PLATE 1 

A) Etching of the weathered surface revealing the strongly folded nature 

of the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 1). 

Location: South shore of Zengle Lake. 

B) The faint and rare compositional banding that occurs in the Zengle Lake 

gneisses. 

Location: South shore of Zengle Lake. 
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PLATE 2 

A) A photomicrograph of the Zengle Lake gneisses (crossed polarized light), 

that shows some faint comminution zones (arrows) and the larger possible 

porphyroclastic g~ains. 

10 x magnification 

B) A photomicrograph of the Zengle Lake gneisses (crossed polarized light), 

that shows a typical texture in this unit. 

6 x magnification 
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surrounding matrix but with a distinctly smaller grain size are common in 

a number of thin sections. These bands are interpreted as annealed 

comminution zones and can be discerned in Plate 2A (Plate 2B portrays the 

common texture, devoid of comminution zones). 

Quartz forms granoblastic to polygonal grains and occasional 

ribbons, all of which have undergone partial to extensive recrystallization*, 

it also occurs in the comminution zones that parallel the ribbons. Some 

large grains of quartz and feldspar are mantled by comminution zones. 

Feldspar also occurs in granoblastic grains in both the matrix 

and the comminution zones. In a few cases, small porphyroclasts with 

perthitic or anti-perthic textures are present. Saussuritite alteration 

is mainly slight to moderate, though in some thin sections it is strong, 

in which· case there is a mantle of less altered material enclosing areas 

with a higher state of alteration. Within individual thin sections, either 

'scotch plaid' or untwinned grains comprise nearly the total K-feldspar 

content of the rock. 

Biotite generally occurs as poorly defined laths which are 

orientated sub-parallel to each other within the matrix, however, where 

comminution zones are present, the biotite is p~rtially concentrated in, 

and is parallel to these zones. Also, biotite is commonly concentrated 

into bands or lenticular aggregates parallel to the quartz ribbons. Grains 

within these bands tend to be larger and better orientated than are those 

scattered throughout the matrix. Exceptions to this occur where hornblende 

is present in the bands, in which case there is a tendency for the larger 

grains of biotite in contact with the hornblende to be at an oblique 

orientation to the bands. 

Hornblende, where present, forms ragged anhedral grain-s that are 

*See definition in Chapter 1. 
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randomaly orientated and concentrated in the biotite-rich bands. In 

some cases the pleochroism is olive-green to black, contrasting with the 

more typical shades of 'green. In two thin sections, a number of fine 

needles of hornblende occur adjacent to the larger grains of hornblende 

and are orientated parallel to the quartz ribbons. 

Apatite occurs as rounded to anhedral grains mainly concentrated 

in the mafic-rich bands (this is also the case for the opaque minerals). 

Sphene and allanite occur as anhedral grains which are also concentrated 

in the mafic-rich bands, and locally mantle some of the opaque minerals. 

Epidote occurs as anhedral grains within the biotite and hornblende 

clusters and mantles some of the opaque minerals. Zircon occurs as minute 

inclusions within biotite grains and as anhedral, scattered grains within 

the matrix. Poikilolitic to anhedral grains of garnet occur in trace 

quanti ties in some thin sections. Muscovite and spinel ·.occur_ in only 

one thin section; spinel as anhedral grains some of which mantle opaque 

mineral grains, whereas muscovite occurs with extremely fine-grained 

opaques in the comminution zones where they tend to concentrate at the 

margins of some of the larger grains. A strongly developed intergranular 

iron staining occurs in some thin sections. 

!.2 Johnson River Gneisses (Unit 2) 

The Johnson River granitic gneisses extend northeast from the 

Johnson River area, southwest of Wollaston Lake, and cropout in the north

western part of the present map area. These gneisses were first described 

in detail by Ray (1975, 1976) and were named after an exposure on the 

Johnson River. The area between the type area and that mapped by the 

U. of S. has been mapped by Scott (1969, 1970), Forsythe (1977), and 
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Lewry (1977a). 

In the northwestern part of the U. of S. map area there are 

three separate, largely drift-covered areas which contain widely spaced 

outcrops of Johnson River gneisses. The first and most extensive of 

these areas is in the extreme northwestern corner (see map 1.3) partially 

underlying Pellant Lake. The second extends from Doreen Lake to about 

5 km northeast and to the southwest is covered by Pleistocene deposits. 

The third body extends southwest for 5 km from t~e southern arm of Reynolds 

Lake before disappearing beneath glacial debris. Other scattered exposures 

occur in the vicinity of Dobson Lake and northeast of Patterson Island. 

This unit is in contact with the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 11), 

the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e), and the blastomylonite 

(unit 25), however, no actual contacts were observed in the field. 

A variety of gneisses are included within this unit. One, which 

accounts for nearly half of the exposures is a brick-red; medium-grained, 

massive gneiss-granulite. Most exposures are rounded and display a subtle 

or no discernable structural fabric. Several larger outcrops contain a 

laminar texture caused by alternating layers of medium-grained and fine

grained rock. There is no compositional difference between the bands. The 

fine-grained material forms layers approximately 10 mm thick and comprises 

up to 10% of the outcrop. In some outcrops, layers of medium to fine

grained, dark-grey, QFB gneiss extend for several metres. The contact of 

these bands with the red gneiss host rock is cuspated, with the cusps 

pointing into the host rock. Foliated varieties of material compositionally 

similar to the brick-red massive granulite described above, 

are relatively less abundant. The main difference between these and the 

granulties is the strong foliation along which numerous parting planes are 

developed; these planes are 5 to 10 mm apart and are localized on thin_ 
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bands (less than 1 mm thick) composed of nearly 100% biotite. 

In hand-specimen, the rock typically is brick-red on weathered 

surfaces and is pale pink to red on fresh surfaces. In some specimens, 

quartz occurs in aggregates of individual grains that are oblate and 

parallel to the biotite foliation. Individual quartz and feldspar grains 

are about 1 to 2 mm in diameter and the aggregates are up to 4 mm across. 

Biotite is the principal mafic mineral; it occurs in grains that are less 

than 1 mm across and forms less than 3% of the reck. Generally, biotite 

is concentrated in ellipsoidal clots (approximately 1 x 10 x 20 mm) that 

impart a weak foliation to the rock. Alternatively, biotite is concentrated 

in irregular and disseminated clots that give the rock a massive appearance. 

In some places near the contact with the Turner Bay granitoids, the rock 

is iron stained along numerous 2 mm thick bands parallel to the weak 

foliation. Locally, this rock also contains oblate ellipsoidal clusters 

of muscovite and sillimanite that are mantled by iron sta.ining, in which 

case there is a noticably lower biotite content than elsewhere (less than 

1%). 

Within the main rock type described above, there are a few 

occurrences of coarse-grained, well-foliated gneiss in which the grains 

range between 1 and 4 mm across, and the colour index is 10 to 20. The 

main mafic minerals here are biotite and hornblende, and.there are traces 

of fibrous sillimanite within the well-developed foliation planes. 

Thin sections of the Johnson River gneisses consist of: 

quartz, ranging from about 17 to 40% and averaging 30%; K-feldspar, 

ranging from about 30 to 65% and averaging SO%; plagioclase, (typically 

An23) ranging from about 0 to 40% and averaging 15%; and biotite, ranging 

from 1 to 5% and averaging 2%. The colour index is generally below 3 with 
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biotite being the principal mafic mineral. Zircon and opaque minerals are 

common accessories; sphene, allanite, apatite, muscovite, epidote, and 

hornblende are less common accessories. 

Quartz forms granoblastic to equant and interlocking grains. 

Sutured margins are well developed where the adjacent grain is quartz, but 

are weakly developed where the adjacent grain is feldspar (see Plate 3A). 

Undulose extinction is common and varies from strongly developed to barely 

perceptible. 

K-feldspar grains are granoblastic to equant, and are interlocking 

though some form porphyroblastic grains and 'scotch plaid' twinning is 

common. The margins of the grains are sutured and partially l:ecrystallized 

to very fine grains, especially where adjacent to other feldspar grains. 

Perthitic textures, (ribbon, flame, and stringlet) are conspicuous. 

Alteration is slight to moderate with only rare patches of strong alteration, 

and, even in thin section, has a red tone to it. 

Plagioclase is similar in form to the K-feldspar, though some 

grains are more highly altered. Many plagioclase grains contain anti

perthitic textures. 

Biotite forms irregular, randomly to moderately orientated 

grains. Locally, a poikiloblastic to xenoblastic texture is present and, 

in some sections, the biotite is partially altered to, and interleaved 

with, chlorite or more rarely muscovite. 

Small grains of zircon form inclusions within biotite grains and 

some zircon is associated with accessory mafic minerals. Extremely fine 

anhedral grains of opaque minerals are scattered throughout the matrix 

as well as being partially concentrated near biotite grains. Some of 

the larger opaque grains are mantled by sphene and, in one case, muscovite. 
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PLATE 3 

A) A photomicrograph (crossed polarized light) of the Johnson River 

gneisses (unit 2), showing the interlocking and sutured form of the 

quartz and feldspar grains. Some feldspar grains are twinned but 

others cannot be distinguished from quartz grains. 

6 x magnification 

B) The intercalated nature of the contact between the Wollaston gneisses 

(unit 3) and the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18E). The 

extent of the Wollaston gneisses is indicated by the arrows. 

Location: southwest of Reynolds Lake. 
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Sphene, allanite, and apatite occur in rounded to anhedral grains associated 

with the mafic minerals. Muscovite also occurs as poikiloblastic grains 

centered on the patches of strongly altered feldspar and concentrated in 

zones of comminution. Epidote and hornblende occur as anhedral grains 

associated with biotite, and nearly all sections examined show some inter

granular iron staining of these minerals. 

The single thin section examined of the dark-grey variety of 

gneiss included in this unit contains quartz, microcline, and biotite. 

The quartz and microcline form knots with sutured boundaries, and the 

biotite is concentrated in bands of parallel grains. These bands of 

biotite are deflected around the quartz-feldspar knots. Also, a number 

of elongate grains of opaque minerals lie parallel to the biotite bands. 

Sheafs of s~llimanite are scattered within these bands and lie parallel to 

them. Intergranular muscovite grains occur within the bands, and are 

randomly oriented; 

!.3 Wollaston Gneisses (Unit 3) 

The Wollaston gneisses are a variety of metasedimentary rocks 

that extend in a broad zone from the edge of the Palaeozoic strata west 

of La Ronge northeastward through Manitoba and into the North West 

Territories, however, their occurrence in the area mapped by the U. of S. 

is confined to the northwestern part of map 1.3. These gneisses have been 

described by many people, but Money (1968) put forward the first compilation, 

followed by another a few years later (Money et al. 1970). After consider

ably more mapping, Ray (1975, 1976) and Gilboy (1975, 1976a) have given 

updated compilations that supersede Money's. Ray (1975) and Gilboy (1975) 

gave the gneisses Group status, however, this was not done according to 

requisite procedures and therefore the gneisses will be referred to h_ere 
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as the Wollaston gneisses rather than the Wollaston Group_.__ __ The outcrops 

in the study area are not part of the main body of the Wollaston gneisses 

but form part of a minor branch off the main body. The area between the 

main body of the Wollaston gneisses and those mapped by the U. of S. have 

been mapped by Scott (1970), who called this branch the 'Courtenay Lake

Cairns Lake Fold Belt', and by Karup M~ller (1969) who termed it the 

'Compulsion -River Belt'. Lewry (1977a) and Ray (1975) have also mapped 

parts of the branch. In the northwestern part of the present map area 

there are five separate areas, largely drift covered, underlain by rocks 

that have been correlated with the Wollaston gneisses. These occur in the 

vicinity of Doreen and Reynolds Lakes and none are extensive. Other rare 

occurrences of gneisses similar to these occur within the outcrop area of 

the Johnson River gneisses. 

Wollaston gneisses are in contact with Turner ·.Bay granitoids 

(unit 11) and the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e). The

contact with the Turner Bay granitoids was not observed but, based on the 

migmatitic nature of parts of the Turner Bay granitoids, the contact is 

probably gradational. In one locality, the contact of the Wollaston 

gneisses with the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite was observed and 

consists of a lit par lit structure (see Plate 3B) where the individual 

bands are 1 to 4 m thick and the foliation in both rock types parallel 

the compositional banding. 

Three distinctly different types of gneiss are present within 

the study area. Amphibolitic gneiss is the least abundant variety and 

occurs in two outcrops east of the Woodward River. The other two 

varieties are fine-grained meta-arkoses and QFB psammitic to pelitic 

gneisses; these occur together in all of the other outcrop areas of the 

Wollaston gneisses. 
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I.3.1 Fine-grained meta-arkosic gneiss (_unit 3a) 

This rock type forms the majority of the Wollaston gneisses and, 

in particular, dominates the northwestern portion of the Wollaston gneisses 

that cropout at Reynolds Lake. This type of gneiss is interbanded with 

the QFB gneisses at Ireland and Reynolds Lakes. At Reynolds Lake the QFB 

gneiss forms bands, 1 to 3 m thick, separated by greater than 10 m of 

meta-arkose.· However, to the southeast, the bands of OFB gneiss are more 

abundant and thicker, locally dominating the outcrops. At Ireland Lake, 

a single band of QFB gneiss, in excess of 10 m thick, is slightly flexured 

and lies between meta-arkosic gneisses which dominate the outcrops. 

The meta-arkosic rocks contain a weakly developed foliation 

defined by a poor alignment of quartz and feldspar grains, barely 

perceptible trails of mafic minerals, and by a faint off-white to pale 

pink colour banding. Small quartz/feldspar veins lie parallel to this 

foliation and are isoclinally folded on a scale of several centimetres. 

Rocks of this sub-unit are red to pale pink on the fresh surfaces, 

and on the weathered surfaces have alternating bands of off-white to 

pale red or rusty-pink. Biotite, which is the principal mafic mineral, 

occurs in flakes less than 1 mm long and forms less than 3% of the rock. 

It is preferentially located in thin discontinuous laminae parallel to the 

colour banding. The quartz and feldspar grains are also.Iess than 1 mm 

across and in some places the quartz grains are partially concentrated into 

thin continuous bands that are less than 1 mm thick and parallel the 

colour banding. 

Thin sections of the meta-arkoses are composed of: quartz, about 

20 to 30%; K-feldspar, about 60 to 70%; plagioclase, about 5%; and biotite 

about 2 to 3%. Hornblende, opaque minerals, sphene, allanite, apatite, 

zircon and epidote all occur as accessory minerals. 
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Quartz forms granoblastic to elongate grains which have a 

moderately developed parallel alignment. K-feldspar, with and without 

'scotch plaid' twinning, forms irregular interlocking grains; the untwinned 

variety is more highly altered than the twinned variety, especially near 

grain boundaries. Granophyric and perthic textures (ribbon) are present. 

Plagioclase, like the untwinned K-feldspar, is relatively strongly 

altered. Biotite occurs as well-formed laths parallel to each other and 

locally, chlorite is interleaved with the biotite along the cleavage. 

Hornblende occurs as anhedral grains with ragged outlines, and is 

associated with the biotite. 

I. 3. 2 Quart~- feldspar-biotite psammi tic-pelitic gneisses (_unit 3a) . 

The large-scale outcrop features of this unit have been described 

in the preceding section. On a smaller scale, this rock type is migmatitic 

and is boundinaged near the boundary with the porphyroclastic schistose 

mylonite. 

The QFB gneisses are medium-grey on both weathered and fresh 

surfaces, with locally developed rusty overtones. Biotite is the principal 

mafic mineral; it forms 15 to 20% of the rock and grains are less than 1 mm 

across. Locally, the biotite is concentrated into bands which are less than 

3 mm thick and parallel the orientation of the individual grains. Quartz 

and feldspar grains are less than 1 mm across and, in rare cases, are 

concentrated into irregular veins less than 10 mm thick and which parallel 

the foliation in the rock. 

Thin sections are composed of: quartz, about 35%; K-feldspar, 

about 20%; plagioclase, about 30% and typically An30 ; and biotite about 

15%. There are not significant textural differences between QFB gneiss 

and _meta-arkose. 
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I. 3. 3 Amphibolitic gneiss (_unit 3b) 

Rocks of this unit are banded and foliated. The bands are up 

to 2 m thick, are typified by the alternating presence or absence of 

hornblende porphyroblasts, and are parallel to the foliation. Ptygmatically 

folded quartz-feldspar veins have enveloping surfaces that also parallel 

the foliation. The outcrops are cut locally by pegmatite bodies. 

The amphibolitic gneisses are dark grey to dark green on the 

fresh surfaces, with a pale grey to locally rusty colour on weathered 

surfaces. The colour index is 20 to 30 with biotite and amphibole being 

the only mafic minerals. The biotite grains are up to 3 mm across and 

have a nearly perfect parallel orientation, whereas the hornblende grains 

are up to-s mm across and locally form ellipsoidal aggregates. The 

hornblende aggregates are poorly aligned with respect to the foliation 

defined by the biotite and smaller, scattered, amphibole grains. Quartz 

and feldspar occur in grains less than 1 mm across. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 5 to 10%; combined plagio

clase and K-feldspar, about SO%; hornblende, about 30 to 40%; and biotite, 

about 5 to 10%. 

Quartz occurs in grains that are elongate in the direction of 

the foliation and appear to have a preferred optic orientation. Feldspar 

grains are less elongate and lie sub-parallel to the foliation. Alteration 

of the feldspar grains varies from moderate to strong. Hornblende occurs 

in two modes: as lenticular aggregates that are composed of granoblastic, 

randomly oriented grains, and as single, scattered grains which are well 

orientated parallel to the foliation. Some of the grains within the 

aggregates are pervaded by small inclusions of quartz. Biotite grains 

are well orientated but the foliation defined by them is deflected around 

the porphyroblastic hornblende aggregates. Apatite is the only accessory 
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mineral and is scattered throughout the rock in anhedral grains. 

I.4 Burntwood River Gneisses (Unit 4) 

Initially, Stockwell (1929) described the rocks, herein referred 

to as Burntwood River gneisses, as granitic gneisses forming part of a 

sedimentary-igneous complex, though he considered the origin of some of 

the gneisses as difficult or impossible to determine. Cheesman (1959) 

mapped the eastward continuation of these gneisses but did not distinguish 

them from the La Ronge gneisses (unit 5) that also continue to the east. 

He did, however, liken some of the rocks to the Kisseynew gneisses. 

Pearson (1972), in his review of the Kisseynew gneisses, includes all the 

gneisses south of the granodiorite bodies (unit 13A) that occur at Wapus 

Island and Loon Bay, as part of the Kisseynew gneisses, and also correlated 

them with the Nokomis Group. Sibbald (1977) disapproved of the use of the 

term Kisseynew gneisses for the rocks southwest of the present study area 

because of the fact that continuous mapping of the rocks ·from the Kisseynew 

type area had not been done, and he regards the similarity with the gneisses 

in the type area described by Bruce (1918) as insufficient evidence for 

correlation. Recently, Gilboy (1978) who mapped the adjoining 

area to the south, correlated these gneisses with the Greywacke-Migmatite 

Group of the Burntwood River Super Group. This is based on the Amphibolite 

Group of the Burntwood River Super Group being traceable.into definite 

metavolcanic rocks of the Wasekwan Group which in turn correlate with the 

Amisk Group (Gilboy~ cit.). Because such correlations are very much in 

their infancy and to some extent are speculative, the gneisses in the 

southern part of the study area will be informally referred to as the 

Burntwood River gneisses. As such this is simply a first order correlation 

with the work of Gilboy (1978), and all argtunents about the validity and 
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presidence of the numerous terms will be left to more qualified workers. 

It would appear that the Burntwood River gneisses, irrespective 

of the locally preferred name, extend from the. south end of the study 

area to near the edge of the Palaeozoic strata near Flin Flon, Manitoba. 

Their northwestward limit is approximately along a line that extends 

southwest from Southend, Saskatchewan. The eastern limit is an irregular 

north-south line in the vicinity of Thompson, Manitoba. 

Within the study area, these gneisses are in contact with 

small bodies of the La Ronge Domain granodiorite (unit 13a), and the 

La Ronge gneisses (unit 5). However, no actual contacts with the 

granodiorite have been seen, and the position of the contact with the 

La Ronge gneisses is not well established. The migmatized gneisses south 

of Levesque Bay are similar to the Burntwood River gneisses described 

elsewhere, but in a 10 km wide band between Levesque Bay and Wapus Bay 

the rocks are not typical of either the Burntwood River or the La Ronge 

gneisses. Somewhere within this 10 km wide band there is a boundary 

between the two units (Burntwood gneisses and La Ronge gneisses), however, 

it was not possible to locate their contact during the present study. If 

the limit of the Burntwood River gneisses is positioned so that it 

includes only the rocks south of Levesque Bay, then the transition into 

the La Ronge gneisses is purely gradational and is expressed by a 

progressive decrease in the degree of migmatization, a decrease in the 

granitized nature of the palaeosome, and the La Ronge gneisses would then 

encompass the small plutons of the La Ronge Domain granodiorite (unit 13a). 

Alternatively, if the boundary is positioned along the southern limit 

of the amphibole-rich, La Ronge gneisses (unit Sc); then the boundary 

separates gneisses that are increasingly granitized to the south from 

'ungranitized' gneisses to the north. Also, if the boundary is located 

along the southern limit of unit Sc, then all the small plutons of the 
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La Ronge Domain granodiorite (unit 13a) occur within the transition zone 

of the Burntwood River gneisses. 

Five sub-units have been recognized within the Burntwood River 

gneisses by Ashton (1979). In decreasing abundance these are: a) quartz

feldspar-biotite gneisses (unit 4) containing erratic occurrences of 

other minerals; b) gneisses similar to (a) but consistantly containing 

diopside (unit 4b); c) gneisses similar to (a) but consistantly containing 

sillimanite (unit 4c); d) gneisses similar to (a) but consistantly contain

ing graphite (no aerial distribution established); and e) amphibolitic to 

calc-silicate gneisses. As types (a) to (d) are essentially similar, they 

are grouped below under the term quartzo-feldspathic psammitic to pelitic 

gneisses. 

1.4.1 Psammitic to pelitic gneisses (units 4, 4b, and 4c) 

These gneisses all have similar intercalated bands of meta

sedimentary palaeosome and pegmatitic neosome. The neosome typically forms 

a maximum of 30% by volume of the outcrops in veins that are less than 

0.5 m thick. On an outcrop scale, the veins are parallel to the foliation 

within the palaeosome, but on a smaller scale the neosome is locally dis

cordant. Of the four varieties, only the diopside bearing gneisses have 

a distinctive appearance in outcrop and in them, the palaeosome is 

compositionally banded (10 to 100 mm thick) parallel to the foliation. 

Light coloured bands are diopside-rich, and the darker bands are devoid 

of diopside but contain more amphibole and biotite. 

Characteristically, the neosome for all sub-units is white on 

both fresh and weathered surfaces. Only a few exceptions to this are 

known, where the colour of the neosome is pink, and these occur in 

thicker than normal bodies. The neosome is composed of quartz and feldspar 
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and has a grain size in the range of 1 to 10 mm within any given band. 

Biotite and muscovite are common minerals. The coarser grained material 

tends to be massive whereas biotite grains in the finer grained material 

tend to lie parallel to the margins of the neosome. 

The palaeosome is typically medium grey on both fresh and 

weathered surfaces, with grain sizes of 1 mm except for rare amphibole 

porphyroblasts or knots of quartz and feldspar which are up to 20 mm 

across. The colour index of the rock is about 20 with amphibole and 

biotite being the principal mafic minerals, though where the colour index 

drops to about 5, biotite is the principal mafic mineral. Other mafic 

minerals, such as diopside and garnet, are common throughout the outcrop 

area of these gneisses. Sillimanite, where present, occurs in thin lenses 

less than 2 mm thick and up to 20 mm long that parallel the foliation and 

are associated with quartz and magnetite. These lenses form up to 5% of 

the rock. 

Thin sections of these rocks are composed of: quartz, about 15 

to 60% and averaging 30%; K-.feldspar, 0 to 30% and averaging 15%; plagioclase 

(typically An 33), 0 to 60% and averaging 45%; amphibole 0 to 15% but 

usually only 1%; and biotite 0 to 15% and averaging 7%. Diospide, 

sillimanite, graphite, garnet, zircon, apatite, sericite, and opaque 

minerals are common accessory minerals, whereas carbonate. is an uncommon 

accessory mineral. 

Quartz typically forms grains that are rounded but some have 

embayed margins where adjacent to other quartz grains. Alternatively, 

/some grains are highly irregular and interlocking. Undulose extinction 

varies from barely detectable to very strongly developed and there is 

apparently a slight preferred optical orientation. 
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Plagioclase and K-feldspar are morphologically similar and the 

grains having a more angular shape than do most quartz grains. 

Saussuritite alteration of the feldspar varies between slight,adjacent to 

the cleavage traces, to a widespread alteration of the grains that is 

locally intensely developed. 

Biotite, in most rocks, occurs in long laths that parallel each 

other and define foliation. However, in some rocks it occurs in short 

laths oriented sub-parallel to themselves and here imparts only a weak 

foliation to the rock. In most sections, the biotite contains abundant 

pleochroic haloes cored by zircon or apatite. Laths of both chlorite and 

opaque minerals occur along the biotite cleavage traces. 

Clino-pyroxene (? diopside), where present, forms up to 15% of 

the rock. The grains are xenoblastic to poikiloblastic with rounded 

inclusions of quartz and feldspar. Some grains are zon~d and have turbid 

cores with clear rims; these are commonly mantled by thin skins of amphibole, 

but locally are mantled by aggregates of sericite grains. 

Amphibole (? cummingtonite) grains display polysynthetic 

twinning and the larger grains are extensively altered to chlorite, especially 

in their cores. In rare cases, thin chloritization is associated with a 

flexural deformation of the cleavage. 

Apatite is the most common accessory mineral, -occurring mainly 

in well rounded grains. Garnet grains are typically angular and the larger 

grains contain inclusions of quartz and feldspar, though some are also 

highly fragmented. Zircon commonly occurs as minute inclusions in the 

biotite or, more rarely, as rounded grains up to 0.2 mm across. Opaque 

minerals (_? graphite) occur in sub-parallel linear aggregates intercalated 

with biotite and amphibole and along biotite cleavage traces. Sericite 
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mainly occurs as a minor alteration product and carbonate forms rare inter

granular grains. 

!.4.2 Amphibolitic to calc~silicate gneisses 

Bands of amphibolite, calc-silicate, and locally marble occur 

in the Fleming Bay area southwest of Levesque Bay and are possibly best 

correlated with the Burntwood River gneisses rather than the La Ronge 

gneisses as shown on map 1.1. 

Outcrops of the amphibolite and calc-silicate gneisses have 

noticably different textures. The amphibolite is relatively smooth weathered 

on surfaces and has compositional bands up to 15 m thick. In contrast, 

calc-silicates have deeply etched weathered surfaces with prominant ridges, 

10 to 20 mm thick, that are composed mainly of chlorite. Also, these two 

rock types are commonly intercalated with each other down to the centimetre 

scale. 

The amphibolite is typically dark green on fresh surfaces, but 

pale grey or locally rusty on weathered surfaces. Grains range in size 

from 1 to 15 mm with the finer grained material having a high degree of 

grain alignment. The calc-silicates are pale grey to green on fresh 

surfaces and a stronger but 'dirty' green on weathered surfaces, which 

are also pitted. Most grains are less than 1 mm but some are up to 1.5 mm. 

Thin sections of the amphibolitic gneisses contain: amphibole, 

about 35 to 90%; plagioclase (typically An55 ) trace to about 30%; and 

clino-pyroxene 0 to about 60%. Opaque minerals, sphene, apatite, and 

zircon are accessory minerals. Carbonate and chlorite are the main 

alteration minerals. 

Amphibole, most of which is hornblende, forms small (less than 

0.5 mm) rounded to anhedral grains with a weakly preferred optical 
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orientation. Some grains have highly irregular boundaries, and are 

apparently corroded and fragmented. Elsewhere, the amphibole is slightly 

to intensely altered to chlorite, in which case the grains are pleochroic 

in shades of brown and mantled by unaltered rims of either hornblende, 

which is pleochroic in shades of green or by actinolite. 

Clino-pyroxene, (? diopside), occurs in both small irregular 

grains and larger xenoblastic to poikiloblastic grains. Locally, the 

clino-pyroxene is fragmented and alterated to an ·exceedingly fine grain 

size along the fracture and cleavage traces. 

Plagioclase grains occur in a variety of forms from granoblastic

polygonal, to irregular, to poikiloblastic, depending on the thin section. 

Saussuritization varies from slight along the cleavage traces to localy 

intense. Also, many plagioclase grains are transected by grains of clino

pyroxene and carbonate. 

Sphene makes up between trace amounts and 2% of the rock in 

both small and large irregular grains. Apatite occurs only as small rounded 

grains. Biotite forms up to 10% of some rocks, but only where the diopside 

content is low. Chlorite occurs only as an alteration mineral, especially 

of amphibole, and is associated with the carbonate; the chlorite and 

carbonate together make up to 2% of some rocks. The carbonate occurs mainly 

in strongly altered parts of the rock but also occurs as larger interstitial 

grains. Green garnet (? uvarovite) occurs with the carbonate rich phases, 

commonly in fragmented grains. Quartz and zircon are rare accessory 

minerals that occur in small grains (less than 0.2 mm) and most quartz 

grains are fragmented. 

Thin sections of the calc-silicate gneisses contain: clino

pyroxene, about 30 to 60%; plagioclase (typically An 50) about 20 to 30%; 

amphibole, about 0 to 30%; and scapolite, about 0 to 20%. Sphene, garnet, 
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opaque minerals, apatite, and zircon are accessory minerals. Carbonate 

and chlorite are alteration minerals. 

Except for the scapolite, the minerals in this sub-unit occur 

in essentially the same ~anner as in the amphibolitic gneisses with which 

this sub-unit is interbanded. The scapolite occurs in granoblastic to 

irregular grains devoid of alteration products. 

I.5 La Range Gneisses (Unit 5) 

The La Ronge gneisses form a belt of metasedimentary and meta

volcanic rocks that have been traced from the La Range region, where they 

are overlain by Palaeozoic strata, 250 km northeast to the Reindeer Lake 

area. Within the study area these gneisses split into two branches; 

the northwest branch grades into the Rottenstone migmatites to the north

east. The southeast branch has an east to southeast strike but the 

geology of this ~ranch is poorly known. The lack of knowledge is partly 

due to the fact that no distinction was made between the various meta

sedimentary gneisses by Cheesman (1959) and Pyke (1960); although it is 

possible that the La Ronge gneisses correlate with the Sickle Group of 

metasedimentary gneisses in Manitoba. If they do correlate with the 

Sickle Group, then the eastern limit of the southeast branch is in the 

vicinity of Thompson. 

The rocks of this metasedimentary/metavolcanic belt were first 

termed the Lac La Range Series by Mcinnes (1909). Later, McLarty (1935) 

correlated the rocks with the Wekusko group in Manitoba, but subsequently 

Mawdsley and Grout (1951) termed the rocks the La Ronge group. Recent 

work by Forsythe (1968) abrogates this term, but he does not give an 

alternative name. In recent mapping, parts of this belt in Saskatchewan 
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have been referred to in various ways; Johnson (1969) called them Biotite 

gneisses and associated rocks, Impure Arkoses and Mica schists, Basic rocks 

and Calc-silicate gneisses; Johnson (1970) called them Metasediments and 

associated rocks north of May Lake; Sibbald (1977) termed them the Biotite 

gneiss series and the metavolcanic series. In Manitoba, the term Sickle 

Series was first proposed by Henderson et al. (1936). Campbell (1972) 

revised this to Sickle Group. Gilboy (1978) mapped the area south of the 

present study area and adopted the Manitoba nomenclature because he was 

able to trace the Sickle Group of gneisses from the Saskatchewan-Manitoba 

border well into Saskatchewan. However, the area mapped by Gilboy (1978) 

does not tie in with the main belt of La Ronge gneiss that extend from 

La Ronge. Therefore in this study, these gneisses are referred to as 

the La Ronge gneisses even though they probably correlate with the 

Sickle Group gneisses. This probable correlation raises the possibility 

of further correlations, for the gneisses of the Sickle G·roup, the 

Sherridon Group and the Missi Group have all been correlated directly or 

indirectly (Harrison 1951 and Bailes 1971). 

In the study area, these gneisses mantle the La Ronge Domain 

granitic rocks (unit 13) and the Crowe Bay agmatite (unit 16), they grade 

into the Rottenstone migmatites (unit 9) and are adjacent to the Burntwood 

River gneisses (unit 4). The nature of the contact with the Bruntwood 

River gneisses has already been discussed. The boundary with the 

Rottenstone migmatites is gradational depending on the amount of injected 

and/or in situ development of a coarse-grained granitic neosome in the 

migmatites. Contacts with the La Ronge Domain granitic rocks are generally 

abrupt, however, there are three different generalized styles of contact: 

firstly, a lit par lit zone occurs between the Q.F.B. gneisses and two of 
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the granodiorite bodies (unit 13a) at Loon Bay and Crozier Lake; secondly, 

there is a stock-work of granitic and quartz-feldspar veins transecting 

the amphibole-rich gneisses (unit Sc) near their inferred contact with 

granodiorite (unit 13a); and thirdly, the bodies of mela-grandiorite 

(unit 13d) contain numerous xenoliths of amphibole-rich gneisses in a 

transition zone near their contact with the amphibole-rich gneisses 

(unit Sc). Furthermore, Ashton (1979) has reported that these last two 

units (units 13d and Sc) are interlayered at some locallities. The 

boundary of the Crowe Bay agmatite with the La Ronge gneisses has not 

been observed; though there are numerous xenoliths within the agmatite 

that can be correlated with the amphibole-rich gneisses adjacent to 

the agmatite. 

Rocks of the La Ronge gneisses have been divided into five sub

units. These are: a) quartz-feldspar-biotite gneisses·(unit Sa); 

b) quartz-feldspar-biotite-amphibole gneisses (unit Sb); · c) amphibole

rich gneisses to metavolcanic rocks (unit Sc); d) quartz-feldspar

biotite-sillimanite gneisses (unit Sd); and e) undivided metasedimentary 

gneisses (unit Se). 

I.S.l Quartz-feldspar-biot~te gneisses (unit Sa) 

This unit has a strongly developed foliation defined by the 

parallel alignment of biotite grains many of which are partially concen

trated into bands less than S mm thick. In many places there are veins 

of quartz and quartz/feldspar up to 100 mm thick most of which parallel 

the foliation, though some are transgressive (Plate 4a). These veins 

are commonly spaced between 10 to SOO mm apart and are locally isoclinally 

folded with the biotite foliation being axial planer. In some places, 

the fold limbs have been attenuated and boudinaged (Plates 4b and Sa) .and 
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PLATE 4 

A) A common appearance of the La Ronge quartz feldspar biotite gneisses 

(unit SA). Cut by a small pegmatite dyke. 

Photograph by M.R. Stauffer 

Knife is approximately 200 mm long. 

B) The knotted appearance of the La Ronge quartz feldspar biotite gneisses 

in the Loon Bay area where they are transitional into the Rottenstone 

migmatites (unit 9). The knots are boudinaged isoclinally folded quartz

feldspar veins. Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

Location: North shore of Loon Bay. 
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PLATE 5 

A) Isoclinally folded La Ronge quartz feldspar biotite gneisses near the 

transition into the Rottenstone Migmatites. Leucosome material is coarse

grained and granitic in composition. The long limbed isoclines trending 

horizontally across the photograph are F
2 

folds, whereas the short limb 

folds are F4 structures. Photograph -by M.R. Stauffer. 

The knife is approximately 200 mm long. 

B) General outcrop appearance of the Allen Island migmatite (unit 9A). 

A variety of pegmatitic to non-pegmatitic granites form the neosome. 

Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

Location: East shore of Allen Island. 
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distorted quartz/feldspar knots are all that remains of some hinge areas. 

Locally, a mineral lineation is present in the outcrops, and is defined 

by the parallel alignment of elongate quartz and feldspar grains. 

Pegmatite dykes of various sizes are common and most are concordant with 

the foliation. These pegmatites increase in abundance to the north and 

the northeast where the rocks are classified as part of the Rottenstone 

migmatites. · 

Fresh surfaces of these gneisses are light to medium grey with 

brown and rust overtones on weathered surfaces. Quartz and feldspar grains 

are 0.5 to 2 mm in size. The biotite grains vary locally between about 

1 mm and 5 mm in length and in some places form ellipsoidal aggregates 

up to 6 mm long that parallel the foliation. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 20 to 40% and averaging 

30%; K-feldspar, about 10 to 70% and averaging 35%; plagioclase, 

(typically An27) about 5 to 40% and averaging· 25%; biotite, about 5 to 

15% and averaging 10%. Muscovite, zircon, opaque minerals, apatite, and 

chlorite are common accessory minerals, garnet and epidote are less 

common. 

Quartz grains have a variety of shapes, but typically they are 

rounded, embayed to sutured, interlocking, and granoblastic. These 

grains have undulose extinction and are incipiently polygonized (sensu 

stricto). Scattered throughout the rock there is a variable percentage 

of very small (less than 0.2 mm) spherical quartz grains which differ from the 

larger ones in that they are relatively free of internal strain effects. 

K-feldspar grains are, in general, devoid of 'scotch plaid' 

twinning, and are morphologically similar to the quartz grains. Most 

exhibit slight alteration to sericite which is concentrated along 
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fracture traces though, in places, slight to intense alteration products 

are dispersed throughout the grains. Zoning is rare, but where present, 

perthite forms the cores, these are surrounded by unaltered orthoclase 

which in turn is mantled by saussuritized orthoclase. A radial mermykitic 

texture is commonly present in rounded grains that are below average in 

size. 

Plagioclase is similar in appearance in many ways to K-feldspar, 

(i.e. grain size, morphology, zonation, alteration) but has antiperthitic 

textures. However, in some grains the degree of alteration is much more 

intense. K-feldspar and plagioclase grains are commonly interlayered parallel 

to the foliation. However, due to the poor development of polysynthetic 

twinning in the plagioclase this is best observed in stained sections. 

Biotite occurs as laths of variable length, the shorter laths 

are somewhat irregular in outline. Although the grains are generally 

well to moderately aligned, but in some thin sections_ they are ran_domly 

oriented in which case the larger grains transect each other. Many 

large grains of biotite are altered in varying degrees to muscovite, 

chlorite, and opaque minerals, which are concentrated along the biotite 

cleavage traces. 

Mucsovite, besides occurring as an alteration product of 

biotite, also occurs as small grains within and adjacent to some K

feldspar grains. Zircon is present in most sections as minute grains 

concentrated within the biotite grains. Apatite is ubiquitous as small 

rounded grains. 

!.5.2 Quartz-feldspar-biotite-amphibole gneisses (unit Sb) 

The main outcrop areas of this unit are in the western part 

of the map (Map 1.1) and extend eastwards towards Gilbert Lake. A 
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second outcrop belt extends southeast from Ochankugahe Island. Otherwise, 

outcrops of this unit are relatively small and scattered throughout the 

extensive outcrop area of the QFB gneisses. 

Typically, gneisses of this unit are well foliated and 

compositionally layered. There are four t)~es of compositional layering: 

firstly, alternating bands in which either biotite or amphibole is the 

dominant mafic mineral (the lesser mineral is commonly totally absent 

from the layer); secondly, the banding is defined by alternating layers 

of fine-grained and coarse- to medium-grained material of about the same 

composition, though this type is not common; thirdly, veins of quartz 

and quartz/feldspar occur parallel to the first type of layering, these 

veins are 5 to 100 mm thick; the fourth type of layering is common in the 

Priestly Island area and is formed of alternating bands where either 

diopside or amphibole is the dominant of the two, these ·bands vary 

between 10 mm and several metres thick. All types of lay·ering are 

isoclinally folded and boudinaged. In one area, northwest of Cheadle 

Lake, the general appearance of this unit is significantly different 

due to its lack of layering, resulting in a massive appearance which is 

broken only by a moderate to weak foliation. This unit is commonly inter

calated with minor lenses of the QFB gneisses. 

A mineral lineation formed by the parallel alignment of quartz 

grains occurs in a number of outcrops and is discernable because the quartz 

in the rock weathers positively. 

In most places, QFBA gneisses are medium grey to green on fresh 

surfaces, however, varieties with a very high amphibole concentration 

(>SO%) are dark green to black, and diopside-bearing varieties are pale 

green. On weathered surfaces, the colour is pale grey to green with 
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light to dark brown overtones, except for a) the varieties high in amphibole 

which are the same colour as on the fresh surfaces, and b) the diopside

bearing gneisses which are off-white to pale green. Typically grain sizes 

are between 0.5 and 1.5 mm, but in a few rare cases ranges from 1 to 

4 mm. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 5 to 20% and averaging 

15%; K-feldspar, about 0 to 60% and averaging 35%; plagioclase (typically 

An27), about 3 to 70% and averaging 30%; amphibole, about 3 to 90% and 

averaging 13%; biotite, about 3 to 10% and averaging 5%; and diopside, 

about 0 to 20% but generally making up trace amounts. Apatite, epidote, 

sphene, zircon, and opaque minerals are common accessory minerals. 

Carbonate and monazite (tentative identification) are uncommon accessory 

minerals. 

Quartz grains range between crudely spherical grains with 

numerous irregularities to interlocking embayed grains with smooth 

margins, to granoblastic-polygonal grains. Internal strain features 

vary from uncommon undulose extinction to the more abundant nearly 

complete recrystallization to smaller grains. 

K-feldspar is present in two distinct forms: firstly, in 

abundant untwinned grains and, secondly, in less common grains that 

have 'scotch plaid' twinning. The untwinned grains are; in general, 

slightly larger than the quartz grains, and are usually equant. Alter

ation products are ubiquitous and vary from a light sericitic coating 

along the fracture traces to nearly total saussuritization in the core 

or along the margins of many grains. Rod like perthitic textures are 

present in a number of the sections. 

Most grains with 'scotch plaid' twinning are smaller than 
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those without twinning and tend to be intersitial to the quartz and 

untwinned K-feldspar, though in some sections it dominates the untwinned 

variety in abundance. In such cases, the grains are granoblastic and in 

their cores contain numerous fine-grained inclusions of apatite, quartz, 

and biotite. Negligable alteration of these twinned grains has occurred 

in the thin sections examined. 

Plagioclase generally has the same mode of occurrence as the 

untwinned K-feldspar except that the degree of alteration is generally 

more extensive. 

Amphibole typically occurs as xenoblastic to poikiloblastic 

grains as well as small subhedral grains that are partially concentrated 

in bands 2 to 3 mm thick. Hornblende is the dominant variety but in some 

sections actinolite is the principal amphibole. Inclusions within the 

poikiloblastic grains consist of quartz, apatite, and plagioclase, all 

of which are usually well rounded. Diopside occurs in the cores of some 

of the larger amphibole grains, and the amphibole is, in turn, mantled 

with rims of epidote. 

Biotite occurs in long laths and equant 'corroded' grains, both 

of which are commonly in contact with the larger amphibole grains. In 

some sections, biotite is restricted to bands that are up to 5 nun thick 

within which the grains are aligned parallel to the sides of the bands. 

Some biotite grains are partially engulfed by amphibole grains. Crypto

crystaline opaque minerals and chlorite grains occur as alteration 

products along the biotite cleavage traces and adjacent to the grain 

boundaries. 

Clino-pyroxene occurs as small rounded, xenoblastic, and 

fragmented grains. All clino-pyroxene grains are in contact with amphibole 

grains. 
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Apatite occurs in well rounded grains that form up to 2% of the 

rock. Epidoteis common and is mantled by amphibole or alternatively 

commonly mantles amphibole, allanite, and opaque minerals. Sphene forms 

up to 3% of the rock, usually as inclusions located along the cleavage 

traces of the amphibole and biotite grains, though some grains are isolated 

from the mafic minerals and some of these are zoned. Zircon and allanite 

have been tentatively recognized in the cores of the zoned sphene grains. 

Opaque minerals are common and occur as round to angular grains that 

make up to 5% of the rock. Carbonate form trace amounts as interstitial 

grains in some rare cases. 

I.5.3 Amphibole-rich gneisses and/or metavolcanic rocks (unit 5c) 

This unit occurs in three major outcrop areas. The largest is 

a bifrucating folded belt that extends from southwest of Butler Island 

northeast to Garth Lake. The hinge zone of a large fold ~ith attenuated 

limbs is defined by the second largest outcrop area, in the vicinity of 

Clements Island. Lastly, there are a number of outcrops in the vicinity 

of Laxdal Island. 

Compositional layering is typical of this unit with the 

individual bands being between 10 and 100 mm thick but locally up to 2 m 

thick; these consist of varying concentrations of mafic minerals and by 

the presence or absence of garnet porphyroblasts. The rock is commonly 

foliated, though not everywhere parallel to the layering. This foliation 

is best developed in biotite rich varieties of the rock. Other deformation 

features of this unit include a tendency for layers with a high amphibole 

concentration to be boudinaged and layers of all compositions are 

isoclinally folded; these folds commonly have attenuated limbs. 

Both fresh and weathered surfaces are dark green to black or. 
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more rarely are medium grey. Grain diameters are typically in the range 

of O.S to 3 mm depending on the locality, but in some places amphibole 

and garnet porphyroblasts are up to 20 mm across and bladed amphibole 

is locally up to 30 mm long. Feldspar porphyroblasts are rarely present and 

are up to S mm across, but generally feldspar is restricted to the matrix. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 0 to 20% and averaging lS%; 

K-feldspar, ·about 0 to SO% and averaging lS%; plagioclase, (typically An43) 

about 10 to SO% and averaging 30%; amphibole, about 0 to 70% and 

averaging 30%; biotite about 0 to 20% and averaging 7%. Sphene, apatite, 

allanite, garnet, zircon and opaque minerals are common accessory minerals. 

Scapolite, chlorite, muscovite, sillimanite, and epidote are relatively 

uncommon accessory minerals. 

Quartz occurs in two distinct grain sizes. The larger are 

granoblastic to polygonal grains with sutured margins that are most 

obvious where the adjacent grain is quartz. Such grains .have an undulose 

extinction, in contrast to smaller grains that do not contain apparent strain 

effects, and have simple rounded margins. 

K-feldspar forms granoblastic grains with sericitic alteration 

along the grain boundaries. Most grains are without twinning, though 

'scotch plaid' twinning is common. 

Plagioclase has a similar mode of occurrence to the K-feldspar 

but generally is more highly altered to sericite. Also, the cleavage 

traces of the plagioclase grains tend to be sub-parallel to the foliation 

in the rock although grain boundaries are not. 

Amphibole (mainly hornblende) occurs in rounded to subhedral 

grains, the latter are generally well aligned parallel to the foliation. 

The cores of some larger grains are actinolite although this is mantled 
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by the more abundant hornblende. All the less common bladed grains are 

formed of actinolite. 

Biotite occurs in lath like grains and, like amphibole, is 

generally strongly aligned parallel to the foliation, though the grains 

are more irregular and embayed as if they have been corroded. Biotite 

also occurs along the cleavage traces of some amphibole grains. 

Sphene occurs as scattered irregular grains that form up to 3% 

of the rock. Trace quantities of apatite are c0mmonly present in very 

small (<0.2 mm) partially rounded grains. Allanite has an occurrence 

similar to that of apatite, but the grains are slightly larger. Garnet 

(?almandine) is an uncommon accessory mineral, but locally forms up 

to 2% of the rock as poikilotitic grains in which quartz is the dominant 

inclusion. Where garnet grains are present, the adjacent mafic minerals 

deflect around the garnet. Where biotite is the dominant mafic mineral 

garnet porphyroblasts have a mantle that is composed of ~hibole. Most 

garnet grains are fractured and some fractures contain amphibole. Zircon 

forms very small grains scattered throughout the matrix. Opaque minerals 

are more abundant than zircon and are angular, though in one section they 

form a linear aggregate of grains along the cleavage trace of biotite. 

Scapolite is associated with chlorite in forming rare microscopic 

veins that cut across the foliation. Muscovite occurs only where amphibole 

is absent. It forms small laths located along the biotite cleavage traces, 

though oblique to the traces, and some is concentrated adjacent to feldspar 

grains. Epidote is very rarely present and occurs as small grains 

scattered throughout the rock in trace quantities. 

!.5.4 Quartz-feldspar-biotite-sillimanite gneisses (unit Sd) 

The principal outcrop area of these gneisses is a band extending 
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from Priestly Island east to Wapus Bay. Other occurrences are on the 

southwestern shore of Amiskit Island, and the eastern shore of Loon Bay, 

though most of these are not shown on the map. 

These gneisses were distinguished from the QFB gneisses solely 

on the presence of ellipsoidal knots containing sillimanite. Except for 

the presence of the sillimanite knots, this unit is identical to the 

QFB gneisses· (unit Sa). The knots are off-white in colour and occur as 

overgrowths in mantling aggregates of magnetite, ·in which case the outer 

limit of the knots is distinctly rounded. The knots are up to 30 mm long 

and 10 mm thick, and are concentrated in bands, up to a metre thick, that 

parallel the foliation. Furthermore, the ellipsoids are oblate with 'their 

shortest axes being perpendicular to the foliation. 

Examination of thin sections show that the matrix of this matrix 

is composed of essentially the same material as the QFB gneisses. Therefore, 

only significant differences between the QFB and QFBS gneisses will be 

described below. 

Muscovite is present in all rocks forming up to 5% of the matrix 

and up .to 60% of the knots. In the matrix the grains occur as shards 

that parallel the cleavage traces of the biotite and as intergranular 

grains where adjacent to feldspar grains. Within the knots, muscovite 

forms poikiloblastic grains that are up to 3 mm across. 

Sillimanite forms up to 30% of the knots as fibrous inclusions 

within the muscovite grains and as lenticular aggregates, most of which 

are orineted parallel to foliation in the host rock though in some knots, 

fibrous aggregates are radially arranged, in which case, the microscopic 

limit of the knots are diffuse. Some knots contain cores of opaque minerals, 

whereas, in other knots the opaque minerals form a mantle around sillimanite 
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cores. In the later case, the sillimanite grains are transected by 

microscopic veins filled with opaque minerals. Locally within the matrix, 

sillimanite occurs in thin irregular bands that cut through individual 

grains within the matrix; in such cases the sillimanite is mainly 

fibrous but some prismatic grains are present and these are sub-parallel 

to the bands containing them. These bands, in turn, are crudely aligned 

parallel to· the foliation of the rock and probably represent zones of 

comminution. 

I.S.S Undivided metasedimentary gneisses (unit Sd) 

There are two outcrop areas of similar rocks to those already 

described for the La Ronge gneisses that have not been sub-divided due 

to the fact that they contain thin bands of a number of rock types which 

could not be correlated along strike. However, the rock types within the 

two different areas are not exactly the same. The largest occurrence is 

situated northeast of Cheadle Lake, in the core of a fold structure. The 

second occurrence forms the core of a fold structure that is bounded by 

amphibole-rich gneisses (unit Sc) in the vicintiy of Walsh Island. 

The rock types present in the Cheadle Lake area include: QFB 

gneisses, QBFA gneisses, and Quartz-feldspar-amphibole-diopside gneisses 

(QFAD). Most of these rocks are garnetiferous. The QFB and QFBA gneisses 

are indistinguishable from those already described. The QFAD gneisses 

have a colour index of about 30 to SO and are banded on a 3 to 20 mm 

scale, either diopside or amphibole is the dominant mafic mineral in the 

individual bands. No thin sections of this diopsitic gneiss were examined. 

The rocks present in the Walsh Island area are principally 

several varieties of QFB gneisses with different textures and colour 

indeces, though in the northern and southern parts of the occurrence 
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these are intercalated with QFBA gneisses. The QFB gneisses with a high 

colour index are no different than the QFB gneisses already described. 

However, intercalated within this dominant rock type are some massive 

rocks (granulites) with a lower colour index (about 5 - 10) that contain 

light grey feldspars. This rock has a granitoid appearance, 1 to 2 mm 

diameter grains, a random orientation of mafic minerals (dominantly 

biotite) and is thought to be meta-arkose. 

Thin sections of the granulite contain: quartz, about 15 to 25%; 

orthoclase, about 5 to 15%; plagioclase, about 55 to 75%; biotite, abou~ 

5 to 10%; and hornblende about 0 to 5%. Zircon, apatite, sphene, muscovite, 

opaque minerals and epidote are accessory minerals. 

Quartz grains about 1 mm across are well rounded and cluster 

together. Within these clusters grain margins are moderately sutured. 

Feldspar occurs in grains of similar size to the quartz but are lightly 

to intensely sericitized. The composition of the plagioclase is about 

An36 , and most grains are more highly altered than the K-feldspar. 

Biotite grains are stongly altered with muscovite, chlorite, and opaque 

minerals being located along the cleavage traces of the biotite. 

Hornblende tends to form xenoblastic grains which are up to 3 mm across. 

I.6 Gneisses of Unknown Affinity (Unit 8) 

Two different areas contain gneisses and granulites that do not 

readily compare with the rocks already described. The largest body occurs 

at Gramiak Lake (Map 1.1) and the smaller is located west of Crowe Island. 

I.6.1 Gramiak Lake occurrence 

In outcrop, these rocks have a strong similarity to the 

surrounding La Ronge Domain granodiorites (unit 13a) but were distinguished 
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from the grandiorites because they possess a very faint banding. These 

bands consist of alternating QFB and QFBA gneisses/granulites (with 

colour indices of about 5) intercalated with a coarser grained granulite 

which has a colour index of 1 to 2. The bands of QFB and QFBA gneisses/ 

granulites combined are up to 300 mm thick whereas the coarse-grained 

granulite bands are 0.1 to 1 m thick. Grains in the QFB and QFBA gneisses 

are 1 to 2 mm across and are up to 3 mm across in the 'coarse-grained' 

granulite. In all phases, the mafic grains, principally biotite, are 

mostly less than 1 mm across. Also, the more mafic gneisses/granulites 

have a weak foliation and in some places a faint lineation, but the 

'coarse-grained' granulite is always massive. The banding in one outcrop 

is isoclinally folded. Within the central outcrop area of these rocks 

at Gramiak Lake there are definite occurrences of the La Ronge Domain 

granodiorite (unit 13a), and the contact of the group of rocks as a 

whole with the Rottenstone migmatites is gradational. 

Fresh and weathered surfaces of all phases vary in colour 

through off-white, pale pink, to pale grey. The biotite and amphibole are 

disseminated throughout the various phases though some grains are 

locally concentrated into a schlieren type of structure. 

·Thin sections contain: quartz, about 15 to 40% and averaging 

20%; K-feldspar, about 5 to SO% and averaging 30%; Plagioclse (typically 

An21 ), about 20 to 65% and averaging 40%; biotite, about trace to 10% and 

averaging 5%. Apatite, zircon, opaque minerals, and chlorite are common 

accessory minerals. Sphene, muscovite, epidote, hornblende, and haematite 

are rare accessory minerals. 

Quartz mainly forms grains that are granoblastic to polygonal. 

Some of the largest grains have sutured borders and undulose extinction 
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and some small, rounded grains, <0.1 mm, occur scattered throughout the 

framework formed by the larger grains. 

K-feldspar occurs mainly in grains with 'scotch plaid' twinning 

though some are untwinned. The twinned grains are angular to interlocking, 

granoblastic, and tend to be interstitial to and mantle the quartz and 

untwinned K-feldspar grains. Perthitic textures and undulose extinction 

are common in the twinned grains, and alteration products, principally 

sericite, are at most rare. 

The untwinned K-feldspar grains have a similar morphology to the 

twinned variety but are somewhat larger. Most grains are strongly 

fractured and alteration products are concentrated along these fractures. 

Plagioclase grains are the same size and form as the untwinned 

K-feldspar grains but are more highly altered, especially along the twin 

planes and grain boundaries. 

Biotite occurs as anhedral, irregularly formed·laths that are 

randomly oriented. In many grains, chlorite occurs along the cleavage 

traces as an alteration product, though in very rare cases alteration has 

been to epidote. 

Apatite typically occurs as rounded grains up to 0.5 mm across. 

Zircon occurs as small grains within the biotite and as larger· grains which 

are weakly concentrated into aggregates. Sphene and hornblende occur only 

as rare, minute inclusions. 

Three samples of the genisses and graulites from the Gramiak 

Lake area (Nos. F730, F750, and F752) have been chemically analysed and 

the oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1, and the 

calculated normative mineral compositions are listed in Appendix V. 
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1.6.2 Crowe Island occurrence 

This small area is typified by rapid variations in lithology, 

although the foliation has a constant orientation. No two outcrops are 

lithologically the same and changes occur across some individual outcrops. 

Migmatites of metasedimentary rocks and pegmatite occur near the northern 

and southern boundaries of this group of rocks, whereas, towards the eastern 

boundary the rocks are a chaotic arrangement of gneisses and migmatites. 

The southeastern portion of the occurrence is composed of meta

arkose which is off-white to pale pink on both fresh and weathered surfaces. 

Grains are 1 to 2 rnm across and there is a partial segregation of the 

quartz and feldspar into separate thin bands up to 3 mm thick. Variable 

concentrations of quartz and feldspar define a larger-scale banding 

which is up to 20 mm thick. Thin sections from the southeastern portion 

contain: quartz about 60% in granoblastic grains; K-feldspar, about 20% 

in highly altered granoblastic grains with a perthitic texture; plagioclase, 

about 20% in intensely altered grains with the same form as K-feldspar; 

muscovite, about 1 to 2% in poikiloblastic to intergranular grains. Biotite 

is an accessory mineral which is strongly altered to a mixture of muscovite 

and opaque minerals. 

Northwest of the area described above near the centre of the 

outcrop area there is an outcrop of gneiss that is off-white on fresh 

surfaces and rusty-brown on w~athered surfaces. Biotite occurs in grains 

1 to 2 mm across that are aligned parallel to themselves and are partially 

clustered into aggregates. Parallel to this foliation there are lenses 

composed of radially arranged sillimanite fibres. Quartz and feldspar 

grains are 1 to 2 mm across. Thin sections contain: quartz, about 30% in 

rounded granoblastic grains; K-feldspar, about 30%, in untwinned grano-
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blastic grains that are slightly altered; plagioclase (typically An20), 

about 30%; biotite, about 10% has an irregular outline and has chlorite 

as an alteration product along the cleavage traces. Muscovite grains, 

transacted by biotite grains occur locally. Prismatic to fibrous grains 

of sillimanite occur where biotite forms clusters. 

Still further to the northwest, the rock is banded with layers 

of QFBA gneiss and QFBAD gneiss, both 1 to 2 m thick. Fresh surfaces are 

pale green if diospide is present and are dark green if it is not. Grains 

are between 0.5 and 2 mm across. Thin sections contain: quartz 2 to 3% in 

interstitial grains; K-feldspar about 10% in slightly altered granoblastic 

grains; plagioclase (typically An
30

), about 75%; clinopyroxene, about 5 to 

7% in fragmented xenoblastic grains; hornblende, about 5 to 7% in inclusions 

within and as grains transacting the clino-pyroxene. Biotite, sphene, and 

apatite are the most common accessory minerals. 

Near the northwestern boundary of this body, the rock is a QFD 

gneiss which microscopic examination shows is composed of: quartz, about 

55%; K-feldspar, about 10 to 20% most of which is 'scotch plaid' twinned; 

and plagioclase about 10 to 20%. Clino-zoesite forms about 5% of the rock 

as fragmented grains. Clino-pyroxene forms about 2%, also as fragmented 

grains. Both these minerals are cut by grains of actinolite which make 

up about 5%. Sphene, in zoned grains, consitute about 2% of the rock. 

!.7 Rottenstone Migmatites (Unit 9) 

The Rottenstone migmatites form a belt that extends from the 

edge of the Precambrian shield near La Ronge, northeast through Reindeer 

Lake and into Manitoba. Southwest of the study area, this band is bounded 

on its northwestern side by the Wathaman Batholith, and on its southeastern 
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side by shear zones, granitic rocks, and unmigmatized metasedimentary 

rocks. Within the study area, the southeastern contact is gradational 

into the La Ronge gneisses and is not as distinct as it is to the south

west. 

Padgham (1966) informally referred to this band- o:f-migmatitic 

gneisses as the 'Northwest Migmatite Zone', a term that was not adopted in 

subsequent reports. The term 'Rottenstone Domain' was first used by both 

Ray (1974) and Munday (1974), for some felsic gneisses, migmatites, 

pelitic gneisses, amphibolites, and hornblende granodiorite gneisses which 

occur northwest of La Range. Sibbald et al.(l976), Lewry (1976), and 

Lewry and Sibbald (1977), expanded the use of this term by the addition 

of two major intrusive units: this expanded unit was termed the 'Rottenstone 

Lithostructural Domain'. In this study, the term Rottenstone migmatites 

is used in a more restricted sense to include only the rocks which are 

metasedimentary migmatites. This migmatite unit has beert included as 

part of the larger South Rottenstone Migmatite - Igneous Complex, a term 

proposed in this study, which probably equates to the original definition 

of the Rottenstone Domain (Ray, 1974) but constitute only one of the three 

sub-divisions within the Rottenstone Domain as defined by Sibbald et al. 

(1976). 

These migmatites are in contact with the La Range Domain granitic 

rocks (unit 13), the Crowe Bay agmatites (unit 16), the Hugh Island 

granite (unit 14), the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), and the La Range 

gneisses (unit 5). All contacts are gradational. 

Within the study area, these migmatites have been divided into 

four groups on the basis of structural style and composition of the 

palaeosome. These groupings are: a) Allen Island migmatite, which has 
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a leuco-quartz-feldspar-biotite palaeosome; b) an unnamed type of migmatite 

with a quartz-feldspar-biotite-amphibole palaeosome; c) Horseshoe Island 

migmatite, with a disrupted and assimilated palaeosome; and d) Steep Rock 

Poin1: migmatite, with a granitized palaeosome. 

I.7.1 Allen Island migmatites (unit 9a) 

Tbis type of migmatite is the most abundant and occurs in a 

zone extending from Nokomis Lake to Malcolm Isla~d. In the southern part 

of the migmatite outcrop area, rocks of this sub-unit grade into the 

La Ronge QFB gneisses (unit Sa); this transformation occurs roughly along 

a line extending from Perry Lake through Amiskit Island to the south end 

of Malcolm Island. 

The palaeosome and neosome are intercalated in bands 0.1 to 

3 m thick. Although the percentage of neosome varies locally from 10 to 

90, it is between 30 and 40% in most outcrops. A variety of migmatite 

structures are present on the outcrop scale and some of these are illustrated 

in Plates 4b, 6a, and 6b. In the vicinity of Nokomis Lake the palaeosome 

typically contains 10 to 20% biotite in grains that are 1 to 2 mm across, 

though locally are up to 4 mm across. These grains have a sub-parallel 

alignment imparting a weak schistosity to the rock. The neosome is 

comprised mainly of a white coarse-grained granite that is garnetiferous 

and resembles the Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14), however, some 

neosome bands are composed of a pink pegmatitic material similar to the 

larger occurrences of pegmatite described later (unit 24). 

Just north of the center of Allen Island, the colour index of 

the palaeosome drops from a range of 10 - 20 in the south to a range of 

2 - 3 in the north. Locally within the low-mafic palaeosome, sillimanite-muscovi1 

knots occur similar to the knots in the QFBS type of La Ronge gneisses 
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PLATE 6 

A) Pinch and swell structures within the Allen Island migmatite. Note 

the increased biotite concentration adjacent to the pegmatitic granite 

neosome material. The palaeosome is a quartz feldspar biotite gneiss. 

Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

The knife is approximately 200 mm long. 

B) The Allen Island palaeosome material showing the rare sillimanite-quartz 

shadows around magnetite aggregates. 

Location: Small island north of Tate Island. 
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(unit Sd). Also, in a number of outcrops, diffuse sillimanite knots 

(Plate 6b) are preferentially developed in bands 20 to 50 mm thick 

separated by bands 2 to 4 m thick of material devoid of sillimanite. 

Lenticular to elliptical calc-silicate bodies (Plate 7a) also occur 

within the low-mafic palaeosome material. These are zoned and vary from 

20 mm to 1 m long, the central part of these bodies is dull red-brown, 

due to iron staining and the presence of garnet. Mantling this there 

is a lightgrey zone with quartz, feldspar, and biotite, which in turn is 

mantled by an outer zone rich in green epidote. 

In an outcrop situated on the northeastern shore of Tate Island 

the low-mafic variety of Allen Island migmatite contains a number of 

uncommon rock types preserved in a low state of deformation. Repetitive 

bands of various rock types occur in this outcrop but not in a repetitive 

sequence. These include: 1) white garnetiferous granite (unit 14) in 

bands less than 10 m thick; 2) simple pegmatites of varring thickness 

up to 1.5 m; 3) QFB and QFBA massive gneisses to granulites in bands 

less than 10 m thick, these have colour indices of 10 to 20 and grain 

diameters of 1 to 2 mm; 4) bands, 0.1 m thick, of calc-silicates 

containing garnet, diopside, and carbonates; 5) meta-arkose to quartzite 

which contain traces of garnet and have grain diameters of about 1 mm; 

6) amphibolite bands less than 5 mm thick; and 7) QFB gneiss bands up 

to 5 m thick in which biotite forms up to 80% of the rock, these contain 

about 3% sulphides and are coated with an iron stain on the weathered 

surfaces. These bands are generally continuous across the outcrop and have 

sharp contacts with each other. Most of these rock types are significant 

in that they probably more closely represent the original sedimentary 

rocks from which the migmatites have been derived, than does the palaeosome 
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PLATE 7 

A) A lenticular and zoned calc-silicate band within the Allen Island 

migmate, showing a common pinch and swell structure. The larger 'lense' 

is about 0.3 - 0.4 m wide. 

Location: Small island north of Tate Island. 

B) Photomicrograph of the palaeosome material of the Allen Island migmatite 

(crossed polars). The section exhibits a highly interlocking and granoblastic 

texture of quartz and feldspar. 

Scale: 7 x magnification 
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in the more highly altered migmatites. 

Except for the low-mafic variety of palaeosome found just north 

of Allen Island, the palaeosome material is generally indistinguishable 

from the QFB La Ronge gneisses (unit Sa). The low-mafic type of palaeosome 

is light grey on fresh surfaces and light brown on weathered surfaces, 

grain diameters are in the range of O.S to 1 mm, and the mafic minerals 

are disseminated and have a sub-parallel alignment. 

In the vicinity of Isaac Lake, the migmatite differs slightly 

with respect to the usual form of occurrence of either low of high mafic 

types in that the thicknesses of the neosome and the palaeosome bands 

are in the range of 10 to 20 m. The neosome forms the crests of the hills,

which are devoid of vegetation in this burnt area, whereas the palaeosome 

occurs mainly in flat, vegetated areas between the ridges. 

Thin sections of the high-mafic variety of palaeosome are 

indistinguishable from those of the QFB La Ronge gneisses (unit Sa) . 

The low-mafic variety is composed of: quartz, about 3 to 30% and averaging 

lS%; K-feldspar, about 4S to 80% and averaging 6S%; plagioclase (typically 

An24), about trace to lS% and averaging 10%; and biotite, about 3 to 10% 

and averaging about S%. Apatite, zircon, and opaque minerals are common 

accessory minerals. Muscovite, sillimanite, sphene, allanite, hornblende, 

scapolite, garnet, and epidote are uncommon accessory minerals. 

Quartz occurs as granoblastic to polygonal grains which have 

sutured margins, are incipiently recrystallized, and have undulose 

extinction (Plate 7b). 

K-feldspar grains are similar in form to the quartz grains and, 

although most are untwinned, some recrystallized grains show th_e develop

ment of 'scotch plaid' twinning. Locally, within each thin section, 
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K-feldspar has been intensely altered to sericite. Perthitic and grano

phyric textures are present in those grains which are only slightly altered. 

Plagioclase. grains are similar to the K-feldspar grains though 

antiperthite and mermykitic textures are present, and alteration products 

are more intensely developed. 

Biotite grains are pgorly aligned and some have been markedly 

altered to chlorite along their cleavage traces and margins. Apatite, 

zircon and opaque minerals are scattered throughout the matrix of the rock 

but are also partically concentrated near the biotite grains. Muscovite 

and sillimanite occur together and are associated with large grains of 

quartz to form knots up to 30 mm across. 

The core of the zoned calc-silicate lenses contain poikiloblastic 

garnet mantled by hornblende, together with zoned epidote/clinozoesite, 

apatite, carbonate, magnetite, sphene, and allanite all of which occur 

as isolated grains set in a matrix of quartz and plagioclase (An45). 

The rims of the zoned lenses are composed of large, strain-free quartz 

grains which form 40 to 60% of most thin sections, scapolite, forms about 

20- 30%, plagioclase (An85), forms about 5 - 10%, tremolite, aoubt 10-

15%, sphene, about 3%, and minor amounts of allanite, epidote, apatite, 

and garnet which form, respectively_, equant grains of decreasing size. 

The minerals identified in the various rocks at the Tate Island 

occurrenceof uncommon and slightly deformed gneisses are listed in Table I.l. 

I.7.2 Quartz-feldspar-biotite-amphibole migmatite (unit 9b) 

This variety of palaeosome occurs in significant quantities only 

on the north and south shores of Stanger Island. Within this migmatite, 

the palaeosome is riot significantly different from the QFBA La Ronge 

Gneisses (unit 5b) and in places from the amphibole~rich to metavolcanic 
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TABLE I.l 

The visually estimated modal composition of some of the uncommon rock types 

that occur in a large, single outcrop on the northeast shore of Tate Island 

within the Allen Island migmatite (unit 9a). 

Calc- Calc- QFD Calcareous QFB 
Rock Type Amphibolite silicate silicate gneiss meta-arkose g11:eiss 

Sample F277A F277B F277C F277D F277E F277F 

Mineral % % % % % % 

Quartz Tr 20-30 10-15 5-10 30-35 20-30 

K-feldspar 10 5-10 1-5 20-30 

Plagioclase 15-20 60-75 30-35 20-30 

An content (50) (27) (33) (29) 

Biotite 40-50 Tr 5 

Actinolite 20-30 

Hornblende Tr 

Garnet 20-30 

Scapolite 20-30 60-80 Tr 

Clino-pyrxene 1-3 10 20 5 

Opaques 3-5 Tr Tr Tr 5-10 

Zircon 1 Tr 

Apatite 1 Tr Tr Tr 1-3 

Allanite Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 

Carbonate 10 20-25 

Sphene Tr 1 Tr Tr 

Sericite <10 

Epidote Tr Tr 
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La Ronge gneisses (unit Sc). The neosome is the same as that in other 

types of Rottenstone migmatites, that is, granites similar to the Hugh 

Island leuco-granite (unit 14) and pegmatites (unit 24) which are 

described elsewhere. 

I.7.3 Horseshoe Island migmatite (unit 9c) 

Rocks of this sub-division of the Rottenstone migmatites are 

transitional between the Allen Island migmatite ~nd the Turner Bay 

granitoids (unit 10) and occur mainly in a belt that lies north of the 

Allen Island migmatite, passing through Wepusko Bay and Horsehoe Island. 

Also, there are minor occurrences adjacent to some of the Hugh Island 

leuco-granites that occur within the Allen Island migmatites, and in a 

zone surrounding the Beaver Island gneisses at Moose Island. 

The typical palaeosome of this migmatite is strongly banded, 

assimilated and disrupted. Variations between simple planar and complexly 

folded bands are common (Plate 8a). The neosome generally constitutes 

80 - 90% of the rock in bands up to 5 m wide and is identical to the 

Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14) which also occurs as the neosome in 

the Allen Island migmatite. Biotite in the palaeosome has concentrated 

into strips, 1 to 2 mm thick, that are separated by tens of millimetres 

of quartz-feldspar palaeosome material that has itself recrystallized to a 

coarser grain size than has the felsic part of the Allen Island migmatite 

palaeosome. This recrystallized quartz-feldspar component is in most places 

indistinguishable from, and is incorporated with the injected neosome. 

The single criteria used to distinguish the recrystallized palaeosome from 

the injected neosome is the presence of biotite trails in the palaeosome. 

Generally these are transected by the neosome but not the recrystallized 

palaeosome. 
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The palaeosome material is white to pale pink on both fresh and 

weathered surfaces, and the latter are locally iron stained. Grains of 

all minerals range from about 1 to 4 mm across but typically are 

2 to 3 mm. 

Thin sections of the palaeosome are dominated by the granitic 

phase and as a result the percentage composition of the individual 

bands cannot be assessed accurately. This is due to the restricted 

thickness (1 - 2 mm) of the biotite rich bands. ·Therefore the following 

is the composition of the granitic and biotite rich phases in the palaeosome 

grouped together: quartz, about 25 to 40% and averaging 30%; K-feldspar, 

about 20 to 35% and averaging 30%; plagioclase (typically An
20

), about 

15 to 35% and averaging 30%; and biotite, about 2 to 7% and averaging 6%. 

Muscovite, apatite, zircon, epidote, and chlorite are common accessory 

minerals, and monazite is a rare accessory mineral. 

Quartz typically occurs as large granoblastic grains that have 

been extensively recrystallized. The subgrains have well-developed sutured 

margins and undulose extinction. 

K-feldspar occurs in grains both with and without 'scotch 

plaid' twinning. The untwinned grains are equidimenstional but highly 

irregular in outline and contain slightly to moderately developed alteration 

products such as sericite and saussurite. In some thin sections, alteration 

products are confined to small patches within the untwinned grains and 

emphasizes the perthic texture with the plagioclase being more altered 

than the K-feldspar. In some thin sections twinned K-feldspar grains are 

dominant and are less altered than the untwinned varieites. Twinned grains 

are smaller than the untwinned variety and have a granoblastic form. 

Plagioclase has a similar mode of occurrence to the untwinned 
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K-feldspar but has a mermykitic texture. 

Biotite grains are irregularly embayed to subhedral, 

and occur mainly as intergranular grains to the quartz and feldspar though 

some grains are concentrated in bands. Also, these grains have a parallel 

alignment, and some are poikiloblastic. 

Muscovite, like chlorite, occurs in trace quantities as small 

flakes which are commonly associated with biotite. Apatite and zircon 

form small subhedral grains that are scattered throughout the rock. 

Epidote occurs in trace amounts and many grains are mantled by fine-grained 

aggregates of biotite and/or chlorite. 

I.7.4 Steep Rock Point migmatite (unit 9d) 

Three areas north of the Horseshoe Island migmatite belt are 

underlain by rocks of this subunit: a) north of Steep Rock Point, b) west 

of South Porcupine point, and · c) a region enclosing Marquardt and 

Juntunsen Lakes. 

This variety of migmatite differs from the others in that the 

psammitic palaeosome is interdigitated with two phases of neosome. The 

older neosome occurs in thin bands that are less than 1 m thick and form 

only about 10 to 20% of some outcrops. This mixture of neosome and 

palaeosome is in turn intercalated with bands of younger neosome that 

are between 30 and SO m thick and make up about SO% of the rock with a 

spacing of about 30 - SO m. The neosome in both phases is mainly garnetifer

ous Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14) though pink pegmatitic material 

occurs in isolated localities. The palaeosome is banded on a centimetre 

scale due to slightly differing mafic mineral concentrations and 

individual bands can be traced for several metres before being lost in the 
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the complex folds. Amphibolite lenses and nodules of calc-silicates are 

present at rare localities; on first inspection these look like xenoliths 

but are probably boudinaged palaeosome. Locally, the palaeosome and the 

older neosome are strongly and complexly folded, and these folds are 

transected by late pegmatitic veins and younger neosome, parallel to the 

axial plane. 

In hand-speciman, most of the palaeosome has an appearance that 

ranges from a strongly foliated granitoid to a slightly modified form of 

the Allen Island migmatite (low-mafic variety). Both fresh and weathered 

surfaces are light grey with local rusty overtones. Biotite is the 

principal mafic material, forming grains 1.5 to 3 mm across which occur 

disseminatedthroughout the palaeosome as well as partially concentrated 

into thin continuous bands. The individual grains are well aligned 

·parallel to the banding. Quartz and feldspar grains are typically 1 to 

3 mm across, but rare anhedral feldspar porphyroblasts up to 10 mm across 

occur locally. Garnets are erratically distributed in the palaeosome, 

in grains less than 1 mm across. 

Thin sections of the palaeosome are compositionally variable, 

but the principle minerals are: quartz, about 1 to 60% but typically 

greater than 20%; K-feldspar, about 15 to 55%; plagioclase (in the range 

of An23 to An63), about 7 to 40%; and biotite, about 3 to 20%. Actinolite, 

clino-pyroxene, opaque minerals, apatite, sphene, carbonate, allanite, 

muscovite, epidote, zircon, garnet, and haematite are common accessory 

minerals. Iron stains along grain boundaries occur in several sections. 

Quartz occurs in predominately poikiloblastic and xenoblastic 

grains, with some subordinate interlocking grains. All grains have been 

recrystallized in association with the development of sutured subgrain 

boundaries. 
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K-feldspar and plagioclase both occur in granoblastic grains 

which have been moderately to strongly altered along fracture and twin 

planes. 

Biotite grains are moderately aligned and some are poikiloblastic 

whereas others have been partially altered to chlorite along their 

cleavage traces. 

Muscovite and carbonate occur only as alteration products of 

the feldspars. Actinolite and clino-pyroxene occur rarely and only where 

the quartz content is low. Pyroxene forms up to 10% of the rock and occurs 

only in contact with actinolite which in turn is closely associated with 

biotite. Where biotite and actinolite occur together, the biotite is 

altered to chlorite in localized parts of the thin section. Garnet, where 

present, occurs as small fragmented grains that are scattered throughout 

the matrix in trace amounts. Trace amounts of epidote occur in minute 

prism and larger rounded grains mantled by opaque minerals. Sphene, 

zircon, and allanite all occur in trace amounts. 

I.8 Turner Bay Granitoids (Unit 10) 

The main body of Turner Bay granitoids forms a wedge positioned 

between the Rottenstone migmatites and the southern limit of porphyroblast 

development. The southern limit of porphyroblast development is a line that 

transects various rock types and across which there is a marked change in 

the porphyroblast content of the rocks. The wedge is situated along the 

western boundary of the map area and forms a triangle with apeces near 

Nokomis Lake, Lavigne Lake, and Thompson Island. In addition, large but 

irregular areas north of the porphyroblast limit are underlain by rocks 

that have been correlated with the main body even though there are major 
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lithological differences. Also, north of Pellant Lake in the Whiskey Jack 

Domain, there are four areas underlain by rocks similar to the main body 

of Turner Bay granitoids which have been correlated with it. The largest 

of these is a belt adjacent to the white porphyroblastic granite (unit 18b) 

and the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e). The other bodies 

are isolated within the Johnson River gneisses (unit 2) in the northwestern 

corner of the area. 

Lewry (1975) referred to a continuation of the main body west of 

Reindeer Lake as part of a Trondhjemite Complex within what he termed the 

Central Intrusive Complex of the Rottenstone Domain. Subsequently, Lewry 

(1976) called these rocks the Tonalite - Trondhjemite Complex of the 

Rottenstone lithostructural domain. However, Gilboy (1976a) classified 

these rocks as Leuco-syenogranites and Leuco-monzogranites ± biotite ± 

muscovite ± garnet (this would correspond to a leuco-granite in this 

study, e.g. the Hugh Island leuco-granite) within the Rottenstone Domain. 

The term Tonalite - Trondhjemite Complex is inappropriate since the 

composition of the rocks east and southwest of the area mapped by Lewry 

(1975, and 1976) do not generally correspond to tonalites or trondhjemites. 

Therefore, in this thesis, these rocks will be referred to as the Turner 

Bay granitoids. They are part of the larger South Rottenstone Migmatite -

Igneous Complex, a term proposed in this study for the rocks south of the 

Wathaman Batholith, including the Rottenstone migmatites and the various 

enclosed igneous bodies. 

The Turner Bay granitoids have a gradational contact with the 

Rottenstone migmatites (unit 9) (Plates 8b to lOb). Contacts with other 

units; i.e. the Johnson River gneisses (unit 2), the Knox Island diorites 

(unit 12), and the Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17) are also gradational, 
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PLATE 8 

A) Typical outcrop appearance of the Horseshoe Island migmatite palaeosome. 

Note the remobilized granitic vein extending to the bottom right-hand 

corner from the Brunton compass. 

Location: East end of Bray Island. 

B) A highly contorted remnant of the La Ronge gneisses (part of the 

Steep Rock Point migmatite) within the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10). 

Most of the granitic pegmatite veins are concordant with compositional 

layering within the palaeosome. 

Location: Small island northeast of Knox Island. 
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PLATE 9 

A) From the same outcrop as Plate 8B, but 10 to 20 m to the south. This 

shows a slightly higher content of neosome material. 

B) This photograph shows the appearance of the rock at the same outcrop 

as depicted in Plate 8B and 9A but of an area further south than plate 9A. 

Note the extensive neosome development, mainly at the expense of the 

arkosic fraction while the pelitic fraction tends to form resistites. 

This photograph depicts a higher state of partial melting than depicted 

in plates SA and 9A. 
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PLATE 10 

A) Another photograph, from the same outcrop as depicted in plate 8B, 9A, 

9B but still further south. In this case, the total arkosic fraction of 

the original metasediments has been melted, and recrystallized leaving 

pelitic resistites that are strongly deformed. Note the similarity to 

plate SA. 

B) The most southerly photograph in the series (plate 8B through to 

plate 10). In this photograph there is little evidence of the original 

metasedimentary source of the autocthonous granite which contains 

deformed fragments of peltic rock in what presently look like xenoliths. 

The transition depicted in this series of photographs occurs over a 

distance of SO - 70 m. 
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and there appears to be a continuous transformation to each of them, making 

it difficult to determine a 'contact'. The contact relationship of the 

Turner Bay granitoids with the Wathaman batholith has been observed at 

only one locality on a small island northeast of Knox Island. The sequence 

of rock types from the Wathaman Batholith into the Turner Bay granitoids 

is: a) red, coarse-grained pegmatites and numerous dykes of the Warren 

Island granite (unit 21) cut the Wathaman Batholith at a distance of 50 m 

or more from the contact; b) closer to the contact, these granitic 

dykes and pegmatites contain xenoliths of the Wathaman Batholith material, 

this occurs within 5 to 10 m of the contact; c) the actual contact is 

represented by a highly confused zone about 2 m thick that appears to 

contain a mixture of the Wathaman Batholith material together with some 

Turner Bay granitoids; d) finally, two to three metres within the Turner 

Bay granitoids the rocks grade into one of the rare compositionally 

banded phases similar to those depicted in Plates lla and llb. Except 

for the banded rock, this sequence generally occurs spread over several 

kilometers, rather than several tens of metres as at this locali.ty. It is 

inferred from this outcrop that the Wathaman Batholith post dates the 

Turner Bay granitoids, but that the heat associated with the Wathaman 

Batholith resulted in extensive remobilization of the Turner Bay granitoids. 

North of the porphyroblast limit numerous dykes of the Warren 

Islands granite cut the Turner Bay granitoids. 

There are three broad areas with different outcrop styles; 

these are: 1) the area south of the southern limit of porphyroblast 

development; 2) the area within the porphyroblastic zone; and 3) the 

outcrops in the extreme northwest surrounding Pellant Lake. 
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I.S.l South of the porphyroblast limit 

Outcrops south of the porphyroblast limit are typified by a 

chaotic mixture of rocks whose spatial distribution is not adequately 

established. The two principal rock types are of igneous origin, they are 

massive granulite to weakly foliated gneiss and a brilliant white, massive, 

garnetiferous granite that has been correlated with the Hugh Island leuco

granite (unit 14) and will be fully described in a later section. The 

massive granulite to weakly foliated gneiss occurs as fragments*, and as· 

large bodies within the garnetiferous leuco-granite. Both these granitic 

rocks contain metasedimentary xenoliths/fragments but it is only within 

the Hugh Island leuco-granites (unit 14) that fragments of possible 

igneous origin have been observed. The metasedimentary xenoliths vary 

from being easily recognizable to barely discernable and highly assimilated 

schlieren-like features. The latter are typified by wispy trails of 

biotite which, though commonly parallel to each other, tend to splay at 

the ends (Plate lla). 

The massive granulite to weakly foliated gneisses are light red 

to off-white to pale brown on both fresh and weathered surfaces. Typically, 

the grains are 1 to 3 mrn· across~ and the rock contains less than 7% mafic 

minerals. These mafic minerals are partially concentrated into thin trails 

which together with the parallel alignment of the elongate quartz/feldspar 

grains define the foliation. 

Thin sections of the massive granulite to weakly foliated gneiss 

contain: quartz, 20 to 35% and averaging 26%; K-feldspar, about 10 to SO% 

and averaging 27%; plagioclase (typically An31), about 10 to 55% and averaging 

41%; and biotite, about 5 to 9% and averaging 6%. Apatite, sphene, zircon, 

* See the definition given in Chapter 1. 
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PLATE 11 

A) An unusually high concentration of metasedimentary restites within the 

granitized and partially melted Turner Bay granitoids. 

Location: West shore of Turner Bay. 

B) Atypical banding in the Turner Bay granitoids found north of the 

porphyroblast limit. 

Location: Small island east of Dunlop Island. 
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allanite, epidote, and opaque minerals are common accessory minerals. 

Hornblende, muscovite and monazite are rare accessory minerals. 

Quartz grains occur in polygonized aggregates and the original 

host grains tend to be larger (2 - 3 mm) than the feldspar grains. In 

some host grains this recrystallization has occurred only on the margins. 

adjacent quartz grains are sutured and undulose extinction is common. 

K-feldspar forms grains both with and without 'scotch plaid' 

twinning. Untwinned granoblastic grains vary from lightly to locally 

intensely altered within single thin sections, an~- granophiric textures are 

developed near the margins of some of the grains. Twinned K-feldspar 

is typically only negligibly altered and granophyric textures are not 

present though some grains contain small rounded grains of quartz that 

are in optical continuity with the host feldspar. 

Plagioclase grains are similar to the K-feldspar but alteration 

effects are concentrated near the margins. 

Biotite grains are anhedral and have a sub-parallel to locally 

random alignment. Most grains show extensive alteration to chlorite 

especially along cleavage traces and grain margins. 

Fragmented sphene grains are most commonly associated with 

biotite grains in trace quantities. Zircon, monazite, and allanite occur 

as subhedral to rounded grains which are generally associated with 

biotite, though some zircon grains are mantled by opaque minerals. Most 

allanite grains are larger than zircons (0.5 mm versus 0.05 mm) and are 

internally zoned. Epidote occurs as small prisms and needles scattered 

throughout the matrix though, like the opaque minerals, th'ey tend to 

congregate near the biotite grains. Hornblende is very rare and occurs 

both as small crystals (less than 0.1 mm) and as larger fragmented grains. 

Muscovite is also rare but where present occurs as xenoblastic to 
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poikiloblastic grains. 

Two samples from this unit (F314, and F363) have been chemically 

analysed. The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1 

and the calculated normative mineral composition is listed in Appendix V. 

I.8.2 North of the porphyroblast limit 

A continuous gradation between markedly different rock fabrics 

occurs in the Turner Bay granitoids north of the porphyrobast limit. Some 

of the principal differences between the rocks north and south of the 

porphyroblast limit are that in the north: 1) there are no known outcrops 

of the white garnetiferous granite (unit 14); 2) feldspar porphyroblasts 

of varying size and form occur erratically; 3) outcrops of the Knox Island 

diorite (unite 12) are abundant within the general outcrop area of the 

Turner Bay granitoids; and 4) small bodies of porphyroblastic material 

related to the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18) are common, these overlap in 

appearance with the porphyroblastic Turner Bay granitoids and in some 

outcrops are indistinguishable. 

The bulk of material north of the porphyroblastic limit is similar 

to the ~assive granulite to weakly foliated gneiss found south of the 

porphyroblast limit. Exceptions occur where it grades into highly 

granitized metasedimentary rocks of the same composition (Plates 10 and 

11), and where it is porphyroblastic. Porphyroblasts vary in amount from 

trace quantities up to 30% of the rock and are anhedral to elliptical 

with a maximum length of 20 mm. In some places porphyroblasts are 

preferentially concentrated in metasedimentarily derived phases rather 

than in granitoid phases, whereas in other places the porphyroblasts are 

concentrated in the granitoid phases. 

These rocks have the same colour as those south of the porphyro-
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blast limit, that is, light red to off-white to pale brown on both fresh 

and weathered surfaces. However, there is a yellow overtone to the 

porphyroblasts, many of which have a whitish rim. Grains in the non

porphyroblastic phases are in the range of 1 to 3 mm across. The 

porphyroblast margins vary between sharp, coincident with changes in grain 

size and colour, and gradational, where the margins of porphyroblast have 

recrystallized, and therefore the grain size bounda_ry is no longer coincident 

with the colour boundary. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 10 to 45% and averaging 25% 

of the rock by volume; K-feldspar, about 10 to 70% and averaging 35%; 

plagioclase (typically An25), about 7 to 75% and averaging 35%; and 

biotite, about 1 to 12% and averaging 5%. Apatite, sphene, zircon, and opaque 

minerals are common accessory minerals. Epidote, clino-zoesite, allanite, 

hornblende, muscovite, and carbonate are less common accessory minerals. 

Quartz mainly occurs as large aggregates (less "than 4 mm) that 

represent originally large .recrystallized grains. The sub-grains have 

sutured boundaries and undulose extinction. Quartz also occurs in small 

rounded and granoblastic to interlocking grains that are scattered throughout 

the matrix of the rock. 

K-feldspar occurs in grains with and without 'scotch plaid' 

twinning, though the former is by far the most dominant.- The twinned variety 

occurs as xenoblatic to poikiloblastic grains which form the porphyroblasts 

observed in hand speciment and also as smaller equant grains. Fine string 

perthite is conunon but granophyric textures are relatively rare. Typically, 

the degree of saussuritization is slight, though in a few cases it is 

moderate. 

The untwinned K-feldspar occurs in granoblastic to equant though 
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angular grains. The degree of alteration is generally slight, however, it 

is intense locally in some thin sections. Alteration products are generally 

located along fracture traces and the intensely altered grains have mantles 

of unaltered K-feldspar. 

Plagioclase occurs in both porphyroblasts and smaller grains with

in the matrix, though porphyroblasts of plagioclase are rare. The smaller 

grains are granoblastic and contain minor amounts of mermykite and anti

perthite. The degree of alteration is about the same as that of the 

untwinned K-feldspar. 

Biotite generally forms grains with highly irregular outlines 

and a near random orientation. Biotite occurs both as single disseminated 

grains and in aggregates which in some thin sections contain small grains 

of quartz and feldspar. Most grains show some degree of alteration to 

chlorite, muscovite, and opaque minerals, especially along the cleavage 

traces of the biotite. 

Apatite forms subhedral to rounded grains that tend to be 

associated with biotite. Sphene is also associated with biotite, and 

locally occurs along fractures within feldspar. Zoned and poikiloblastic 

to xenoblastic grains of sphene are rare. Zircon typically occurs in 

trace quantities as rounded grains some of which are zoned. Opaque 

minerals form subhedral to irregular grains some of which are skeletal. 

Hornblende, where present, forms up to 3% of the rock as poikiloblastic, 

to xenoblastic to fragmented grains associated with the biotite. Muscovite 

is mainly intercalated with biotite along the biotite's cleavage traces, 

but also occurs as small intergranular or xenoblastic grains which occur 

with carbonate in the most highly altered portions of the feldspar. 

Fourteen samples from this phase have been chemically analysed 
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(Fl94, F238, F486, F527, FS36a, FS37b, FS7la, F957, Fl044, Fl046, N623, 

N62Sa, Nl026a, and Nl086). The oxide concentrations are listed in 

Appendix IV, Table 1 and the calculated normative mineral compositions 

are listed in Appendix V. 

I.8.3 Occurrences near Pellant Lake 

In the northwestern corner of the area there are several bodies 

that have been correlated with the Turner Bay granitoids south of the 

porphyroblastic limit. These are largely covered by glacial sand deposits 

and as a result the occurrences are not well understood. This correlation 

is made despite the fact that the Pellant Lake occurrences are in a different 

lithostructural domain i.e. the Whiskey Jack Domain (formally part of the 

Wollaston Domain) rather than the Rottenstone Domain and are separated from 

the main Turner Bay granitoids by the Wathaman Batholith. The rocks from 

this areapredominantly consist of the white garnetiferous Hugh Island 

type of leucogranite. Subordinate rock types are massive pink granite with 

a 1 to 3 mm grain size and migmatite with a metasedimentary palaeosome. 

I.9 Lueaza River Granitoids (Unit 11) 

These rocks occur in a band that strikes northeast and underlies 

Swan Lake and Zangesa Bay in the northern part of the study area. The 

width of the band varies up to a maximum of ten kilometres. Rocks 

similar to those of this unit have been mapped to the southwest by Scott 

(1970), Ray (1975, and 1976) and Lewry (1976). Exact correlation with 

Scott's map (~cit) is not possible but the Lueaza River granitoids probably 

correlate with either his Gneissic granite unit or his Granite unit or 

perhaps even with both as they appear to be gradational. 

Lewry (1976) referred to these rocks as part of the Northern 
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Intrusive Complex, a suite composed of older gabbroic rocks intruded by 

younger granitic rocks. The term Northern Intrusive Complex is thought 

to be unsuitable by this author because the 'granitic rocks' of this 

complex are partially composed of metasedimentary rocks. For this reason 

the term Lueaza River granitoids is used in this study for rocks of granitic 

composition no matter what their origin. This unit then forms a sub

division of the North Rottenstone Block, a term proposed in this study 

to replace Lewry's (1976) term 'Northern Intrusive Complex'. 

The Lueaza River granitoids are in contact with, and contain 

scattered outcrops of: 1) the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 1); 2) the 

Johnson River gneisses (unit 2); 3) the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18); 

4) the MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19); 5) the Swan River gabbroic 

rocks (unit 20); 6) dykes of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21); 

and 7) are transected by blastomylonites (unit 25). Contacts with the 

Zengle Lake gneisses, the Johnson River gneisses, and MacKenzie Lake 

granite have not been observed but are inferred to be gradational. 

Sharp contacts of the granitoids with the Warren Islands granite have 

been observed, whereas observed contacts with the blastomylonites are 

gradational over about 100 m. Boundaries with the Swan River gabbroic 

rocks are in some places~marked by a zone of pronounced shearing through 

the actual contact has not been observed. 

Over a large portion of the area underlain by this unit, the 

rock is composed of a medium-grained, white to pale pink granitoid. 

Within this rock type there are a large number of angular fragments of 

different rock types. Typically, these fragments are 1 x 3 m across 

though commonly are much smaller and grade into schlieren, or less 

commonly occupy whole outcrops for 100 m or more; some of the larger ones 
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are represented on the map as part of the Swan River gabbroic rocks. Four 

types of fragments are known: 1) coarse-grained diorite to gabbro related 

to the Swan River gabbroic rocks (unit 20); 2) fine- to medium-grained 

diorite which is also included in the Swan River gabbroic rock unit; 

3) strongly foliated, garnetiferous QFBA gneisses; and 4) amphibolites. 

The amphibole-bearing gneisses are similar to the La Range gneisses 

(unit 5) and the derived migmatites (Rottenstone migmatites, unit 9). The 

granitic host material to these fragments range in appearances between 

massive granitoid, faintly banded and highly contorted rock, migmatite, 

and pale red, compositionally banded rock similar to the Zengle Lake 

gneisses (unit 1). An example of the faintly banded though highly contorted 

lithology is illustrated in Plate 12a. Where present, the migmatite 

fabric is commonly complexly folded and in some localities appears to 

have been derived from sediments (Plate 12b). The banded rocks, though 

similar to the Zengle Lake gneisses are not so strongly folded as the 

Zengle Lake gneisses at Zengle Lake (Plates 13a and 13b). Outcrops of 

the migmatite and the pale red compositionally banded material are most 

abundant northeast of Lueaza River, and become progressively rarer to 

the southwest. All phases contain uncommon occurrences of feldspar 

porphyroblasts which locally make up to 30% of the rock (Plate 14a); these 

occurrences are predominant southwest of McLean Bay. Also, all phases 

are commonly cut by dykes of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21), the 

MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19) and pegmatite (unit 24). Pegmatite dykes 

are not as common as granite dykes. 

On both fresh and weathered surfaces the colour ranges for 

all phases of this unit from pale red to pale pink to off-white to pale 

grey. The grain size, excluding the porphyroblasts is less than 3 mm; 

porphyroblasts are up to 20 mm long and are slightly elliptical to anhedral 
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PLATE 12 

A) An atypical development of complex folds in the faintly banded, 

though deeply etched gneisses within the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11). 

Location: A small island southeast of Crane Island. 

B) The vague migmatitic appearance of the Lueaza River granitoids 

(unit 11). Thin mafic rich bands are possibly all that remains of 

some former gneiss. 

Location: The south shore of a bay northwest of Crane Island. 
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PLATE 13 

A) A compositionally banded variety of the Lueaza River granitoids 

(unit 11). The rock is pale red and similar to the Zengle Lake gneisses 

(unit 1). 

Location: East shore of Zangesa Bay. 

B) Pale pink to light red bands within the Lueaza River granitoids 

(unit 11). The bands are folded and transected by a number of annealed 

shear zones (arrows). This rock is similar to the Zengle Lake gneisses 

(unit 1). 

Location: South shore of Zangesa Bay. 
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in form. 

Thin sections are compositionally highly variable and the 

principal.components are: quartz, about 5 to 40% and averaging 25%; 

K-feldspar, about 5 to 40%, averaging 30%; plagioclase (between An21 and 

An30), about 20 to 70% and averaging 40%; and biotite about 2 to 3%. 

Hornblende, apatite, opaque minerals, sphene; epidote, zircon, and allanite 

are common accessory minerals. Carbonate, muscovite, and scapolite 

occur as rare alteration minerals. 

The microscopic fabric of this unit can be divided into two 

varieties. In the southwest the rock is typified by the presence of 

between 10 and 100% fine-grained recrystallized matrix or comminuted 

material (deformed variety); northeast of Lueaza River the microscopic 

texture becomes progressively more granoblastic and polygonal with 

decreasing evidence of recrystallization or comminution (less-deformed 

variety). This gradation is approximately coincident with the macro

scopic gradation from massive granitoids (deformed variety) to rocks 

with a faint compositional banding or the development of migmatites 

(less-deformed variety). No other-microscopic differences are apparent 

between the various macroscopic textures already described. The textural 

features of the less deformed variety are as follows: 

Quartz occurs in small rounded to polygonal grains (<0.5 mm) 

and as larger irregular, granoblastic grains (0.5 - 2 mm) with a moderately 

developed undulose extinction. 

K-feldspar forms granoblastic to polygonal grains which locally 

have sutured margins and some have 'scotch plaid' twins. Alteration of 

the K-feldspar to sericite varies from slight to moderate. 

Plagioclase is similar in form to the K-feldspar, but 
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saussuritization is strongly developed and has completely replaced some 

grains. 

Biotite occurs as irregular grains that are randomly oriented 

and as subhedral laths which vary in orientation from random to sub

parallel in alignment. Locally, there is a fine mantle of muscovite 

surrounding some of the biotite grains, but more commonly the grains 

are intercleaved with chlorite. 

Hornblende, where present, forms anhedral to xenoblastic grains 

that are partially altered to chlorite. The other accessory minerals are 

scattered within the matrix of the rock as small anhedral grains. 

Allanite is mantled by rims of epidote. 

Within the recrystallized and comminuted material, quartz grains 

are slightly concentrated within the fine-grained matrix. In some cases, 

the quartz forms the largest grains within a thin section and occur both 

as ribbons oriented sub-parallel to each other and as xenoblastic grains 

which show some degree of recrystallization. Locally, the quartz grains 

have a strong degree of optical continuity. 

Megacrysts within the fine-grained matrix are principly K-feldspar, 

commonly with 'scotch plaid twinning' but some megacrysts are plagioclase. 

Most of the megacrysts have rounded but plucked margins and are slightly 

elliptical. Some megacrysts are transected by fine zones of comminuted 

material and are also fragmented, with the fragments slightly rotated 

with respect to each other. Plagioclase megacrysts differ from those of 

K-feldspar in having a higher degree of late-stage alteration. 

Biotite grains are mainly isolated, have ragged outlines, are 

random to well aligned, and are strongly altered to chlorite. However, 

some occur in aggregates of anhedral grains, also strongly chloratized. 
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Hornblende occurs as uncommon poikiloblastic grains which enclose parts 

of the matrix (in contrast to enclosing single grains). Sillimanite is 

rare but there appears to be two generations; the first forms fibrous 

grains sub-parallel to the foliation and the second forms subhedral prisms 

with random orientation. 

I.lO Knox ·Island Diorites (Unit 12) 

This unit is restricted to the northern and southern margins 

of the Wathaman Batholith. In the north, the unit occurs as inclusions 

within the Northern Mixed Border Zone of the Wathaman Batholith and in 

the south it occurs as mappable bodies within the Southern Sphere of 

Influence adjacent to the Wathaman Batholith but north of the southern 

limit of porphyroblast development. Similar rocks have not been reported 

outside the map area and they are here named the Knox Island diorites, 

after the largest outcrop which occurs on Knox Island. 

In the Northern Mixed Border Zone, the Knox Island diorite 

occurs as xenoliths within the porphyroblastic granitic host rock. However, 

the southern bodies, in the Southern Shpere of Influence, the Knox Island 

diorite, are in contact with the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), and 

are regarded as fragments and not xenoliths, although no contacts have 

been observed. 

The rock is commonly massive and locally has pitted weathered 

surfaces. In most outcrops the unit is characterized by stockworks of 

quartz/feldspar veins. Also, there are common, though not abundant, 

fragments of QFBA gneisses up to 0.5 x 4 m across (Plates 14b, !Sa, lSb, 

and 16a). Departures from the characteristic textural appearance of the 

rock are rare. 
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PLATE 14 

A) An uncommon occurrence of feldspar porphyroblasts within a compositionally 

homogeneous phase of the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11) which have been 

folded subsequent to the formation of the blasts. Photograph by N. Macfarlane. 

Location: An island near Smith Point. 

B) The contact of the Knox Island diorite (unit 12) on the left-hand side 

of the photograph, with one of many fragments of quartz feldspar biotite 

amphibole gneisses contained within the diorite. In this case the fragment 

might represent mylonite derived from the Parker Lake Shear Zone. The outcrop 

depicted is a short distance from the Parker Lake Shear Zone. 

Location: A small island southeast of Wiley Bay. 
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PLATE 15 

A) Boudins of Knox Island diorite (unit 12) (below and to both. sides of 

hammer head) within a quartz/feldspar vein. Above the hammer head are some 

quartz feldspar ·biotit·e amphibole gneiss lenses .•. The locality is the same 

as for Plate 14B. 

B) The Knox Island diorite (unit 12) in an uncharacteristic granitized 

form. This appearance is more characteristic of the Beaver Island gneisses. 

Location: Small Island southeast of Wiley Bay and to the west of the 

island containing the outcrop depicted in plates 14B and lSA. 
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PLATE 16 

A) A fragment of the inferred parent rock to the Knox Island diorite 

(unit 12). The fragment is a compositionally banded quartz feldspar biotite 

amphibole gneiss with hornblende porphyroblasts. The host rock is the Knox 

Island diorite. 

Location: East shore of Knox Island. 

B) A photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the Tate Island monzodiorite 

(unit 15) showing the random orientation of subhedral grains of feldspar 

with interstial granoblastic quartz grains. 

Scale: 6 x magnification. 
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Fresh surfaces vary from dark black to green to dark grey, and 

the weathered surfaces are black to pale grey. Grains vary from 1 to 5 mrn 

across and the colour index is commonly between 30 and 40, but in some 

places it is up to 95. The Knox Island diorites grade into the Beaver 

Island gneisses with a progressiv~ decrease in the colour index. 

Thin sections contain: plagioclase (typically An 33), about 5 

to 70% and averaging SO%; amphibole, about 10 to 80% and averaging 40%; 

and biotite, about 0 to 25% and averaging 10%. Apatite, sphene, K-feldspar, 

carbonate, zircon, and opaque minerals are common accessory minerals. 

Quartz, epidote, clino-pyroxene, scapolite, chlorite, and allanite are 

uncommon accessory minerals. 

Plagioclase forms equant interlocking grains some of which are 

poikiloblastic. A weakly developed zonation is present in some grains 

which are usually more heavily altered than are unzoned.grains. The 

state of alteration varies from moderate to complete, with the least 

altered portions being restricted to the core of some of the larger 

grains. Identifiable alteration products consist of sericite and 

scapolite. 

Amphibole generally occurs as hornblende, though in some cases 

as actinolite, and forms highly irregular grains that appea~ to have 

corroded margins. Some grains are subhedral to xenoblastic and contain 

minute fragments of biotite. 

Biotite occurs in two forms: interstial, highly irregular 

grains which are partially digested by the enclosing hornblend, and as 

moderately well formed laths that cut the hornblende. Both forms are 

commonly altered to chlorite and opaque minerals which occur together 

along the cleavage traces. Some grains are mantled by aggregates of sphene. 
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Quartz and K-feldspar form interlocking grains that are inter

stial to the other grains in the matrix and, where present, respectively 

form up to 5% and 25% of the rock. Apatite, zircon, and opaque minerals 

form small grains (less than 0.1 mm across) that are anhedral to rounded 

in outline, though some opaque mineral grains are irregular in their 

outline. Zircons rarely show a two stage zonation. Clino-pyroxene is a 

very rare accessory that occurs only where the amphibole content of the 

rock is in excess of 60%. Allanite, epidote, and clino-zoesite are also 

rare and form anhedral, interstial, isolated grains associated with the 

mafic minerals. Sphene forms up to 3% of the rock and carbonate forms 

up to 1%; both commonly occur as highly irregular grains. The carbonate 

occurs as an alteration product within the feldspar grains and as fracture 

fillings within pyroxene and opaque mineral grains. Scapolite and chlorite 

occur mainly intercleaved with biotite. Less commonly, .chlorite also 

occurs as radially arranged aggregates, and scapolite occ-urs in late stage 

veins. 

Three samples from this unit were chemically analysed (Fl22, 

F266, and Nll72); the oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, 

Table 1 and the calculated normative mineral compositions are listed in 

Appendix V. 

I.ll La Ronge Domain Granitic. Rocks (Unit 13) 

These rocks are confined to a wide band that trends northeast; 

the northern boundary extends from Crozier Lake to the north end of 

Malcolmisland, and the southern boundary forms a north facing arc that 

passes through Lawrence Bay, Butler Island and Wapus Bay. Padgam (1966) 

referred to this band as the 'northeast zone of granite plutons', whereas 
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Lewry et al. (1978) termed the band 'the Western La Ronge Domain'~· Within 

the band, granitic bodies underlie more than half the area and their dis

tribution appears to have a strong structural control. The remaining part 

of the band is underlain by various La Ronge gneisses (unit 5) and Rotten

stone migmatites (unit 9). 

These granitic rocks have been divided into four sub-units on 

the basis of textural and compositional difference~. These are: weakly 

foliated granodiorite (unit 13a); leuco-monzodiorite (unit 13b); massive 

granodiorite (unit 13c); and mela-granodiorite (unit 13d). 

!.11.1 Weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) 

Bodies of this sub-unit are the most abundant and are 

preferentially located in the cores of domes and antiforms in the surrounding 

metasedimentary rocks. 

Rocks of this sub-unit have been mapped southwe·st of the present 

area by Sibbald (1977) who classified them as leuco-tonalite, by Lewry 

(1975) who classified them as trondhjemite to granodiorite. East, in 

Manitoba, they have been mapped by Zwanzig (1976) and MacRitchie (1977) 

both of whom also termed them trondhjemite to granodiorite. 

The contact of this unit with the surrounding rocks has been 

observed in three places, in each case a different structure was observed. 

At the first locality, the contact is relatively abrupt with a zone 10 to 

20 m wide where lit-par-lit injections of granite have invaded the adjacent 

QFB gneisses. At the second locality, there is a progressive increase, 

towards the granodiorite body, in the amount of pegmatitic neosome developed 

in the adjacent metasedimentary rock; this transition occurs over less 

than 100 m. At the third locality, the adjacent metasedimentary gneisses 
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are sheared, though the granodiorite is apparently not sheared. 

In general, rocks of this sub-unit have a massive and homogeneous 

appearance, though there is a common but weak foliation present in most 

outcrops. This foliation is defined by the alignment of lenticular 

quartz and feldspar grains together with the parallel aligment of biotite 

grains. A single foliation is present in most places but locally two are 

developed within an outcrop. Where present, the second foliation is 

mainly associated with crenulation folds in the biotite grains that are 

parallel to the first foliation. Lineation is present in some of these 

rocks but is not as well developed as the foliation; however, in several 

localities, the lineation is a striking aspect of the outcrop. Elliptical, 

massive, diorite xenoliths are locally present, though tend to be 

inconspicuous. 

Fresh surfaces are mainly pale grey to off-white but in some 

localities are pink. Weathered surfaces are mainly pale .grey to off-white 

th.ough pink is not uncommon. Grains are between 1 and 3 mm across and, 

on a hand specimen scale, are generally equigranular. The colour index 

varies between 1 and 10. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 5 to 30% and averaging 

18%; K-feldspar, about 5 to SO% and averaging 17%; plagioclase (typically) 

An27), about 25 to 70% and averaging 57%; and biotite, about 3 to 15% and 

averaging 6%. Chlorite, apatite, opaque minerals, sphene, allanite, 

amphibole, epidote, muscovite, carbonate, and topaz are the accessory 

minerals in overall decreasing order of abundance though amphibole locally, 

but rarely, makes up to 10% of the rock. 

Quartz occurs mainly in irregular linear and sub-parallel aggregates 

that are composed of slightly xenoblastic and granoblastic grains. Most 
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grains have sutured margins with adjacent quartz grains and to some extent 

with adjacent feldspar grains. However, some granoblastic grains have 

rounded margins. Single grains are equant to granoblastic to rounded and 

are disseminated throughout the matrix. 

K-feldspar forms grains either with or without 'scotch plaid' 

twinning. Twinned grains are the most common and are mainly interstial 

to other grains in the matrix. They are xenoblastic and the lack of 

alteration is conspicuous. The untwinned grains· are granoblastic to 

equant and locally have sutured grain margins. Alteration varies from 

slight to moderate and alteration products are concentrated along 

fracture traces and grain boundaries. Some grains (twinned or untwinned) 

contain granophyric textures. 

Plagioclase grains are very similar in their mode of occurrence 

to the untwinned K-feldspar grains. 

Biotite grains can be divided into two categories. Firstly, 

early formed grains with highly irregular outlines that are pleochroic 

in shades of brown to green and secondly, later formed subhedral laths 

that are pleochroic in shades of brown to reddish-brown and cut accross the 

early formed grains. The second generation grains are aligned sub-parallel 

to each other and to the linear quartz aggregates. Both categories are 

slightly to completely altered to chlorite. 

Amphibole, where present, forms up to 10% of the rock and is 

commonly associated with aggregates of biotite of both generations. In 

some places the amphibole is poikiloblastic and fragmented. Most of the 

amphibole is hornblende, however, in some rare cases a second generation 

of actinolite needles with a sub-parallel alignment are in contact with 

the larger grains of hornblende. Zircon grains are small; some occur 

within the biotite grains and some others are mantled by epidote. Ep-idote 
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also occurs as poikiloblastic grains in association with hornblende. 

Sphene occurs commonly along the cleavage traces and the margins of biotite 

grains as well as in single grains which have a two stage zonation. 

Allanite, where present, forms large (0.5 to 1 mm diameter) single grains. 

Muscovite and chlorite are fine-grained, massive alteration produ~ts 

of biotite, whereas carbonate and muscovite occur as single grains in the 

altered portions of feldspar grains. 

Fourteen samples from this unit have been chemically analysed 

(B62, B63, B64, B65, B68, B84, F292, F293, F723, F727, F728, F731, and 

F740). The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1 and 

the calculated normative mineral compositions are listed in Appendix V. 

1.11.2 Leuco-monzodiorite (unit 13b) 

Only 9ne body of this rock type is known, this is situated 

northeast of Cheadle Lake. Stauffer et al. (1976) refe~red to this body 

as the Gallop Lake Pluton. No other similar bodies are known outside 

of the study area. 

The body gradually changes from leuco-monzodiorite devoid of 

xenoliths at the core to agmatite at the margins. The rock in the core 

is well foliated and contains occasional amphibole porphyroblasts 20 -

30 mm across. Towards the margins, xenoliths occur in ever increasing 

amounts and imperceptibly the rock changes into the QFBA gneisses of the 

adjacent country rocks. 

Both fresh and weathered surfaces are pink to grey, depending 

on the percentage of mafic minerals that are present in the rock. Grains 

range between 1 and 4 mm across but the mafic minerals rarely exceed 1 mm. 

The colour index varies from less than 5 in the core of the body to 10 to 

15 at the outer edge. 
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Thin sections contain: quartz, about 0 to 1% and averaging 1%; 

K-feldspar, about 7 to 30% and averaging 20%; plagioclase (typically An24), 

about 60 to 80% and averaging 70%; biotite, about 3 to 10% and averaging 

5%; and hornblende, about 2 to 4% and averaging 2%. Sphene~_zircon, apatite, 

opaque minerals, and allanite are common accessory minerals. 

Quartz grains are restricted to small interstial grains and as 

scattered, rounded inclusions in feldspar grains. 

K-feldspar grains occur either with or·without 'scotch plaid' 

twinning, though untwinned grains are more conunon. Untwinned grains are 

granoblastic and are slightly to strongly altered along fracture traces 

and grain margins. Twinned grains have a low state of alteration and 

form both equant and irregular interstial grains. Minor granophyric 

and perthitic textures are also present in both twinned and untwinned 

grains. 

Plagioclase has a mode of occurrence similar to the untwinned 

K-feldspar. 

Biotite occurs as well formed laths to irregular grains both of 

which are partially concentrated in aggregates. Alteration products of 

the biotite are erratically distributed and generally consist of inter

cleaved laths of chlorite. Anhedral grains of hornblende, together with 

xenoblastic grains of sphene, are associated with biotite. Locally, 

sphene also mantles some grains of zircon. 

One sample from this unit (F291) from near the core has been 

chemically analysed. The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, 

Table 1 and the calculated normative mineral composition is listed in 

Appendix V. 
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I.ll.3 Massive granodiorite (unit 13c) 

Two bodies of massive, coarse-grained granodiorite are known 

but only one occurs within the map area. The first is located on the 

western shore of Gilbert Lake and the second just west of the map area 

at the north end of Numabin Bay. Both bodies occupy the cores of domes 

and are surrounded by weakly foliated granodiorite. 

The Numabin Bay body has been mapped by Shklanla (1961) and by 

Lewry (1975) as well as forming the topic of an M.Sc. study by Reinhart 

(1962). Reinhart (££cit) concluded that this body is the final differen

tiate of an igneous event that was also responsible for the emplacement 

of the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) that surrounds it. 

The massive granodiorite (unit 13c) differs from the weakly 

foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) in being massive or more rarely possessing 

a very weak foliation. Though these two sub-units appear to have an 

abrupt contact on the aerial photographs, on the ground the contact is 

gradational over several hundred metres. 

In hand specimen and in thin section it is not.easy to distinguish 

the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) from the massive granodiorite 

(unit 13c), therefore, the description of the weakly foliated granodiorite 

is regarded as sufficient for both sub-units. One sample (B54) has been 

chemically analysed. The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, 

Table 1 and the calculated normative mineral composition is listed in 

Appendix V. 

I.ll.4 Mela-granodiorite (unit 13d) 

Two major bodies. of mela-granodiorite occur within the area. 

The largest is a bifurcating belt that extends southwest of Milton Island, 
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and the smallest occurs in an irregular body north of Amiskit Island. 

A similar body was found just outside the study area, east of Wapus Bay, 

by Ashton (1979) using the field maps and thin sections produced by 

Cheesman (1959) and Pyke (1960). 

Occurrences outside the map area have been termed variously: 

tonalite by Sibbald (1977); granodiorite by Lewry et al. (1976); hornblende 

granodiorite by Cheesman (1959); and tonalite by Ashton (1979). 

Mela-granodiorites are in contact with several other units: 

the La Ronge Domain weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a); the La Ronge 

gneisses, in particular with the metasedimentary/metavolcanic subunit 

(unit Sc); and with the Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14). The weakly 

foliated granodiorite is not in contact with this unit within the study 

area, however, Sibbald (1977) reports that the contact is gradational. 

The contact with the La Ronge gneisses has already been discussed (section 

I.5). The contact of the Hugh Island leuco-granite, with the mela

granodiorite is marked by a progressive increase in the size and 

abundance of xenoliths of the mela-granodiorite in the leuco-granite in 

successive outcrops closer to the main mass of the mela-granodiorite. 

Rocks of this subunit generally have a strongly lineated 

appearance, though many are also strongly foliated. In some rare 

localities, neither lineation nor foliation are apparent~ Xenoliths 

are relatively abundant and are mainly amphibolitic, though some QFB 

gneisses and some granitic xenoliths also occur. Mafic dykes that trans

ect this unit generally display altered margins within the dykes 

(?reaction rims). 

Both fresh and weathered surfaces are light to dark grey. The 

rock is composed of grains that are crudely equigranular and average 
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between 1 and 4 mm in diameter. There is a tendency for rocks with a 

well developed structural fabric to have a finer grain size than those 

with a weakly developed fabric or massive appearance. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 5 to 30% and averaging 

20%; K-feldspar, about 0 to 40% and averaging 15%; plagioclase (typically 

An30), about 20 to 65% and averaging 45%; hornblende, about 0 to 30% and 

averaging 10%; and biotite, about 5 to 10% and averaging 7%·. Epidote, 

apatite, sphene, zircon, and opaque minerals, are common accessory 

minerals. Allanite, carbonate, and chlorite are uncommon accessory 

minerals. 

Quartz occurs jn irregular to xenoblastic to granoblastic grains 

that have undergone extensive recrystallization and have highly sutured 

margins. Strongly developed undulose extinction occurs in all types of 

grains. 

K-feldspar occurs principly in slightly to strongly altered 

untwinned grains that contain a 'flame-like' granophyric texture. Some 

of these grain have mantles of unaltered and untwinned K-feldspar. Grains 

with 'scotch plaid' twinning are much less common and mainly occur as 

interstial grains with negligible alteration. 

Plagioclase grains have the same form and state of alteration 

as do the untwinned K-feldspar grains, though a mermykitic texture is 

present in some grains. 

Hornblende grains are angular to irregular in outline and are 

locally fragmented. Biotite, which is locally poikilolitic, generaly 

forms moderately shaped laths that commonly cluster in aggregates and also 

is commonly associated with hornblende. Alteration to chlorite has 

occurred locally. 
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Anhedral grains of epidote and zoned, xenoblastic grains of 

sphene are both concentrated near biotite grains. Apatite, zircon, allanite, 

and opaque minerals are scattered throughout the matrix as small rounded 

grains with apatite and zircon also occurring as common inclusions within 

biotite and hornblende. Carbonate grains, which are alteration products, 

commonly occur interstially. 

One sample from this unit was chemically analysed (B66). Its 

oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1 and the calculated 

mineral norms are listed in Appendix V. 

I.l2 Hugh Island Leuco-Granite (Unit 14) 

The main mass of this unit underlies the numerous islands in the 

vicinity of Hugh Island. Other l~rge bodies occur in 'arrow-shaped' and 

elongate 'U-shaped' forms within the Rottenstone migmatites west and north

east of Hugh Island. Also, identical rocks form the neosome in the 

Rottenstone migmatites and the late phase intrusive granites of the Turner 

Bay granitoids. These, and similar leuco-granites at Pellant Lake in the 

northwestern corner of the area are correlated with the bodies near Hugh 

Island. 

Gilboy (1976a) mapped similar rocks approximately 100 km to the 

soutwest and classified them as Leuco-syenogranites to Leuco-monzogranites 

(which correspond to leuco-granites in this study), grading into biotite 

tonalites/trondhjemites. Weber et ~· (197Sa) report the presence of a 

similar rock type as the neosome phase in the Wollaston gneisses (unit 3) 

in the northwestern corner of Manitoba some 100 km northeast of this study 

area. 

As previously discussed, this rock type is in contact with the 
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Rottenstone migmatites (unit 9) and forms part of the Turner Bay granitoids 

(unit 10). 

Typically, this rock is massive in outcrop and has a very rough 

weathered surface. However, a strong foliation is present locally and 

is defined by the parallel alighment of quartz lenses and metasedimentary 

xenoliths. Inequigranular and coarse grains predominant and impart a 

pegmatitic appearance to the rock. Locally, the rock is transacted by a 

network of quartz/feldspar veins that appear to represent remobilized 

portions of the same rock. These veins locally have either a coarser or 

finer grain size than the host rock. Near Wepusko Bay ana southwest of 

Allen Island, this unit contains locally variable number of La Ronge 

Domain granodiorite (unit 13a) xenoliths. The main mass of this rock type, 

near Hugh Island contains numerous metasedimentary xenoliths that appear 

similar to the La Ronge gneisses, principally the metavolcanic and QFBA 

gneisses; these are most common near the boundaries of the body. White 

feldspar porphyroblasts occur locally within the xenoliths. Rare outcrops 

of the Hugh Island leuco-granite are cut by pink pegmatite veins up to 

100 m thick. 

On fresh surfaces the rock is white to pearl grey with a ubiquitous 

but patchy iron staining. Weathered surfaces are similar and although the 

iron staining is better developed, it does not detract frbm the overall 

white appearance of the rock. The rock is highly inequigranular; the 

grain size is typically in the range of 1 to 20 mm. and so~e of the feldspar 

grains are up to 40 mm in diameter. Most biotite grains are less than 1 mm 

across but some reach a maximum of 5 mm. Garnet grains are less than 2 mm 

across and aggregates of muscovite are less than 10 mm across. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 7 to 55% and averaging 25%; 
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K-feldspar, about 7 to 75% and averaging 45%; plagioclase (typically An22), 

about 3 to 65% and averaging 25%; and biotite, about 0 to 10% and averaging 

39;: 
0 • Accessory minerals are zircon, muscovite, epidote, apatite, opaque 

minerals, allanite, garnet, sphene, and sillimanite in decreasing order of 

abundance. 

Quartz mainly occurs as large granoblastic grains which have 

undergone extensive recrystallization and the sub-grains have highly sutured 

margins, and strongly developed undulose extinction. Quartz also occurs 

in granoblastic to polygonal grains that are only incipiently recrystallized 

and have a weakly developed undulose extinction. 

K-feldspar occurs in two types of grains in about equal proportions; 

some grains have a prevasive development of 'scotch plaid' twinning whereas 

others do not. Twinned grains are locally interstial and occur in various 

forms (xenoblastic, granoblastic, and porphyroblastic) and some grains 

have sutured margins. Perthic textures of various types ·are present and 

the state of alteration varies from barely perceptible to localized patches 

of intense saussuritization. Some rare twinned grains show evidence of 

incipient recrystallization. Untwinned K-feldspar grains have a similar 

mode of occurrence but the general state of alteration is higher and some 

grains have mantles of unaltered, untwinned K-feldspar. Granophyric 

textures occur in both twinned and untwinned grains. 

Plagioclase is similar in form and degree of alteration to the 

K-feldspar grains. 

Biotite grains occur as moderately to poorly formed laths 

most of which are aligned parallel to each other. Biotite is commonly 

slightly to extensively alterated to chlorite, especially along the grain 

margins and cleavage traces. 
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Zircon grains are rounded and occur only within the biotite 

grains. Muscovite, where present, forms up to 7% of the rock, mainly as 

small grains adjacent to and intercleaved with the biotite as well as 

forming poikiloblastic grains that are centered on altered portions of 

the feldspar grains. Epidote occurs in trace quantitites as anhedral 

grains that are generally associated with biotite. Apatite and opaque 

minerals are rarer in this unit than in any other unit and occur as small 

rounded grains that make up only minute trace amounts of the rock. Allanite, 

where present, forms rounded grains that are mantled by epidote. Garnet 

grains are rounded to poikiloblastic and form up to 1% of the rock where 

present. Sphene forms rounded grains to zoned rhombohedral grains. 

Sillimanite occurs only in the leuco-granites, in the Pellant Lake area, 

where it forms sheafs adjacent to some biotite grains and in fractures 

within K-feldspar grains. 

Ten samp~es from this unit have been chemically analysed (B70 ,' 

B71, B72, B77, B78, B79, B80, B81, B83, and F701); the oxide concentrations 

are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1 and the normative mineral content of 

the samples are listed in Appendix V. 

I.l3 Tate Island Monzodiorite (Unit 15) 

Only two small bodies of this unit are known, and both occur 

within the core of tightly-arcuate and folded granitic bodies. The 

largest body underlies the central part of Tate Island and forms a 

circular structure mantled by the Hugh Island leuco-granite (unit 14). 

The second occurs on the eastern shore of Malcolm Island~ opposite Ch_eesman 

Island, and is surrounded by weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a). 
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No units similar to this rock have been reported in the 

surrounding area and the unit has been named after the Tate Island 

occurrence. Both bodies were found by Ben Robertson during the course 

of a geochemical sampling program and were not encountered during 

'systematic' mapping; as a result, the nature of the outcrops and the 

contact relationships are unknown. 

The rock is medium to dark grey on both fresh and weathered 

surfaces. It is inequigranular and the leucocratic minerals have 

diameters in the range of 1 to 2 mm, whereas the mafic minerals tend to 

be less than 1 mm. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 7 to 12%; K-feldspar, about 

4 to 8%; plagioclase (An45 to An48), about 65 to 70%; and biotite, about 

15 to 20%. Apatite, allanite, epidote, hornblende, opaque minerals, 

zircon, sphene, and carbonate are the accessor minerals. 

Quartz grains tend to be interstial to the feldspar grains and 

most are granoblastic though some form small rounded inclusions within 

the feldspar grains. Feldspar grains vary between subhedral to euhedral 

to granoplastic and interlocking grains and have a random orientation 

(Plate 16b). Biotite grains are well aligned in some places but elsewhere 

have a random orientation, in both cases biotite is associated with 

hornblende. 

Two samples from this unit were chemically analysed (B60, and 

B76). The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1, and 

the calculated normative mineral compositions are listed in Appendix V. 

I.l4 Crowe Bay Agmatite (Unit 16) 

Three bodies of agmatite were mapped. The largest body occurs 
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at Crowe Bay from which the unit is named; it and the smaller body, east 

of Welch Lake, are both in the broad belt of La Ronge Domain granitic 

rocks. The third occurrence is at Paskwatchi Bay and lies on the northern 

limit of the belt of La Ronge Domain granitic rocks. East of the map 

area, the continuation of the Paskwatchi Bay body h~s been grouped as 

part of a unit which is equivalent to the LaRonge Domain granodiorites 

by McRitchie (1977). 

The bodies at Crowe Bay and Welch Lake are zoned. The outer rim, 

in both cases, is some 100 - 200 m thick and is devoid of xenoliths. 

Within this rim there is a zone of variable thickness (0.5 - 1 km) in 

which xenoliths comprise about 60% of the rock. Within this zone, and in 

the core of the bodies, the percentage of xenoliths progressively decreases 

towards the center of the body. The actual contact of the agmatites with 

the adjacent units in inferred to be abrupt but was not observed. 

The xenoliths which occur in this unit are up to 3 m across, and 

are composed of amphibole-rich gneisses similar in appearance to the 

La Ronge metavolcanic gneisses (unit Sc) and QFBA gneisses (unit Sb, see 

Plate 17a). The nature of the xenoliths in the Paskwachi Bay occurrence 

differs from those elsewhere in that the majority are dioritic in composition, 

typically form less than 20% of the outcrops, and most are less than 100 mm 

across. 

The host material is off-white to pale rusty-white on both 

weathered and fresh surfaces. Quartz and feldspar grains have typical 

diameters of about 1 mm and are roughly equigranular. Biotite, which is 

the principal mafic mineral, forms stubby grains that are less than 1 mm 

long. The host phase of this unit cannot be distinquished from the La 

Ronge Domain granodiorite (unit 13a). Therefore, the description given 
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PLATE 17 

A) A common appearance of the xenolith-bearing phase of the Crowe Bay 

agmatites (unit 16). Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

Location: North shore of Crowe Bay. 

B) Th.e typical form of dioritic xenoli th.s in the wathaman Batholith 

(unit 18A). The porphyroblasts in the host rock have a subhedral form with 

thin mantles of ligher (off-white) coloured material surrounding the darker 

(pink) cores. Note the moderate parallel alignment of the porphyroblasts 

and xenolith (approximately parallel to pencil). 

Location: North shore of Morton Island. 
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for the weakly foliated granodiorite (unit 13a) also serves for this unit. 

I.lS Beaver Island Gneisses (Unit 17) 

Between the southern boundary of the main body of the Wathaman 

Batholith and the southern limit of porphyroblast development, i.e. within 

the Southern Sphere of Influence, there are numerous scattered though 

irregular bodies of quartz monzodiorite to quartz diorite gneiss. Within 

the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), most bodies ·are no larger than a 

single outcrop, however, some of the larger bodies are shown on the 

geological map (Map 1.2), and two exceptionally large bodies have been 

delineated. The largest body underlies most of Beaver Island and is 

composed of a series of folded and laminated bands. The second largest 

body has an irregular outline, is massive, and is on Hourston Island. 

South of the porphyroblast limit there are two large bodies of rock that 

have been correlated with the main occurrences discussed -above. The 

largest is an isoclinally folded and boundinaged body with the fold hinge 

at Cowie Bay. The second and smaller body is elliptical in outline and 

is situated between Jackpin Bay and Whitesand Bay. 

No definite examples of this unit have been reported outside 

the present study area, however, the Hornblende Tonalite and Diorite mapped 

by Lewry et ~- (1976) southwest of the study area may be similar. Stauffer 

et al. (1977) referred to the body that underlies the main part of Beaver 

Island as the Beaver Island Pluton. The term Beaver Island gneisses will 

be used in this study for all similar rocks. 

This unit is in contact with the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18), 

the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), and the Rottenstone migmatites 

(unit 9). In no case was the actual boundary observed in the field, 
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however, the contact with the Rottenstone migmatite appears to be abrupt, 

whereas the contact with the Wathaman Batholith appears to be a gradational 

transition in both texture and composition. 

Typically, the rock is light grey, coarse-grained, and has a 

weakly to moderately developed foliation. Within this host material 

there are c?mmon though not abundant dioritic fragments up to 3 m across. 

Most outcrops are cut by white ·felsite to granitic veins that in rare cases 

form intense networks giving the Beaver Island gneisses a fragmented 

appearance and some blocks have rotated within this network of veins. 

In this respect the Beaver Island gneisses are similar to the Knox Island 

diorite (unit 12). 

Both fresh and weathered surfaces are light to medium grey, 

however, fresh surfaces have locally occuring pink overtones and weathered 

surfaces have local rust to dark green overtones. Most ·rocks of this 

unit are equigranular and have grain diameters in the range of 2 to 5 mm 

depending on the locality. However, most biotite grains are less than 

2 mm across. 

White to pink feldspar porphyroblasts, up to 20 mm long, are 

abundant in many of the outcrops near the main body of the Wathaman Batho

lith. Further south, these porphyroblasts become progressively less 

common and where present, are aligned sub-parallel to the foliation in 

the rock. In rare cases porphyroblasts also occur within the dioritic 

fragments and some straddle the contact between the fragment and the host 

rock. Amphibole porphyroblasts also occur but are much less common than 

the feldspar porphyroblasts. They are randomly oriented and reach a 

maximum size of 5 mm across. 

The isoclinally folded body at Cowie Bay has been traced through 
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the southern limit of porphyroblast development whereupon there is a 

pronounced change in the appearance of the rock. North of the 

porphyroblast limit the rock is weakly foliated and contains erratic 

occurrences of feldspar porphyroblasts; to the south, h.owever, the rock 

is strongly foliated and contains abundant pegmatitic veins parallel to the 

foliation. The body east of Jackpine Bay is similar to the strongly 

foliated and pegmatite pervaded part of the Cowie Bay body. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about ·1 to 30% and averaging 10%; 

K-feldspar, about 0 to 60% and averaging 13%; plagioclase, (typically An29), 

about 20 to 80% and averaging 58%; hornblende, about 0 to 35% and averaging 

9%; and biotite, about 2 to SO% and averaging 9%. Apatite, sphene, zircon, 

opaque minerals, epidote, and all~nite are the common accessory minerals. 

Muscovite and carbonate are rare accessory minerals. 

This unit has a wide compositional range and the rocks can be 

classified locally anywhere between granite and diorite; ·this compositional 

variation occurs irregularly on both the regional and outcrop scale 

(e.g. compare the chemical differences between samples F917a and F917b). 

Quartz most commonly occurs in equant to granoblastic to inter

locking to irregular grains, but also occurs interstitially to other 

minerals and rarely as lenticular aggregates. The grains are sutured and 

recrystallized along their margins. They are slightly erongate and are 

sub-parallel to the foliation. Most grains have a moderately developed 

internal recrystallization and appear_ to exhibit a preferred optical 

orientation. 

K-feldspar occurs mainly as granoblastic grains some of which 

have sutured margins. More rarely aggregates of finely recrystallized grains 

form mantles around unrecrystallized cores. Where present, K-feldspar 
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porphyroblasts contain inclusions of fine-grained quartz and highly 

altered feldspar. 'Scotch plaid' twinning and perthite are present in 

most of the porphyroblasts. Alteration of the grains in the matrix 

varies from negligable to strong and is strongest mainly along the grain 

margins. 

Plagioclase is similar to the K-feldspar, though the degree of 

alteration tends to be higher, and some of the grains are mantled by 

plagioclase with a lower state of alteration and a different An content 

(the mantles are too thin to permit a determination of the actual An 

content). Anti-perthitic and mermykitic textures are locally present but 

are not common. 

Hornblende forms ragged, elongate grains some of which are 

parallel to the foliatiGn in the rock. The majority of grains are scattered 

throughout the rock but some are concentrated into thin, parallel bands, 

especially south of the prophyroblast limit. In some rocks the grains 

are poikiloblastic to xenoblastic, in which case they are closely 

associated with biotite. 

Biotite occurs in moderately to poorly formed laths that are 

locally aligned parallel to each other but elsewhere are randomly oriented. 

In some thin sections, the biotite grains are partially concentrated into 

thin bands that commonly encompass hornblende grains. Chlorite occurs 

as an alteration product of the biotite and is restricted to thin laths 

intercalated with the biotite along its cleavage traces. 

Muscovite, though rare, mainly occurs in poikiloblastic grains 

that are centered on the more strongly altered portions of the feldspar 

grains, however, muscovite also occurs interstially to the feldspar grains. 

Allanite grains are generally rounded and are incompletely mantled by epidote. 
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OtherWise, all the accessory minerals occur as scattered anhedral grains 

that tend to be associated with the mafic minerals. 

A total of fourteen samples were chemically analysed (AX, F469, 

F503, F536a, F917a, F917b, Fl057, N84, N87, Nl03, Nl86, N242, N326, and 

N328). The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1 and 

the calculated normative mineral compositions are listed in Appendix V. 

I.l6 Wathaman Batholith (Unit 18) 

The main body of this batholith transects the entire study area 

in a northeasterly direction, extending from Swan Bay in the southwest to 

Boundary Island in the northeast. Southwest of the study area, this 

batholith has been traced for about 250 km before disappearing beneath 

the Palaeozoic strata at the edge of the Precambrian Shield. To the east 

and northeast the batholith has been traced for 560 km before disappearing 

beneath unconsolidated glacial deposits and Palaeozoic strata. Within 

the study area, the batholith varies from 15 km wide in the southwest to 

35 km wide in the northeast. It expands to a width of 45 km southwest of 

the present area and to a width of 160 km to the east, thus the study 

area occurs at a 'neck' in the batholith. Relatively minor occurrences 

of similar rocks occur in large irregular bodies northwest and southeast 

of the main batholith within the study area. The largest of these occurs 

at Reynolds Lake and lies along the boundary between the Whiskey Jack 

Domain and the North Rottenstone Block. Occurrences southeast of the 

main body do not extend further from the main batholith than the southern 

limit of porphyroblast development. Outside the study area, large 

batholithic bodies similar to the Wathaman Batholith are known in 

similar structural settings. These are in, or adjacent to: the Clearwater 
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Domain (Sibbald et al., 1976); the Grease River Belt (Colborne, 1961); 

the Virgin River Domain (Lewry and Sibbald, 1977); the Black Lake fault 

region (Johnston, 1963, 1964); the Kasmere Lake area (Weber et al., 1975a); 

the Nelson River area (Bell, 1971); and the Setting Lake fault region (Bell, 

1971). 

The Wathaman Batholith was not recognized until 1975 when a 

large portion of it was mapped by Ray (1975), Gilboy (1975), and Lewry 

(1975) who jointly named it the Wathaman granite after Wathaman Lake, 

the largest lake that underlies the then known extent of the batholith. 

The name was changed to the Wathaman Batholith by Lewry (1976). McRitchie 

(1977) referred to it as the Wathaman - Chipewyan Batholith, in an 

attempt to indicate the aerial extent of the unit. However, in this study 

the term Wathaman Batholith will be used. In the present study area, the 

Wathaman Batholith has been subdivided into three structurally different 

parts, the Northern Mixed Border Zone, the Central Core, ·and the Southern 

Sphere of Influence. 

Rocks from the Wathaman Batholith and related or similar bodies 

have been divided into a number of groups with different characteristics: 

pink to grey porphyroblastic quartz diorite to granite (unit 18a); white 

porphyroblastic granite (unit 18b); mixed border phase (unit 18c); 

porphyroblastic gneiss inter-mixed with the Lueaza River· granitoids (unit 

18d); and porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e). 

I.l6.1 Pink to grey porphyroblastic quartz diorite to granite (unit 18a) 

In general, this phase is restricted to the main body of the 

batholith. Its southern contact approximately follows the south shore of 

Vermilion Bay, though in the vicinity of Stickler Island the boundary 
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becomes highly irregular. In places, the southern boundary of this s~b- __ 

unit is abrupt with distinct lithological differences on either side of 

the contact, but in other localities, the position of the contact is 

inferred because the lithological units on either side are similar and the 

transition from one unit to the other is gradational. The northern contact 

of this unit is relatively straight and abrupt where it is bounded by the 

Parker Lake· Shear Zone blastomylonite, however, where the porphyroblastic 

quartz diorite to granite (unit 18a) grades into the mixed border phase, 

(unit 18c), northeast of the Shear Zone, the contact between the two units 

is highly irregular. 

This sub-unit has a monotonous outcrop appearance with only 

minor local variations in the shape and size of the porphyroblasts, nearly 

all of which are anhedral to subhedral, and variable in size from a known 

maximum of 60 mm by 30 mm down to grains that blend with the matrix of the 

rock. Most porphyroblasts are a pale pink with white mantles up to 2 mm 

thick. Their orientation varies locally from nearly random to sub-parallel 

(Plate 17b, 18a, 18b and 19a). In the central part of the batholith, 

there are a number of outcrops where the porphyroblasts are concentrated 

into bands up to 1 m wide and greater than 5 m in length. Within these 

bands the porphyroblasts compose up to 100% of the rock and are euhedral 

to subhedral in form (Plate 19b). In general, the porphyroblasts form 

up to a maximum of 30% of the rock by typically form 15 - 20%. 

On weathered surfaces, the rock is variable in colour from off

white to pale grey to red-brown to grey, whereas on fresh surfaces the 

rock is pale to medium grey mottled by pink porphyroblasts some of which 

are mantled by yellow to white rims. Grains in the matrix are mainly 2 

to 3 nun across. 
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PLATE 18 

A) A common texture of the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18A). Anhedral 

K-feldspar porphyroblasts and a relatively massive groundmass, though there 

still is a weak foliation. 

Location: Northeast shore of Bedford Island. 

B) Another common texture of the Wathaman Batholith. A deformation texture 

in which the K-feldspar porphyroblasts have been milled along their margins 

resulting in pressure shadows and lenticular grains. 

Sample location: Southwest limit of Vermilion Bay. 
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PLATE 19 

A) Another common type of textural appearance to the Wathaman Batholith, 

in which the K-feldspar porphyroblasts are subhedral, randomly oriented and 

lack any indication of deformation. The matrix has a weak foliation. 

Sample location: East shore of Bedford Island. 

B) A rare texture within the Wathaman Batholith; microcline porphyroblasts 

concentrated into a band parallel to the foliation in the host rock. This 

texture is most prevalent in the Bedford Island area. 

Location: North shore of Bedford Island. 
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Within the main body of the batholith, there are a number of 

places where the porphyroblasts and matrix of the rock are strongly 

deformed; in many cases there has been a post-deformational growth of 

porphyroblasts which tend to be weakly oriented and commonly transect the 

tectonic foliation. Only one such area of any significant size has been 

delineated on the map and is named the Bedford Island Shear Zone (Plate 

20a). In this zone, the original texture of the rock has been obliterated 

and the first generation porphyroblasts occur as thin, slightly lenticular 

streaks. Within some of these streaks there are secondary porphyroblasts 

that have developed into spherical to lenticular to euhedral grains, some 

of which deflect the strongly foliated ground mass adjacent to them, thus 

they appear to have grown durin& and subsequent to the peak, of deformation. 

In less severely deformed shear zones, the original porphyroblasts still 

form obvious megacrysts, but comminution along the margins of the mega

crysts and flowage of material along the foliation have resulted in the 

development of single or double tails trailing from the megacrysts parallel 

to the foliation. 

Xenoliths vary in abundance from common to rare and though most 

are small and lenticular in form (Plate 17b) some are up to 0.5 x 0.2 min 

size. Generally, these xenoliths are oriented parallel to the foliation 

defined by the aligned prophyroblasts and the matrix grains, though some 

xenoliths are folded, in which case the foliation of the host material is 

axial planer (Plate 20b). Xenoliths in the main body of the batholith 

are dioritic, fine- to medium-grained, and are weakly foliated to massive 

in appearance. In some places, porphyroblasts occur in the xenoliths 

(Plate 2lb) and have the same colour and form as those in the host rock. 

Such porphyroblasts rarely straddle the margins of the xenolith. 
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PLATE 20 

A) A late-shearing K-feldspar porphyrob+ast which has penetrated the adjacent 

dioritic xenolith. The earliest porphyroblasts are preserved only as thin 

streaks of feldspar rich material. Many of them form the nucleous for 

subsequent growths of feldspar porphyroblasts. The porphyroblasts are of 

varying size and have milled margins and pressure shadows. This texture 

is typical of the Bedford Island Shear Zone. 

Location: Northeast shore of Bedford Island. 

B) A folded dioritic xenolith in the Wathaman Batholith in which the 

foliation of the host rock (parallel to the pencil) is axial planer to 

the fold. 

Location: Small island north of Bedford Island. 
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WATHAMAN BATHOLITH IN THE 
REINDEER LAKE AREA 

Plag 

WATHAMAN BATHOLITH IN THE 
FOSTER LAKE AREA ( data from 
Gilboy 1976a) 

Plag 

Figure I.l Visually estimated modal Qz - Alk feld - plag composition 
of the Wathaman Batholith 
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Thin section examination indicates that this unit varies in 

composition from quartz diorite to granite (see Figure I.l). The principal 

minerals of the matrix and porphyroblasts combined are: quartz, about 4 

to 45% and averaging 15%; K-feldspar, about 3 to 60% and averaging 28%; 

plagioclase (typically An27), about 15 to 70% and averaging 44%; biotite, 

about 4 to 15% and averaging 9%; and hornblende, about 0 to 15% and 

averaging 3%. Apatite, opaque minerals, zircon, sphene, epidote, and 

.allanite are common accessory minerals, whereas carbonate and muscovite 

are uncommon accessory minerals. 

The texture of the rocks in this unit is highly variable due to 

extensive, but irregular recrystallization of the matrix (Plates 2la, 

22a, 22b). Such recrystallization is common in mantl~s that surround the 

porphyroblasts and the development of pronounced recrystallization textures 

occur concommitantly with the progressive increase in the macroscopic 

development of the foliation. 

Quartz grains are irregular in outline and the larger grains 

have undulose extinction, whereas the smaller comminuted grains are equant 

and have interlocking outlines with no apparent sign of internal strain. 

K-feldspar porphyroblasts generally display 'scotch plaid' 

twinning and contain a perthitic texture. Many also contain inclusions 

of strongly altered feldspar that contrasts with the light alteration that 

is typical of the porphyroblasts. The margins of some porphyroblasts are 

more altered than the core though both have granophyric textures. In the 

matrix, the K-feldspar grains, like quartz, occur in two size ranges. The 

larger grains have granoblastic to equant form, the latter with highly 

irregular margins; most are devoid of 'scotch plaid' twinning and are more 

highly altered than the porphyroblasts. The smaller matrix grains are 
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PLATE 21 

A) A photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the unfoliat·ed Wathaman Batholith 

matrix material. Some of the larger granoblastic feldspar grains are 

compositionally zoned and have various internal strain features. The smaller, 

intergranular, recrystallized quartz and feldspar grains are devoid of 

internal strain features. Such a microscopic texture corresponds to the 

nearly massive macroscopic texture depicted in Plate 19A. 

7 x magnification 

B) Feldspar porphyroblasts are commonly found in dioritic xenoliths within 

the Wathaman Batholith, but tend to be significantly less common than in 

the host material. Also, some porphyroblasts transect the xenolith boundary. 

Location: North shore of Lowther Island. 
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PLATE 22 

A) A photomicrograph (_crossed polars) of the Wathaman Batholith material. 

The porphyroblasts contain inclusions of quartz and highly altered feldspar. 

The larger matrix grains are granoblastic with various internal strain 

features, wh~reas the small grains are recrystallized and devoid of internal 

strain features, and they are probably milling products of originally larger 

grains. 

7 x magnification 

B) A photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the Wathaman Batholith matrix 

material with a high proportion of fine recrystallized grains. Higher 

proportions of fine recrystallized grains correlate with a more pronounced 

tectonic shear foliation on the macroscopic scale. Plate 18B depicts the 

macroscopic texture which is here depicted on a microscopic scale. 

7 x magnification 
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polygonal and have a lower state of alteration than do the larger grains. 

Plagioclase, in general, is similar to the K-feldspar grains in 

the matrix though alteration is commonly considerably higher. Rare 

plagioclase grains are zoned from An22 in the core to An11 at the margins. 

Anti-perthitic and mermykitic textures are present though not common. Only 

in very rare localities are plagioclase porphyroblasts present in the rock. 

Biotite occurs in moderately well-formed laths tha~ are randomly 

oriented or more rarely aligned sub-parallel to each other. In some rocks, 

biotite is concentrated in thin parallel bands. Most grains show some 

alteration to chlorite or more rarely to muscovite, both alteration minerals 

are intercalated with the biotite along the cleavage traces. 

Hornblende occurs as ragged grains associated with biotite. 

Allanite invariably occurs as small anhedral grains mantled by epidote, 

which together with sphene, also mantles anhedral grains· of opaque minerals 

as well as forming fine-grained intergranular material between biotite 

grains. Zircon grains are rarely zoned. The remaining accessory minerals 

are scattered throughout the rock with a slight tendancy to be associated 

with the mafic minerals. 

A total of fifteen samples have been chemically analysed (A241, 

A243, Fl47, Fl7S, Fl80, Fl91, F209, F212, FS48, Fl004, FlOll, FlOSS, 

N318a, N671, and Nl098). The oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix 

IV, Table 1, and the calculated normative mineral compositions are listed 

in Appendix V. 

!.16.2 White porphyroblastic granite (unit 18b) 

This rock type is restricted to one major body and several small 

isolated bodies. The major body of this rock type occurs in the north

western part of the area, underlying part of Zengle Lake (Map 1. 3). 
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Minor bodies occur at Kowalski Bay (Map 1.2) and near Smith Point and 

Johnson Island (Map 1.3) but the latter two bodies are too small to 

represent on Map 1.3; they are also gradational into adjacent rock types. 

The main body is in contact with the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 

1), the Wollaston gneisses (unit 3), the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 11), 

and the Swan.River gabbroic rocks (unit 20). No contacts have been 

observed although they appear to be abrupt on the scale of the map. 

The rock has a pink to off-white colour on both fresh and 

weathered surfaces but locally there is a strong rust-red discolouration 

associated with joints that cut the rock The feldspar porphyroblasts, 

which typically form about 5% of the rock, are subhedral to anhedral in 

form and have a maximum length of SO mm. They are random to sub-parallel 

to each other and to the weak foliation present in the matrix. Most 

porphyroblasts are very pale pink in the core and off-white on the rims. 

Locally hornblende forms rare porphyroblasts that are up .to 10 mm across.· 

Xenoliths of amphibole-rich gneiss occur in varing amounts in most outcrops, 

the largest of which are about 100 x 40 mm. The matrix is composed of 

grains that are mainly 3 to 4 mm in diameter. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 20 to 35% and averaging 30%; 

K-feldspar, 20 to 55% and averaging 30%; plagioclase (roughly An21 ), 25 to 

40% and averaging 30%; biotite, about 3 to 6% and averaging 4%; and 

hornblende, about 0 to 5% and averaging 3%. Opaque minerals, sphene, 

epidote, allanite, apatite, zircon, and possibly hercynite are accessory 

minerals. The microscopic texture of this rock is characterized by the 

recrystalization of grain margins and the occurrance of irregular and 

bifrucating comminution zones. 

Quartz grains are commonly granoblastic and have sutured 
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margins with adjacent grains. Much of the quartz forms lenticular 

aggregates that are oriented parallel to the foliation and have ill

defined boundaries. 

K-feldspar grains within the matrix are equant in form, whereas 

the porphyroblasts are subhedral to anhedral with inclusions of most of 

the minerals that occur in the matrix. The porphyroblasts and some of 

the grains 1n the matrix contain 'scotch plaid' twinning and there is a 

moderately strong degree of alteration present which reaches a maximum 

near the edge of the grains. Also, granophyric textures are present on 

the margins of some grains. 

Plagioclase occurs mainly as equant grains with irregular out

lines, though it also forms uncommon mantles around some of the groundmass 

K-feldspar grains. Mermykitite is common in highly altered grains. 

Biotite grains generally form well-developed laths that are 

locally strongly aligned and parallel to the quartz lenses, however, in 

some places the laths are randomly oriented. Some biotite forms 

aggregates with irregular forms. 

Hornblende forms equant grains that are associated with biotite. 

Many grains are fragmented and randomly oriented. Sphene grains are 

commonly perfectly rhombohedral though many form aggregate ribbons that 

parallel the foliation and some grains are anhedral, especially those 

associated with the mafic minerals. Most of the other accessory minerals 

are also associated with the mafic minerals. 

!.16.3 Mixed border phase (unit 18c) 

This unit occurs extensively in two main areas. The largest is 

in the Northern Mixed Border Zone of the batholith separating the Central 
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Core from the country rocks to the north; and the second principal area 

of outcrop is in an east-west trending belt within the Southern Sphere 

of Influence. This second region is coincident with the Reilly Lake Shear 

Zone within the study area. The shear zone intersects the central part 

of the batholith west of the study area and it dies out to the east near 

Kellough Island. 

This sub-unit was distinguished from the central part of the 

batholith by 1) the presence of more than one rock type occurring as 

xenoliths with the porphyroblastic host and 2) by xenoliths and granitic 

.dykes combined comprising more than 5% of each outcrop. The above 

definition was not followed strictly where an outcrop was close to the 

limits of the definition. The classification of such an outcrop was 

influenced by the nature of those nearby. 

Many outcrops in the Northern Mixed Border Zone contain four 

or more rock types in addition to the porphyroblastic hos~ material. 

These rock types form greater than SO% of some of the larger outcrops in 

which case the host material differs from the porphyroblastic rock of the 

Central Core in that the porphyroblasts are smaller and rarely exceed 

20 mm in length and most are anhedral. Rock types occurring as xenoliths 

include: 1) deformed QFBA metasedimentary gneisses that are very similar 

to the La Range metavolcanics (unit Sc, Plates 23a and 23b); 2) red, 

possible meta-arkoses (Plate 24a); and 3) possible diorite phases, 

sheared rocks, or mafic-rich mylonitic rocks, though generally it is not 

possible to distinguish the dioritic and cataclastic rocks from the most 

highly deformed varieties of the QFBA gneisses (Plate 24b). The mixed 

border phase also contains abundant intrusive rocks of different composition, 

some of which have been metasomatised by the host rock until they resemble 
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PLATE 23 

A) Folded amphibole-rich gneisses (? metavolcanics) within felsite/ 

granite veins which also cut the porphyroblastic host material of the 

mixed border phase (unit 18c) in the Northern Mixed Border Zone. 

Location: Small island southeast of Wiley Bay. 

B) Xenolith material similar to that depicted in Plate 23A, but these 

xenoliths are set directly in the porphyroblastic host material of the 

Wathaman Batholith. Note the veins within the amphibole-rich gneiss, some 

follow the compositional layering and some follow fractures. 

Location: Small island southeast of Wiley Bay. 
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PLATE 24 

A) A fold structure within a meta-arkose xenolith. The 

pattern of the structure is reinforced by tne amphibolite band parallel 

to the deformed foliation. This is set in tne porphyroolastic host material 

of the Northern Mixed Border Zone. 

Location: Small island southeast of Wiley Bay. 

B) A typical melange of rock types in the Northern Mixed Border Zone of 

the Wathaman Batholith. The xenolith and intrusive phases include: 

A) ? meta-arkose 

B) Amphibole-rich gneiss (_? metavolcanic) 

C) This could be the same material as B or could also be a 

boudinaged dyke, but in either case it has undergone late

stage shearing 

D) A sheared vein of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21) which 

locally is partially metasomatised by the host rock 

E) Quartz-feldspar veins 

F) Late quartz-feldspar veins filling minor faults 
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PLATE 25 

A) A folded and boudinaged dyke of the Warren Islands granite (unit 21) 

set in the porphyroblastic mixed corder phase (unit 18c) of the Wathaman 

Batholith. The foliation in the host rock, parallel to th.e pencil, is 

axial planer to the fold. 

Location: Small island northeast of Bedford Island. 

B) A folded, boudinaged, and sheared dyke of a white granitic phase 

possibly related to the Warren Islands granite, but which contains feldspar 

porphyroblasts both within the dyke and astride its contact. The pencil 

is parallel to th_e foliation of the Wathaman Batholith material and align

ment of the QFBA xenolith, which in turn is the axial plane trend. 

Location: Small island northeast of Bedford Island. 
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the host rock. These include: 1) red to white granitic dykes similar to 

the Warren Islands granite (unit 21) (Plates 24b, 25a, and 25b) many of 

which are folded and boundinaged; 2) strongly foliated, grey granitoid 

dykes; 3) two sets of diorite dykes that are similar to each other; 

4) large, up to 5 m thick, red to white pegmatite dykes with straight 

parallel margins; and 5) irregular pegmatite veins 0.1 to 0.2 m thick. 

All types of xenoliths and intrusive phases show locally varying 

degrees of deformation such as folds, boundins, and textures resulting from 

fragmentation and shearing; as a result it commonly is impossible to 

ascertain the nature of the original fabric. Some small but mappable, 

discontinuous, en-echelon, shear zones, similar to the Bedford Island and 

Reilly Lake shear zones occur within a slightly sinuous band that extends 

from Wiley Bay to Smith Channel. This band connects the termination of the 

easily mappable part of the Parker Lake Shear ~one with·a fault mapped 

by Shklanka (1962) in the Smith Channel Region, though no evidence of 

this fault was found while mapping for this study. 

The mixed border phase within the Southern Sphere of Influence 

contains a more limited variety of xenoliths and later intrusive rocks. 

Most xenoliths are of QFBA gneisses to dioritic material similar to those 

found in the main body of the batholith but are highly elongate and folded 

(Plates 26a and 26b). Some xenoliths are meta-arkose or· psammi te (Plate 

27a) and these are not as obviously attenuated as the QFBA gneisses. The 

principal intrusive phases form stockworks which are composed of rocks 

similar to the Warren Islands granite (unit 21) and the Turner Bay Granitoids 

(unit 10). These stockworks have locally fragmented the porphyroblastic 

host material resulting in the formation of xenoliths of the host rock. 
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PLATE 26 

A) The highly elongate nature of QFBA gneiss xenoliths in the mixed border 

phase (unit 18c) within the Reilly Lake Shear Zone. The outcrop contains 

several granitic veins that cut across the foliation. 

Location: South end of Turner Bay. 

B) Folded xenoliths that are dioritic in composition in the mixed border 

phase (unit 18c) of the Wathaman Batholith, within the Reilly Lake Shear 

Zone. Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

Location: Small island immediately north of Dixon Island. 
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There are no major differences between the compositions of the 

Wathaman porphyroblastic rock (unit 18a) in the Central Core of the batholith 

and the host rock in the mixed border phase. Seven samples have been 

chemically analysed from this sub-unit, principally from the mixed border 

phase south of the Central Core (Fll3, F481, F540, F57lb, F591, F943, and 

Fl030). The oxide concentrations of these samples are listed in Appendix IV, 

Table 1 and·the calculated normative mineral compositions of these 

samples are listed in Appendix V. 

I.l6.4 Porphyroblastic gneiss intermixed with the Lueaza River granitoids 

(unit 18d) 

Occurrences of this unit are roughly restricted to the vicinity 

of the Feavior Peninsula. The unit is at best ill-defined and was 

established because there are a number of local differences between it and 

the material in the main core of the batholith (unit 18a) and the mixed 

border phase (unit 18c). However, these differences may not be consistent 

and the distribution of this unit on Map 1.3 must be regarded as approximate. 

There are generally two phases present in outcrop, a pink to 

white granite to felsite (possibly related to the Lueaza River granitoids, 

unit 11), and a porphyroblastic gneiss which resembles phase of the 

Wathaman Batholith already described. The granitic phase typically forms 

greater than 20% of an outcrop and commonly comprises complete individual 

outcrops within areas otherwise dominated by the mixture of the two phases. 

Although most of the granitic material in these outcrops has been correlated 

with the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), a number of outcrops contain 

minor occurrences of rocks that have strong similarities with the 

MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19) or the Warren Islands granite (unit 21). 

The porphyroblastic gneiss is similar to the main phase of the batholith 
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but differs in possessing a slightly stronger, though still moderately 

weak, schistosity along which the rock preferentially cleaves. This is 

caused by the greater abundance of biotite in the matrix and its parallel 

orientation. Such a schistosity is similar to that in the Beaver Island 

gneisses (unit 17) near the southern limit of porphyroblast development. 

I.l6.5 Porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e) 

All outcrops of this unit occur north of the main portion of 

the Wathaman Batholith and the largest body of it forms a band, up to 

4 km wide, that extends from the Thyme Hill River southwest to the western 

boundary of the study area. The second largest body occurs in a band 

extending from Rocky Islands northeast to Fontaine Island. Other dyke

like bodies have a northesasterly trend in the general outcrop area of 

the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11). 

This unit is in contact with the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 1), 

the Wollaston gneisses (unit 3), the Johnson River gneisses (unit 2), 

the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), 

the mixed border phase of the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18c), and the 

blastomylonites (unit 25). Contact relationships with the Zengle Lake 

gneisses and Johnson River gneisses are unknown. Contacts between the 

porphyroclastic schistose mylonite and both the Lueaza River granitoids and 

the blastomylonite have not been observed, but are inferred to be abrupt 

(at least on the scale of the map). 

Three varieties of this sub-unit have been identified: the 

most extensive occurs at Reynolds Lake and is characterised by pink 

porphyroclasts that make up about 30% of the rock; the second, which is 

the least abundant, also occurs at Reynolds Lake and is similar in most 
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respects to the first variety but contains white porphyroclasts; the 

third variety occurs outside of the Reynolds Lake area and has pale pink 

porphyroclasts that make up about 70% of the rock (compare Plates 27b and 

28a). 

In outcrop, the variety with pink porphyroclasts at Reynolds 

Lake has rusty-pink weathered surfaces which are deeply etched. The 

central parts of the clasts are deeper red than the rims. The variety 

with white porphyroclasts has dark grey weathered surfaces spotted by the 

white porphyroclasts but is otherwise identical to the pink variety. The 

spatial relationship between these two varieties appears to be random, and 

xenoliths of the Wollaston gneisses are found within both these varieties. 

The variety with the high porphyroclast content has a pale 

pink weathered surface. The porphyroclasts have roughly spherical cores 

with deformation trails extending either side of the core parallel to 

the foliation. These clasts are tightly nested so that the trails from 

many of the clasts are adjacent to the core of other clasts. Some clasts 

are mantled by rims of fine-grained quartz and feldspar (1 to 2 mm thick) 

that are clear and colourless. Also, in this variety the matrix between 

the clasts contains a high concentration of aligned mafic minerals which 

enhances the strongly developed foliation (Plate 28a). 

Microscopic examination shows that all three varieties range 

between protomylonites, ultramylonites, and ultraclastites, though in a 

few thin sections there is little or no internal cataclastic deformation. 

In thin sections with cataclastic textures, the percentage matrix varies 

from 10 to 90% of the rock and typically is at the higher end of the 

range (Plate 28b). This matrix is locally massive and composed of quartz 

and feldspar but elsewhere has a fluxion structure. The larger grains 
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PLATE 27 

A) Lit-par-lit nature of the contact between a psammitic gneiss xenolith 

(in the top left) and the mixed border phase (unit 18c) of the Wathaman 

Batholith. 

Location: South end of Turner Bay. 

B) Typical appearance of the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e). 

Here the rock contains pink K-feldspar porphyroclasts that make up about 

30% of the rock (typical for both the white and pink porphyroclastic 

varieties). 

Location: South shore of Reynolds Lake. 
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PLATE 28 

A) Typical appearance of the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e) 

outside the Reynolds Lake area. It differs from the occurrences at 

Reynolds Lake in having a much higher proportion of clasts. These clasts 

are granitic rock fragments, are pale pink and are mantled by rims of clear, 

colourless, fine-grained quartz and feldspar. The whole outcrop is transected 

by thin zones of grain comminution. 

Location: North end of Porter Bay. 

B) Photomicrograph of the cataclastic texture typical of the porphyro

clastic schistose mylonite in the Reynolds Lake area (crossed polars). 

The clasts are principally feldspar and the matrix has a strongly developed 

fluxion structure with pressure shadows adjacent to some clasts. 

7.5 x magnification 
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(clasts) are mainly feldspar but in some thin sections there are also 

lenticular aggregates of recrystallized quartz grains that parallel the 

fluxion structure. Some feldspar clasts are zoned; tnese also nave 

comminuted and plucked margins and may contain thin zones of comminution. 

Furthermore, a number of grains, especially of microcline, have been 

optically dislocated, commonly along crystallographic surfaces, and also 

are locally recrystallized. The cataclastic matrix contains: 40 to SO% 

quartz; 45 to 55% feldspar; and the rest o·f the matrix is biotite, some 

of which is concentrated around the clasts. 

The rocks from this unit which lack a microscopic cataclastic 

texture, are composed of quartz 20 to 40%; plagioclase and K-feldspar 

combined 55 to 75%; and biotite about 5%. The quartz grains have been 

recrystallized, but still possess sutured margins and strongly developed 

undulose extinction. Some of the K-feldspar grains have 'scotch plaid' 

twinning and slightly altered to sericite. The plagioclase is generally 

more strongly altered than is the K-feldspar. Biotite occurs in poorly to 

moderately developed laths which are randomly orientated in some places, 

but the degree of alignment increases locally to a near perfect parallelism. 

Accessory minerals, sphene, apatite, opaque minerals, zircon, and allanite 

tend to be associated with the biotite grains. 

1.17 MacKenzie Lake Granite (Unit 19) 

Three sizeable boides of this unit occur north of the Wath.aman 

Batholith within the North Rottenstone Block. The unit has been divided 

into two sub-groups: a coarse-grained variety, and a fine-grained 

variety. Southwest of the present study area, similar rocks have not been 

distinguished from the general confusion of granitic rocks mapped by Scott 
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(1970) and Lewry et al. (1977). Therefore, the unit has been named after 

the largest occurrence near MacKenzie Lake. 

I.l7.1 Coarse-grained granite (unit 19a) 

This sub-unit occurs in two general main bodies, the largest is 

centered on MacKenzie Lake and the other occurs in a long band adjacent to 

the blastomylonite that extends from Zenlge Lake to Pearce Lake. Minor 

bodies within the discontinuous shear zones cut the mixed border phase of 

th~ Watharnan Batholith between Wiley Bay and Smith Channel. Other outcrops 

of this unit are scattered throughout the outcrop area of the Lueaza River 

granitoids but are too small to show on the map. 

This sub-unit is in contact with the Zengle Lake gneisses (unit 

1), the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18), 

the Swan River gabbroic rocks (unit 20), and the blastomylonites (unit 25). 

In all cases, except for the blastomylonites, the position of the contacts 

are sharp on the scale of the map and have been inferred.between separated 

outcrops of the different rock types. Outcrops of the MacKenzie Lake 

granitenear the blastomylonites are locally sheared and the intensity 

progressively increases closer to the blastomylonite. Dykes of the Warren 

Islands granitecommonly cut the MacKenzie Lake granite. 

The rock has a strong red colouration on both weathered and 

fresh surfaces. Grains of feldspar are up to 10 mm across, however, the 

other minerals in the rock form grains that are only up to 3 mm across. 

Typically, rocks of this unit are massive but near mylonites and faults 

the granite has a foliation that parallels the fault or mylonite zone. 

The foliation results from parallel alignment of elongate feldspar grains 

and the incipient development of augens. Locally, the coarse-grained 

granite grades into a fine-grained variety that contains rare, white, 
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subhedral porphyroblasts of feldspar (up to 20 mm across) and rare 

anhedral books of muscovite (up to 25 mm across) set in a matrix whose 

grains are mainly less than 1 mm across. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 25 to 30% and averaging 

28%; K-feldspar, about 40 to 60% and averaging 50%; plagioclase (typically 

An25), about 5 to 40% and averaging 20%; and biotite, about 1 to 3%. 

Opaque minerals, fluorite, zircon, sphene, allanite, apatite, and 

muscovite are common accessory minerals. This rock type commonly exhibits 

cataclastic textures and in a number of sections, expecially where 

foliated, the rock could be classified as a mylonite (Plate 29a, 29b and 

30b). 

Quartz generally forms highly recrystallized, irregular grains 

that have sutured margins and tend to be concentrated in the cataclastically 

deformed matrix. 

K-feldspar forms the largest grains present in· the rock but 

also occurs in the matrix. The large grains are equant, have 'scotch 

plaid' twinning, and contain inclusions of quartz and highly altered 

plagioclase. Some of the larger grains are fractured, optically disjointed, 

and contain quartz, muscovite, and chlorite in the fractures. Also, 

some of these large grains are transected by comminution zones. Typically, 

the K-feldspar grains are slightly to moderately altered. 

Plagioclase grains, in general, are strongly saussuritized with 

the presence of fine grains of muscovite. Due to the extent of this 

alteration it is not possible to ascertain the An content of many of the 

grains. In the non-cataclastic parts of the rock, most of the plagioclase 

grains are smaller than those of K-feldspar, but in the cataclastically 

deformed rocks the plagioclase and the K-feldspar have the same range 
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PLATE 29 

A) Photomicrograph of a common cataclastic texture (crossed polars) in the 

MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19A). The grains exhibit a high degree of 

internal strain, and the margins of the K-feldsparmegacrysts have been 

plucked. 

6 x magnification. 

B) Photomicrograph of the most common microscopic appearance of the 

MacKenzie Lake coarse-grained granite (unit 19a, crossed polars). This 

illustrates the plucked appearance of the larger grains and the cataclastic 

nature of the fine-grained matrix. 

6 x magnification. 
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PLATE 30 

A) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the medium-grained MacKenzie Lake 

granite (unit 19b) showing the granoblastic form of the quartz/feldspar 

matrix and the irregular form of the feldspar megacrysts. 

6 x magnification 

B) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of another common texture in the 

coarse-grained MacKenzie Lake_ granite (unit 19a). This sample does not 

exhibit an obvious cataclastic texture. However, there are numerous fine 

intergranular grains and the feldspar megacrysts are internally optically 

discontinuous, due to deformation. 

7 x magnification 
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of grain sizes. Some plagioclase_ grains are mantled by quartz grains, 

others have unaltered plagioclase rims. 

Biotite is the principal mafic mineral and occurs as irregular 

laths concentrated in the comminuted matrix. Most grains are strongly 

altered to a mixture of chlorite and very fine-grained opaque minerals. 

apaque minerals also occur as euhedral, spheroidal, anhedral, and 

poikiloblastic grains, many of which are fractured. Fluorite occurs as 

interstial grains scattered throughout the comminuted matrix though in rare 

cases are intercalated with the cleavage of the biotite grains. 

!.17.2 Medium- to fine-grained granite (unit 19b) 

Two main bodies of this unit are known, the largest is centered 

about Porter Bay, and the second occurs in conjunction with the coarse

grained variety in the belt that extends from Pearce Lake to east of 

S_taples· Lake. Like the coarse-grained variety, this sub-unit also occurs 

in numerous isolated exposures within the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11) 

especially where these granitoids occur within the Northern Mixed Border 

Zone of the Wathaman Batholith. 

This sub-unit is in contact with the same units as the coarse

grained sub-unit, other than th.e Zengle Lake gneisses, and has the :. 

same contact relationships. 

In outcrop, the rocks of this sub-unit have a red to white 

colour on weathered surfaces and a massive appearance, though adjacent to 

the mylonite, they contain a strong foliation that parallels the strike of 

the mylonite. Associated with this foliation, there is a general increase 

in the intensity of the red colouration of the rocks. On fresh surfaces, 

the rock varies from greyish white to pink to yellowish pink. Most grains 

are about 2 mm in diameter and the rock is equigranular over extensive 
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areas, however, the rock locally contains sporadic feldspar porphyroblasts 

up to 5 mm across. These porphyroblasts are subhedral and are randomly 

oriented. They occur where the rock contains a more-than-usual proportion 

of mafic minerals and where these mafic mineral grains are smaller than 

normal (i.e. <1 mm in diameter). The maximum colour index is 5 but 

typically is about 1. 

thin sections contain: quartz, about 5 to 35% and averaging 

25%; K-feldspar, about 30 to 85% and averaging 58%; plagioclase (typically 

An21) about 10 to 30% and averaging 15% and biotite and hornblende combined, 

about 0 to 5% and averaging 2%. Accessory minerals include apatite, 

opaque minerals, sphene, zircon, allanite, and epidote. Minor amounts of 

intergranular comminution is present in most rocks but is not especially 

dominant in this unit. 

Quartz and feldspar forms small equant grains with rounded 

margins in the non-comminuted material. The feldspar grains are slightly 

alterated, especially in their cores. The rocks which are comminuted 

also have rounded ·grains but the quartz grains are concentrated within 

the comminuted matrix. K-feldspar grains form highly irregular 

porphyroblasts (Plate 30a) that commonly have plucked margins along 

crystallographically controlled directions. All these porphyroblasts have 

'scotch plaid' twinning and many contain inclusions of plagioclase. 

Granophyric and anti-perthitic textures occur in the feldspar grains but 

are not conunon. 

Hornblende, where present, forms anhedral grains with ragged 

margins, most of the grains are associated with biotite, conunonly in 

aggregates. Biotite occurs as moderately shaped laths that vary locally 

in orientation from moderately aligned to random. 
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Opaque mineral grains are commonly mantled by aggregates of 

sphene and both are associated with the biotite and hornblende clusters. 

I.l8 Swan River Gabbro - Anorthosite - Quartz Diorite (Unit 20) 

Northwest of the main shore of Reindeer Lake between Swan Bay 

and Patterson Island there is a 5 km thick band of mafic rocks which 

parallels the shore line. In addition, there are several similar and 

parallel smaller bodies and numerous smaller boudinaged dykes within the 

general outcrop area of the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11). 

In the northeastern corner of the map area these rocks have 

been mapped previously as metamorphosed hornblende biotite diorite and 

quartz diorite, metagabbro, or anorthosite, which collectively comprise 

what Shklanka (1962) called the McLean Bay Complex of differentiated 

plutonic rocks. Lewry ~ al. (1977) mapped similar rocks southwest of 

the present area as diorites and gabbros, and interpreted them as being 

the early plutonic phase of the Northern Intrusive Complex, with the late 

plutonic phase being represented by the Lueaza River granitoids. However, 

as already mentioned, these gabbroic rocks are for the most part thought 

to intrude the Lueaza River granitoids rather than the other way around. 

These rocks have been termed the Swan River gabbroic rocks in this study 

and form one of the units in the North Rottenstone Block. 

The Swan River gabbroic rocks are in contact with the Zengle 

Lake gneisses (unit 1), the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), the Wathaman 

Batholith (unit 18), the MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19), the Patterson 

Island porphyritic diorite (unit 22), and the bastomylonites (unit 25). 

The nature of the contact with the Zengle Lake gneisses, the Lueaza River 

granitoids, the Wathaman Bath_olith and the MacKenzie Lake granite have 
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already been discussed. The contact with the Patterson Island body is 

abrupt on the scale of the map though no outcrop containing the contact 

was observed in the field. The contact with the blastomylonitic rocks is 

marked by an increase in the development of foliation in tha gabbroic- -

rocks. Dykes of the Warren Islands_ granite (!Jllit 21) commonly cut this 

unit, though some granitic dykes may correlate with the finer-grained 

MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19b). These two granitic units commonly have 

similar appearances and it is not always possibfe to discriminate between 

them. 

There are two general grain size ranges in this unit: a medium

to fine-grained range and a coarse-grained range, both of which are dark 

green to grey on both weathered and fresh surfaces. The coarse-grained 

material is principally concentrated in the larger bodies and in most 

outcrops the grains are about 5 mm indiameter, however, they are locally 

up to 10 mm across. Within these large bodies of coarse-grained rock 

the colour index varies from about 20 to 90, varying radically between 

adjacent outcrops so that it was impossible to delineate areas of the 

same grain size and colour index. 

The coarse-grained anorthosite is cold-grey, or rarely pale 

pink, on both fresh and weathered surfaces. It is inequigranular with 

feldspar grains being about 10 mm in diameter whereas the mafic minerals 

are about 2 mm. One outcrop mapped, contains bands of anorthosite up to 

100 mm thick intercalated with diorite bands up to 100 mm thick. 

The finer-grained material makes up the majority of the smaller 

bodies and is also common near the margins of the larger bodies. The 

rock is generally dark green on both weathered and fresh surfaces and the 

grain size is typically about 1 mm. These bodies do not have the extreme 
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compositional variation present in the coarser material. Locally, bodies 

of the finer-grained material contain anhedral hornblende porphyroblasts 

up to 10 mm across (Plate 31) which have eccentric feldspar haloes. 

Hornblende veins, less than 10 mm thick, cut both the fine- and 

coarse-grained varieties. Near faults and/or mylonite zones both grain 

size varieties acquire a strong foliation that is increasingly stronger 

closer to the contact. In some places, this strongly foliated rock contains 

anhedral hornblende porphyroblasts up to 4 mm in·diameter, and locally 

displays compositional layering, resulting in an appearance similar to 

the QFBA gneisses found in the La Ronge gneisses. A consequence of this 

is that some thin bands of metasedimentary QFBA gneisses might have been 

incorrectly classified as foliated igneous dykes. 

Examination of numerous thin sections indicates that the unit 

is compositionally heterogeneous, and includes gabbros,. diorites, anortho

sites, quartz diorites, monzodiorites, monzonites, and quartz syenites. 

Some rocks are too fine grained and altered to permit classification. 

Intergranular comminution occurs in some thin sections of this unit but 

most are devoid of cataclastic textures (Plates 32a and 32b) . 

Quartz, where present, forms small irregular to polygonal, inter

stial grains. Most of the minor K-feldspar grains have a form similar to 

the quartz but are also twinned and have a crypto-perthitic texture. 

Plagioclase varies from An 21 to An55 and is highest in rocks 

with the lowest proportions of K-feldspar. Also, some plagioclase 

grains are zoned, with the highest An content in the cores. The grains 

are equant to slightly elongate, though subhedral in form, and vary from 

moderately to completely altered, mainly to scapolite and epidote. Mermy

kite occurs on the margins of the same grains. 
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PLATE 31 

An atypical texture within the finer grained variety of the Swan River 

gabbroic rocks (unit 20) that occur as small bodies within the Lueaza 

River granitoids (unit 11). Hornblende porphyroblasts are shadowed by 

aggregates of feldspar. Also, hornblende prisms in the matrix form a 

"chicken track" texture. 

Location: Near the mouth of the Lueaza River. 
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PLATE 32 

A) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the coarse-grained Swan River 

gabbroic rocks (unit 20), showing the subhedral form of plagioclase in 

the rock with only slight alteration and only negligible amounts of 

comminution. Th.e sample location is southwest of Porter Bay. 

7 x magnification 

B) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the coarse-grained Swan River 

gabbroic rocks (unit 20) illustrating the rare highly comminuted nature 

of the unit. The margins of large grains have been extensively plucked. 

The sample location is southwest of Porter Bay. 

6.5 x magnification 
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Hornblende is the principal mafic mineral and occurs mainly in 

large equant grains some of which are mantled by aggregates of fine needles 

of hornblende; similar hornblende needles also mantle biotite and pyroxene 

grains. In some of the cataclastic zones, hornblende locally forms 

xenoblastic to poikiloblastic grains that are concentrated in the comminuted 

matrix, though some form prisms that parallel the foliation in this matrix. 

Clino-pyroxene, where present, forms equant grains that are iron 

stained along t~e cleavage and fracture traces. ·In some places, the grains 

contain a fine exsolution lamellae. Many pyroxene grains are mantled by 

aggregates of hornblende or actionolite. Less commonly, the cores of the 

grains are altered to actinolite/tremolite. 

Minerals that occur in accessory amounts are: epidote, sphene, 

opaque minerals, apatite, biotite, stilpnomelane, carbonate, zircon, and 

allanite. 

One of the samples classified as a quartz diorite has been 

chemically analysed (F647); its oxide concentrations are listed in 

Appendix IV, Table 1, and the calculated normative mineral composition is 

listed in Appendix V. 

I.l9 Warren Islands Granite (Unit 21) 

Only four mappable bodies of this unit have been delineated; one 

on, and in the vicinity of Stanger Island; the second at the mouth of 

Paskwachi Bay; the third underlies a small island east of Warren Islands; 

and the last occurrence underlies part of the Warren Islands. However, 

dykes of this unit are particularly abundant within and north of the 

Wathaman Batholith. They occur cutting the Turner Bay granitoids (unit 10), 

the Lueaza River granitoids (unit 11), the Beaver Island gneisses (unit 17), 
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the Wathaman Batholith (unit 18), the MacKenzie Lake granite (un-it 19), 

and the Swan River gabbroic rocks (unit 20). The bodies at Stanger Island 

and Paskwachi Bay are the only occurrences that have been found south 

of the Wathaman Batholith. (However, belated chemical analysis (F771B) 

suggests that the body at Paskwachi Bay was incorrectly correlated during 

field work and that it might be better correlated with the adjacent agmatite.) 

Possibly similar rocks have been mapped to the west by Lewry et 

al. (1977) who classified them as pink to red leuco-granite, alaskite, 

and aplite, but he found them only as marginal phases on the southern 

contact of the Wathaman Batholith. 

These rocks are commonly brick-red or less commonly a pale pink 

to white on weathered surfaces and on fresh surfaces the rock is off-white 

to pale pink. The rock is roughly equigranular, and most grains are 

about 1 to 2 mm in diameter,' though the grain size decreases as the size 

of the dyke decreases. The colour index is everywhere less than 3. In 

rare places within the Northern Mixed Border Zone of the Wathaman Batholith, 

the usually sharp contacts of small dykes are obscured by subsequent 

porphyroblastic growth (Plate 25b). Rocks of this unit are typically 

massive and lack signs of internal deformation, although some are folded 

and boudinaged or, in some of the larger outcrops, strongly jointed. The 

outcrops southeast of Warren Islands at Paskwachi Bay contain xenoliths of 

porphyroblastic amphibole-rich gneisses similar to both the main phase of 

the Wathaman Batholith and the porphyroblastic phases of the Beaver Island 

gneisses; these xenoliths, in turn, contain fragments of a metasedimentary 

phase. 

Thin sections contain: quartz, about 15 to 35% and averaging 

25%; K-feldspar, about 25 to 80% and averaging SO%; plagioclase (typically 
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An24) ., about 4 to 45% and averaging 20%; and biotite, about 1 to 3% and 

averaging 2%. Opaque minerals, apatite, sphene, allanite, and zircon are 

common accessory minerals, whereas muscovite and carbonate occur as 

alteration products. Some thin sections contain thin zones of commanuted 

or recrystallized grains but these are of minor importance. 

Quartz generally forms equant, polygonal grains some of which 

have sutured margins, though quartz also occurs in xenoblastic grains that 

appear to be interstial to the feldspar grains (Plate 33a). 

K-feldspar grains are equant and polygonal in form, many contain 

'scotch plaid' twinning, and some contain string perthitic and/or granophyric 

textures. Most grains are slightly altered but some are mantled by rims 

that are devoid of alteration. 

Plagioclase grains are similar to the K-feldspar grains but 

differ in being more highly altered and some are zoned. 

Biotite occurs in small, irregular laths that are extensively 

altered to chlorite. Carbonate and muscovite occur both interstially and 

within the more strongly altered portions of the feldspar grains. 

Four samples of this unit have been chemically analysed (Al99D, 

B82, N318B and F771B), the latter from the Paskwachi Bay occurrence. The 

oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, Table 1, and the calculated 

normative mineral compositions are listed in Appendix V. 

I.20 Patterson Island Porphyritic Diorite (Unit 22) 

Only one large circular body of this rock type, centered on 

Patterson Island is shown on the map, however one small dyke of the same 

material is known just north of Patterson Island. These two occurrences 

comprise the total known extent of this rock type in the study area. 
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Similar and possibly related rocks have been found in a much 

larger body some 200 km east of Boundary Island (McRitchie 1977). Also, 

Lewry et al. (1976) IUapped some rocks at the south end of Numabin Bay, 

that appear to be similar, however, these trend to the northeast and probably 

correlate with the mela-granodiorite in the present study area (unit 13d). 

The contact of this unit with the adjacent Swan River gabbroic 

rocks (unit 20) and the MacKenzie Lake granite (unit 19) are abrupt on the 

scale of the map but at no place has the actual boundary been observed. 

Xenoliths locally form up to 90% of the rock but generally comprise 

less than 20% (Plates 33b and 34a). These are commonly elliptical to elong

ate and are orientated parallel to each other, possibly defining a primary 

flow foliation. Most xenoliths are similar to the adjacent Swan River 

gabbroic suite, but some are QFBA gneisses of possible metasedimentary origin. 

On weathered surfaces the rock (_other than the xenoliths) is 

pale grey to brown with all outcrops containing phenocrysts of white to 

blue-grey to rusty-amber feldspar that make up to 25% of the rock by volume. 

The resh surfaces vary from having a light purplish hue to being pale blue

green to pale grey with sporadic rusty patches. Excluding the phenocrysts, 

grains in the matrix are generally less than 1 mm across and the colour index 

is generally less than 30. The maximum size of the phenocrysts is 40 x 10 mm 

and these vary from anhedral to a more common subhedral form, but some are 

elliptical. Locally, these phenocrysts are moderately alighned parallel to 

th_emselves (Plate 34b), but in most places they are randomly oriented. 

Thin sect-ons contain: K-feldspar, about trace to 45% and averag

ing 20%; plagioclase (typically An35), about 20 to 75% and averaging 55%; 

clino-pyroxene about 0 to 30% and averaging 10%; hornblende, about 1 to 

20% and averaging 10%; and biotite, about trace to 5% and averaging 2%. 

Quartz, sphene, apatite, epidote, allanite, and opaque minerals are 

common accessory minerals and carbonate occurs as an alteration mineral. 
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PLATE 33 

A) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the Warren Islands granite (unit 

21), showing the xenoblastic form of the quartz grains. 

6 x magnification. 

B) The locally developed xenoli th-ridt phase of the Patterson Island 

porphyritic diorite (unit 22). The parallel alignment of the xenolith's 

long axes is possibly a primary flow foliation. Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

Location: A small island off the east shore of Patterson Island. 

Knife is approximately 200 mm long. 
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PLATE 34 

A) A more typical outcrop appearance of the Patterson Island porphyritic 

diorite (unit 22), in wich the dioritic xenoliths have a higher colour index 

than those illustrated in Plate 338. Photograph by M.R. Stauffer. 

Location: A small island off the east shore of Patterson Island. 

Knife is approximately 200 mm long. 

B) A common macroscopic texture of the Patterson Island porphyritic 

diorite (unit 22). The K-feldspar phenocrysts have a parallel alignment 

and an elongate form. 

Location: East short of Patterson Island. 
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K-feldspar principally occurs as phenocrysts (Plate 35a), though 

there are trace amounts in the matrix. Some grains exhibit 'scotch plaid' 

twinning and most have a perthitic texture. Grains are commonly slightly 

altered but the margins of most phenocrysts are locally recrystallized to 

a grain size similar to that of the matrix. 

Plagioclase commonly forms elongate subhedral grains oriented 

sub-parallel to each other (Plate 35b). Although most grains are 

completely saussuritized, some are only slightly altered. 

Clino-pyroxene is present in the majority of thin sections. The 

grains are equant and invariably mantled by hornblende. This mantle 

varies in width depending upon the thin section from a small fraction of 

the total grain diameter to forming nearly the total grain with only a 

small pyroxene-· core in a few of the-._ hombletlde grains. Some of the larger 

pyroxene grains contain exsolution lamellae parallel to the crystallographic 

cleavage. 

Biotite grains are relatively small and most are in contact with 

pyroxene and/or hornblende. The biotite is extensively altered to 

chlorite and opaque minerals in sections containing highly altered 

plagioclase. 

Hornblende is present in all thin sections though its percentage 

content increases with the degree of alteration of the rock. It occurs 

mainly as mantles around pyroxene, biotite, and opaque minerals, though in 

the highly altered varieties it locally forms aggregates of subhedral to 

euhedral grains aligned parallel to the foliation. 

I. 21 La Ronge Domain Mafic and Ultramafic Rocks (Unit 23) 

There are several scattered, small bodies of mafic and ultra-
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PLATE 35 

A) Photomicrograph of the typical occurrence of the K-feldspar phenocrysts 

(partially crossed polars) in the Patterson Island porphyritic diorite. 

Plagioclase grains are generally sub-parallel but near the phenocrysts they 

are deflected around the K-feldspar phenocrysts. 

7 x magnification. 

B) Photomicrograph of the sub-parallel alignment of plagioclase grains in 

the Patterson Island porphyritic diorite (partially crossed polars). 

7 x magnification. 
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mafic rocks south of the Wathaman Batholith. From north to south these 

bodies are situated at: 1) east of Steep Rock Point; 2) on the southern 

shore of Irvine Lake; 3) on the southeastern shore of Amiskit Island; 

4) northeast of Fawley Island; 5) three bodies close to each other west 

of .Cheadle Lake; 6) east of Crowe Island; 7) on the southern shore of 

Butler Island; and 8) on the southern shore of Levesque Bay. 

Equivalent rocks have been mapped west of the study area by 

Shklanka (1961) who classified them as diabase sills. Still further west, 

similar bodies were classified by Lewry et al. (1976) as diabases and 

gabbros. 

Most of these bodies are known only by a single outcrop and, 

·therefore, contact relationships are not well known. However, in one 

large occurrence west of Cheadle Lake the grain size decreases towards 

the margins of the body. 

These rocks can be divided into three categories: the most 

common contains metamorphosed and highly altered utlramafic rocks; the 

second, metagabbroids; and the third, diorites. The ultramafic rocks have 

massive, black, pitted weathered surfaces, whereas fresh surfaces are dark 

green. Grains are typically 2 to 3 mrn across and the colour index is 

between 90 and 100. Some of the rocks are highly fractured on a micro

scopic scale and some of the fractures are filled with serpentinite. The 

principal minerals are: actinolite/tremolite, about 20 to 90%, occurring 

as recrystallized subhedral to anhedral grains; serpentinite, about 0 to 

60%, occurring as fracture fillings and alteration products of pre

existing grains; olivine, about 0 to 10%; clino-pyroxene, 0 to 15%, locally 

occurring as fragments within the amphibole. Ortho-pyroxene, biotite, 

apatite, sphene, spinel, plagioclase (An 21 ) and opaque minerals occur 
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only in accessory amounts. 

The metagabbroids have a similar outcrop appearance to the ultra

mafic rocks but differ in containing about 30 to 60%; plagioclase, with 

amphibole and clino-pyroxene making up the rest of the rock except for the 

accessory minerals (which make up less than 5% of the rock and include 

quartz, zircon, epidote, allanite, orthopyroxene, biotite, apatite, 

sphene, spinel, and opaque minerals). One sample from this category has 

been chemically analysed (B67). Its oxide concentrations are listed in 

Appendix IV, Table 1, and its calculated normative mineral composition is 

listed in Appendix V. 

The diorite at Irvine Lake is conspicuously different in outcrop 

from all the other mafic and ultramafic rocks in that it has a chocolate

brown colour ori smooth, rounded, weathered surfaces, whereas fresh surfaces 

are black. The rock is aphanitic. Thin sections contain: plagioclase 

(SO - 60%) and ophitic pyroxene (40 - SO%) with some anhedral grains of 

opaque minerals. 

I.22 Pegmatites (Unit 24) 

Granitic pegmatite is nearly ubiquitous and occurs in bodies of 

various sizes. Bodies of mappable size occur on Porcupine Island, Stanger 

Island, south and southwest of Wepusko Bay, near the north end of Malcolm 

Island and east of Isaac Lake. 

In outcrop, the pegmatites are massive and contain abundant 

xenoliths. Some pegmatites have gradational contacts with the adjacent 

rocks, whereas others have abrupt contacts. Fresh and weathered surfaces 

vary from brick-red, rusty yellow-white, to pale pink. The typical grain 

diameter is 50 to 100 mm but many grains are as small as 1 mm across. 
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The colour index of most rocks is less than 5 but locally is higher and 

the principal mafic minerals are magnetite and biotite. Rare grains of 

muscovite and apatite also occur in some pegmatites. 

Thin sections contain: quartz; perthitic K-feldspar, with and 

without 'scotch plaid' twinning, most of which is slightly altered but 

locally is strongly altered; plagioclase with an An content that is either 

about An10 or locally in the range of An20 to An40 . Hornblende, tourmaline, 

opaque minerals, epidote, sphene, apatite, zircon, biotite, allanite, topaz, 

and muscovite are scattered throughout the rock in trace amounts. One 

sample (B61) from an outcrop too small to represent on the map has been 

chemically analysed; its oxide concentrations are listed in Appendix IV, 

Table 1 and its calculated normative mineral composition is listed in 

Appendix V. 

1.23 Blastomylonite (Unit 25) 

Three bodies of blastomylonite have been delineated, all of which 

strike northeasterly and are located in the northwestern part of the area: 

1) the Parker Lake Shear Zone just northwest of Swan Bay, 2) a band between 

Pearce and Zengle Lakes, and 3) southwest of Reynolds Lake. The Parker 

Lake Shear Zone extends for a considerable distance southwest of the study 

area where it was named by Lewry (1976) and is truncated by the Needle Falls 

shear zone (Ray 1976). Within the study area, the main Parker Lake Shear 

Zone terminates before reaching the main shore of Reindeer Lake, however, a 

wide band containing small discontinuous shear zones extends in a north

easterly direction within the Wathaman Batholith (this band contains bodies 

of the MacKenzie Lake granite as discussed in section 1.17). 

The second blastomylonite body slays off a fault at Pearce Lake 
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which itself connects with the Parker Lake Shear Zone as a splay fault. 

This particular blastomylonite which passes under Pearce Lake may extend 

to the northeast well beyond Zengle Lake but has not been traced for more 

than 3 km beyond Zengle Lake. 

The third blastomylonite occurs in the vicinity of Reynolds 

Lake and does not continue to the northeast beyond that lake. To the 

southwest it disappears under a sheet of glacial drift but might 

ultimately also connect with the Parker Lake Shear Zone. 

Besides these large bodies, mylonites occur along some of the 

faults that occur north of the Wathaman Batholith. Most of these 

occurrences are along faults that have a northeasterly strike, but in two 

places they have been observed along faults that have a north - south 

strike. 

Both fresh and weathered surfaces are red to grey to white to 

black. The variations in colour occur in alternating bands with high-

and low-mafic mineral content. Most bands are less than a centimetre 

thick but some are up to 200 mm thick and can be traced for more than 2 m 

across an outcrop. Locally, whole outcrops are composed of chloritic 

rock. The most abundant bands have a low colour index and some of these 

contain feldspar porphyroblasts or porphyroclasts. Locally these also 

contain hornblende porphyroblasts, as well as knots composed of aggregates 

of quartz and feldspar that are less than 5 mm long. Most porphyroclasts 

are parallel to the fluxion structure and most are oblate in form, 

although locally they are prolate, in which case they define a lineation 

within the foliation. In only one place have quartz veins been observed 

parallel to foliation in the blastomylonites. 

Thin section examination of this unit indicates that the rock has 
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a great variation in texture and composition, some of these textures are 

illustrated in Plates 36, 37, and 38. 

Quartz and feldspar form polygonal grains that are locally 

concentrated into mono-mineralic bands. Both the plagioclase and K-feldspar 

grains in the matrix are highly altered. Hornblende, together with biotite, 

are the principal mafic minerals. Hornblende forms small poikiloblastic 

grains that· are crudely sub-parallel to the foliation (fluxion structure), 

and it occurs concentrated in bands with epidote and carbonate. Locally, 

the hornblende also occurs in elliptical aggregates whose long axes lie 

parallel to the fluxion structure. Biotite occurs in well-shaped laths 

that vary from perfectly parallel to the fluxion structure to grains that 

are randomly oriented. Biotite is most common in rocks containing mono

mineralic bands. Accessory minerals include epidote, apatite, sphene, 

opaque minerals, zircon, allanite (commonly mantled by epidote), and 

xenoblastic carbonate grains. Fractures in the rock are. filled by 

carbonate and colourless chlorite. 
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PLATE 36 

A) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of the completely recrystallized, 

aphanitic portion of the Parker Lake Shear Zone (unit 25). 

6 x magnification. 

B) Photomicrograph of part of the Parker Lake Shear Zone showing that 

some feldspar grains have not been completely recrystallized or comminuted 

and now form porphyroclasts. Biotite grains are concentrated in thin bands 

that transect the rock. 

6 x magnification. 
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PLATE 37 

A) Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of a rock from the Parker Lake Shear 

Zone in which hornblende forms elliptical aggregates (dark patches on 

photomicrograph.). The long axes of these aggregates are parallel to the 

weak foliation in the matrix. 

7 x magnification. 

B) Photomicrograph of blastomylonite (unit 25) from the Reynolds Lake 

area (crossed polars). This rock contains a K-feldspar clast that might 

have been derived from the porphyroclastic schistose mylonite (unit 18e). 

This clast has been cut by thin zones of conuninuted material and the 

fluxion structures adjacent to the clast is deflected around the clast. 

Quartz grains occur in the pressure shadow between the clast depicted and 

another that is just below the field of view. 

7 x magnification. 
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PLATE 38 

Photomicrograph (crossed polars) of blastomylonite (unit 25) from a north

south trending fault. This photo shows parallel sided bands of recrystallized 

polygonal grains of quartz which in turn are parallel to the fluxion structure. 

These bands probably represent quartz veins that originally occured in the 

blastomylonite and have recrystallized in a low stress regime after the 

cataclasis. 
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APPENDIX II 

LOCAL NAMES 

Co-ordinates of geographical place names referred to within the 

map area. Unofficial names are underlined. 

Name Map Co-ordinates 

N w 
Abbot Island 1.1 56° 4 7' 102° 26' 

Allen Island 1.2 57° 04' 102° 31' 

Amiskit Island 1.1 56° 52' 102° 27' 

Armstrong Island 1.3 57° 42' 102° 11' 

Ballantine Island 1.3 57° 34' 102° 27' 

Beatty Island 1.2 57° 25' 102° 15' 

Beaver Island 1.2 57° 26' 102° 10' 

Bedford Island 1.2 57° 28' 102° 44' 

Berst on Island 1.2 57° ·51' l02° 05' 

Bladon Island 1.2 57° 1.9' 102° 39' 

Boundary Island 1.3 57° 40' 102° 00' 

Bradley Island 1.2 57° 24' 102° 13' 

Bray Island 1.2 57° 11' 102° 31' 

Brink Island 1.3 57° 37 1 102° 15' 

Brockbank Lake 1.3 57° 58' 102° 12' 

Brown Point 1.2 57° 29' 102° 37' 

Burntwood Bay 1.2 57° 19' 102° 05' 

Butler Island 1.1 56° 39' 102° 43' 

Cameron Island 1.1 56° SO' 102° 26' 

Cameron Lake 1.1 56° 57' 102° 37' 

Cheadle Lake 1.1 56° 44' 102° 54' 

Cheesman Island 1.2 57° 04' 102° 07' 

Clements Island 1.2 57° 07' 102° 20' 

Coates Island 1.2 57° 17' 102° 14' 

Cowie Bay 1.2 57° 10' 102° 43' 
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N w 
Crane Island 1.3 57° 50' 102° 23' 

Crimes Lake 1.3 57° 58' 102° 17' 

Crowe Bay 1.1 56° 47' 102° 40' 

Crowe Island 1.1 56° 45' 102° 35' 

Crozier Lake 1.1 56° 56' 102° 55' 

Cumines Island 1.3 57° 47' 102° 09' 

Dixon Island 1.2 57° 13' 102° 36' 

Dobson Lake 1.3 57° 42' 102° 49' 

Doreen Lake 1.3 57° 51' 102° 55' 

Dunlop Island 1.2 57° 27' 102° 22' 

Doucet Island 1.1 56° 54' 102° 25' 

Feavior Peninsula 1.3 57° 51' 102° 13' 

Fontaine Island 1.3 57° 45' 102° 28' 

Francis Lake 1.1 56° 48' 102° 19' 

Fraser Island 1.3 56° 56' 102° OS' 

Garth Lake 1.1 56° 45' 102° 09' 

Gibson Island 1.2 57° 20' 102° 45' 

Gilbert Lake 1.1 56° 47' 102° 46' 

Gramiek Lake 1.1 56° 53' 102° 55' 

Greg Lake 1.3 57° 59' 102° 27' 

Halfway Island 1.2 57° 09' 102° 15 1 

Hay Island 1.2 57° 25' 102° 39' 

Horseshoe Island 1.2 57° 15' 102° 19' 

Hourd Island 1.3 57° 36' 102° 29' 

Hourston Island 1.2 57° 22' 102° 38' 

Hydichuck Island 1.1 56° 57' 102° 14' 

Ireland Lake 1.3 57° 56' 102° 48' 

Isaac Lake 1.1 56° 48' 102° 12' 

Jackpine Bay 1.2 57° 02' 102° 07' 

Jewson Lake 1.3 57° 53' 103° 00' 

Johnson Island 1.3 57° 48' 102° 14' 

Juntunen Lake 1.2 57° 23' 102° 02' 
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N w 
Kellough Island 1.2 57° 15' 102° 29' 

Kinoosoa (Co-oE Point) 1.2 57° 05' 102° 01' 

Knox Island 1.2 57° 22' 102° 24' 

Kowalski Bay 1.2 57° 14' 102° 47' 

Lavigne Lake 1.2 57° 14' 102° 55' 

Laxdal Island 1.1 56° 55' 102° 22' 

Levesque Bay 1.1 56° 33' 102° 36' 

Loon Bay 1.1 56° 46' 102° 21' 

Lowther Island 1.3 57° 36' 102° 26' 

Lueaza River 1.3 57° 49' 102° 27' 

McCrea Island 1.2 57° 27' 102° 33' 

McLean Bay 1.3 57° 52' 102° 16' 

MacKenzie Lake 1.3 57° 50' 102° 43' 

Malcolm Island 1. 1' 1.2 57° 00' 102° 08' 

Marquardt Lake 1.2 57° 20' 102° 00' 

Milton Island 1.1 56° 42' 102° 36' 

Moose Island 1.2 57° 05' 102° 04' 

Morton Island 1.2 57° 24' 102° 42' 

Mosquito Island 1.2 57° 24' 102° 27' 

Murray Island 1.1 57° 00' 102° 30' 

Nokomis Lake 1.1, 1.2 57° 00' 103° 00' 

Ochankugahe Island 1.1 56° 37' 102° 36' 

Parkunow Lake 1.1 56° 53 102° 59' 

Paskwachi Bay 1.2 57° 15' 102° 00' 

Patterson Island 1.3 57° 40' 102° 38' 

Pearce Lake 1.3 56° 45' 102° 44' 

Pe11ant Lake 1.3 57° 56' 102° 54' 

Perry Lake 1.1 56° 54' 102° 43' 

Phillips Island 1.3 57° 44' 102° 17' 

Porcupine Island 1.3 54° 31' 102° 04' 

Porter Bay 1.3 54° 40' 102° 42' 

Priest Point 1.1 56° 46' 102° 32' 
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Priestly Island 1.1 56° 38' 102° 43' 

Reindeer Island 1.2 57° 26' 102° .30' 

Reindeer Lake 1. 1" 1.2, 1.3 

Reynolds Lake 1.3 57° 56' 102° 45' 

Robinson Bay 1.2 57° 15' 102° 41 

Rocky Isla-qds 1.3 57° 39' 102° 33' 

Sanderson Island 1.3 57° 38' 102° 31' 

Smith Channel 1.3 57° 51' 102° 11' 

Smith Point 1.3 57° 46' 102° 18' 

South Porcupine Point 1.2 57° 22' 102° 09' 

Stanger Island 1.2 57° 09' 102° 11' 

Staples Lake 1.3 57° 38' 102° 52' 

Steep Rock Point 1.2 57° 17' 102° 07' 

Stickler Island 1.2 57° 20' 102° 29' 

Suffern Lake 1.2 57° 29' 102° 53' 

Swan Bay 1.2 57° 27' 102° 50' 

Swan Lake 1.3 57° 33' 103° 00' 

Swan River 1.2, 1.3 57° 26' 102° 54' 

Tate Island 1.2 57° 07' 102° 32' 

Tearse Island 1.3 57° 40' 102° 14' 

Thompson Island 1.2 57° 10' 102° 40' 

Thyme Hill River 1.3 57° 42' 102° 43' 

Tucker Island 1.3 57° 53' 102° 03' 

Turner Bay 1.2 57° 15' 102° 15' 

Turtle Island 1.3 57° 35' 102° 23' 

Vermilion Bay 1.2 57° 18 1 102° 54' 

Vermilion Island 1.2 57° 20' 102° 51' 

Wallace Island 1.3 57° 46' 102° 14' 

Walsh Island 1.2 57° 09' 102° 06' 

Walter Island 1. 1 56° 53' 102° 10' 

Wapus Bay 1.1 56° 39' 102° 33' 

Warren Islands 1.3 57° 30' 102° 27' 
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N w 
Weaver Island 1.2 57° 18' 102° 28' 

Welch Lake 1.1 57° 50' 102° 47' 

Wepusko Bay 1.2 57° 07' 102° 40' 

Wepusko River 1.1 57° 03' 102° 42' 

Whitesand Bay 1. 1' 1.2 57° 58' 102° 05' 

Wiley Bay 1.3 57° 36' 102° 41' 

Wilkinson Lake 1.2 57° 25' 102° 02' 

Woodward"River 1.3 57° 52' 102° 43' 

Zangesa Bay 1.3 58° 00' 102° 04' 

Zengle Lake 1.3 57° 55' 102° 33' 
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APPENDIX III 

SAMPLES CHEMICALLY ANALYSED 

The samples that were chemically analysed are listed below 

together with an approximate location, and a brief description of the 

outcrop se~ting. The exact sample locations are plotted on maps 3.1, 

3.2, and 3.3. 

Sample 

AX 

A96 

Al99D 

A241 

A243 

B54 

B60 

SAMPLES COLLECTED DURING 1977 

Unit Approximate location Description 

17 N. Beaver Is. Anhedral feldspar porphyroblasts 
which are less than 20 mm in size 
and form less than 3% of the rock. 

10 N. Beaver Is. The sample was taken from a 
granitic phase correlated with 
Turner Bay granitoids but which 
occurs in an outcrop together with 
abundant pegmatite and phase of the 
Wathaman Batholith. 

21 E. of Warren Is. Homogeneous granite with no other 
phases present in an outcrop which 
is strongly jointed. 

18A S. of Porcupine Is. The outcrop is composed of one unit 
only, a porphyroblastic rock 
correlated with the Wathaman Batholith, 
and which contains about 5% feldspar 
porphyroblasts. 

18A S. of Porcupine Is. Similar to the outcrop setting of 
A241, but contains between 10 to 
20% feldspar porphyroblasts that 
are up to 25 mm in size. 

13C N. Numabin Bay A homogeneous outcrop of a rock that 
is typical of the unit. 

15 N.E. Malcolm Is. A homogeneous outcrop of a rock that 
is typical of the unit. 



Sample 

B61 

B62 

B63 

B64 

B65 

B66 

B67 

B68 

B70 

B71 

B72 

B76 

B77 

384 

Unit Approximate location 

24 Mouth of Whitesand 
Bay 

13A E. of Malcolm Is. 

13A N. of Francis L. 

13A W. Abbot Is. 

13A S. of Abbot Is. 

130 N.W. Milton Is. 

23 E. of Crowe Is. 

13A N. of Priest Pt. 

14 S.E. of Murray Is. 

14 E. of Hugh Is. 

14 N. of Hugh Is. 

15 Tate Is. 

14 N.W. of Halfway Is. 

Description 

A homogeneous outcrop of a rock that 
is typical of one of the two dominate 
types of neosome found in the 
Rottenstone migmatites. 

A homogeneous outcrop of a rock that 
is typical of the unit. 

As for B62. 

As for B62. 

As for B62. 

Some xenoliths are present·in the 
sampled host material that is typical 
of the unit. 

Two phases present, a fine- and 
coarse-grained material of apparently 
the same composition, only the fine
grained material was sampled, but it 
is not typical of the unit. · 

The outcrop is composed of pegmatites 
and a granitic material that was 
sampled but in the field the unit 
contains dioritic xenoliths in the 
outcrops. 

5% of the outcrop is made up of 
xenoliths but the host material which 
was sampled is typical of the unit 
and devoid of xenoliths. 

Not recorded, but the sample is 
typical of the unit. 

As for B71. 

A homogeneous outcrop that is one of 
the two known outcrops of the unit. 

Some xenoliths are present in the 
outcrop but not in the sampled host 
material which is typical of the 
unit. 



Sample 

B78 

B79 

BBO 

B81 

B82 

B83 

B84 

B84 

F53A 

F113 

Fl22 
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Unit Approximate location Description 

14 N.E. of Park Is. Some metasedimentary xenoliths are 
present in the host material which 
was sampled and is typical of the 
unit. 

14 Clement Is. As for B77. 

14 N.E. of Park Is. Not recorded. 

14 W. Park Is. The sample is from the neosome.phase 
of the Allen Island type of migrnatite 
that forms the outcrop. 

21 N. of Walsh Is. There are large metasedimentary 
xenoliths in the host granitic 
material which was sampled. 

14 S. of Walsh Is. The outcrop is homogeneous and the 
sample is typical of the unit. 

13A N.W. of Moose Is. The outcrop is made up of a mixture 
of rock types: 40% is made up of the 
granitic phase that was sample; 10% 
is made up of psarnrnitic metasedimen
tary xenoliths; 5% is made up of 
material that is dioritic in 
composition; and 45% is made up of 
pegmatite. 

13A N. of Malcolm Is. Not recorded, but the sample is 
typical of the unit. 

9A E. Allen Is. Intercalated pink pegmatite similar 
, to sample B61, and meta-arkosic 

palaeosome that is typical of the 
low mafic variety of the Allen 
Island type migmatite. N.B. this 
sample is a composite sample that 
contains both phases in a ratio of 
1:3 pegmatite to meta-arkose. 

18C E. of Turner Bay QFBA gneiss xenoliths occur in the 
sampled phase that is inhomogeneous 
in the texture and in composition. 

12 W. of Bladon Is. The sampled phase is a mafic rock 
that is transected by abundant 
irregular quartz/feldspar veins. 
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Sample Unit Approximate location Description 

Fl47 18A N. of Vermilion Is. A homogeneous outcrop that is typical 
of the unit. 

Fl75 18A S. of Vermilion Bay As for Fl47. 

Fl75I 

Fl75II 

Fl75III 

FlSO lSA N. of Vermilion Bay 

Fl91 lSA N.W. Bedford Is. 

Fl94 .18A W. of Morton Is. 

F209 18A N. Hay Is. 

F212 lSA N.E. Bedford Is. 

F238 10 E. Morton Is. 

F266 12 N.W. Gibson Is. 

F291 13B E. of Gallop L. 

F292 13A W. of Cheadle L. 

F293 13A Cheadle L. 

F314 10 S.W. Wepusko Bay 

A one quarter aliquot of the 
original sample. 

A one eighth aliquot of the 
original sample. 

A one sixteenth aliquot of the 
original sample. 

As for Fl47. 

As for Fl47. 

The outcrop is composed of two 
phases, one with feldspar 
porphyroblasts, and one without. 
Both phases are extensively developed, 
and it was the second phase which 
was sampled. 

As for Fl47. 

As for Fl47. 

There is abundant amphibole/biotite 
bearing schlieren in both the 
sample and the outcrop. 

The outcrop is homogeneous and not 
cut by the numerous quartz/feldspar 
veins that is typical of this unit. 

The outcrop is homogeneous and typical 
of the unit. 

The outcrop is small but homogeneous 
and typical of the unit. 

As for F292. 

The outcrop is ~trongly foliated and 
contains xenoliths of migmatite. 
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Sample Unit Approximate location Description 

F363 

F469 

F481 

F486 

F503 

F527 

F531 

F536A 

F536B 

F537 

F540 

The sample is of the foliated phase 
and is not typical of the unit. 

10 N.W. of Thompson Is. The outcrop is variable in texture, 
varying between porphyroblastic and 
non-porphyroblastic, but compositionally 
the outcrop is homogeneous. 

~7 N. of Thompson Is. The dioritic phase is cut by large 
pegmatite dykes, and the sampled 
dioriti~ phase has a variable amount 
of feldspar porphyroblasts. 

18C S.E. of Robinson Bay There is a variable amount of 
porphyroblasts in the outcrop but 
only one phase. 

10 E. of Robinson Bay The sample and the outcrop contains 
isoclinally folded schlieren which 
is richer in biotite compared to the 
majority of the rock. 

17 N. of Thompson Is. The sampled host material is pervaded 
by granitic dykes. 

10 N. of Thompson Is. The outcrop is homogeneous in both 
composition texture. 

17 N. of Bray The sample is from a QFBA gneiss 
xenolith within the Turner Bay 
granitoids. 

17 W. of Kellough Is. The sampled phase is a strongly 
deformed porphyroblastic meta
sedimentary QFBA gneiss. 

10 W. of Kellough Is. The sampled phase is a porphyro
blastic granitic· material that forms 
the host material to the xenolithic 
phase represented by F536A. 

10 IV. of Kellough Is. The sampled phase contains abundant 
biotite rich schlieren. 

18C E. of Robinson Bay Pegmatite phases cut the major rock 
type which was the phase that was 
sampled. 
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Sample Unit Approximate location Description 

FS48 18A Kowalski Bay The outcrop is homogeneous in 
composition but the rock is atypical 
in that magnetite crystals up to 
10 mm are present. 

FS71A 10 N. Turner Bay The phase sampled is a granitic 
gneiss that is intercalated with 
porphyroblastic material related 
to the W'athaman Batholith. 

FS71B 18C N. Turner Bay rae material sampled is the porphjro
blastic material intercalated with 
the material sampled in F571A. 

FS91 18C S. Turner Bay Highly deformed outcrop but 
compositionally homogeneous. 

F647 20 Swan River Massive small outcrop of material 
with no apparent compositional 
variation. 

F701 14 N.W. of Amiskit Is. Highly variable in texture but no 
significant compositional changes 
are apparent in the outcrop. 

F723 13A Garth L. The outcrop is homogeneous in 
composition but the rock is 
considerably coarser than is normal 
for the unit. 

F727 13A W. of Perry L. The outcrop is homogeneous in 
composition and typical of the unit. 

F728 13A Perry L. As for F727. 

F730 8 Gramiak L. The outcrop is compositionally 
homogeneous and typical of the unit. 

F731 13A N. Crozier L. The sampled phase occurs as a 
granitic palaeosome in conjunction 
with the more abundant neosome that 
correlates with the Hugh Island 
granite (unit 14). 

F740 13A Crozier L. Similar to F727, but the outcrop is 
cut by a few small pegmatitic veins. 



Sample 

F750 

F752 

F771A 

F771B 

F917A 

F917B 

F928 

F943 

F957 

Fl004 
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Unit Approximate location Description 

8 Gramiak L. The outcrop is faintly compositionally 
banded though the compositional 
variation is not significant. 

8 Gramiak L. The outcrop is compositionally 
homogeneous but the rock is strongly 
foliated. 

1.7 Paskwachi Bay The sampled material is composed of 
a porphyroblastic QFBA gneiss that 
has been.correlated with the Beaver 
Island gneisses and contains 
xenoliths of obvious metasedimentary 
gneisses and in turn occurs as a 
xenolithic phase in a granitic host 
rock. 

21 Paskwachi Bay The sampled material was taken from 
the granitic host phase that contains 
xenoliths represented by F771A. The 
chemistry of this sample indicates 
that it should be correlated with the 
Crowe Bay agmatite (unit 16). 

17 N. Gibson Is. The outcrop is composed of two phases, a 
porphyroblastic phase from which the 
sample has been taken, and this phase 
is scattered in minor amounts in a 
non-porphyroblastic phase. 

17 N. Gibson Is. The sampled material is of the non
porphyroblastic phase mentioned in 
the description for F917A. 

18A N. of Gibson Is. There are some dioritic xenoliths 
contained within the material of the 
Wathaman Batholith. 

18C E. Gibson Is. The sampled rock is a porphyroblastic 
phase of the Wathaman Batholith which 
is transected by small pegmatite veins. 

10 Robinson Bay The outcrop has a variable texture 
but is compositionally homogeneous. 

l8A S. of Morton Is. The outcrop is homogeneous in 
appearance. 



Sample 

FlOll 

Fl030 

Fl044 

Fl057 

N84 

N87 

Nl03 

Nl86 

N242 

N252 

N318A 

N318B 

N326 

N328 
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Unit Approximate location Description 

18C N. Vermilion Bay As for Fl004. 

18C N.E. of Robinson Bay The outcrop is full of xenoliths 
that correlate with the Beaver 
Island gneisses, and these are 
contained within the porphyroblastic 
material of the Wathaman Batholith 
which was sampled. 

10 S. of Kellough Is. The outcrop is composed of a highly 
deforme~ rock with large veins of 
pegmatite. 

17 N.W. of Beaver Is. The outcrop has a variable texture 
and composition, but only one rock 
phase is present. 

17 S. of Cheasman Is. Not recorded. 

17 S. of Cheasman Is. The sampled host material is cut by 
pegmatite dykes, 

17 E. of Cheasman Is. The sampled phase contains abundant 
amphibolitic·fragments as well as 
being cut by pegmatite dykes. 

17 N. of Stickler Is. The outcrop is variable in texture 
but is composed of one phase. 

17 S.W. of Weaver Is. Not recorded. 

17 N.E. Weaver Is. The outcrop is homogeneous in texture 
and composition. 

18A E. of Reindeer Is. The outcrop is composed of the 
porphyroblastic Wathaman material, 
which is the sampled phase, but is 
cut by large dykes of the Warren 
Island granite. 

21 E. of Reindeer Is. The sample was taken from one of the 
large dykes mentioned in the 
description for N318A. 

17 N. of Mosquito Is. As for N252. 

17 N. of Mosquito Is. As for N252. 



Sample 

N601 

N623 

N625A 

N671 

Nl026A

Nl086 

Nl098 

Nll35 

Nll72 

Pl 

P97B 

P249A 
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Unit Approximate location Description 

12 S.W. of Weaver Is. Heterogeneous outcrop which contains 
rocks correlated with the Turner Bay 
granitoid (unit 10), the Beaver 
Island gneisses (unit 17), the mixed 
border phase of the Wathaman 
Batholith (unit 18C), in addition 
to the Knox Island diorite which is 
the sampled phase. 

10 E. Kellough Is. Not recorded. 

10 E. Kellough Is. There are abundant xenoliths/fragments 
in the host material that was sampled. 

18A N. Weaver Is. Textural variations occur within the 
outcrop but there is only one phase 
present. 

10 E. Bladon Is. The outcrop contains abundant xenoliths/ 
fragments occurring in the sampled 

10 s.w. of Adam Is. 

18A N. of Hourston Is. 

18A N. Mosquito Is. 

12 E. of Stickler Is. 

sc Paskwachi Bay 

10 S. of Coates Is. 

17 N.E. of Kellough Is. 

host material, which in turn is cut 
by pegmatite dykes. 

Not recorded. 

Not recorded. 

Not recorded. 

Compositionally the outcrop is 
homogeneous. 

The outcrop is strongly banded with 
various types of amphibolitic rocks 
being intercalated with each other 
and pegmatites. The sample is from 
a rock composed principly of amphibole. 

Not recorded. 

The sampled host material is slightly 
porphyroblastic and contains 
xenoliths/relects of dioritic material 
and is cut by felsite and pegmatite 
dykes. 
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SAMPLES COLLECTED DURING 1977 

Sample Unit Approximate location Description 

F246 2 N.W. of Pellant L. Small homogeneous outcrop of a 
massive medium-grain red rock. 

F286 17 E. Beaver Is. Variable texture in the outcrop 
but compositionally uniform. 

F434 1 S. Zengle L. The outcrop is formed of strongly 
foliated gneisses with some minor 
quartz veins present. 

J377A 19A S.W. MacKenzie L. Not recorded. 



APPENDIX IV 

TABLE 1 CHEMICAL DATA 

Results of the major element analyses on samples from the Reindeer Lake area. All samples 

were collected during 1976. 

Sample No. AX A96 Al99D A241 A243 854 860 861 862 863 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Si02 59 .. 3 65,.9 75.0 65,7 65.0 73.2 58.6 73.6 67,9 71~8 

Ti02 
0,9 0.5 o.o 0.8 0.6 o.o 0.9 o.o 0.3 0.3 

A1 203 16.9 16,4 12,7 15,8 15.6 15.0 16.4 14,8 17.0 14.7 

Fe2o3 2 .. 3 2.4 0.6 2.0 2.3 1.0 4.4 0.3 1.0 1.0 w 
\,0 
w 

FeO 4.4 2.6 0.8 3.1 2.6 1. 1 4,2 0.6 2.3 1.6 

MnO 0.0 0.1 0.0 0 .. 1 o.o 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8a0 o.o 0,2 o.o o.o 0,3 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

MgO 4.1 1.3 0.3 1.6 1.4 0.6 4.1 0.2 1.2 0.8 

CaO 4.9 4.0 0.9 3.5 3.5 3.2 6.0 2.2 4.1 3.1 

Na2o 4.0 4.8 2.9 4.2 3.7 4.6 3.0 3.6 4.4 ·4.4 

K
2
0 2.8 1.5 5.6 2.8 4.8 1.0 1.8 4.2 1.2 2.1 

LOl 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.0 



Sample No. B64 B65 B66 867 B68 B70 871 B72 876 B77 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Si02 71.4 71.7 67.9 56.3 73.9 72.6 71.2 71.5 55,1 75.0 

Ti02 o.o 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.1 o.o 0.3 1.2 0,0 

Al 2o3 15.7 15,1 12.3 14.3 13.4 14.7 14.3 14.0 19.4 13.6 

Fe2o
3 0.4 1,3 1,4 1.3 1.5 0.4 0,9 1.0 1.5 0.2 w 

\0 
.r::--

FeO 1.4 1.3 3.6 7.3 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.5 6.0 0.6 

MnO 0,0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 

BaO 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 o.o 

MgO 0,7 0.5 3.8 7.4 0,6 0.3 0,5 0.6 3.9 0.1 

CaO 2.7 3.6 4.4 6.3 3.1 1.9 1.4 0.8 5.4 1.7 

Na2o 5.3 4.7 4.0 3.0 4.1 3.9 3.1 2.9 3.5 3.6 

K
2
0 1.9 1.1 1,3 2,5 1.3 4.8 6.7 6.8 3.1 4.9 

LOI 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.3 



Sample No. B78 B79 B80 B81 882 B83 B84 885 F113 Fl22 -- -- -- -- -- -- -
Si02 75.4 76.2 75.2 70.9 74.3 74.8 66·. 2 70.1 66.1 50.6 

Ti02 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.9 

AI 2o3 13.8 13.2 13.7 14.7 13.6 13.9 15.8 14.7 1S.2 13.6 

Fe2o
3 0.5 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.2 2.1 1. 1 1.8 3.7 w 

\0 
U1 

FeO 0.5 0.5 0,6 1.3 1.1 0.6 2.7 1.9 2,5 6.3 

MnO 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 o.o 0.1 0.2 

BaO 0.1 o.o o.o 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 o.o 0.0 

MgO 0.1 0.1 0.1 0,7 0.4 0.2 1.3 1.3 1.8 8.9 

CaO 2.0 1,0 1.3 2.6 1.4 1.7 4.7 2.5 3.6 9.7 

Na2o 4.3 4.5 4.0 4.5 3.6 3,6 4.5 4.5 3,9 3.2 

K20 3,0 4.3 5.0 3.2 4.5 4.5 1.6 3.1 3.6 1.4 

LOI 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0,3 0.5 0.5 0,9 1.4 



Sample No. Fl47 Fl75/I Fl75/II Fl75/III Fl80 Fl91 Fl94 F209 F212 F238 
-

Si02 67.4 66.5 64,5 65,3 72.9 65.6 72,5 62,9 64,6 69,8 

Ti0
2 

0,6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.3 

Al 20
3 14.9 15.0 15,9 15,6 13,1 15.6 14.1 15.8 15.3 14.3 

Fe2o3 1.4 1.9 2.4 1.9 1.4 2.1 0.6 3.7 3.0 0.9 w 
\.0 

"' 
FeO 2.3 2.4 2,5 2.5 1,4 2.4 1.2 2.7 2.2 2.0 

MnO 0,1 o.o 0.0 0,1 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.1 0.0 

BaO o.o 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0 o.o 0.2 

MgO 1.9 1.8 1.6 1,6 0.8 1.6 0.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 

CaO 2.8 3.6 3.9 3.6 1.9 3.7 2.0 3.9 4.2 2.4 

Na2o 3.7 4.2 4.5 4.6 3.6 3.9 3.0 3.6 4.1 3.5 

K
2
0 3.4 2,9 3.1 3,3 3.8 3.5 4.6 4.3 3.3 4.2 

LOI 1.5 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.7 



Sample No. F266 F291 F292 F293 F314 F363 F469 F481 F486 F503 
--· 

Si02 51,9 59.7 67.9 71.7 75.2 68.6 52.6 65.1 67.0 65.2 

Ti02 1 .1 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0,5 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 

Al 2o3 18.9 19.1 15.6 15.2 11.7 15.2 14.7 15.7 15.1 14.3 

Fe2o
3 3.4 2.1 1.5 0.9 0.9 1.2 4,3 1,8 1.7 1.7 VJ 

~ 
....... 

FeO 4.9 3.1 2.2 1.3 2.1 2.4 7.2 2.8 2.7 2.9 

MnO 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 o.o o.o 

BaO 0.0 Q.3 0,0 o.o 0,1 0.1 o.o o.o o.o 0.1 

MgO 4.9 1.5 1.4 0.9 0.7 1.4 6.3 1.8 1.8 4.0 

CaO 6.4 3.7 5,4 3.5 0.9 3.0 6.3 4.1 3.5 3.4 

Na2o 4.8 5,6 4.1 4.8 2,1 4.4 3,4 3.9 3.8 3.8 

K
2
0 2.5 4.1 1.0 1,1 5.4 2.6 2.5 3.5 3.2 3,4 

LOI 1.1 0.4 0,5 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 



Sample No. F527 F531 F536A F536B F537 F540 F548 F571A F571B F591 -- -- -- -- -- -
Si02 67.1 64.2 66.2 72.4 70.9 65.1 70.8 70.3 63,5 62.5 

Ti02 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.3 0,4 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 

Al 2o3 15,5 17.1 14.7 14.4 14.6 15.4 14.1 14.3 15.8 16.7 

Fe2o3 1.7 1.5 3.0 0.6 1.0 1. 9 1.0 1,3 2.4 2.4 w 
1.0 
C:> 

FeO 2.3 2.8 2.9 1.1 1,6 2.9 1,9 1.5 3,0 2.8 

MnO 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.1 

BaO 0.0 0.1 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 0,1 0.0 o.o 0.1 

MgO 1.3 2.0 1.1 0.5 0.9 2.1 1.0 0.8 2,1 2.0 

CaO 3.3 3.7 3.2 2.2 3.1 4.1 2.4 2.6 3.4 3.8 
'. 

Na
2
o 4.3 4.7 3.5 3.4 3,9 3.7 3.3 3 .. 4 3.7 4.2 

K
2
0 3,4 2,6 4.3 4.6 3.0 3.4 4.5 4.6 4.8 3.9 

LOI 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 



Sample No. F647 F701 F723 F727 F728 F730 F731 F740 F750 F752 -- -- -- -- -- --
Si02 55.4 76.7 66.6 70.9 74.9 70,2 72.9 72.2 73,3 70.0 

Ti02 0.6 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.2 0,2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 

AI 2o3 20.3 13,1 15.8 15.1 13,4 16.3 14.9 14.6 14.2 15.2 

Fe
2
o

3 2.8 0.2 2.0 0.8 0.6 0.9 1.3 0.6 0.4 1.2 VJ 
1.0 
1.0 

FeO 3.3 0.5 2.2 1.4 1.6 1.1 1.5 1.4 1.2 2.0 

MnO 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 

BaO 0.0 o.o 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 o.o o.o o.o o .. o 

MgO 2,7 0,1 1.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.5 1.2 

CaO 8.0 1.3 4,6 2.3 2.8 3,1 4.0 2.4 2.3 3.2 

Na2o 4.0 3.7 4.5 4.9 4.6 5.6 3.1 4.9 5.0 4.8 

K
2
0 1,9 4~0 1.1 3.1 0,9 1,5 1,0 2.6 2.3 1 .. 5 

LOI 0.9 0,3 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 



Sample No. F771A F771B F917A F917B F928 F943 F957 F1004 F1011 F1030 -

Si02 66.5 71.7 65.9 60.4 59.0 60.1 66.8 62.3 65.0 66.7 

Ti02 0.7 0.1 0,7 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 

A1 203 15.1 15.3 15.9 18.5 16.1 16.1 15.6 16.6 15.8 15.0 

Fe
2
o

3 1.9 0.9 1.7 2.8 2.9 3.6 1.9 2.6 1.9 2.2 .p. 
0 
0 

FeO 3.2 1.2 2.7 2.5 3.9 3.4 2.1 3.1 2.9 2.4 

MnO 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0,2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

BaO 0,3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 

MgO 1.2 0.4 1.5 1,5 4.3 3,3 1.3 2.3 1.8 1.8 

CaO 2.7 3.3 3.6 5.9 5.3 4.9 3.7 4.5 3.6 3.8 

Na2o 3.7 4.9 3.9 5.3 4.1 3.9 4.4 3.9 3.9 4.0 

K20 4.2 1.8 3.6 1.7 2.6 3.3 3.0 3.6 3.8 3,1 

LOI 0.4 0.4 0,3 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3 



Sample No. Fl044 Fl046 FlOSS Fl057 N84 N87 N103 N186 N242 N252 -
Si02 74,2 73.2 58.3 60.2 59,6 55,2 66.0 57.6 56.9 58,5 

Ti02 0.4 0,2 1.1 0.8 0,8 1.0 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.8 

A1 2o3 12.2 14.3 16,8 17,2 15,0 15,3 15.4 16,0 16.6 16.7 

Fe2o3 1.3 0.8 3,3 2,4 3,0 3 .. 6 2.1 3.4 3,5 2.5 +=' 
0 
~ 

FeO 1.6 1 t 1 4.4 4.2 4,1 4.8 2,8 4,2 4.3 4~4 

MnO o.o 0.0 0,1 o.o 0,1 0,1 o.o 0,2 0,1 0,1 

BaO 0.0 0.1 0,0 0,1 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.1 

MgO 0.6 0.4 3.6 3.5 5.4 7.4 2.8 4.5 4.6 4.8 

CaO 1.7 2.2 4.6 4.6 5.6 6.9 3.5 5.9 6.0 5,2 

Na2o 3.1 3.8 3,9 4.2 3.2 2.9 3.4 4.0 3.8 4.0 

K20 4. 7 3.8 3,4 2,1 2.6 2.1 2.6 2.5 2,2 2.3 

LOI 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.8 1,0 0.7 



Sample No. N318A N318B N326 N328 N601 •. N623 N625A N671 Nl026A Nl086 

Si02 66.3 74.2 54.1 62.2 62.2 72.1 67.6 60.8 70.2 67.5 

Ti02 0.6 0.1 1. 0 0,7 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.5 0.4 

Al 2o3 15,2 13.1 19,9 16.4 18.6 13.3 16.0 16.5 15.1 15.0 

Fe
2
o

3 
1,8 1.2 4.4 2.6 1.8 1.8 1.7 2.7 0.9 1.4 ~ 

0 
N 

FeO 2.9 0.7 3,2 3.6 2.8 1,6 1.7 4.0 2.1 2.8 

MnO 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

BaO 0,0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 o.o 0.3 

MgO 2.0 0.3 3.9 2,7 1.9 0.7 1,0 3.3 1.2 1.8 

CaO 2.9 0.6 5.3 4.7 4.8 2.1 3.0 "'4. 5 2.5 3.0 

Na2o 3,6 3.0 4.6 4.0 4.6 2.9 3,7 3,7 3.5 3.1 

K
2
0 3,7 6,1 2,8 2.3 1.8 4,7 4.2 2.9 3.4 3.8 

LOI 0,9 0,6 0,7 0,6 0.8 0.4 0.6 0,8 0 .. 6 1.0 



Sample No. Nl098 Nll35 Nll72 P97B P249A 

Si02 65.3 63.2 52.9 62.1 59.8 

Ti02 0.7 0.6 1.4 1.2 0.8 

AI 2o
3 15.2 15.9 15.8 16.2 16.3 

Fe
2
o

3 3.6 0.2 4.6 2.1 2,3 .J::--
0 
w 

FeO 1.6 5.5 6,0 4.5 4.1 

MnO 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.1 0.1 

BaO 0.0 0.3 o.o o.o 0.0 

MgO 2.0 2.5 5.5 2.7 4.2 

CaO 3.9 4.1 7.6 3.9 5.0 

Na2o 3.4 3.8 3.2 4.0 3.8 

K
2
0 3.5 3.4 2.0 2.4 2.9 

LOI 0.8 0.6 0,9 0.7 0.8 



APPENDIX IV 

TABLE 2 DUPLICATE ANALYSES 

Sample + 
Fl75/I Fl75/II Fl75/III Al99D+ Al99D Oxide Fl75/I 

Sio2 64.6 66.5 64.5 65.3 74~2 75.0 

Ti02 0.51 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.07 0.0 

z 02 

Al 203 16,3 15,0 15.9 15.6 13.3 12,7 

* * Fe2o3 4.28 1.9 2.4 1,9 1.27 0.6 

V203 

Cr2o3 

FeO 2.4 2.5 2.5 0.8 

MnO 0.052 0.0 o.o 0.1 0.041 0.0 

CoO 

NiO 

CuO 

ZnO 

BaO 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 

MgO 1.56 1.8 1.6 1.6 0.28 0.3 

CaO 3.29 3.6 3.9 3,6 0.90 0.9 

Na2o 5.13 4.2 4.5 4.6 2.86 2.9 

K20 3.15 2.9 3.1 3.3 5.52 5.6 

P205 

s 

LOI 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.1 
---

98.87 100,0 100.0 100.0 98.44 100.0 

+ Analysed by the Saskatchewan Research Council. 

* Total iron calculated as Fe
2
o

3
. 
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Table 2 Cont. 

Sample F4691 
F469 F6471 F647 F9571 F957 

- . Oxide' 

Si02 54.98 56.6 67.95 55.4 56.62 66.8 

_Ti0
2 

1.99 1.8 0.51 0.6 0.72 0.6 

Zro2 o.o 0.0 0.0 

Al 2o3 15.69 14.7 17.53 20.3 22.00 15.6 

* * * Fe
2
o

3 12.04 4.3 3.74 2.8 6.26 1.9 

V203 0.0 o.o 0.06 

Cr2o3 0.05 o.o o.o 

FeO 7.2 3~3 2.1 

MnO 0.14 0.2 0.06 0.1 0.15 0.1 

CoO 0.04 0.05 0.04 

NiO 0.06 o.o 0. 0· 

CuO o.o 0.0 o.o 

ZnO 0,07 0.07 0.07 

BaO 0.06 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 

MgO 3.77 6.3 0.36 2.7 0.83 1.3 

CaO 6.68 6.3 3,37 8.0 8.47 3.7 

Na2o 1,89 3.4 3.56 4.0 2.87 4.4 

K20 2,37 2.5 3.07 1.9 1.91 3.0 

P205 0.17 0,0 o.o 

s 0.0 o.o 0.0 

LOI 0.9 0.9 0.4 

Total 1 100.00 100,0 100.00 100.0 100.00 100.0 

Total 2 96.87 97.03 96.63 

Total 1 is the sum of the oxide concentration re-cast to 100%, while 
total 2 is the sum of the oxide concentration before re-casting. 

1 Analyses done with the electron microprobe on samples fused without 
flux but re-cast to total 100%. 
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Table 2 Cont. 

Sample 
N326 1 

N326 Nll12 1 
Nll72 -oxide 

Si02 55.93 54.1 53.92 52.9 

Ti02 1.02 1.0 1.48 1.4 

Zro2 0,0 0,0 

Al 2o3 21.35 19.9 17.57 15.8 

* * Fe2o3 7.09 4.4 10.62 4.6 

V203 o.o o.o 
cr2o3 o.o o.o 
FeO 3.2 6.0 

MnO 0.08 0.2 0.11 0.1 

CoO o.o 0.05 

NiO 0.0 0.0 

CuO 0.0 o.o 
ZnO o.o 0.05 

BaO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

MgO 1.82 3.9 3.76 5.5 

CaO 5.28 5.3 7.68 7.6 

Na
2
o 4.79 4.6 2.43 3.2 

K20 2.63 2.8 2.07 2.0 

P205 0.0 0.27 

s 0.0 0.0 

LOI 0.7 0.9 

Total 1 100.00 100.0 100.00 100.0 
Total 2 93.71 97.33 
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APPENDIX IV 

TABLE 3 TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSES 

Technique used was instrument neutron activation analysis. 

All concentrations expressed as PPM unless weight percent indicated. 

Estimates of uncertainties at the two standard deviation level 
are given in parentheses. 

Analysist, G.G. Goles, INAA Laboratory, University of Oregon. 

Sample A199D B66 B70 B63 FS3A F175/I 
Unit 21 130 14 13A 90 18A 

Element 

Fe (%) 0.81(.04) 3.77(.08) 0 . 849 ( . 0 26) 1.63(.04) 2.01(.04) 2. 84 ( 0 22) 

Sc 3.07(.08) 11.41(.24) 2. 91 (. 06) 3.81(.10) 4. 95 (. 28) 6.92(.34) 

Cr 210(40) 164(12) 158(12) 205 (26) 66(30) 115(4) 

Co 1.50(.14) 15.0 (. 4) 2.15(.12) 6.53(.28) 4.8(.4) 10.1(.6) 

Zr n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 230(40) n.d. 

Hf 4.15(.160) 3.10(.16) 1.77(.20) 3.08(.10) 6. 71(.18) 4.8(.4) 

Ta n.d. n.d. n.d. 0. 88 (. 06) n.d. n.d. 

Th 59.2(2.0) 3.0(.6) 3.0(.6) 5.3(.4) 14.6(3.0) 5.10(.14) 

u 5.4(1.6) n.d. n.d. n.d. 5(4) n.d. 

Na (%) 2.14(.06) 3.10(.10) 3.04(.12) 3.39(.08) 2. 49 (. 06) 3.25(.19) 

K (%) n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 2.4(.4) n.d. 

Ba 356(30) 427(38) 1000(40) 633(28) 848(32) 2340(80) 

Rb 188(8) 35(6) 81(2) 53(4) 84(4) n.d. 

Cs 0.69(.14) n.d. 1.13(.14) 1.32(.10) 0. 59 ( .12) n.d. 

La 44.5(1.8) 16.4(.8) 6.4(.6) 16.2(.6) 31(4) 102.2(1.2) 

Ce 69(4) 18(4) n.d. n.d. 45.6(2.4) 149(8) 

Nd 35(6) n.d. n.d. n.d. 28 (4) 67(8) 

Sm 7.19(.18) 4.33(.12) 1.43( .06) 3.10 (. 08) 5.0(.4) 9. 26 (. 22) 

Eu 0. 51 (. 06) 1. 26 (. 08) 0. 29 (. 04) 0.62{.04) 0. 89 (. 08) 2.20(.10) 

Tb n.d. 0. 30 (. 06) n.d. 0. 39 (. 08) 0.72(.06) 0.43(.08) 

Yb 0. 72(.18) 1.22(.18) 0.54(.12) 1.2(.4) 1. 64 ( .12) 1.13(.14) 

Lu 0.119(.016) 0.190(.18) 0. 089 (. 012) 0.152(.010) 0. 246 (. 0 12) 0.154(.018) 
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Sample F-180 F-291 F-647 F-750 F-957 N-1172 
Unit 18A 138 20 B(l3A) 10 12 

Element 

Fe (%) 1. 56 (. 26) 3. 07(. 26) 3.90(.18) 0. 97 (. 04) 2.11(.04) 6.41 ( .14) 

Sc 0 .. 639 (. 024) 5.16 (. 34) 12.3(.4) 1.73(.04) 2.48(.16) 18.8(.4) 

Cr 241(6) 82(24) 108(20) 220(40) 154 (30) 120(40) 

Co 5. 32 (. 22) 8. 76 (. 28) 11.5(.4) 2.25(.14) 7 .8( .8) 2_7.1(2.2) 

Zr n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Hf 3. 75(.12) 2. 20 ( .12) 2.1(.4) 2.49(.12) 5 .04( .16) 4. 08 (. 20) 

Ta 0. 31 (. 06) n.d. 0.23(.10) n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Th 6. 7(.4) 3.03(.12) 3.4(.4) 3.2(.8) 14.22(.34) 1.6(.4) 

u n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Na (%) 2. 74 (. 06) 4. 55 ( .12) 2.97(.08) 4.04(.12) 3. 29 ( .10) 2.89(.10) 

K (%) n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Ba 2030 (60) 1360(60) 880(60) 940(40) 1070(40) 1010(60) 

Rb 45(4) 83(3) 62(6) 38(4) . 52 ( 4) 56(8) 

Cs n.d. 0. 96 ( .18) 3.2(.4) 0. 40 ( .10) n.d. n.d. 

La 51.0(1.8) 17.6(1.5) 27.5(1.0) 10.5(1.0) 48.8(2.0) 46.5(1.8) 

Ce 74.5(3.6) n.d. 40.4(1.6) 16.0 ( 1. 2) 73(4) 92(10) 

Nd 32(4) n.d. n.d. 7(2) 28(6) 48(14) 

Sm 4.85(.12) 2.82(.08) 5.97(.14) 1. 28 (. 06) 9.26(.22) 11.51(.26) 

Eu 1.10 (. 06) 0.92(.06) 1.92(.16) 0.46 (. 04) 1 .14 ( .14) 2.4 7( .06) 

Tb 0. 24 (. 08) 0.33(.06) 0. 59 ( 0 06) nod. 0. 32 (. 08) 1. 06 (. 08) 

Yb 0 0 70 ( .12) - 1.48(.18) 1. 74(.20) n.d. 0.55(.14) 2.3(.6) 

Lu 0.090(.010) 0.215(.018) 0. 229 ( .026) n.d. 0.072(.012) 0 . 34 7 ( 0 . 34) 
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Sample 76P-l 77F-246 77F-286 77F-434 77J-377A 
Unit sc 2 17 1 19A 

Element 

Fe (%) 3. 9 (. 40 0. 97 (. 06) 3.47(.08) 3. 66 (. 08) 1. 43(. 04) 

Sc 8.58(.18) 1.58(.04) 11.28(.24) 10.14 (. 24) 4.45(.10) 

Cr 57(18) 80(10) 60(4) 42(4) 41.6(2.8) 

Co 48.5(1.0) 1.31(.14) 13.1(.6) 4. 00 (. 26) 2.77(.10) 

Zr n.d. 227(32) n.d. 430 (60) 378 (34) 

Hf 0.31(.10) 5. 8 7 ( .17) 4.47(.16) 10.3(.4) 9.57(.22) 

Ta n.d. 1.50(.14) n.d. 0. 78 (. 08) 2.1(.4) 

Th 2.2(.4) 48(4) 2.31(.10) 9.2(.4) 66(4) 

u n.d. 23(4) n.d. n.d. 30.4(1.6) 

Na (%) 1.11(.04) 2. 04 ( .06) 3.27(.08) 2. 68 (. 06) 2.33(.06) 

K (%) 0. 80 (. 20) 3.4(.4) n.d. 3.8(.4) 4.01(.38) 

Ba 195(30) 380 (20) 1000(40) 1530(60) 594(26) 

Rb 43(4) 215(10) 53(4) 135 (6) . 277(34) 

Cs 1. 34 ( .16) 1. 04 ( .10) n.d. 1.55(.16) 3.65(.12) 

La n.d. 56 (4) 19.0(.8) 27.4(.8) 172(4) 

Ce 12.4(.4) 98 (6) n.d. 71.1(3.6) 336 (16) 

Nd n.d. 43(4) n.d. 40(8) 94(6) 

Sm 0. 34 (. 04) 8.10 (. 20) 6.81(.14) 9.2(.4) 15.9(.4) 

Eu 0. 35 (. 06) 0. 5 71 (. 036) 1.42(.08) 2.16 (. 08) 1.13(. 06) 

Tb n.d. 1. OS ( .12) 0. 73( .06) 1.13(.08) 2.26(.14) 

Yb n.d. 3.9(.6) 2.00(.18) 4 .44(. 20) 7.17(.20) 

Lu 0.091(.018) 0.584(.018) 0.290(.020) 0. 636 (. 028) 0. 98(. 04) 
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APPEND IX IV. 

TABLE 4 TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSES 

Technique used was X.R.F. Spectrometry of a pressed pellet. 

All concentrations are expressed as PPM. 

Analysist Cunningham, INAA Laboratory, University of Oregon. 

Sam:ele Unit Rb Sr y Zr Nb 

A 1990 21 169±16 62±3 10 78'±3 10 

B 66 130 31±3 719±40 12*2 104±4 11±3 

B 70 14 83±8 381±21 10 38±1 10 

F 53 A. 9A 43±9 271±15 16±2 203±7 10 

F 175/I 18A 36±3 1331'±75 10 182±4 20'±6 

F 180 18A 45±4 913±51 10 118±4 12±4 

F 291 13B 86±8 594±33 10 77±3 10 

F 647 20 64±6 1176±66 13±2 54±2 16±5 

F 750 8(13A) 41±4 1086±61 10 85±3 12±4 

F 957 10 56±5 724±41 10 152±5 11±2 

N 1172 12 61±6 982±5s 24±3 138±5 21±6 

p 1 sc 52.±5 181±10 10 15±1 10 

77 F 246 2 230±21 74±4 34±5 122±4 11±3 

77 F 286 17 s8±s 881±49 16±2 148±5 16±5 

77 F 434 1 146±13 162±9 38±5 386±13 15*5 

77 J 377A 19A 334±31 86±5 56±8 253±9 33±10 

Standard Rocks (Average of 3 Analyses) 

AGV-1 68 674 17 221 17 

BCR-1 48 346 37 181 12 

GSP-1 249 236 28 518 27 

Average Relative 
9.2% 5.6% 13.4% 3.4% 30% Precision 2SD 
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APPENDIX V 

NORMATIVE COMPOSITIONS 

The CIPW normative mineral composition of the analysed samples. The 

computer program used was adapted from that of Irvine and Baragar (1971). 

Sample A96 Fl94 F238 F314 F363 F486 F527 

Unit 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Qz 19 30 23 36 22 21 19 
c 0. .6 0 .9 0 0 0 
Or 9 28 25 33 16 19 20 
Ab 44 28 32 19 40 34 39 
An 19 10 11 5 14 15 13 
Lc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Kp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ac 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Di .5 0 .6 0 .6 1.5 1.7 
He .4 0 .3 0 .4 .6 .8 
En 3.4 2.1 4.4 2.1 3.6 4.4 2.7 
Fs 2.3 1.1 1.9 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.3 
Fo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Wo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ln 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mt 2.1 .7 .9 1.0 1.2 1.8 1.8 
Il .8 .3 .5 .4 .7 . 8 .8 
Cr ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hm ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ap ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

An/An+Ab 30 27 25 19 26 31 26 
Different ion 

72 85 Index 81 89 77 74 78 

Colour Index 10 4 9 6 9 11 9 
Mol (Al 20 3) I 
(Na j)+K j)+CaO) .98 1.04 .97 1.08 .97 .94 .·93 

All values are expressed in cation equivalents. 
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Sample F536B F537 F571A F~57 Fl044 Fl046 N623 

Unit 10 10 10 10 10 10 10. 

Qz 27 27 24 18 32 29 30 

c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Or 27 18 28 18 28 23 28 

Ab 31 35 31 40 28 34 27 

An 11 14 10 14 6 11 10 

Lc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Kp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ac 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Di .2 .9 1.8 2.8 1.4 • 1 .5 

He .1 .5 .6 1.0 1.0 . 1 .2 

En 1.3 1.9 1.4 2.3 .8 1.0 1.8 

Fs .9 1.0 .5 .8 .6 1.0 .7 

Fo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ln 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mt .6 1.0 1.4 2.0 1.4 .8 1.9 

Il .4 .6 .7 .9 .5 .2 .4 

Cr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ap 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

An/An+Ab 26 28 25 26 16 24 26 

Different ion 85 80 83 
Index 

76 89 86 85 

Colour Index 4 6 6 10 6 3 6 

Mo1(Al 0 )/ 
(Na2o+K2d+Ca) .99 .96 .93 .90 .92 1.00 .98 
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N62SA Nl026A Nl086 

10 10 10 

20 27 23 

0 1.3 .4 

25 20 23 

34 32 29 

15 13 15 

0 '0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Tr 0 0 

Tr 0 0 

2,7 3.3 5.1 

1.2 2.0 2.8 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
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35 
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8 

38 
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B85 

13A 

22 
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41 

11 
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1.0 
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3.0 
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20 

82 

8 

.96 
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23 
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18 
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0 
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27 

77 

7 
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24 
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17 

5 

0 

13 

34 

22 

0 

0 
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0 
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11 
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0 

0 
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0 
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APPENDIX VI 

STRUCTURAL PLOTS 

In the following diagrams, the structural data gathered in 

the field have been plotted on Lambert equal-area stereo diagrams. For 

convenience in plotting and interpretating these data, the map area has 

been divided into a number of regions, many of which are centered about 

large-scale structural features (subareas 1 to 10) . The remaining data 

have been grouped according to topographical map sheets. All these 

regions have been delineated in Map 3.3. 

The key to all the diagrams is: 

• pole to foliation. (S0 to S3) * 

o pole to an axial plane of a minor fold. (F 1 to F
4

)* 

0 pole to the great-circle of best fit (estimated 

by eye) to the data contained within the relevant 

diagram. 

X orientation of lineation.* 

• orientation of a fold axis. 

A approximate center of a point distribution. 

* None of the data are discriminated as to the phase of origin. This is 

due to difficulties in mapping and because no detailed analysis was 

undertaken. 
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Figure 1 

Lineation and fold axis data collected from. all rock units 

by Shlanka (1962) from the Crane Island area. The lineation data are 

widely scattered, however an assumed unimodal distribution has a center 

plunging at 45° towards 280°. The fold axes data has a bimodal 

-distribution plunging at moderate angles to the northeast and southwest. 
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Figure 2a 

Foliation, axial plane, lineation, and fold axis data from the 

Zengle Lake area (subarea 1). The foliation data (44 readings), together 

with the axial plane data have a restricted unimodal distribution and the 

approximate center of the distribution plunges 3° towards 130°. If it is 

assumed that the foliation is axial planer, then the orientation of 

axial planes to visible folds in the Zengle Lake area vary about the 

vertical and trend northeast - southwest. The lineation data have a 

similar distribution to the fold axis data in the Crane Island area (Fig. 1). 

Figure 2b 

Foliation and fold axis data from the Beaver Island area 

(subarea 2). The poles to the 60 foliations measured cluster around a 

single point. Using this distribution center, an attitude of 065/60° N 

can be obtained for the general attitude of the foliation. 
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Figure 3a 

Foliation, and lineation, data from the Stanger Island 

area (subarea 3). There are 81 foliation measurements and the poles to 

these are widely distributed but mainly in the southern part of the 

diagram. The linear data are distributed in the northern part of the 

diagram, though there is a weak concentration of the data about a center 

that plunges to the northeast at 35°. This has been taken as a tentative 

indication of the orientation of the F4 fold axis in this area. 

Figure 3b 

Foliation and lineation, data from the Clement Island synform 

(subarea 4). There are 109 foliation readings and the poles to these are 

in part distributed about a great-circle. The pole to this great-circle 

is positioned near the linear data and therefore has been taken as the 

orientation of the F4 fold axis in this area (60°- 040°). 
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Figure 4a 

Thirty-one lineation data points from the Tate Island area 

(subarea 5). The Tate Island area contains outcrops in which two 

lineations commonly occur in the same outcrop, however no generalizations 

about their distribution can be made. 

Figure 4b 

Foliation data from the Tate Island area (subarea 5). A 

crude great-circle fit is apparent from the distribution of the 25 poles. 
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Figure Sa 

Twenty-five lineation data points from the Wepusko Bay fold 

area (subarea 6). Most are distributed about a great-circle which is 

approximately parallel to the general foliation orientation in the 

area (Fig. Sb) . 

Figure Sb 

Forty-one foliation and eight fold axial plane data points 

from the Wepusko Bay fold area (subarea 6). The poles to the axial 

planes are widely scattered, but have a moderate concentration in the 

southern part of the diagram which is near the maximum concentration of 

poles to foliation. The center of these distributions gives the attitude 

of the general foliation in the subarea. 
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Figure 6a 

Lineation, foliation, and axial plane data from the Murray 

Island fold (subarea 7). The lineation data (22 measurements), have a 

moderately dispersed unimodal distribution but the point maximum is 

sharply defined and plunges 35° towards 025. The axial plane data (16 

readings) are widely scattered though coincident with the unimodal 

distribution of the foliation data (53 measurements). 

Figure 6b 

Lineation, foliation, and axial plane data from the Hugh 

Island area (subarea 8). The lineation data (10 readings) are roughly 

distributed about a great-circle which dips at 25° to the northeast. 

The foliation (196 measurements) and axial plane data (2 measurements) 

have an ill-defined distribution about a great-circle though most of 

the data cluster about a point maximum. The great-circle to this 

point parallels the plane about which the lineation data is distributed. 

The pole to the great-circle has been taken as indicating the approximate 

F4 fold axis orientation in this area, and plunges 25° to 020. 
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Figure 7a 

Ten lineation, 169 foliation and 1 axial plane data from the 

Crozier Lake, Gramiak Lake, and Perry Lake interference structure (subarea 

9). All the data are widely scattered. 

Figure 7b 

Foliation and fold axis data from the Cheadle Lake - Gilbert 

Lake area (subarea 10). The 34 foliation poles are roughly distributed 

about a great-circle whose pole is positioned near the solitary fold axis 

reading from this area. This pole, to the great-circle, has been taken 

as the approximate orientation of the F4 fold axis in this area and 

0 0 plunges 20 to 035 . 
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Figure Sa 

Lineation data from the 64ElE topographical map sheet. The 

20 readings are widely dispersed and do not have a distinct point maximum. 

Figure 8b 

Foliation (129) and axial plane (10) data from the 64ElE 

topographical map sheet, both with the same distribution. An oblique small

circle would appear to be the best line to fit to the data, however, for 

simplicity sake, a great-circle has been fitted. The pole to this great

circle is approximately coincident with the distribution center of the 

lineation data (Fig. 8a). 
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Figure 9a 

Lineation data from the 64ElW topographical map sheet. There 

are 83 data points which were measured in an area which commonly has two 

different lineations in one outcrop. These lineations are not discriminated 

because of the difficulty in assigning a specific lineation to one of the 

two populations. 

Figure 9b 

Sixty-six folfation and three axial plane data from the 64ElW 

topographical map sheet. Together these have a moderately tight point 

cluster. 
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Figure lOa 

Lineation (28), foliation (102), and axial plane (4) data 

from the 64E2E topographical map sheet. Poles to the foliation have a 

plane maximum distribution with only moderate scatter. The axial plane 

readings are all vertical, or near vertical, and trend northeast, and 

probably are F4 axial planes. The lineation data is from mixed 

populations which could not be differentiated. 

Figure lOb 

Lineation (8), and foliation (78) data from·the 64E2W 

topographical map sheet. The poles to foliation plot about a great

circle, equivalent to a nearly vertical, north - south plane. Most of 

the linear data plots close to the pole to the above great-circle and 

this plunges at about 20° to 280°. It is unknown why the fold axis 

plunge in this region is anomalous with respect to the other regions. 

However, it is possible that the foliations and lineations reflect 

the F2 fold phase and not the F
4 

fold phase. 
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Figure lla 

Four lineation, and 56 foliation data from the northern part 

of the 64015 topographical sheet. All data are widely scattered but poles 

to the foliation data have a point maximum. 

Figure llb 

Two lineation and 62 foliation data from the southwestern 

portion of the 64015 topographical sheet. Poles to foliation are widely 

scattered without any appreciable concentration. The lineations have 

very similar orientations which might also be the orientation of the F4 

fold axis in this area, and plunges 40° to 020°. 
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. Figure 12a 

Twenty-three lineation data from 64DlSE topographical sheet. 

These are widely scattered in the northern part of the diagram. 

Figure 12b 

Sixty-three foliation and 3 axial plane data ·from 64Dl5E 

topographical sheet. Poles to both foliation and axial planes are 

widely scattered in the southern part of the diagram. 
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Figure 13a 

Thirty lineations from 64Dl6W topographical map sheet. These 

are widely scattered but do have a rough unimodal distribution with an 

approximate center plunging 40° - 010. 

Figure 13b 

Foliation (110) and axial plane (17) data from 64Dl6W 

topographical map sheet. The poles to both are widely scattered and no 

great-circle can be easily fitted. Two possibilities are shown. 
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Figure 14" 

Nine lineation, and 75 foliation data from 64Dl6E topographical 

map sheet. The poles to foliation are roughly distributed about a great

circle whose pole is coincident with the center of scatter for the lineation 

data, and has been taken to be the F
4 

fold axis orientation in this area. 
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